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I Dreamt Revolution





Chapter I

An Unexpected Meeting

with Stalin

I.N THE RADIANCE OF A GLORI-
ous sunset I stood on the upper deck of the former imperial

yacht of the Romanovs, converted into a Soviet government
boat for use by top commissars. It was the last day of my jour-

ney down the Volga with Lenin's successor, the Soviet Premier

Alexei Rykovr and not Yagoda, the head of the GPU.
The Volga stretched to the horizon like a stream of molten

gold. Gazing at the majestic scene, I listened while the Premier

reminisced about his childhood and youth in the near-by city

of Saratov. He recalled his sixteen years in prison and exile, his

seven daring escapes from remotest Siberia, his dreams of a Rus-

sia redeemed from three centuries of Tsarist tyranny.
In parting, the commissar cordially invited me to come and

visit him at the Kremlin. I thoughtJt one of those friendly ges-
tures common among travelers in Russia but soon forgotten,
and did not take advantage of it.

One night onmyway out of the Bolshoi Theater I sawRykov
and Stalin in the lobby. The Premier noticed me in the milling

crowd and raised his hand in greeting. I was but a few steps from

the exit when he beckoned me to come over. With some diffi-
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culty I made my way through the crowded lobby, an object of

excited curiosity. People stared in surprise to see a foreigner ap-

proaching the heads of the government and the ruling party.

Rykov greeted me like an old friend. He held my hand in

a firm grip as he turned to Stalin. "Josif Vissarionovich," he

said, "meet an American who speaks Russian with a Moscow
accent."

Stalin smiled as we shook hands, and for the first time after

nearly two years in Moscow I took a good look at him. He was

dressed in his then usual getup a much worn soldier's overcoat,

a military cap without insignia, and a pair of black, unshined

boots of the soft-leather Caucasian type. At close range I noticed

that his still young and fairly handsome face bore slight traces

of smallpox. He spoke Russian with a pronounced Georgian
accent.

In personal contact, Stalin was strikingly unlike what he ap-

peared to be on the platform. There he always seemed to me
aloof and contemptuous of those around and before him. No
matter what the occasion a parade, a funeral, a mass meeting,
a party conference- Stalin always appeared to the onlookers

grim, silent, brooding, a living sphinx of the Revolution. But

now, standing so close to me that I could almost hear him

breathe, the man impressed me as a genial, warmhearted, if

somewhat coarse and primitive, Caucasian mountaineer. His

smile was no artificial grin. It was hearty, sincere, typical of

those breezy mountaineers, who are always slapping people on
the back and being slapped in turn. Yet in his jet black eyes
there lurked the gleam of savage ferocity that characterizes

tfeose tribesmen, who even after the Revolution were still deep
in their ancient feuds, murdering descendants to the third and
fourth generation in revenge for real or fancied crimes com-
mitted by their ancestors. In those days my mind was filled

with the tales of Stalin's ghastly deeds as military commissar on
the Tsaritsin and other civil-war fronts. Four years after the

war's end his sanguinary exploits as a military Chekist were
still an awe-inspiring theme. Now, face to face with the man,
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I stood there, unable to utter a word. I shall never know what

Rykov read in my face at the moment, but he came promptly
to my aid.

"Why all this rumpus in the foreign press about torture in

Soviet prisons?" he asked. Recovering my breath, I remarked

that my editor had cabled me on the subject.

"And what have you done about it?" asked Rykov.
"Cabled back a formal denial, as usual.'*

"And your bosses don't believe it?" interjected Stalin.

I tried to explain that editors as a rule are not inclined to at-

tach any importance to formal denials, but Stalin interrupted
me with a change of subject. What did I think of the ballet,

Swan Lake, which had been given that evening? Before I had

time to answer, he said:

"Here is a subject foryou people to write about. Throughout
the civil war and famine we preserved that magnificent troupe
of dancers. There is nothing like it anywhere else in the world
I may tell you that we owe its survival mainly to Comrade

Yenukidze."

We were walking towards the Troitsky gate, the main en-

trance to the Kremlin for in those idealistic days even commis-

sars walked through the streets on foot and unafraid. Rykov was
silent. But Stalin stuck to his chosen subject. He praised Kudri-

avtseva and Smoltsov the leading artists of the evening. Above
all he lauded the ensemble for their truly wonderful precision,

grace, and harmony. Within sight of the gate I looked at the

Premier. He was still silent and, as it seemed to me, somewhat

annoyed. I had the impression that Rykov disliked Stalin's

switching of subjects to avoid discussing the ugliest of Soviet

themes, the terror.

At the arched entrance to the Kremlin, Rykov reminded me
ofmy promise to visit him. He asked me to come the next Sun-

day. Suddenly it occurred to me to suggest to him that all the

foreign correspondents in Moscow be permitted to visit the

GPU prison. It was the only way, I argued, to silence the ru-

mors about torture. Rykov readily agreed. He promised to tele-
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phone Yagoda, acting head of the GPU and our companion on

the yacht.
"Have you seen him,smce we got back?" he asked.

On the impulse of the moment, I answered: "Frankly, I am
afraid to.A call on Yagoda is enough to taint one with suspicion

of espionage."
In the dun light of a lantern I saw Stalin's eyes aflame with

anger, while Rykov's face turned as pale as the whitewashed

arched ceiling over us. Without another word both of them

turned and passed through the little wooden door of the inner

entrance.

For some moments I stood underneath the archway stunned

by the effect of my remark. I had plainly offended the Man of

SteeL A Cheka night visit to my lodgings was not an unlikely

consequence. At my door I turned away. Instinct drove me to

spend the night in some safer place. In the absence of an Ameri-

can Embassy I could think of nothing safer than the home of

The Associated Press and of big warmheartedJim Mills, chief of

their bureau. Jimmy listened to my story as he poured drinks.

"Here's to your mad courage," he said. "But Moscow is no

place for you. The sooner you clear out of here, the better."

We were up most of the night. In the morning I telephoned
to my lodgings and learned that nothing had happened.
"The Qiekists are taking their time," said Jim, "but you will

hear from them as sure as day."
His prediction turned out to be in part true. We did hear

from them shortly after breakfast. But the news was no less

startling tjhan my ^aux pas at the Troitsky gate. Word came
from Kogan (the censor) that all foreign correspondents in

Moscow were to visit the GPU that very day.We were to meet

Kogan at the Foreign Office and go with him to GPU head-

quarters and the main prison early in the afternoon.

Low clouds hung over Moscow when twenty-six foreign
newsmen followed Kogan from the Foreign Office down Lu-

biansky Proyezd. At the end of the block we crossed the street
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and turned the corner of the immense building. We passed two

sentries at the corner, and a third at the main entrance. Over it,

cemented so low it almost touched the tip of the guard's bayo-
net, was a bronze bust of Karl Marx. As if in grim mockery the

glistening bayonet pointed to the visage of the founder of social-

ism. The incongruity was all the more striking because no other

commissariat but this human slaughterhouse sported the revered

emblem over its entrance.

In his moments of introspection Dzerzhinsky, the fanaticwho
founded the Cheka, solaced himself with the thought that the

blood he was shedding so profusely would help cement the new
and happy world conceived by Marx. With this sublime reflec-

tion he placed the bust over the Cheka's front door, and there

it remained.

After passing the sentrywe entered a dim lobby and mounted

a wide staircase flanked by two rows of young, smartly uni-

formed huskies.

Severe-looking, stocky, black-bearded TriUisser, a member
of the GPU Collegium, received us at the head of the stairs.

With him was a whole retinue of officers,

In a loud, raspy voice the Chekist instructed Kogan to inform

us that we were not to speak to any of the prisoners save one.

The exception was Boris Savinkov, famed as a revolutionary
terrorist under the Tsar and later as the implacable foe of bol-

shevism, who was serving a ten-year sentence. It seemed strange
that of all the prisoners this archenemy of the Soviets should

be permitted to talk to foreign newsmen. But with Yagoda it

was always a rule, as he once told me on the Volga, to "mix the

pleasant with the useful." For the moment we could only guess
about the implications of this single exception.
To make certain that his instructions were clearly under-

stood, Trillisser ordered the censor to give us a word-for-word

translation. He then added: "Comrade Kogan, please tell our

guests that they are the first foreign newsmen to enter this build-

ing. Above all, make it clear to them that in accordance with

Premier Rykov's instructions the prisoners have had no advance
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notice of this visit. What the correspondents will see here today
is our daily routine."

The censor had no sooner completed his translation than Tril-

lisser nodded to one of his aides. A tall man holding a bunch of

keys stepped forward, saluted, and led the way down a bright-

ly lighted, wide corridor, lined on both sides with unpainted
wooden doors a narrow slit in each door. The walls of the cor-

ridor were whitewashed, the floors polished, the ventilation per-
fect. I recalled a visit to the old Sing Sing prison at Ossining. By
comparison Lubianka seemed like a well-run hotel.

The contrast was still greater when the jailer unlocked the

first cell It was a fair-sized room with a tall, wide window fac-

ing the square. There were no bars, no distinctive furniture,

nothing to remind one of prison. The room was well heated

and decently furnished. An orange-colored, upholstered sofa

stood against the wall facing the window. In front of it was
a white painted table with two white chairs. A sink and toilet

were built into alcoves on the left. It was a perfect cell, the

dream of prison reformers. The only trouble with it was its

inmate. He was the living image of fright.

Trillisser evidently did not lie when he told us that the pris-
oners had not been notified of our coming. The unlocking of a

door at Lubianka carries dire implications. In many a case it

means a death sentence by the Collegium of GPU and immedi-
ate execution.

This first prisoner shown us was a tall, handsome man in his

thirties. His sparsely bearded face was as white as the white-

washed wall behind him. His eyes were feverishly aflame in a

sudden paroxysm of fear. His bluish lips mumbled some inco-

herent words. As if in a last feeble effort to snatch a few more
minutes of life, he backed up against the wall, stretched out his

arms, and, trembling from head to foot, stood before us like a

crucifixion, with knees sagging and weeping head bent in a last

unspoken plea for mercy.
There was amoment of breathless suspense, pierced suddenly

by a stifled cry: "Tovarishchi!" (Comrades!) In the gathering
dusk of the oncoming night the man at the wall seemed to me
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an eternal symbol of mankind's pain and undying hope. Like

Christ on the cross he smiled as we turned to go. Our sudden

departure must have brought him heavenly relief, almost a sense

of resurrection.

There followed five more visits to cells. With but two ex-

ceptions they all produced the same devastating effect unmiti-

gated, appalling fright. The exceptions were an Italian whom
I had often seen at the Hotel Savoy, and Boris Savinkov. I could

only guess the cause of the Italian's arrest. He stood up like the

Russians, but unlike them he was calm and composed. Obvi-

ously he was assured of protection by his government, a right
denied to Russian citizens.

Savinkov's cell the last one visited was the biggest surprise
of the day. It was a beautifully furnished room with thick car-

pets on the floor, a large mahogany desk, a blue-silk-upholstered

divan, and pictures on the walls.

The great conspirator was clean-shaven and smelled of per-
fume as though the barber had just left him. Most astonishing
of all was his state of mind. He behaved like a wealthy and gra-
cious host receiving visitors, Is this mere bravado, I wondered,
or absolute courage?
We plied Savinkov with questions, to each of which he had a

quick, tactful, brilliant answer. He spoke Russian and French

with equal ease. Asked what made him return to Russia, he

stepped to the window. Pointing to the Kremlin, he said: "I

would rather see those towers from a prison cell than walk free-

ly in the streets of Paris."

In our admiration and pity, for to most of us he was not only
a valiant leader but a brilliant writer, we avoided asking any

questions that might embarrass him in the presence of his jailers.

But there was one exception. Much to our chagrin, a French

correspondent asked a question that instantly put Savinkov on

the defensive, compelling a choice between evasion and dan-

ger; "Are the GPU horror stories true or false?"

The prisoner replied: "Speaking for myself they are obvi-

ously untrue."

I looked at Trillisser. His black eyes flashed with anger. The
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prisoner, like everybody else in the room, could not help notic-

ing the poor impression "speaking for myself' had made on the

Ghekist. Yet Savinkov went on talking like a free man until Tril-

lisser put an end to the interview with the one word: "ford.*"

(It's time!) The effect of that word was instantaneous. Savin-

kov turned pale and stopped talking. He still smiled as he saw

us to the door, but it was a forced smile.

Savinkov was doomed.A few months following our visit to

Lubianka the Soviet press carried a small item announcing his

death. According to the official version he had plunged from
an upper-story window to the pavement and died

instantly.

In well-informed circles the belief prevailed that Chekists had
hurled Savinkov to his death when he refused to help them in

some scheme of counterespionage.
On our way from Savinkov's cell one of Trillisser's aides in-

formed me that Yagoda wanted to see me in his office. I won-
dered whether this unexpected invitation had something to do
with the incident at the Troitsky gate. Mills, too, was appre-
hensive. We decided to go,together just in case. But the aide

insisted that his orders were to "conduct to Comrade Yagoda
one, not two." We were equally insistent on "two, not one."

The officerwent to a telephone booth, and came back all smiles.

"The commissar," he informed us, "will be gkd to see you
both."

At his big mahogany desk in the headquarters of his dreadful

power, Yagodawas no less modest and friendly than in the com-

pany of Rykov. He was talking to some officers as we entered.

They took leave of their chief, saluting and clicking heels in the
best Prussian manner.

The commissar, impressive in his neat GPU uniform, came
forward to meet us. Far from objecting, he seemed to like the
idea of Mills coming along. As on the Volga, he was eager to
make friends eager also to impress people with clipped, stac-

cato remarks indicating that he knew much more about them
than he was telling.

"We three," he said, "must not be strangers. I know all about

your troubles with the militia."
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He referred to our sleighing through the Moscow streets on
cold nights to pick up freezing waifs and bring them to the mi-

litia stations. In doing this work of mercy we had often clashed

with callous militiamen. Yagoda himself, with all his terrible

record, had done much for homeless children. Together with

Dzerzhinsky he would make the rounds of Moscow
jails

in

search of juvenile delinquents. The worst of them, those with

records of murder, he would place in a specially organized col-

ony, which became famous the world over as a unique experi-
ment in the reform of adolescent criminals. That colony was

Yagoda's hobby, a way of balancing evil with good. He made
us promise to visit his "children." He then switched to a subject
of more immediate interest our visit to Lubianka. In a burst of

professional pride, he informed us that Savinkov had been lured

to Russia by a beautiful GPU "operator," who had gone to Paris

for the purpose.

"Right now/' said Yagoda, "we are having trouble with the

lady. She is in love with him. Lately things reached a stage where

we simply had to grant her permission to stay nights in his cell."

Yagoda's eyes sparkled as he argued that the CPU's magna-

nimity in this case was but one example of Russia's "humane
methods" of dealing with prisoners. It was characteristic, he

claimed, of a "prison without bars."

"Then why this fear that we saw in the cells?
"

I asked him.

"I can only repeat what I said to you once before," Yagoda

replied. "We are a minority in a vast country. Abolish the GPU,
and we are through."

It was getting late. I reminded him that we must hurry home
to write our story, or the other correspondents would be hours

ahead of us. We rose to go, but Yagoda begged us to stay for

dinner. His now humble tone and shy look made it obvious that

with all his power this Chekist dreaded to be refused. This engi-

neer of terror craved friendship. He hated to be left alone in the

social void which he himself had done so much to create and

maintain.

Mills pointed out that to stay for dinner would involve miss-

ing the morning papers. But Yagoda insisted. He telephoned
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the censor, instructing him to hold all stories on the GPU visit

until further notice. We finally compromised on a few drinks

together.

An hour later the commissar saw us to the front door of the

building where, under the bust of Karl Marx, he repeated his

invitation to visit his "children."

That night after filing my story I lay awake for hours. Too
much had happened during the past twenty-four hours, the un-

expected meeting with Rykov and Stalin, the disturbing inci-

dent at the Kremlin gate, the visit to Lubianka.

Of all I had seen and heard at the Lubianka my deepest and

most painful impression was of the fright in the eyes of the first

prisoner we saw. What greater torture could there be than to

know that the mere unlocking of a door might mean a short

walk down the corridorpast the executioner, a bullet in the back

of the neck, death . . . and all by virtue of the secret decision of

a so-called CoEegium of three power-drunken gangsters. Faced

with this stark reality, I anxiously recalled the episode at the

Kremlin gate. Despite its happy ending I was again assailed by
haunting fears. Essentially I was, in the eyes of men like Stalin,

a Russian, bom in the Ukraine. As yet there was no American
consul or ambassador in Moscow. In the absence of Russo-

American diplomatic relations, what importance was a police
state likely to attach to my American passport? Thinking along
those lines I began to feel as helpless and terror-stricken as any
Soviet citizen. For the first time, Tsarist Russia from which I

fled seemed to me almost a haven of refuge, a land where human
Mfe, if not liberty, was held sacred.



Chapter X

My Dream of Revolution

DAWN I WAS WIDE AWAKE
reminiscing about my past. At the sound of the hourly chimes

from the near-by Cathedral of Our Saviour, I recalled the coro-

nation of Tsar Nicholas II in 1 896, one ofmy most vivid child-

hood memories.

Starakonstantinov,my Ukrainian birthplace, was aboutthree-

days' travel from Moscow, the scene of the coronation. Yet

our local celebrations could bear comparison with those in the

capital, for we lived in the Southwestern Military zone of the

empire, only thirty miles from the Austrian frontier. The dis-

tinguishing feature of this region was its vast military camps
with their grand-scale maneuvers which gave us, summer after

summer, a foretaste of war. Against this background our lo-

cal authorities staged a tremendous show. It began early in the

morning with the roar of cannon, followed by a grand parade
and a vast religious procession. I still remember the blare and

drumming of bands, the clatter of cavalry racing in review with

drawn swords ablaze in the sun, the marching columns of white-

clad infantry interspersed with splashes of gold and purple, the

massed regimental banners.

In the wake of the military came the priests clad in their gold-

woven vestments. Theywere followed by bearers of icons hung
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with strings of pearls. A big choir chanting the stirring Slav

litany was next in line. Then came tall, bearded deacons, also

ia gold vestments, swinging golden censers which charged the

air with an intoxicating aroma. Masses of peasants and city folk

brought up the rear.With candles flickering in the breeze, they
moved as if in a trance, singing the melancholy tunes of the

steppe. And over it all the solemn church bells tolled out a roar-

ing welcome to the newly anointed Tsar.

That night our sky was ablaze with fireworks, and I went to

bed very late. As I fell asleep, I could still hear the music and

song of the merrymakers. But it all must have come to a sudden

end, for, on waking at dawn, I noticed an abrupt change in the

prevailing mood. Neighbors came to our open door and win-

dows; there was fear in their eyes, and they spoke in whispers.
In answer tomy insistent queries, Grandmother told me the ter-

rible news. "Thousands of people," she said, "perished during
the coronation parade in Moscow." The victims, it appeared,
fell into a deep ravine dug for the purpose of keeping the Tsar

at a safe distance from terrorists mingling with the crowd. Many
of those fallen were crushed to death by masses of patriots press-

ing forward to catch a glimpse of the newly anointed ruler.

"Oh, what an omen," people moaned, "what a terrible omen! "

The portent of the event seemed to them infinitely worse than

the event itself. I could understand this, for I was reared in the

belief that the visible, tangible world around us is but one part
ofour being. Daily I would hear people talk of angels and devils,

of miracles worked by holy men and women, by sacred icons,

and of night prayers by the dead in our churches and syna-

gogues. These fantastic yarns, told without a shade of doubt,
stuck deep in my mind and held me spellbound.
Almost everybody I knew in childhood believed in witch-

craft. All my memories of illness are linked with our old witch
Yavdosha. I can still see her parched, yellow, heavily wrinkled
face as she bent over my bed, muttering some jumbled words
which inspired hope of recovery for no better reason than that

they made no sense. Only my freethinking Uncle Misha dared
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laugh at her, and his daring was a matter of grave concern to

the family. To make sure that no harm befell Misha, Grand-

mother would beg the witch "not to mind the fool." Appar-

ently she didn't, for despite his scoffing my uncle remained in

robust health.

Yavdosha attempted to stop a cholera epidemic by staging in

the cemetery a public wedding of two orphans. On a bright day
she brought the couple from a near-by village and led them in

parade along the main highway. My father, like other parents,
carried me along in his arms, for the belief prevailed that all

those attending the ceremony would be immune from the

plague.
A band marched in the van, playing gay tunes to which the

people danced. I could see my young Aunt Sonya dancing gaily

with her girl friends. Soon after, cholera struck our home. Sonya
was the victim. One night I awoke in the midst of a frightful

commotion. While Grandmother was dressing me I caught a

glimpse of Sonya. Her beautiful face, aglow the day before, was

now ashen gray, and in her eyes there was a strange, terrifying
look. They led me across the street to a neighbor. In the morn-

ing I heard wailing in our home. Sonya was dead. Some time

after the funeral my uncle explained to me the cause of the

tragedy. Sonya and some of her friends had drunk unboiled

water right after the dance. They were all stricken.

The death of the girls, coining shortly after the ghastly wed-

ding, shook people's confidence in witchcraft. From that rime

on there was a stricter observance of sanitary rules.

Until the age of nine I knew very little of poverty, but then,

as if overnight, it entered our home and was all the more painful
because many of our relatives were rich. One of them, Aunt

Riva, offered employment to my father in her big mill in a near-

by village. My parents then moved away, leaving me with my
grandparents to continue my studies and enter the local state

school.

The cause of our troubles was a mystery to me until one eve-
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ning Grandmother drew a bundle of papers from a drawer and

said:

"Here is the story of our poverty loans uncollected because

your grandfather refuses to go to court. He thinks everything
must be settled by voluntary arbitration. This and his endless

generosity have brought us to the brink of ruin."

As long as some of these papers were valid, there was a hope
that Grandfather might change his mind. But he remained ada-

mant until most ofthem had lapsed. Then Grandmother secured

an assignment to her of the few remaining claims, and she took

complete charge of our household. Out of the wreck she man-

aged to save our home and a leather-goods store taken over from

a defaulting debtor. That large store facing the market place be-

came in time our sole source of income as well as a hangout for

peasants.

There was much talk in our store about the titled landowners,

many of whom behaved as though serfdom, long since abol-

ished, were still the law of the land. Often the peasants reacted

to injustice by setting fire to the noblemen's grain. Such acts

were invariably followed by arrests and charges of rebellion.

Listening to these stories, I believed with the peasants that the

Tsar was not at fault, that he was God's vicar on earth, the pro-
tector of the lowly, destined to redeem the land some day from
these brutal nobles.

The people had a right to petition the Tsar, and on market

days across the square from our store a row of scribes would sit

at little tables, ready to take dictation. This dictation was a pleas-
ant pastime. A petitioner would begin: "Great Tsar, our little

father, I, your humble servant, bow low before you and strike

my brow against our mother earth. Be it known to your Maj-
esty, . . ." And here he would recount with eloquence the com-
mon complaints of the village folk: that the landlord was appro-

priating communal pasture land, confiscating cattle, robbing the

poor of their proper share in the crop
The petition addressed and sealed, the peasant would deposit

k at the local post office; and that was the end. There was no
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more hope of a written reply from the Tsar than of a written

answer to a divine prayer.

On passingmy entrance examination to our state school, I was

notified to come and be measured formy uniform. I read the no-

tice with both joy and fear. I thrilled at the thought of marching
behind a military band, for our school was a semimilitary insti-

tution with an officer of the Forty-fifth Azov Infantry in com-

mand. On holidays the school company would parade behind

the regular troops and receive the salute of the commanding of-

ficer and the applause of civilians. But military training involved

discipline, and that, in Tsarist Russia, meant the unchallenged

right of superiors to abuse and beat their subordinates. Every-
where one could see officers slapping soldiers. It was common

knowledge that schoolboys fared no better.

On receipt of the notice of admission, Grandmother an-

nounced that now was the time to collect the debt due her from

Groinin, the principal. The day before school opened she came

home all smiles. She had seen the debtor and in lieu of payment
had secured his promise to exempt me from military training.

The privilege thus granted was not an unmixed blessing, for

it placed me in the category of "untouchables" a small group
of boys despised by the military instructor and by nearly all the

teachers. I had a good memory and knew much of Pushkin by
heart, but never once during my first two years in school did

I get a chance to recite. I would go through the daily class rou-

tine in dumb silence, painfully aware of the teacher's contempt.
When certain of the answer to a mathematical problem, I would

hold up my hand until my arm ached, but in vain. There was

nothing to do; a rigid rule forbade us to speak unless spoken to.

My status had its advantages, however, for out on the campus
students in military training were completely at the mercy of

our smartly uniformed Captain Bogatiryev. He was one of the

most brutal men in the army. If a student did not seem to mind

a sergeant's mild slap, Bogatiryev would step in and strike with
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savage ferocity, invariably drawing blood. "Bloody Bogatiryev"
we called him.

After three years of study my school record was poor despite

a fair knowledge of all subjects and excellence in some. When

my grandmother took up the matter with the principal, he had

but one answer: "Withdraw your objection to military train-

ing." The implication was clear. The choice lay between sub-

mission to violence or leaving school. In the nick of time, how-

ever, came the Tsar's decree prompted, it was assumed, by an

appeal from Count Leo Tolstoyforbidding corporal punish-
ment.

Within a fortnight I thrilled to the kind words of Zaslavsky,
a new principal who came to us from the provincial capital ac-

companied by several teachers. In contrast to his bulky, grim

predecessor, Zaslavsky was a spare man of gentle mien. He ad-

dressed us as "children," ending his brief speech with the assur-

ance that Captain Safronov, our new military instructor, was a

liberal officer, known for his humane treatment of soldiers.

Thus at the age of twelve I was freed both from my sense of

inferiority and from my dread of violence.

By way of compensating us "inferiors" for past sufferings,
the teachers urged us to join a newly formed choir and the

drama circle. At last I got my chance to recite, first in class and

later on the stage. The unforeseen result wasmy rapid advance-

ment to local stardom.

The liberal movement was sweeping the country. Under its

influence people began to take a keen interest in every parting of

the ways with reaction. In this
spirit

the elite of our town wel-

comed the news of our staging of Boris Godunov. The most

prominent man among them was the wealthy timber merchant
David Chatskiss, long known as a generous donor to worthy
causes.

On the eve of the first rehearsal Captain Safronov, our stage
director, announced that Manya Chatskiss, David's beautiful

daughter, would play with us in Boris Godiinov. We expected
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to meet a haughty, spoiled girl. To our surprise Manya was so

frightened at the beginning of the rehearsal that she all but lost

her voice and seemed incapable of grasping her cues. It took the

captain some time to restore her poise. When he finally succeed-

ed we all felt relieved and tried our best to make her feel at

home.

We rehearsed nearly all that day. Towards evening Safronov

suggested that Manya and I practice our leading roles at her

home. I saw the girl to her carriage and she invited me for a ride.

In a few minutes we were over the bridge and out in the open

country. The sun had just set. It was harvest time. The peasants
were still at work in the fields, singing their melancholy airs.

From a near-by camp came strains of a gay military dance.

Strings of multicolored paper lanterns lighted up the park

straight ahead of us. It was getting dark. As we turned back to-

wards town it occurred to me that never before had I seen such

a wondrous sky or heard such enchanting songs. Even old, fa-

miliar sights seemed to have taken on strange, fantastic shapes.
At the gate of Manya's big home with its beautifully landscaped

garden, she reminded me of our rehearsal.

I looked up at the brightly lighted arched windows. Through
one of them I could see a magnificent chandelier and purple
walls hung with portraits in big gilded frames. Never before had

I seen such splendor. It was like a palace in a fairy tale, and I was

frightened at the mere thought of going inside that mansion.

I heard steps in the garden. Someone was coming towards us.

"Good night," I stammered. "I'll see you at school."

But Manya held my hand. She moved nearer until I could see

the pupils of her eyes and feel herwarm breath. "We must kiss,"

she whispered, "or you'll never come here." I obeyed instantly,

and it cured me ofmy fright.

Two months later when we played Boris Godunov, Manya
and I were close friends.

Colonel Valoshin, commander of the Forty-fifth Azov Infan-

try, came on the stage after the dying scene and kissed the lead-

ing players before a cheering audience.Aday laterManya's par-
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ents gave a party for the players, My wealthy Aunt Ina Pokhes,

a friend of Manya's mother, took that opportunity to broach

our betrothal. Aunt Ina had a weakness for matchmaking. In

her eyes Manya and I were almost ready for marriage.

D*uizheme (Movement) was an ominous word in Tsarist Rus-

sia. Whenever the terrorist section of the Socialist Revolution-

ary Party pulled off one of their assassination plots,
I would hear

people murmur about the "dvizhenie." When, as happened

many a summer night, the peasants in a near-by village set fire to

their landowner's grain, I would see people gaze at the red sky
and mutter, "dvizhenie." In these four syllables,

the cautious

would explain nearly every manifestation of" the vast struggle

for Russia's freedom. As we grew older Manya and I began to

take a great interest in the meaning of the word. Both of us had

revolutionary backgrounds. With Manya it was her cousin

Dunya, who, although released from prison only the year be-

fore, was again active in Kiev, the underground center of the

Ukraine. My cousin Raisa, a student in the University of Kiev,

had been exiled for heading a May Day demonstration. It cost

Aunt Ina (her mother) a fortune to buy off half of a five-year
sentence. On her return home Raisa, although a grief to her

mother, was the pride of our intelligentsia. A record of overtwo

years in exile was a badge of distinction which both iny grand-
mother and Aunt Ina tried vainly to belittle.

At the age of thirteen I managed to secure admission for

Manya and myself to one of Raisa's secret lectures. There I met

Captain Safronov as well as other teachers and learned for the

first time that they were all members of the Socialist Revolu-

tionary Party. From that day on Manya and I rarely missed a

lecture. We took up the study of revolutionary literature, read

the
illegal books, and dreamed continually of daring exploits in

die underground.
Itwas in the spring of 1 903, and I was still only thirteen, when

we began to dream revolution. The summer that followed was

inordinately hot and dry. The concentration of troops in the
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neighboring camp of Mashibesh imparted a warlike aspect to

our whole countryside. For nearly a week the air rang with the

music and songs of soldiers on the march. In the midst of this ex-

citement word came from Captain Safronov, who was already
in camp with his regiment, that he was in need of youngsters to

carry illegal literature to the camps. His messenger, Vassya
Lashkov, explained that propaganda during maneuvers, though

dangerous for adults, was safe for youths, particularly first of-

fenders. If caught, they could get off with a warning. The only

problem was that of housing the youngsterssomewhere near the

camp. Lashkov proposed that Manya persuade her parents to

invite our school troupe to their country home for rehearsals.

Everyone in the group, Vassya assured us, was eager to take a

hand in the work.

Manya grasped at this first chance to join the underground.
She told Lashkov to go ahead with his plans, assuring him that

her parents would be glad to have us for the summer. A week
later we were out in the country, ready for action.

My first venture in the underground turned out to be mere

routine well organized and thoroughly protected against risk.

Illegal literature came from the center once or twice a week.

Vassya would hand us the bundles, instructing each erne to enter

the camp through a certain gate. We would always find the

gates manned by friendly sentries. Once inside the camp, we
would proceed through a certain lane, count a given number of

tents, and deposit the papers in the last (invariably empty) tent.

Some time after we left, the literature would be distributed by
comrades in uniform* This limited assignment we carried out

for weeks without ever coming in contact with any of the men
we were supposed to propagandize.
But one day I raised a flap of canvas, and there within a hand's

reach I saw an officer. He lay on a cot staring at me with wide-

open, bleary eyes. At the head of the cot stood a table cluttered

with bottles and glasses. The air was heavy with the stench of

vodka and stale tobacco. In my surprise I dropped the papers.

Then for some moments I stood there unable to decide whether
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the thing to do was to bend down and grab them or turn and run

without them. I looked to the officer for a cue. To my surprise

he grinned at me and said: "Here, lad, come nearer. Forget the

damned papers. Those beasts out there can't read anyway."
There was an avid leer in the man's eyes that repelled me, and

I stepped back, intending to run. But he leaped from his bed and

caught me around the waist. I saw foam on his mouth and

shrieked for help. He ran in a panic, leavingme alone in the tent.

Outside, I heard people shouting and laughing. I ducked

through the canvas and bolted to the nearest gate.

Lashkov, to whom I reported the incident, said that the offi-

cer, a well-known pervert, was not likely to cause any trouble.

Still, to avoid another meeting with him, it was decided to keep
me away from the camp.
For the rest of the summer I stayed at Manya's home, where

Captain Safronov also spent his week ends. He was a great lover

of horses and taught us the art of riding. It has remainedmy life-

long hobby.
Onmy return home I found Grandmother in tears. An officer

in the camp, who had learned of the incident and knew that Ina

Pokhes was my aunt, had made her pay him money to keep

quiet.

"I know Manya is in it," said Grandmother, "but she can af-

ford it. Her father has enough money to buy up all the gen-
darmes in the Ukraine. But a poor boy like you if you ever get

caught, it will be Siberia unless we manage to get you over the

border."

I promised Grandmother and Aunt Ina to steer clear of our

local underground.
After that experience Manya and I decided to bide our time

untilwe were old enough to enter the University of Kiev. In this

state of mind we read of the event that led to the abortive Revo-
lution of 1905. It was a manifesto on the front page of our pro-
vincial paper; a photograph of the Tsar topped the page. We
were at war with Japan! That same day Manya's father told us
to stay away from any antiwar demonstrations. Manya remon-
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strated, reminding her father of his sympathies with the Revolu-

tion. However, he warned me sternly: "Now that we are at

war, you must not get Manya or yourself mixed up in anything.
If you do, I shall myself turn you over to the gendarmes."

Shortly after that talk a shocking incident rocked our com-

munity. A battalion of troops was about to leave for the front

a battalion made up ofmen selected by a special commission that

went through the ranks, picking soldiers as they would cattle.

Superb physical specimens from regiments all over Russia were

to form a Far Eastern army, the idea being that big Russians

would scare the little Japs. "We will snow them under with our

caps," was the slogan of the day. Oneway for revolutionary and

liberal officers to show their resentment against this policy was

to embrace the picked men and kiss them in parting. The scene

occurred on our market place in full view of a demonstrative

crowd. Women wept hysterically. There were chorused yells:

"Down with tyranny! Down with the hangmen!"
As this spontaneous outburst gathered momentum, the police

remained strangely inactive. But Cossacks summoned to the

scene tore into the crowd with savage ferocity, striking down

everyone within reach.

Despite David Chatskiss's warning, I went to the demonstra-

tion with a group of students. Flanked by officers, we defied the

cavalrymen with repeated yells: "Down with tyranny! Down
with bureaucracy!

" Under instructions from Captain Safronov

we carefully avoided any mention of the Tsar. Shortly after

their arrival the Cossacks surrounded us and led us to the gen-

darmery. There our captain and some of his friends came to

plead for us. The colonel of the gendarmes seemed impressed.
He finally compromised by deciding to hold us for a hearing in

a civil court.

"Under the new rules," he said, "I could take administrative

measures, but in deference to your captain I am giving you boys
this one chance."

An hour later they brought us into a crowded courtroom

Safronov was already there, talking to a lawyer.
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"A mere trifle/' he was saying, "but what worries me is His

Honor's weakness."

The judge was an old alcoholic known for his drunken rages

on the bench. People were always wondering what influence

kept this profligate in judicial office.

As we stood there, speculating on his probable condition, he

emerged from a door in the rear. Visibly groggy from a fresh

swig he mounted the dais, mumbling: "Down with the Tsar, eh?

PI! teach you a lesson."

As the clerk read our names, the judge picked on Alyosha

Rapaport, saying: "ThisJew is no doubt the leader. Jews always
are. Rapaport! FH have you whipped! Come nearer, Jew. Let

me look at you."
I saw my friend step forward and turn to our lawyer hoping

to hear from him a word of protest. But the lawyer remained

speechless a silent witness to an outrage. Before I had time to

reflect, I was at Alyosha's side, addressing the judge. "Your

Honor," I heard myself say, "in your present condition you are

not fit to try a dog."

Instantly the courtroom became a howling mob. People

yelled, clapped, whistled. There were cries: "Hurrah!" "Bra-

vo!" And again, as on the market place, the students chorused:
cT>own with tyranny!

" "Down with the hangmen!
"
There was

a sudden outburst of laughter. Someone nearme cried: "Look at

the judge! He has gone crazy!" I looked up and saw the digni-

tary wobble in his chair, his face a grinning mask. The specta-
tors yelled louder, turning the judicial proceedings into a farce.

The colonel seemed to enjoy the show, for he let us go at once.

Out in the corridor I met Grandmother and Aunt Ina. They
were unimpressed by the praise I received from those around

rne.

"Hero, eh?" said Grandmother. "Well, I might as well tell

yofi right now. You are on your way to America. We are not

going to see you shot."

"And that is bound to come," seconded Aunt Ina. "First the

officer in camp, now the judge. And Manya's father is fiercely
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angry. In his ugly mood he might pay the gendarmes to have

you arrested."

Outside we were joined by Manya and Captain Safronov.

Manya looked worried and tearful. She confirmed what Aunt

Ina had said about her father, blaming it all on the war. Safronov

explained that under pressure of the war hysteria, liberals like

David Chatskiss were always apt to turn superpatriots, eager to

prove their loyalty by denouncing others.

"Remember," he said, "it is the invisible and intangible that

one must always fear in Russia. Afterwhat has happened I think

you ought to cross the border tonight. Tomorrow may be too

late."

It was lifesaving advice. Late that night my parents came

from the village. After a brief family consultation Grandfather

went out in search of a frontier guide. He returned after a while

with a tall, husky peasant. After much wailing that was painful-

ly reminiscent of Aunt Sonya's funeral, my father and the guide

brought me to the Austrian frontier. There, within sight of a

black and white striped sentry box, I kissed my father's tear-

moistened face and heard his stifled cry aswe said farewell.Two
armed soldiers stepped out of the dark and held out their hands.

AJ:ter receiving their pay, they grounded their rifles and let me

pass.

A few steps farther on I met an elderly man who held up a

lantern. He was my Austrian guide. He led me to a near-by
house where I spent the night. In the morning I was onmy way
to New York.

Within a year a punitive expedition went through our prov-
ince executing many a youth accused of distributing revolution-

ary literature in camps or barracks. It did not matter when they
had done it. Among those shot were boys charged with distrib-

uting illegal pamphlets long before the war.

Sixteen years went by before I came, one snowy night, to the

same Russo-Austrian (now Russo-Polish) frontier to rescue

my family from a blood-drenched Ukraine. A revolution had

occurred and the civil war had just come to an end. Yet there
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seemed to have been little change in the "oiling" system. Brib-

ery was still rife on the border, only the rates were higher. Like

my grandfather years back, I fopnd a husky frontier guide

who, after paying five hundred American dollars to a Red

Army officer, deliveredmy family on Austrian soil. They were

all there except Grandfather who had died. My grandmother,
then eighty years old, was so elated on seeing me, so stunned by
the power of those almighty dollars, that she confided to an inn-

keeper on the border: "My grandson is the Tsar of America."

While I was in Russia, emigration had seemed to me no better

than exile. But once across the border my feelings changed.
Those last hectic hours at home began to seem like a nightmare
that would not fade on waking. Among the painful memories

of threats, warnings, and tears, my mind dwelt constantly on

Safronov's never-to-be-forgotten words: "It is the invisible and

intangible that one must always fear in Russia." Those words
cast a gruesome light on the whole Tsarist complex with its po-

groms, its savage Cossacks, its sadism, corruption, and abysmal

ignorance. There were tears in my heart for Manya, but I was
not sorry to be on my way to the free New World.

I reachedNew York on a sultry morning in July 1 904. Before

the day was over, a group of us were led to Seward Park, where

employers in those days would come in search of green hands.

A man in a brown derby informed me in Russian that he was the

owner of a tearoom called Odessa.

"Ever been to Odessa?" he asked.

"Just for a visit."

"Then you will do."

For about three months I toiled in that restaurant, washing
dishes in daytime and helping serve parties at night. The pay
was three dollars a week, plus two or three dollars in tips. Poor
fobd, coupled with little sleep, brought on moments of weari-

ness and despair.

In the autumn I got my first glimpse of a free country in ac-
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tion. A presidential campaign was on. Night after night I would
listen to speakers and join in the applause. Though vague about

the issues involved, and Ignorant of the language, I loved to

watch free men speak their minds without fear of Cossacks.

My first winter in America was a cruel, bitter struggle. I left

the tearoom in late autumn and drifted from job to job. I de-

livered groceries, sold newspapers., peddled candy, shoveled

snow, worked in a buckle shop, slept in an unheated Allen Street

loft infested with rats. I knew no trade, had no means of learning

one, and was too proud to ask for help. All this combined to

make life extremely difficult, at times almost unbearable. But I

never despaired. I knew that ignorance of the language was at

the bottom of nearly all my troubles. My desperate efforts to

learn English quickly cost me many a job. As soon as I saved up
a few dollars I would quit and spend days in the Astor Street li-

brary, studying the language.
Two incidents of that miserable winter linger in my memory.

One of them occurred in the buckle shop on Allen Street, the

other in a snow-shovel queue a few blocks away.
The boss on Allen Street undertook to teach me the buckle

trade provided I would work two months for a three-dollar

weekly wage. He also gave me permission to sleep in his shop.
The place had no steam heat and was infested with rats. "That

shouldn't worry you," he said, and pointed to a big yellow cat.

For about a week I slept in his loft on a narrow table, using my
torn coat as cover and some rags for a pillow. On a three-dollar

wage I was extremely limited in my diet and leaned heavily on

dry bread, always keeping a loaf handy. At night it lay on a

chair near my improvised bed. As long as the cat was around I

had little fear, but one day the cat vanished.

That night I dreamt of rats. They were jumping all over me,

biting my face, hands, and throat. It was one of those awful

nightmares when the mind is almost fully awake yet the body
remains inert. For some moments I lay in agony, unable to stir.

When I finally came to, a big rat was skipping across my face

which was wet with blood Others were devouring the bread
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and racing all over the place. I jumped off the table and ran from

the shop bleeding. I ran up Allen Street as far as Houston. There

I saw a policeman. He led me to a doorway and called an ambu-

lance. I was taken toa hospital where they bandagedmy wounds

and let me go.
A week later, penniless and hungry, I was at the corner of

Second Avenue and Houston Street waiting in line for a snow

shovel It was shortly after two in the morning when I took my
place in a queue nearly two blocks long. Until dawn we stood

there lashed by a heavy snowstorm. Rigid with cold and weary
after hours of waiting, we pressed close to one another to keep
from freezing. My shoes were torn, my coat in rags. I felt an icy

crust hardening around my feet. My shirt, wet from the snow

drifting through the loose coat collar, stuck to my back like a

sheet of ice. When they finally handed me a shovel I was so

weak and rigid with cold that it fell out of my hands. The man
behind me picked it up, threw his right arm around my waist,

and tried to help me along to Third Avenue where we were to

clear the tracks for the stalled trolleys. I got no farther than the

corner of Third Avenue and Houston Street. There I collapsed
in the snow and was taken to a hospital for the second time in less

than a fortnight.

The one compensation for those hardships was my keen ap-

preciation of the American environment. Everywhere I could

see the sharp contrast between freedom and tyranny. And the

more I saw, the firmer grew my determination to resist the ef-

forts of Manya and my family to bring me home immediately
aftea: the end of war. While reading their letters I would recall

Safronov's words about the "invisible and intangible" evils lurk-

ing in Russia. I would dream of those evils at night and wake up
happy in die thought that I was thousands of miles from Russia.

In the spring I decided to improve my English by living
where no other language was spoken. I applied to an agency and
was offered a job on a farm run by a widow and her three sons.

To one of them, who came to town in search of "hands,
5 f

I bared

mymuscular arm, explaining that I had had no experience and
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could offer little more than willingness to work. "You will do,"

he said, and a day later I was out in the fields.

After nearly three years of work as a farm hand I returned to

New York, where I went on a hunt for some odd job at which I

could work evenings and have my days free for study.A student

whom I met at the Astor library offered to help me. He was a

shirt ironer. By working evenings in a laundry he had earned

enough to pay hisway through college. The trade offered, in ad-

dition, unusual opportunities for travel on tourist ships equipped
with mechanized laundries,

In six months of apprenticeship I learned enough of the trade

to get a job aboard the luxury steamer Cincinnati. The tour took

me to Madeira, Spain, Gibraltar, Algiers, Genoa, Naples, the

French Riviera, Egypt, Greece, Palestine, and Turkey. During
the voyage, as on the farms, I indulged in my favorite pastime,

reading and study. On my return to New York I entered the

Collegiate School, and in less than a year was credited with

seventy-two Regents points more than enough to admit me to

a university. I then studied law atNew York University, gradu-
ated with an LL.B. degree, passed the bar examinations, and was

admitted to practice inNew York State.

Throughout the years of law study I earned my livelihood

translating and writing. I began by contributing short stories to

the Collegiate magazine. Later I made translations from Russian

for the New York Times Current History Magazine and for

Ilya Tolstoy. I also wrote scenarios for the movie director Kim-
ball Young.

Beatrice, a fellow studentwho had helped me inmywork, be-

came a devoted friend. We had two things in common: an un-

happy childhood and a lonely youth. We married as students

and were, beforemy admission to the bar, a family of five.
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Realization of My Dream

E.ORTHIRTEEN YEARS IHAD NO
thought of ever returning to Tsarist Russia. But overnight the

Revolution changed my mind. From the day in February 1917

when the first news came, I yearned continually to see again the

land ofmy birth and early childhood.

The opportunity came in 1922 when Herbert Hoover's

American Relief Administration was fighting famine in the

drought-stricken Ukraine. Louis Strauss, then Hoover's secre-

tary, made it possible for me to go to Russia and help in the dis-

tribution offood and medicine.

Towards the end of July 1922, 1 boarded a U.S. destroyer

bound East from the Dardanelles. At dawn on the second day
out MJC came within sight of Odessa. The fading stars still lin-

gered on the Western horizon, but in the East the sky was al-

ready aglow with the coining sun. I stood on the bridge with the

officers in command, gazing at scenes that stirred poignant
memories of childhood: the majestic seashore with its flowery

promenades, the boulevards with their palatial homes, the mag-
nificent parks and squares,,the blue- and gold-domed churches,

and in the center the sumptuous municipal theater a replica of

the Grand Opera in Paris. From a distance nothing seemed

changed. But as the ship nosed its way into the inner harbor, we
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were surprised by its weird calm. Except for a few seemingly
deserted barges, the once teeming port lay desolate an immense

watery graveyard. There were no sirens, no signals from shore.

Nothing stirred. A deadly hush pervaded the city.

For an hour and a half our siren called at two-minute intervals

without evoking a sign of life. We stood on the bridge numb
with misgivings, unable to venture even a guess as to the cause

of this ghostly silence.

In later years I learned to take the peculiarities of Soviet be-

havior as a matter of course. But that morning I could not possi-

bly believe that an American warship, arriving on an errand of

mercy, would be kept waiting for a pilot simply because the au-

thorities assigned to meet it, having been in conference till past

midnight, were now fast asleep. Yet this, we learned, was the

cause of the delay.

We signaled for a pilot shortly after seven o'clock in the

morning, and it was half-past eight whenwe finally saw a launch

leave shore and head in our direction. There were five men on

the boat. Their clothes were a curious mixture of military and

civilian. Their gray cotton pants were soiled and frayed. They
all wore khaki tunics buttoned at the neck and criss-crossed

with Sam Browne belts. Two of them were barefoot; two wore

old, misshapen sandals. Only one, the youngest and apparently
the leader, was properly shod in a pair of black boots. His four

comrades stood behind him, each holding an empty hamper of

woven straw.

The young man grasped the rope ladder and climbed up

swiftly, followed by his colleagues. After an exchange of salutes

with our captain and officers, he asked for and received the ship-

ping papers. He then nodded to one of his subordinates, who put
down his hamper and took hold of the steering wheel. Slowly
the ship headed for the inner harbor.

For some minutes we all stood on the bridge without uttering
a word. The contrast between our well-equipped, well-fed

group and the famished condition of our hosts with their simple

peasants' baskets was not conducive to conversation. The neat
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snow-white uniforms and shining footgear of the American

naval officers threw into sharp relief the ragged clothes and

mud-crusted bare feet of the Soviet officials. And to make it all

the morepathetic, our gigantic captain fairly dwarfed the puny
leader of the five, who, even in his high-heeled black boots,

barely reached the captain's broad shoulders. The captain won-

dered how this slight youth had earned the high rank of com-

missar. He suggested that I break the ice by complimenting him

on his achievement. The moment they heard me speak Russian

all five of them became suddenly oblivious of their official dig-

nity and crowded around me excitedly, explaining why they
had come on board with those empty hampers.
"We are absolutely famished/' they cried. "So are our fami-

lies and the whole city.We are perishing of hunger and typhus.

People are dying like flies.'*

When I translated this to the captain he asked me to assure

them that their hampers would be filled with food as soon as the

ship anchored. They surrounded the captain then, overwhelm-

ing him with handshakes and profuse thanks. Thus assured of

something to eat, they turned their minds to another topic of

primary interest their American relatives.

The pilotwas the only one ofthe five without kin in America,
hence with no hope of receiving a food package. As if eager to

make up for the loss, he wanted to know how soon the Ameri-

cans would have their revolution. I began to explain that they
had already had one, but the little leader hastily changed the

subject.

"Byelsky is my name," he said. "Yasha Byelsky, member of

the presidium of the Odessa Cheka* during the civil war, now
Commissar of the port of Odessa."

There was a gleam of pride in the boy's eye as he stressed the

dread word "Che-kd" He was the notorious "Yasha" who two

years before had crushed the South Ukrainian officers' rebellion

m a welter of blood. I did not know it then. And I could not

* Oheka was the name of the Soviet political police during the civil war. Its

name was changed soon after to GPU, then NKVD, now MVD.
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foresee that this tiny youngster was destined for the leading role

in the bloody trio (Yezhov-Byelsky-Berman) who in 1937 car-

ried out Stalin's dreadful purge which practically destroyed the

Bolshevik Party as organized by Lenin.

At the headquarters ofARA in Odessa I learned that the situ-

ation on the Volga was better, both in regard to food and to the

typhus epidemic, than it had been the year before. But it was

worse in the Ukraine. Odessa was one of the most stricken

spots. Yekaterinoslav was another. I was to proceed to Yeka-

terinoslav on a provision train and help the Americans already
there in the work of distribution. The train would leave that

very night. There remained only a few hours to see the cky.
After lunch I went for a walk. My uncle, whom as a boy I

visited in Odessa, had been dead for some time, but I wanted to

see his home again. The way led across the Tolchok Odessa's

main market. The big trading center was now a camp crowded
with sick and hungry peasants who had fled from their villages,

hoping to find food and shelter in the city. Finding neither, they
had gathered in the open spaces to beg for bread. Many of them

were delirious, some were dying. In a roped-off square I saw un-

covered corpses. The delay in burial, a militiaman informed me,

was due to overwork and underfeeding among the city's sani-

tary workers. They were days behind in their work.

I walked on, feeling my way through a mass of half-naked

men, women and children. On Ryshelyevskaya, a street of fond

memories, I saw a charred framework of brick and wood. It was

all that remained of my uncle's home.

For hours I,wandered about the city, keenly conscious ofmy
clothes and shoes which contrasted painfully with the rags and

bare feet of the Russians. In the dusk of the oncoming night,

these unfortunates moved about like lost souls, wan, hollow-

eyed, forlorn.

Back at headquarters, the quiet, dark garden behind die build-

ing seemed to me like an oasis in a desert. There, alone on a

bench, I sat and recalled my childhood dreams of revolution.

They were the dreams of many generations, and here was their ,
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fulfillment this appalling nightmare on the streets of a starved

and dying city.

"Is this all?
"
I wondered. "Shall I find something that is worth

the sacrifice, the terrible price in blood and pain?
"

Word came shortly after midnight that my provision train

would leave at i : oo A.M. I rode to the station through pitch-dark
streets. A few cabbies and patrolling militiamen made up the

night life of what used to be the gayest city in Russia. Like the

market place, the square in front of the station was crowded
with hungry, sick, and dying people.

Long after one o'clock in the morning we were still at the sta-

tion, waiting for a machine-gun detachment which was to pro-
tect the train en route. The civil war had been over for nearly
two years, but the forests still swarmed with armed bands that

made travel hazardous. Food, a most precious commodity in this

second year of the famine, invited attack. Extra precautions
were being taken by the man in charge Commander Vanya,
they called him. He entered my compartment, offering to take
the upper berth if I preferred the lower. He was a tall, handsome

young Slav, with the smile and manners of a good-natured child.

To a conductor who came for instructions he gave the order to
start. The night was almost gone when the train began to move.

In the morning we sat watching the countryside through an

open window. The rails were so in need of repair that our loco-

motive, ancient and
rickety, had a hard time finding something

to get hold of. Slowly, with laborious effort, the train rolled

along through a barren land. At rare intervals we passed small

patches of green where three or four cattle were grazing. Here
and there, scattered over the fields, lay dead cows and horses.
The

blazing sun beat down on the carcasses, turning them into
hives of buzzing flies. A stench of carrion floated through the

open windows of the train. I was painfully reminded of the vast
herds that had once filled these Ukrainian plains.
My companion leaned out of the window, gazing wistfully at
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the desolate scene. For some time he sat there speechless, as if

numbed by the devastation of the countryside. Then, without

turning his head, he said:

"This will be my sixth
trip to Yekaterinoslav. What you see

here is just a beginning. Wait till we get deeper into the country.A year ago millions died on the Volga. I went through villages
turned into graveyards. You see these animal carcasses here.
That's what happened to men. And why? I ask you. I hear

you're Russian by birth. Perhaps you can answer the question
every Russian is asking! What did we fight for? Why did we
shed all that blood?"

On my way to Russia, and long before, I had been hearing
stories about Cheka terror and espionage. I was startled to hear
a Russian speak thus without caution. I asked him to

explain.
"Oh, that!" said the officer, laughing. "What's there to be

afraid of when the Chekists are hungry too? No, comrade, it

isn't the Cheka we're afraid of these days. Hunger and typhus
are far worse than getting shot."

At every station people crowded about the train with out-
stretched hands. All along the road they wept for bread, many
of them shivering under a

blazing sky.
In the country it was far worse even than in Odessa. There

were no doctors in the small communities, no nurses. Peoplemoved about the platforms, stepping over prostrate bodies, and
the groans of the sick mingled with the never ceasing cry-
"Khlyeb! Khlyeb! Mi golodni!" (Bread! Bread! We're hun-

gry

Day after day, aswe advanced deeper into the country, prog-
ress became slower. We had reckoned on covering the normal
run of thirty-six hours in three days, but it began to look as ifwe
could not make it in a week. A starionmaster, reporting on the
state of the road ahead, said: "The rails are

crumbling. Chances
are you'll never get there.

v

Gradually I lost all sense of caution. Like Commander Vanya
and his men, I moved about among those stricken with typhus,
oblivious of danger. I forgot, too, my fears of armed bands. The
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thought of clashingwith bandits, so terrifying at the start of the

journey, seemed trivial in this jungle of pain.

At a distance we could see Yekaterinoslav, silvery under a full

moon. The locomotive climbed a steep hill, and there at our feet

lay the quaint town, nestling around an immense blue-domed

cathedral It was shortly after midnight when the train drew up
at the station. There were few people about. A young girl, fol-

lowed by a man in his thirties, ran along the platform. They
were waving to Commander Vanya. He jumped while the train

was still in motion and almost fell into their outstretched arms.

For a minute or two I stood by, watching an impromptu love

scene. All three ofthem joined in an embrace, planting resound-

ing kisses on lips, cheeks, and brows. At last Vanya turned to

me to introduce his friends. They were Comrade Savelyev,* the

regional Commissar of Relief, and Irina, a Russian employee of

the American Relief Administration.

Irina was a girl of rare beauty. Her attire, like that of most

Russian women in those days, consisted of a rough cotton dress

and sandals worn on bare feet. The naturalness of her face, un-

touched by cosmetics, enhanced her charm. With every move
of her agile figure she betrayed energy, a quality most unusual

amidst the almost universal fatigue. She greeted me with a

friendly light in her azure eyes.
A uniformed mansummoned her to the railroad office. Vanya

took the opportunity to tell me she was Princess Irina a de-

scendant of one of Russia's foremost families. Revolution had

caught her vacationing on a near-by estate. The revoking peas-
ants dealt harshly with her relatives but spared Irina.

Presently the girl returned to the platform, waving a batch of

papers. After a hurried report to the commissar she graciously
assumed the role of hostess.

"You gentlemen must be famished," she said. "There is a
samovar and food waiting for you at headquarters."

Outside the station a rickety carwas parked at the curb. It was
* Names of still living- friends have been changed to protect their safety

from prosecution.
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soon loaded with our valises and some canned food. We piled in

on top of them. Irina sat next to the chauffeur,

We rode along the city's main boulevard and climbed a hill

overlooking the Dnieper River. Straight ahead of us stretched

a beautifully landscaped park. In the moonlight I could make
out a magnificent mansion set amidst groves and gravel paths
that meandered to the banks of the wide stream. It was the form-

er home of Countess Ivetskaya, now regional relief headquar-
ters.

For some moments we admired the panorama in silence. I

had a fleeting vision of a dead world come back to life. The
scene reminded me vividly of the estate of General Orshevsky
near my own childhood home in the Ukraine. From a distance

everything looked as if the ravages of civil war had left it un-

touched, but the illusion vanished as we turned into a lane that

led to the main gate. Here barbed wire stretched along either

side of us. The buildings beyond the wire were either partly or

completely demolished.

"The Cheka had their headquarters here for years," said Van-

ya. "They are now the GPU, that is on the main boulevard."

He turned back to point to a huge building all lighted up even

though it was long past midnight.
There were soldiers with machine guns at the main entrance

to the estate. They asked for passwords and carefully examined

our documents. The reason was soon explained. The provisions

shipped to this district were being stored in a warehouse behind

the palace, and the supplies brought on our train were to be

moved here during the night. It was a treasure so tempting to

hungry desperadoes as to make extraordinary precautions im-

perative. ,

For months this fortified mansion was to be my home and

office. The daily sight ofagonki "lines of agony," as they called

them never ceasing cries of anguish, heartbreaking groans of

victims made inarticulate by grief, and occasional armed night
raids on our stores by hungry rebels were among my first im-

pressions of the chaos in the provinces.

During the day the palace and the grounds around it were
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alive with feverish activity. There were classified queues doc-

tors, engineers, clergymen, lawyers, representatives of feeding

centers for children. There were delegations from industrial

pknts^paralyzed by lack of machinery. The longest queue was

ofmen and womenwho belonged nowhere; they were just hun-

gry or sick and pleading for bread and medicine. The numbers

of urgent cases grew from day to day.

My command of Russian proved to be of help in handling
these queues. Irina, or "Comrade Princess," as they called her,

never seemed to tire. She was always atmy side, ever ready with

her amazing memory for detail and faces, with her boundless

compassion for all in need. To expedite our work, Irina and

I dispensed with "system" and red tape and went directly to

the queues. In this way we were able to take care of thousands

of victims more swiftly and with greater kindness than was

possible under a regime of strict formality. Relief Commissar

Savelyev was impressed. Late one afternoon he came out from

town to compliment us on our work. After a brief inspection
he turned tome and said: "I shall speak to Beringer about you."

(Beringer was the American in charge of our district.)

He must have done so that evening, for the next morning at

breakfast Beringer was enthusiastic about the way Savelyev and

I got along together. Savelyev, it seems, had had one recal-

citrant American sent out of the country. A fanatic Leninist,

Savelyev was a tough man to deal with. But he was devoted to

his job and liked devotion in others. As the success of our work

depended on good relations with Soviet officials, Beringer of-

fered me a sideline job as contact man. From that day on I was
the trouble shooter of our district. Whenever there was friction,

either at Yekaterinoslav or in neighboring towns, it was up to

me to iron things out.

One day our headquarters in Moscow wired us an urgent or-

der to go over to the neighboring town of Alexandrovsk and

straighten out a flagrant violation by the local officials of the

American-Soviet relief agreement. A special shipment of food,
sent by Americans born in Alexandrovsk, had been held up by
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local authoritieswho were determined to feed proletarians only.

This meant that all the former bourgeoisie, whose kin in New
York happened to be the main donors, must be denied the food

paid for by their relatives.

As my companion on this diplomatic mission, Savelyev gave
me his chief assistant Garin, a man of excellent character and

education. On the way, Garin undertook to enlighten me on

the difficulties we were likely to meet. Gromov, head of the

local party cell, who had caused the trouble, was a staunch

"Stalinist," he said. It was the first time I had ever heard this

word, but it was already in common use among Lenin's follow-

ers as a term of opprobrium for Stalin's clique. Garin had never

seen Gromov, but he had heard a good deal about his intrigues

in the regional Apparat* on behalf of Stalin against Trotsky.
The year before, Garin informed me, very few people in the

Ukraine knew much about Stalin. But during the ten months

since his appointment as Secretary of the Russian Communist

Party, he had been taking advantage of Lenin's critical illness to

plant his creatures in all the regional party cells. This Gromov,
whom we were about to see, was one of them.

"From what they tell me about Gromov/' said Garin, "he's

not unlike Stalin brutal, cunning, insincere, and a chronic liar,

He's typical of the riffraff with whose aid Stalin seems deter-

mined to rule the country."
He went on to explain that men like Gromov were disgrun-

tled members of the military Cheka, who during the civil war
had served under Stalin on one front or another. Like him, they
had developed a taste for wielding emergency power over life

and death, and, like him, they had no place in a party dedicated

to peaceful endeavor a party in need not of killers but of

brains, education, training.

*
It should be remembered that in a one-party state this party machine is

potentially more powerful than the official government. The conflict between
the two will become apparent frequently in the course of my story. It was

mainly by appointing men personally loyal to him in key positions throughout
the Apparat that Stalin, as General Secretary, consolidated his power while

leaving the government in other hands.
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"Having none of these qualifications,"
Garin said, "they hate

and envy their superiors.
It is with the help of such toughs and

gangsters that Stalin is now intriguing against Trotsky."

To my query how one man could, in a matter of months, get

such a grip on a ruling party, Garin replied:

"Nothing simpler. Stalin is taking advantage of Russia's low

intelligence level. The few intellectuals we have must run the

government and industry. This leaves the party wide open to

dumbbells with a flair for politics."

He went on to explain that the drift of intellectuals away
from the party machine had started long before Stalin became

General Secretary. Lenin had warned against criminals in the

Apparat and demanded that they be removed. But he had fallen

sick before the work was done. This gave Stalin his opening. As

yet, according to Garin, Stalin was far from being the undis-

puted ruler either of the Communist Party or of Russia. He was

still only reaching out for control of the provinces. To attain it,

he was planting his trusted henchmen in the party cells.

As an example, Garin mentioned Stalin's chief organizer in

the Ukraine. "That ignorant ruffian Klim Voroshilov," he

called him. At the age of ten this future War Commissar was

begging alms in the village of Tikhoye near Yekaterinoskv.

Now he was one of Stalin's chief organizers. Early that summer
he had come to Yekaterinoskv, and in less than a week had

managed to plant a Stalinist in nearly every party cell in the re-

gion. Many of them were former military Chekists.

By the time I reached Alexandrovsk, I felt very much like a

playgoer who, accidentally stepping behind the stage, glimpses
the scaffolding supporting the scenery.
Over at the local soviet we were met by three men. One of

them, a big red-bearded fellow, introduced himself as Comrade
Pavlov, chairman of the local executive. The other two were

party members.We followed them to a room in the rear where
there was a table covered with a red cloth and surrounded with
chaks, The last to enter the room was a small, consumptive-
looking man in his thirties. Without a word or nod to anyone
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he pulled a chair from under the table, shoved it to the door, and

sat down as if determined to bar intruders.

Pavlov, the chairman, opened the conference by inviting me
to state our grievance. I read our instructions from Moscow,

pointing out that under the American-Russian agreement there

was but one criterion for relief need. Pavlov began by conced-

ing the justice of the principle. For some minutes it looked as

though he realized they were in the wrong and was trying to

find a way out. Then he held up a paper and said: "There is just

one difficulty, comrades. A number of those on the list supplied

by the donors are under arrest. They, of course, can only be fed

like other criminals.'*

I looked at Garin. His face was pale with anger.
"Criminals!" he cried. "You're a disgrace to the party!

"

The chairman shoved some papers across the table. They
were prison records purporting to prove that the arrests had

been made before the food reached town.

"You know you are lying!
"
exclaimed Garin* "You people

are running this town as though it were your private estate. You
will release those men immediately and give them the food or

Savelyev will have the whole pack of you in
jail."

At this instant the silent little man at the door gotup and came

towards the table. He walked slowly, as if relishing the theatri-

cal effect of his intervention.

"I am Tovarishch Gromov," he said, glaring at Garin. "Yon

go back home, comrade, and tell your Savelyev that I shall at-

tend to him as well as his princess in due time. We Stalinists are

neither blind nor deaf. We know what is going on over there."

Garin, tomy surprise, sat silent as if dazed by a sudden blow.

It was the allusion to Irina, he told me later, that stunned him*

The former aristocrats were free game for the new rulers.

After a brief pause Gromov turned to me.

"As to you, Mr. American," he said, "you may as well know
that here in Alexandrovsk I am the boss," (He used the word
khozdin. ) "In thistownwe are not going to feed counterrevolu-

tionaries just because the Cheka didn't do enough shooting."
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1 looked at die chairman- His grim silence made it clear that

Gromov's statement was final. The conference was over. We
returned to Yekaterinoslav the same day.

We wired Moscow a detailed report. The case was appealed

to Leo Kamenev, then acting Soviet Premier. A fortnight later

our Moscow office wired back a favorable decision. The men

under arrest were eventually released and the food justly dis-

tributed. Kamenev promised action against Gromov, but noth-

ing was done. This sadist remained boss of the Alexandrovsk

Party Executive which meant unofficial head of the city's so-

viet. Stalin was already powerful enough to keep his Gromovs

at their appointed tasks.

The Alexandrovsk outrage was but the first of a long series.

As the Stalinist net spread over the country, sabotage and terror

became rampant. They made our work ever more difficult, at

times impossible.
Like all Soviet organizations, ours contained a communist

cell, with Savelyev acting as chairman. Before long we had also

to contend with a spy planted in our midst. Her name was

Motya, her official role that of serving maid. She was a buxom,
muscular brunette reputed to have been a Chekist executioner

at the height of the terror in 1919.

Her methods were far from subtle, and she gave herself away
completely one day by attacking Irina. The incident was a

result of Irina's successful intervention on behalf of the local

clergy. The whole region was in the throes of a violent antireli-

gious campaign engineered by the Stalinists in their fight for

control ofthe local soviet. There had been numerous arrests and

the Yekaterinoslav bishop had been tried and convicted on the

charge of hiding church treasures subject to confiscation. De-
mands appeared continually in the local press to stop all relief

to "employees of the church." In desperation a committee of

the clergy suggested that we give them at least the scrapings of

our warehouse, if not their usual allotment of flour and canned
food. Irina pleaded for the regular food allowance.

Beringerwas away at the time, leavingme in complete charge.
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When the weekly voucher for the clergy was presented to me I

signed it and handed it over to Irina, saying she might order

immediate delivery. She left the office happily, the voucher in

her hand. A few minutes later I heard a violent commotion in

the hallway. I rushed out just in time to see Motya lash out^t

the "princess" with her powerful fists. From all doors men and

women rushed out to Irina's aid. They fell on the Chekist ti-

gress, yelling, "Kill her! Get a rope!"

Savelyev had all he could do to prevent a lynching. Motya
was badly mangled. When the excitement had died down, Ga-
rin told me that all that day Motya had been on the lookout for

this attempt to deliver food to the priests. She was acting on in-

structions from Stalinists eager to provoke an incident.

"But this is not the end," Garin said. "They will now demand
the arrest of Irina.''

We talked to Savelyev. He offered to go with us to the chief

of the Cheka then already renamed GPUand tell what we
knew of the incident.

The GPU chief was surprisingly frank in his opposition to

Stalinists.

"They are a damned nuisance," he said. "Don't worry. Your

lady will not be arrested. Fm on to their tricks."

The hatred for Stalin was growing as the malice of his hench-

men increased. But this state of mind was disorganized and rare-

ly translated into concerted action. That left the Stalinists prac-

tically free to exert pressure on administrative organs. Stalin's

technique, then as in later years, consisted of plotting within

the cells and of simultaneous agitation in the party press.

His henchmen in Yekaterinoslav were no sooner through
with the clergy than they launched a campaign against "ban-

dits" accused of stealing brick and lumber from deserted man-

sions, the "future homes of proletarians." The idea behind this

new venture in terror was to keep the atmosphere tense, to

demonstrate to the hungry and homeless workers that the Ap-
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parat was always on the alert, forever guarding their "inter-

ests."

This new Stalinist campaign was launched in the local paper

with the headline "Death to the Bandits!" and a story about

"robbers demolishing proletarian structures." The writer com-

pared "the thieves of brick and lumber" with bandits attacking

trains. A day later the paper's front page was filled with resolu-

tions adopted at proletarian meetings demanding drastic action.

Afterwards it was announced that the party had appointed a

troika (trio) to deal with the criminals. It was the first official

notice that the local Collegium of the party was being super-

seded by one made up of Stalinists exclusively. Within a week

or so the paper reported that the troika had apprehended four-

teen "bandits" caught stealing bricks and other materials. They
were all shot in the cellar of the GPU headquarters.

Dr. Rosen, chief of our medical service, told me that four of

the slain were to be taken for dissection to the university clinic.

He asked me to go along with him toGPU headquarters. When
we arrived, the bodies were being loaded uncovered on an open
truck. I was more shocked by the callous indifference of people
on the street than by the sight of the corpses. Children at play
on the boulevard looked at the dead and went on playing. Their

mothers seated on park benches watched the gruesome sight
with the expression of people observing an everyday occur-

rence. A man carrying a big melon on his head walked past,

casually remarking to his companion: "Freshly killed!
"

At dinner that evening Dr. Rosen noticed my disinclination

to eat.

"That was nothing," he said, "a drop in the bucket. You
should have been here in 1919 and 1920."
And fie went on to tell us about the White and Red terror. In

tliree years the city had changed government seventeen times.

Each change had brought a fresh wave of terror. When the an-
archist Makhno captured Yekaterinoslav, the whole length of
ks main avenue was decorated with dead bodies dangling from

lampposts. The troops of the White Army Commander Deni-
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kin, as well as those of the Ukrainian Nationalist Petlura, perpe-
trated massacres. And the Bolsheviks retaliated by planting on

the aristocratic street called Novodvoryanskaya a prison on one

side and a slaughteryard on the other. The doctor himself had

spent a fortnight in that prison under sentence of death. He got
out because they were so badly in need of physicians. During his

two weeks in prison he had been an eyewitness to nightly mas-

sacres. They would begin at midnight and continue for hours.

One by one, the condemned would be marched over to the gar-

den across the street. Here the executioner would order each

victim to lie flat on the ground and would fire a bullet into his

neck. After his release, Dr. Rosen was transferred to the local

military hospital where one of his tasks was to examine carloads

of Cheka victims and declare them dead. It was a gruesome or-

deal. One frosty night when an exceptionally large load was

brought in, he pleaded: "I know you are good shots. Why
bother to have me examine them?" But the Chekist commander
insisted and led him outside where three truckloads of corpses
were laid out on the pavement in rows like timber. Altogether
that night he examined eighty-nine bodies.

"There was no central control in those days," explained the

doctor. "No checkup. Most of it was wanton murder. No one

will ever know the toll of life taken during the civil war, but

millions must have perished. The vast majority were innocent

even of opposition. The French Revolution was child's play by
comparison."
As Dr. Rosen spoke, I could see Novodvoryanskaya Street

through the open window. The barbed wire was still there. The

garden of murder was now a jungle of weeds. I could picture
the doomed crossing that street, kneeling down, and lying prone
at the executioner's feet. Again, as in Odessa, I recalled my
youthful dreams of revolution, and my heart wept. The ful-

fillment of those dreams was a knd covered with human slaugh-

teryards.

The engineer Sokolov and his pretty wife, our guests for din-

ner that evening, recalled their own experience on Novodvor-
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yanskaya. Sokolov's crime had been hereditary ownership of a

mansion on that aristocratic street.

A few days after they took over, the Chekists arrested every
former owner of an estate. Their wives and children were or-

dered to leave town, but many of them remained in the vicinity

hoping for the release of their innocent kin. Within a week

the Cheka had blocked the street with barbed wire. The prison

they improvised was crowded, and executions became a nightly

routine. Sokolov recalled his wakeful nights in prison when he,

like everyone else, waited endlessly for a call to death. Nobody
knew why he was there. Nobody was formally charged with

any crime. Nobody had any idea when his turn would come.

In daytime the prisoners would console one another with the

hope of some miraculous escape, but after nightfall they would

huddle together and simply wait for the call. Some of them

sought solace in prayer; others, in feigned indiiference. Many
tried to forget themselves in card playing and drink vodka

was smuggled into prison by accommodating guards. The card

games would go on even while the prisoners were being called

to meet their fate.

It was a simple procedure devoid of formality. A Chekist

would unlock the door, step in, and call a name. Someone would
answer or stand up in silence. The Chekist would say: "Take

your things and come along." No one in prison owned any
"thing" save his clothes, an occasional pack of cards, or a bot-

tle of vodka. Yet the word "things" mercifully accompanied

every call and was the last hope of escape, for some of the sum-
moned were being set free, others transferred. Much depended
on the will andwhim of the terrorist trio or its chief. The worst

Chekists were fanatics above all temptation. But there were
some who could be bought with gold, silver, precious stones-

above all with sex, particularly if the buyer happened to have

good looks and stem from the nobility. For with all their hatred

of aristocrats, many of the comrades had a yen 'for aristocratic

women.
"I escaped," said Sokolov. "I shall let my wife tell the rest."
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Unblushingly, pretty Madam Sokolov told us how she had

learned from a girl friend that the chief Chekist was not beyond

temptation, how she came to his home to plead for her husband,

how she "paid the price" and was promised his freedom on con-

dition that the couple leave the city that very night and that no

other members of the trio should see her.

"One look at you," said the chief, "and they would know

why your husband is alive."

Madame Sokolov must have been a truthteller, for she ac-

cused the Whites also of widespread murder and torture of Red

prisoners of wara crime then unheard of on Soviet territory.

"But Lenin's new policy?" someone asked, "has that not

brought any change?"
"Indeed it has," Doctor Rosen replied. "Military communism

had all but strangled the country. Thanks to theNew Economic

Policy, as it is being administered by the Rights, we may soon

be on the way to recovery,"
The doctor was referring to a vast change in the making. To-

wards the end of 1922 we in the Ukraine could see the gradual
formation of three distinct groupings: the Gray mass, about

eighty per cent of the people, and the two fringes the Reds on

one side, vocal and restive; and the Whites on the other, silent

and vengeful. Early in the winter of that second year of famine

and typhus the Stalinists began a temporary retreat. Hungry
and ragged themselves, they lost hope of dominating through
the party machine a hundred million peasants in revolt. Things
had reached a stage where nearly all party men, including our

co-workers in relief, feared to pass a village without heavily
armed guards. Military communism was dead, killed not by the

relatively few Whites but by masses of peasants determined on

ownership of the food they toiled to produce and ready to fight

the weakened regime in some villages with arms, in others with

passive resistance.

With every day it became more and more obvious to the

Kremlin that the only way to avert another famine, and the

consequent end of bolshevism, was to give full scope to Len-
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in's New Economic Policy-the NEP. The Bolsheviks best

equipped to engineer this change were the Rights or Moderates,

men like Alexei Rykov, Leonid Krassin, Bukharin, Tomsky.
These were in general the men who worried most about the

ideals of the Revolution and regarded the harsh and antidemo-

cratic measures of the early years as temporary and due to the

danger of a capitalist counterrevolution. Now, in the general

breakdown, they were coming strongly to the front, opposing

Stalin's gangsterism and attempting humane and rational re-

forms.

Had the Western statesmen then been able to see the coun-

try's vast Gray background, the conspiracy of Stalin, and the

efforts of these Moderates to oppose it, the way might have

been opened for the ultimate emergence of Russia as a free land

instead of a totalitarian tyranny.
The more I observed the Soviet scene in the provinces, the

more I wanted to write about it for some American newspaper
or syndicate. It seemed simple enough, until I began to make

inquiries. Some of our relief workers who had gone back home
wrote that they could not sell a single article. The papers were

fed up with the famine. However, Garin came to my aid with

some material that he assured me no editor could afford to miss.

It was an official document marked "Secret," and it bore the

Soviet emblem printed in red and gold. Underneath the emblem
was the title: "Report by the Yekaterinburg Soviet to the Ail-

Russian Central Executive Committee on the Execution of Tsar
Nicholas II and his family."
"Take it, my friend," he said. "So far the government has

published no more than a terse bulletin on this subject."
The paper, it appeared, was an important document. Garin

was right few editors could afford to miss it. Yet my joy was

tempered with concern overmy friend's safety. I dared not ask
him where he got it, but I made it plain that I would rather

forego the scoop than place him in jeopardy.
"Don't worry," he assured me. "I got the paper from a com-

rade who had been working with Byeloborodov, former chair-
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man of the Yekaterinburg soviet. Take it toNew York. It may
come in handy."

My stay in Russia was coming to an end. Six months in a

world of total misery had made me yearn for a change. I had

asked to be relieved, when an unexpected visitor caused a

week's delay. It was Irina who phoned from the office: "An old

man wants to see you. He claims to have known you when you
were a boy."
Down in the lobby I saw a gray-bearded man in rags. He was

bent with age and leaned heavily on a cane. His pale, bluish face

was deeply lined, but in his dark, dim eyes there lurked a glint

of pride, the unquenchable pride of the Russian aristocrat.

"Volodya," he said, "don't you know me? 7'

I recognized his voice. The man before me was David Chats-

kiss, Manya's fatherformerly one of the wealthiest timber men
in the Ukraine. I had long since forgotten the wrong he had

done me. For months I had been vainly trying to ascertain

Manya's whereabouts. Now her father told me that she was in

Turkey, the wife of a Soviet official in the foreign service.

Through friends in Yekaterinoslav he had heard of my inqui-
ries about the family and had come to see me. He had brought
with him his youngest son, Nunya, who had fallen ill on the

train.

"He is in a bad way," the old man said. "We have no doctor,

no medicine."

I called our physician, and the three of us went to a hovel in

the outskirts of town where we found the boy in a high fever.

It was a chilly, rainy day. He lay on a wet cot under a dripping

ceiling. We had to put up umbrellas to keep him dry.
The doctor diagnosed the case as typhus. He offered to take

the patient to the hospital, but the father would not hear of it.

In the ring of his voice, as he took issue with the physician, there

was still a trace of the man's old firmnessi Two daughters joined
him a few days later. I provided the family with sufficient food
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to keep them for the winter and remained in Yekaterinoslav un-

til the boy was out of danger.

Towards the end of December 1922,! left for New York via

Moscow, where I stopped for a few days to see a drab, dilapi-

dated, hungry capital, unlighted at night and unheated though
it was midwinter.

The Hearst papers published the official version of the execu-

tion of the Tsarist family which I brought with me, and also a

series of my articles on the situation in Russia. As a result Brad-

ford Merrill, general manager of the syndicate, and Wilkinson,

its feature editor, began giving me special assignments. One of

them was an interview with Bernard M. Baruch.

In the summer of 1923 nearly all Europe was trading with

the Soviet Union, but as yet they had no direct business con-

tacts with Americans. To fill the gap, Moscow decided to or-

ganize the Amtorg in New York. Khurgin, a special emissary
of the Foreign Trade Commissariat, came to the U.S.A. for the

purpose. The difficulties involved can be inferred from the fact

that he arrived in New York as an agent of Derutra, a Soviet-

German corporation. He had failed to get an entrance visa on
other terms.

In fear of deportation, Khurgin decided to publish an inter-

view explaining his American mission. On the advice of New
York friends he chose as his medium the Hearst papers, which
at that time, oddly enough, were exceptionally friendly to the

Soviet Union. Merrill assigned me to see Khurgin and write the

interview.

I found him sick in bed, running a temperature, and stub-

bornly determined to grant no interview unless I would show
him the text and get a commitment from my editors that it

would appear exactly as examined and approved by him.

"If you can manage it," he said, "we shall be deeply grateful.

By
c

we' I mean our Trade Commissar Krassin as well as myself.
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I cannot exaggerate the importance he attaches to my work
here."

When I reported all this to Wilkinson he threw up his hands.

"It's all off," he said. "I dare not mention conditions to Merrill,

and don't you either, unless he demands to know why you
couldn't do the job."

Next day Merrill sent for me. He wanted to know what had

caused the delay. I told him, and to my astonishment he agreed
to Khurgin's terms.

About aweek after the publication of the Khurgin story Mer-

rill offered to send me to Russia as special correspondent. I

could hardly believe my ears. Years of experience, my news-

paper friends told me, were prerequisite to work abroad. More-

over, Isaac Don Levine, an expert on Russia, was already in

Moscow for the Hearst papers. But Merrill insisted.

"Russia is too big for one correspondent to cover," he said.

"The way things look just now we may soon have a bureau in

Moscow as in other European capitals."

Khurgin was happy to hear ofmy assignment. He cabled the

Soviet Foreign Office to expedite my visa, and in the autumn

of 1923, 1 was on my way back to my native land.



Chapter

Lenin's Death

and Stalin's Intrigues

I CARRIED TO MOSCOWTWO LET-

ters from Khurgin, one to Trade Commissar Leonid Krassin,

the other to a Soviet newspaperman who would help me getmy
bearings in the Red capital.

Sasha was the name this man adopt-

ed later, when, as an ardent Trotskyism he was in danger of

being purged. Since he may have escaped, I shall call him only

by that nickname here. Sasha was one of the most talented and

best connected newsmen in Russia. Lenin and Trotsky were

both fond of him. He had an inside track to the Kremlin and

could on occasion penetrate the thick mists that veiled that cita-

del in times of stress.

With Sasha as my guide I went the rounds of Moscow, as-

tonished by the great change that the NEP, a somparatively
free economy, had wrought in a matter of nine or ten months.

It was a change from a state verging on coma to a life of cheer

and rapidly growing vigor. All Moscow seemed to me to be

eloquent proof of the healing powers inherent In freedom. For

days at a stretch I wandered over the
capital, merging with

the vivid scene, glowing in its colorful atmosphere and quaint
charm.
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The vast Sukharyev market, which had been empty and de-

serted during the previous winter, was now seething with buy-
ers and sellers who crowded around stalls stacked with all kinds

}f merchandise. The busiest stalls of all were those selling food.

ITiey were laden with meat, poultry, game, eggs, and all kinds

>f fish from the Volga. The market abounded in fruit, vegeta-

bles, and dairy products brought by peasants from near-by vil-

lages and freely sold within full view ofGPU officers. Trading,
the mortal sin under military communism, was no longer illegal.

Even the outlawed aristocrats were free to sell whatever they
bad managed to hide from the Cheka. Everywhere there were

peasants and city people trading with gusto. The Russian air vi-

brated once more with music and song. Wherever a crowd

gathered there would be balalaika players, singers, dancers, or-

gan grinders with chained bears, gypsy fortune tellers. . . .

Moscow had taken on a new coat of paint. New homes were

being built and old ones renovated. Stores had opened up all

over town, with goods on display and no queues waiting. The
streets were lighted at night, and Moscow's famous restaurants

the Ampir and the Hermitage had reopened with excellent

stage shows, gypsy choruses, and an abundance of good food

and Caucasian wines. Even the big Moscowrace track, the gam-

bling casino, and the luxurious Sandunovsky baths were in full

swing.
And the forty times forty gold-domed churches of the an-

cient metropolis were alive with singing and prayer. The great
bells tolled night after night, calling the devout to worship. "It

is a miracle," I heard the Muscovites say. It was, at least, a vivid

proof that military communism was dead.

But gradually Sasha directed my attention to some of the

shadowy aspects of the scene many of them visible to the

naked eye, others kept under cover. Already in the first year of

the New Economic PoEcy abuses of freedom had made their

appearance. Parvenus, grown rich m less than a year, were

wary of government banks. They persisted in spending their

big profits as fast as they made them. Hie inevitable result was a
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sudden spurt of prostitution, gambling, and corruption among

high officials, who became silent partners to unscrupulous

"Nepmen," placing at their disposal scarce, state-owned raw

materials.

Debauchery, wild orgies, drunken all-night parties with nu-

dity as a feature became the vogue among the nouveau riche.

This went on side by side with widespread unemployment and

a rapidly dwindling currency that soon restricted the peasants'

produce to the Nepmen or to those who during the upheaval
had managed to hide their jewels in the "agrarian bank" that

is, the good earth.

About a week following my arrival Sasha offered to take me
to a vecherinka, an evening party. But he laid down one condi-

tion. I must go as a Russian. Despite all the freedoms of the

NEP, the Muscovites still feared all foreign contacts save those

in the line of duty. N

The party was being given by Nepman Altschuler who be-

came a millionaire in the first year of theNew Economic Policy.
It was my first experience of the kind, and I was a long time

getting over it.

Staging vecherinkas is an old Slav custom without parallel in

the world. Muscovites, especially, have been known for their

excesses at these all-night affairs, which can perhaps best be epi-
tomized in the words of Sava Morozov, the Tsarist sugar king,
who climaxed one of them at the swanky Hermitage with the

toast: "Smash the damned place I pay!" And Sava's vodka-

happy friends proceeded to break the mirrors, the costly crystal

chandeliers, the cut glass, and even the windows.

There seems to be no limit to which Russians, particularly

Muscovites, would not go at these fantastic vecherinkas. Among
"better people" they would usually begin on a high note of cul-

ture and romance, only to wind up in a riot of alcoholic fumes
and unbridled passion.
On our way to this party Sasha informed me that our host

was a prerevolutionary merchant, now a Nepman, who lately
had been reaping big profits buying and selling secondhand mo-
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tors. Before the Revolution this man had managed to convert a

good deal of his capital into precious stones which he had con-

cealed throughout the civil war and was now cashing in on. He
and his beautiful mistress, the daughter of a former governor

general of Petrograd, had purchased from the government a

well-preserved mansion and were entertaining on a scale remi-

niscent of Tsarist days.
We reached the big house on Novodvoryanskaya in time to

see a fine artistic program that seemed to belie everything Sasha

had said about orgies. It began with a recital by the Moscow
Stradivarius Quartet. This was followed by solo dances of the

ballet stars Abramova, Ossya Messerer, and lesser lights. Next

came soloists from the Moscow Opera, then dramatic readings

by actors from the Moscow Art and Meyerhold Theaters. Dur-

ing the intermission a skilled master of ceremonies made the au-

dience roar with his witty allusions to Russian celebrities in art

and literature.

Shortly before midnight the program ended and the guests
were ushered into a brightly lighted banquet hall. A balalaika

band was playing on a balcony, and a gypsy troupe was mount-

ing a corner platform. We sat down at tables laden with platters

of caviar, wild game, suckling pigs, and many bottles of vodka

and Caucasian wine.

Until two o'clock in the morning it still seemed to me that

Sasha had exaggerated or that what he had said about orgies
did not apply to the present company. The people around me
seemed wholly engrossed in the melancholy gypsy tunes, which

moved many to silent tears and not a few to open weeping. Lit-

tle by little, however, as the vodka flowed, I became aware of a

growing change in the atmosphere. At all tables, including our

own, I could see men and women drinking bruder$chaftz&
old Slav custom, called for some unknown reason by a German
name. This manner of drinking involved the twining of arms,

a gazing into each other's eyes, an emptying of glasses to the

last drop, and a passionate embrace. It was only a beginning. At
about three o'clock, when the guests were well past mellow in-
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toxication, a group of naked girls came running from a side

door. The lights were dimmed. The balalaika orchestra struck

up a Kamarinskaya, gayest of Russian dances. The gypsy chorus

joined in. The girls ran screaming among the tables, tripping

and falling into eager arms. Some of them were lifted by male

dancers and hurled into the air. Others twined their arms around

the necks of drunken men. More and more of the guests joined

in the dancing. Tables and chairs were upset. In a very few min-

utes the erstwhile decorous gathering became a yelling, scream-

ing, wildly gesticulating mob. By dawn many seemingly dig-

nified women were completely drunk and behaving like harlots

in a brothel. When Sasha and I left at about five in the morning
the vecherinka was still in full swing.

On the way home Sasha explained that affairs like this were

quite the vogue now in Moscow. In the years to come I was to

see many such parties. From time to time, in a period of terror,

they would be suspended, only to be resumed again as soon as

things quieted down. On one occasion I saw a Nepman at the

Ampir throw an American hundred dollar bill at the feet of a

pretty dancer. Again as in Tsarist days, the Ampir, the Her-

mitage, and the Sandunovsky Baths were featuring "intimate'"

suites for men and women. The race tracks and the casino were

crowded. In the big, glass-roofed market directly across the

Red Square from the Kremlin people were openly peddling the

jewels they had cached away. Along the streets well-groomed
izvozchiks were racing along in fancy carriages.

During the previous winter these cabbies would rarely say a

word to a passenger. But now they were as friendly and talka-

tive as before the Revolution. In this sixth year of bolshevism

the izvozchiks, like many other Russians, were still bewildered

by the vast change that had come over the country. One day,
while passing the Kremlin, my driver pointed his whip to two

big portraits one of Karl Marx, the other of Lenin. They hung
over the Spasky gate leading to the Kremlin. "Bolshevik gen-
erals, our new rulers," he muttered.

"Do you know their names?" I asked.
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"Sure," he replied, "we are learning little by little. The beard-

ed fellow with the bushy head is Tovarishch Karl Marx. He is

the chief Bolshevik of the world. And that little one with the

small beard is Lenin. He is the bolshevik Tsar of Russia. The
two of them live over there." He pointed his whip to the ancient

palace beyond the turreted wall.

One night at the Hermitage I asked Sasha: "How long can

this go on?"

My friend's reply was prophetic. "All this," he said, "is the

handiwork of the Right-wing Bolsheviks. Stalin is playing with

the Rights because of his fear of Trotsky. The game may go
on until after Lenin's death, which is not far off. Then, if the

Rights prevail, they will move towards democratic socialism. If

Stalin has his way, we shall have neither communism nor capi-

talism, but a gang of killers and liars enthroned in the Kremlin."

During the summer, Sasha informed me, Moscow had had a

number of strikes and many demonstrations against the party
machine. At the head of this movement was the bolshevik leader

Sapronov, who in the sixth year of the Revolution had dared

to assert that proletarian dictatorship under Soviet conditions

was a lie and a mockery. Far from dictating, the proletariat was

being dictated to by a small group of men running the party,
In his campaign against the niling trio (Stalin, Kamenev, Zino-

viev), Sapronov asserted that Soviet workers were being
housed in vermin-ridden barracks and that after the day's work

they were being searched for "stolen goods." In a current,

widely distributed pamphlet, he accused Stalin of staging faked

proletarian demonstrations in which unwilling workmen were

compelled to march under threat of heavy penalties.

In the face of Lenin's imminent death and Trotsky's great

popularity with the army, Stalin was laying the groundwork
for a coup. As Secretary of the party, he had already managed
to get hold of the GPU and the press, achieving this aim with

the aid of so-called "native Bolsheviks" many of them crafty,
brutal upstarts who hated the educated party leaders with the

hatred of hopeless inferiority.
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Fearful of a hostile block, Stalin was trying to appease the

Rights in the Politburo while at the same time playing with

Zinoviev and Kamenev. The Politburo in those days met once

a week.

"The other six days/' said Sasha, "he has control of the party

through the Apparat."

In writing my first report from Moscow, I was apprehensive

of Bradford Merrill's reaction. He had banked heavily on Khur-

gin's letter to the Trade Commissar, confident that it would lead

to an exclusive interview with him, but the Foreign Office bu-

reaucrats were against it.

After much wrangling with the censor I finally managed to

clear a general report on Russia's economy based on Krassin's

views, but that was all. I came away from the Foreign Office

with a feeling that my journalistic career in Russia was over.

But Merrill must have understood what I was up against, for

instead of firing me he had me appointed Moscow staff corre-

spondent of the International News Service and feature writer

for the Hearst syndicate. He asked me to come to New York
for a brief course in staff work.

In October 1923, I was back in New York, preparing for

journalistic work in Russia and worrying about my wife and

our children. With all my eagerness for the job, I was deter-

mined to keep my family out of Russia until I could see clearly
that the swing to the Right was more than a passing phase. Mer-
rill and Shore, head of International News, suggested that I

leave my family in Paris, and they gave me permission to visit

them two or three times a year. Early in December we sailed

for France, and towards the end of the month I returned to

Moscow,

Onmyway from the Baltic station I was struck by the drastic

change that had come over the capital in but a few weeks.

Again, as in the previous winters, the city was immersed in

gloom. Stores, shops, and restaurants were bolted and locked.

Their ice-crusted windows seemed to stare at me in stern warn-
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ing of peril. Although it was eleven in the morning, the streets

were almost empty of traffic and there were few pedestrians.

The Sukhaiyev market, halfway from the station to the Sa-

voy Hotel, was deserted. The feverish activity I had seen there

in early autumn seemed to me like a dream. On Lubiansky Proy-
ezd, a block from the Foreign Office, I heard a siren screech.

The few pedestrians halted to stare in fright as a huge Black

Maria came tearing down the street. At the corner of Lubianka

Square this gruesome prison van made a sharp turn left and dis-

appeared behind the gates of the headquarters of the GPU.
The Hotel Savoy, crowded during the summer, was all but

deserted. Its lobby and corridors were dark, its rooms unheat-

ed. The food was unpalatable. Comrade Boyevsky, the genial

manager, greeted me warmly and immediately began plying me
with questions about New York and my family. When I asked

him what had happened in my absence, he countered with a

steady barrage of further questions. Obviously he was afraid to

speak about conditions in Moscow.

That night I sleighed to Sasha through unlighted streets. Ex-

cept for Lubianka and the Red Square, the whole city was

plunged in darkness. Sasha did not wait for a question.
"You are back just in time," he said. "Lenin is dying. The

end may come tonight, tomorrow, next week, but it cannot be

long. The doctors have given up hope. The triumvirate, Stalin,

Kamenev, Zinoviev, are in a panic. Hence this new wave of ter-

ror. They have practically liquidated the NEP."

My friend picked up a Pravda, He pointed to column after

column filled with attacks on Trotsky. "This has been going
on for weeks," he said. "It all started when Lyev Davidovich

(Trotsky) attacked Stalin for building up an inner-party ma-

chine of secretaries. Trotsky could stop him by merely giving
the signal to the military. The general staff is ready. There is

very little the trio could do about it. The GPU has no army of

its own not yet! Trotsky's friends have been urging him to

link up with the Rights and arrest Stalin. Muralov, commander

of the Moscow garrison, is all for it. But the War Commissar
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refuses to act until after Lenin's death. By that time Stalin may
have maneuvered himself into the good graces of the Rights and

their military friends."

That was the story as I heard it. For over two weeks I tried

desperately to give New York some idea of the behind-the-cur-

tain doings in Moscow. I sat up nights thinking up devious ways
of writing a between-the-lines story that would pass the censor

yet register with my editors. I failed. There was simply no way
of circumventing Censor Kogan's vigilance. Other newsmen,
far more experienced, had tried it and failed. Kogan, a student

of the Talmud, was sharp as a knife blade and knew every trick

in the game.
Rennick of The Associated Press and McKenzie of the Chi-

cago Daily News told me their work in Moscow was get-

ting more and more difficult. They both had good contact men
whose background information seemed to tally with that of

Sasha. They knew that Lenin's condition was grave, and they

anticipated possible military action against Stalin, but like me

they could cable little except quotations from the anti-Trotsky-
ist tirades in the press and occasional handouts by the Foreign
Office.

Still, word reached the outside world about Lenin's critical

condition. There were rumors that he was already dead and

that the Kremlin was withholding the news. Twice in one week

my editors cabled requesting confirmation or denial of these

rumors. But all I could get from Feodor Rothstein, head of the

Press Department of the Foreign Office, was a two-word de-

nial, "Reports unfounded."

One day Sasha informed me that Trotsky had gone for a rest

to the Caucasus. "This," he said, "does not exclude the possibil-

ity of an explosion in his absence. All depends on the ability of

his friends to reach an agreement with the Rights."
The news of theWar Commissar's departure gave rise to con-

flicting rumors. Some thought that Trotsky had left on a doc-

tor's order. Many were of the opinion that the ruling trio had

persuaded him to leave in order to avert an armed rebellion by
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Trotskyists both in and out of the Red Army. A third rumor

had it that the Moderates on the Politburo had joined the trio

in a resolution ordering Trotsky out of the capital in view of

the danger of an armed demonstration that might prove the be-

ginning of a civil war. Such a war would destroy bolshevism,

and this peril, forever uppermost in the minds of all Bolsheviks,

became Stalin's ultimate weapon in every major crisis. It was in

the long run the key to his victory over all opposition.
From the beginning of January 1924, 1 was on the alert for

a big story. Those were three nightmarish weeks of severe cold

and appalling terror. The obvious signs of fright were the speed-

ing, shrieking Black Marias with their pitiful human cargoes.

Up Lubiansky Proyezd they sped a short block away from

my hotel. At night they would roar through the city, rousing

people from sleep. In the day I could see the faces of prisoners

through their slits and glimpse the horror in the eyes of men dn
their way to exile or death. "Who are they?" I would ask. For-

eigners could only guess, and Russians were afraid to talk. Only
Sasha was without fear, and he knew the answer.

"They are not Trotskyists," he said. "It would be the end of

the troika if they dared arrest Trotsky's followers at this time.

The victims of this wave of terror are nearly all Nepmen, who
had invested their capital in reliance on existing laws, and acted

in good faith. Stalin's real motive for arresting them is to create

an atmosphere of fright that will tide him over the crisis that

must come with Lenin's death.

"Terror and deceit have always been Stalin's chief weapons,"

my friend added. "Stalin always strikes down the weak. What
Bolshevik, after all, would dare defend a bourgeois business-

man?"
As I listened to Sasha, I could see the GPU headquarters

through my window. All night long the immense building was

brightly lighted and seething with activity. Like; a devour-

ing monster it seemed unable to satiate its hunger. Every little

while the gates of the courtyard would swing open and close

on a fresh cargo of anguish. There, in the inner recesses of this
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slaughterhouse, thousands of lives were being snuffed out by a

Collegium of three, who again, as in the days of civil war, were

endowed with unlimited power.
"But haven't laws been adopted restraining the Cheka?" I

asked Sasha,

"Nonsense," he laughed. "There can be no law with Stalin

running the Apparat."

Night after night I sat at my window, watching the proces-

sion, wondering what the idealistic disciples of Marx in other

parts of the world would say if they could see this death plant

in operation.

The telephone roused me from sleep during the night of Jan-

uary 2 1-22. It was Kogan, the censor.

"Get up and dress/' he said, "and wait for another call."

He hung up before I had time to ask him what had happened.
I glanced at the clock. It was nearly one in the morning. "Which
is it?" I wondered. "Lenin dead, rebellion, or both?" I ran to

the window and flung it wide open. An icy blast tore into the

room. All that day the thermometer had hovered around forty
below zero. I looked outside and saw the sprawling city asleep
under a clear, starlit sky. Here and there a late pedestrian or

sleighing izvozchik was crunching over the frozen snow. Lu-
bianka Square in front ofGPU headquarters was brightly light-

ed as usual. The rest of Moscow slumbered in a vast blackout.

As far as I could see there was no movement of troops, no flash

of firearms. What, then, could it be? I dressed quickly. With
fur coat and cap on I sat down to wait in the now frosty room.

Attempts to ring the censor were of no avail. It took Kogan
half an hour to phone again. "Come on over," he said, "and

bring your typewriter."
I grabbed my portable and ran the two blocks to the Foreign

Office. Tht whole building was ablaze with lights. The square
in front of the main entrance was crowded with parked cars.

More were coming. In the elevator, which this timea rare ex-

ceptionwas not out of order, I found German, French, Japa-
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nese, and Polish newsmen. On its way up to the fifth floor the

old cage became a babel of excitement, with everybody asking
what had happened and none knowing the answer.

The winding corridor and small lobby of the Press Depart-
ment were crowded with correspondents, their assistants, secre-

taries, interpreters. More were coming up the stairs. Frost-pink
and breathless, they were too impatient to wait for the small,

slow-moving elevator. Two questions could be heard above the

din and growing confusion: "What has happened?" "Where is

Kogan?" The man who had caused all this turmoil was con-

spicuously absent. His office, like all the other offices of the de-

partment, was vacant. There were no clerks around, no stenog-

raphers. The doors were wide open, with but one exception,
that of Rothstein, chief of the department.
The censor's continued absence began to get on our nerves.

Many had been roused from sleep. Some who lived far from

the Foreign Office had sleighed for miles in the bitter cold.

Gradually the individual complaints turned into a clamor for

Kogan. The most vocal and articulate of all was Rennick ofThe
Associated Press, who had been called away from a drinking

party. He appeared on the scene scintillating from vodka and

happy in anticipation of a big story. In this state Rennick went

through the corridors yelling, "Kogan! Kogan! Where the hell

is that damned tailor?"

Suddenly there came screams from the inner recesses of Roth-

stein's office. The next moment its doors burst wide open and

out came the censor, wild-eyed, disheveled, yelling back at Ren-

nick. For some moments we stood by, startled witnesses to a

typical New York street brawl. The two were calling each

other names and seemed on the verge of coming to blows when

McKenzie, then unofficial dean of our fraternity, stepped in.

He held Rennick back, while explaining to Kogan that we were

all equally anxious to learn why he had called us. McKenzie's

intervention had a telling effect, forKogan calmed down quick-

ly, mumbling: "Well, the story cannot be released now. They
have just phoned the time 10:00 A.M. at the Grand Theater."
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The official's nonchalant tone, more perhaps than his amaz-

ing statement, caused an indignant flare-up. In a second every-

body was up and yelling: "What story? What happened? Why
don't you tell us? Why the hell did you wake us up?"
For some embarrassing moments Kogan tried to evade the

issue, explaining that there would be an official announcement

at the Grand Theater where the Soviet Congress was in session.

His explanation, far from quieting the newsmen, roused them

to a higher pitch of excitement. As the clamor continued, Ko-

gan stepped forward, waving his arms.

"All right, all right," he said. "Since I called you here on or-

ders from above, I may as well give you the news now. Lenin

is dead. He died during the evening. Be at the Grand Theater at

10:00 A.M. to hear the official announcement. There will be no

release before 2:00 P.M. So I hope you people will not try any
of your tricks. They won't work."

In this burlesque atmosphere the press of the world was made
aware of the passing of Lenin. The grotesque incident at the

Foreign Office was but a faint reflection of the panic that seized

the Kremlin during the first night without the founder of bol-

shevism. The trio that took over was confused and scared. They
feared a military uprising.
Lenin had died shortly after 8:00 P.M. Five hours later, as I

learned the following day, Stalin, Kamenev, and Zinoviev were
still debating the hour for the official announcement. They had
before them a recommendation from Foreign Commissar Chi-

cherin, urging an immediate release. Acting on Chicherin's in-

structions, Kogan telephoned the reporters to be ready. At i : 30
in the morning Stalin had agreed to Chicherin's recommenda-
tion but had changed his mind while the correspondents were
on their way to the Foreign Office.

The night was nearly gone when I left the Press Department.
Oat in the biting cold I felt wide awake. A big day was ahead
of me. A novice in the news game, I was about to handle a tre-
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mendous story- My immediate problem was to steer clear of a

crushing beat by highly specialized competitors.
The first thing to do was to find some adequate conveyance,

Rennick of the AP, I knew, had friends at the British Embassy.

They had helped him with cars before and were certain to do

so this time. My competitor of the United Press enjoyed a still

greater advantage. A contract between* the United Press and

Tass, the Russian official news agency, gave him first claim on

all Soviet news. He was also privileged to make use of the Tass

wires in flashing bulletins. The more I thought over the situa-

tion, the more it seemed to me like a race between the AP and

UP, with INS running a poor third simply -because poor judg-
ment had been used in sending me to Moscow.
One thing I did know, however: to have anykind of a chance,

I must get a car quickly. But where? There were none for hire.

As yet I knew no one in the embassies. Sasha had told me pre-

viously that all cars in Moscow belonged to Soviet institutions.

For the time being they could not be used privately not even

by high officials. "A blind alley!" I said to myself, walking

disconsolately across Theater Square where gangs of work-

men were hacking away at the frozen snow, clearing paths for

the morning session of the AlI-Russian Executive at the Grand
Theater.

For some time I wandered through the streets, trying to think

of a way out. The words "blind alley" echoed in my mind.

Then, in a flash, I recalled the alley that cut across part of the

distance from the Foreign Office to the telegraph office. The

alley was too narrow for automobiles but wide enough for a

sleigh. The thing to do was to get a fast horse! During the sum-

mer the city had been full of racers for hire. Some of them, I

recalled, were still to be found at the railway stations. At the

corner of Tverskaya, I hopped on a passing sleigh. "Alexan-

drov station!" I told the driver. From boyhood I had loved

horses and could tell a good one at sight.

Among the many skeletonlike nags on the Alexandrovsky

Square, I spotted a gray racer, a magnificent, restless, snorting
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beast a joy to behold. And he chimed beautifully with his gi-

gantic, hoary-bearded, fur-wrapped driver, a vivid reminder of

ancient Moscow. At my approach the man picked up the reins.

"Where to, sir?"

"To the telegraph office!"

He was off in a flash, dashing over the crisp snow at a breath-

taking clip. As we passed the Foreign Office, I glanced at my
watch and ordered the man to take the route through the alley.

A block up Lubiansky Proyezd the driver swung to the right,

clicked his tongue, and cleared the zigzaggy passage in a little

over two minutes. A minute later he pulled up in front of the

telegraph office. To get there by car my competitors would

have to drive up Lubiansky Proyezd as far as the boulevard and

then turn right a distance they could hardly cover in less than

ten minutes. I hired that gray horse and driver by the day, went

up to my room, and fell into a sound sleep.

At ten in the morning I was at the Grand Theater. An usher

led me to a musician's seat in front of the stage. The space re-

served for the orchestra had been given over to the press. There,

in the big pit, we foreigners were astonished to learn that Lenin's

death was still an official and, as it seemed to us, actual secret.

There were no Soviet newspapers that morning. The presses
had all been stopped during the night. If any of

f
the Russian

reporters were in on the secret they exhibited rare talent in act-

ing dumb.

Shortly after ten the triumvirate, Stalin, Kamenev, and Zino-

viev, appeared in the wings and moved towards the footlights,

followed by all of the People's Commissars except Trotsky.
With the exception of Stalin, every one of the leaders looked

pale and haggard. It was obvious that they had passed a sleepless

night.

For some moments Lenin's heirs stood silent, facing a hushed
audience. Then Kalinin, President of the Republic, stepped for-

ward to make the announcement. In rasping tones devoid of any
trace of emotion the goateed little Bolshevik told the audience

that Lenin had died the night before. He gave the exact mo-
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ment, dropped some banal remark about the passing of a great

leader, and ended by saying that the funeral details would be an-

nounced in the press. He then stepped back, leaving before him

a deep void. Nobody stirred. Only scattered coughing could

be heard from the rear of the
pit.

At that moment an orchestra

struck up the first strains of Chopin's funeral march. All at once

the tension gave way to an outburst of grief. From every corner

of the auditorium came wailing and groans. Gigantic, bearded

Russians cried like children. The hysteria rose steadily, merging
with the weeping trumpets, then surmounting them until they
sounded faint and distant as if coming from a storm at sea. As I

watched the people swaying and crying in an ever mounting
tide of mass hysteria, it seemed to me at moments as though the

walls of the theater swayed and wept with them.

I turned back to the stage. There before me stood Russia's

rulers, crying like the people they ruled. Zinoviev was hysteri-
cal. Kamenev, Dzerzhinsky, and Rykov wept without restraint,

big tears coursing down their deep-lined faces and wetting their

beards. Everybody wept, with one exception Stalin. He alone

stood dry-eyed, calm, steely, as composed in manner as he had

always appeared at parades. I watched him closely. He was
dressed in his familiar attire a military tunic buttoned at the

neck, a pair of black boots, an old soldier's overcoat.

The more the audience wept, the greater seemed Stalin's de-

termination to retain his pose of strength, of a man unmovable

by grief, pain, pity, or death itself. Then 'suddenly he looked

down at the newsmen in front of him and, as if embarrassed by
their concerted gaze, shifted from foot to foot, dug into his coat

pocket, pulled out a handkerchief, and raised it to his eyes. As
the weeping continued, Stalin seemed to become annoyed by
this sudden impulse to conform, for he pocketed his handker-

chief as quickly as he had pulled it out, raised his head, and again
stared into space meditative, dry-eyed, completely calm.

Thus the Man of Steel appeared before the Soviet Congress
on that fateful day when he was about to step into Lenin's shoes.

The striking contrast between Stalin's behavior and that of his
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colleagues seemed to register with the onlookers. It occurred

to me at the moment that those people, weeping over Lenin's

death, might well be mourning their fate at the hands of this

dreadful man now let loose on a martyred land.

The session in the theater was over in half an hour. There re-

mained over three hours before the release time on the stories to

be written.

At i : 30 P.M. I was at the Foreign Office with my story, wait-

ing for the censor.We all came early, each correspondent keen

on scoring a beat, each hoping to have his copy signed ahead of

the rest.

Half an hour later Kogan stepped into the lobby and began
to initial cables without reading them. It never happened before

and never has since.

He began with the news agencies. First he cleared the UP
story, the INS second, the AP third. As the three of us raced

down the corridor, I saw the UP man dash through a door

marked "Tass." There he could file his report ahead of all

others. For the rest the race was on. I ran down the five flights

with Rennick in hot pursuit. Outside, while sprinting across the

street, I sawmyAP colleague smile as he looked at my sleigh.

The street was crowded with cars flying ambassadorial flags-

English, German, Japanese, French all waiting for correspond-
ents. Only one of them, Rennick's, was of interest to me. It had

no sooner started than my driver lashed out. We were off in a

flash, racing the limousine as far as the alley. There we swung
off to the right, cleared the alley in less than two minutes, and

in another minute pulled up at the telegraph office. Not a car

was in sight. I dashed up the stairs and into the vestibule. There
was no one at the cable window. The girl on duty smiled.

"Lucky man," she said as she took my cables.

The operator had already sent my "flash" and was starting on

my detailed story whenTRennick appeared in the doorway, fol-

lowed by McKenzie of the Chicago Daily News, and others. I

stepped aside and watched them form in line.
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The telegraph office soon became crowded with excited Rus-

sians. They had heard rumors of Lenin's death and wanted con-

firmation. Militiamen arrived to handle the rapidly growing
crowd. On my way out I heard a commotion, and I turned to

see McKenzie at grips with Rennick. "None of your damned

poker tricks," McKenzie was yelling. The militia intervened.

Rennick, it appeared, was trying to hold up the line by sending

private wires. The telegraph manager ordered the girl to handle

press work only.
In the evening a cable from New York informed me that the

INS "beat the world" on graphic details and made front pages
on both sides of the ocean. In reward I was placed in charge of

the Universal News in addition to INS.

That first report on Lenin's death was but a prelude to a tre-

mendous storyan unparalleled funeral pageant staged against

a background of suppressed revolt.

Anti-Soviet news factories abroad were busy churning out

stories on "battles for the possession of the Kremlin." This tor-

rent of fiction, as well as the censor's vigilance, helped to befog
the real perils facing Stalin at the time. Throughout that cru-

cial week he and his scheming partners were completely at the

mercy of Trotsky's General Staff (the Military Revolutionary

Soviet). For thirty-six hours they did not dare bring Lenin's

body from his home in Gorki to Moscow, fearing that the in-

sistence of the High Command on a military funeral was a ruse,

that Trotsky's Red Army was preparing to seize power. All

Stalin could place in the field against diem was a host of in-

triguing, cowardly Apparatchiks, who would most likely run

to cover at the first sign of a showdown.

On the day of the announcement of Lenin's death there were

persistent rumors that Muralov, the seven-foot commander of

the Moscow garrison, was demanding the arrest of Stalin and

all his henchmen. Muralov and his military group, it was said,

were ready to act without word from Trotsky, who they knew
was opposed to any overt act against the Communist Party,
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On his side Stalin was frantically trying to form a liaison with

the Rights, who were resentful of his recent pogrom against the

Nepmen and were inclined to meet the Trotskyists halfway.
The morning after Lenin's death the political line-up in the

Kremlin consisted of two well-defined wings flanking a shifty

opportunist center, On the right were the Moderates, who from

the very beginning of the bolshevik upheaval had been consist-

ently opposed to extreme measures and had fought every at-

tempt to turn Russia into an armed camp of world revolution.

On the left were the Trotskyists, no longer adherents of mili-

tary communism, preparing after the dreadful famine to com-

promise temporarily with capitalism at home and abroad but

fanatically adhering to Trotsky's theory of "permanent revo-

lution," which meant that Russia must remain the center of or-

ganized world revolt.

Between the two wings was tjje Stalinist center. Like Trotsky
and the Rights, Stalin had his own pet theory. It was "socialism

in one country," which few Russians believed feasible and many
regarded as a mere pretext to screen a deeply laid plot for ulti-

mate control of the ruling party.

Lenin's death was followed by a number of conferences at

which the leaders of the Right and the Left tried vainly to come
to an understanding on the fundamentals that had separated
them for years. Had they been able to foresee at the moment
their fate at the hands of a triumphant Georgian dictator, they
would probably have agreed with the levelheaded commander,

Muralov, that the real issue was not this or that pet theory but

a deadly menace to be dealt with by immediate action. But like

Trotsky, who during these crucial days remained absent from
the capital, the conferees feared that any overt act against the

Apparat might rouse the latent forces of counterrevolution a

fear which Stalin exploited with consummate skill.

From the moment of Lenin's death, Stalin was feverishly at

work, intriguing behind the scenes. To some observers of these

hectic activities at the Kremlin it looked like an all-out scram-

ble for power. Unfortunately, this was true of but one faction
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the Stalinists, The Trotskyists chose these fateful hours to try

and settle some of their old theoretic disputes. The Rights on

the other hand were bent on checking Trotsky's extreme inter-

nationalism and bringing to full fruition Lenin'sNew Economic

Policy. They advocated a Soviet Magna Charta, which was to

guarantee the abolition of terror, the secret ballot, juridical safe-

guards against arbitrary arrest, termination of administrative

punishments, freedom of speech and press, full restoration of

light industry and commerce in both urban and rural Russia,

abolition of the government monopoly of foreign trade, scrap-

ping of the Third International, and public disavowal of Trot-

sky's theory of world revolution. This group argued that as

long as Russia remained a center of international revolt it could

never hope to come to terms with the West, whose credits,

trade, and good will were conditions essential to Soviet recov-

ery and progress.
The Trotskyists, eager for the restoration of the Soviet econ-

omy, were willing to go far in meeting the demands of these

Moderates, but they balked at discarding the Third Interna-

tional as well as Trotsky's pet theory of permanent revolution.

Thus they left the field open to Stalin. With tireless energy and

the soft touch of a master mechanic, he proceeded to exploit his

great opportunity. He appeased the Rights by ostensibly yield-

ing to their demands. Above all, he conceded them full control

of the government and supported them in electing their leader

Alexei Rykov as Premier to fill the vacancy left by Lenin's

death. Stalin assured them that henceforth they were free to

govern Russia as they saw fit. If they deemed the situation ripe
for the reforms they had in mind, they could go ahead. If, on

the other hand, full responsibility should make them see the

wisdom of a more gradual progress, they were the ones to de-

cide. All he wanted was to keep the ruling party strong and

free from any rift which might involve the peril of a "second

civil war/' Rykov and his followers, although they had misgiv-

ings, tqok these pledges and promises at their face value. Even
when Stalin began gradually to violate them, making his insin-
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cerity more and more evident, they kept on hoping that in the

end he would keep the faith. Thus, in spite of continuous fric-

tion, Stalin was able to avoid a frontal collision for years.

After lining up the Rights on his side, Stalin proceeded with

his plans for a funeral unprecedented in history. Unable to pre-

vent a military demonstration, he relied on the influence of the

Rights with keymen in the High Command to hold the army in

check.

Throughout the night following the announcement of Len-

in's death I was kept awake by alarming queries from our offices

in New York, London, Paris, and Berlin. The rumors of a re-

volt in Russia persisted. They were denied without comment at

the Foreign Office, but Sasha kept me posted on the goings-on
at the Kremlin. Aware of the new Right-Center line-up, my
Trotskyist friend prayed for a spontaneous rebellion. A mere

incident, he felt, might bring an explosion.

Hope for an upheaval was nourished by the military aspect
of the scene. On the day following the official announcement

of Lenin's death, Moscow became an armed camp. Early that

morning I was awakened by-the din of an army on the move.

Before I had time to dress, the city was filled with the noise.

From an upper window of the Savoy Hotel I could see vast

columns marching to the center from the capital's wide-flung
suburbs.

I sleighed to the railway station through streets lined on both

sides with solid ranks of infantry. The lines stretched along the

entire three-mile route from the railway terminal to the House
of Columns, where the body was to lie in state. Again, as on the

previous day, the thermometer hovered around forty degrees
below zero. To keep warm the soldiers stacked their rifles, piled

up logs, and lighted big fires. Along this route of flame and

smoke Lenin's disciples bore the spare red coffin from the rail-

way station to the marble-columned hall. There for three days
and three nights Lenin lay as if asleep on a mound of flowers.

Millions filed by him for a parting glance. Day and night they
moved through the hall to the strains of funereal music.
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On the third day of mourning, Lenin's closest co-workers

lifted the casket from its bier and bore it on their shoulders

through the ancient gate, past the famous Iberian Virgin where

Lenin had put up the Marxian motto: "Religion is the opium
of the people."
A deep, icy calm hung over the Red Square as they placed the

coffin on a wooden structure that was later to give place to a

red marble tomb. The cold was so intense that bands could not

play nor could rifles be shot. Only the bells of the ancient cathe-

drals tolled out their old, soul-stirring tunes as the parading

masses, hoary with frost, moved by, dipping their banners in a

last salute to Lenin. All day long the masses moved past the bier

in a seemingly endless stream of bowed heads and black-draped
scarlet banners. In the twilight of die oncoming night they lifted

the coffin from the catafalque and carried it to the vault beneath.

The clouds scattered shortly after nightfall, and under a clear,

starlit sky a patrol of heavily furred guards mounted watch over

the newly hallowed ground.



Chapter

Interviews with Rykov

and Trotsky

&FOME TIME AFTER LENIN'S FU-
neral the old gypsy cabaret Podval was reopened. There, one

night, I saw a Russian raise his glass of vodka and exclaim: "To
Alexei Ivanovich Rykov we toast him in his favorite drink

Rykovka! At last we have a true Russian in the Kremlin!"

The toast drew spontaneous applause. From every corner

of the room came cheers: "Hurrah!" "Bravo!" A Russian at a

neighboring table explained to me the meaning of "rykovka."
"It's a new name for vodka," he said. "Rykov loves vodka.

He is one of us. With him at the Kremlin we have little to fear."

The incident at the Podval was characteristic of a prevailing

mood. Before the winter was over, there were many signs of a

vast change in the making. In a few months the government
succeeded in stabilizing the Soviet currency. It was the first of

many reforms aimed at
alleviating

the effects of Stalin's recent

venture in terror. There was a sudden abatement in mass ar-

rests. The screaming Black Marias vanished from the streets of

the
capital. Prisoners, long unheard from, returned home. Trot-

sky was back at the War Commissariat. His return marked an

end to all rumors of revolt.
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Without any fanfare, and with but few decrees, the Rights
or Moderates, acting as the government, had succeeded in allay-

ing fear. There was something new in the air. Moscow bright-
ened and began to pulse with its customary vigor. Private shops,

stores, and restaurants reopened all over town. Foreigners were

amazed by the scale and pace of the change, and the Russians

were quick to welcome it with toasts to Lenin's successor, who
had fought extreme measures from the earliest days.

The enmity between Stalin and Trotsky had given the Rights
a balance of power which Rykov exploited with astonishing

skill. By the end of the winter many of the idle Soviet factories

were working overtime and absorbing large numbers of the un-

employed. Before long both the government and private indus-

try were supplying the peasants with badly needed essentials.

Again, as during the previous summer, Moscow was filled with

smiling faces. Freedom was in the air, and the people, though
still badly dressed and poorly housed, behaved as if the country
had just thrown off the yoke of a cruel invader.

A bright, heartwarming feature of the change was its ethical

aspect. Equality and decency for all became a concrete rule in-

stead of a distant goal. Men in power, from the highest down
to the lowest, were making an earnest effort to reconcile their

mode of living with that of the people. The new Premier, who
had a long prison record, set an example by living on a scale

not much above that of the average citizen. Even the use of

automobiles by officials was so restricted as to convince people
that the Soviet leaders were workers like themselves. To take a

minor example, Rykov, as Premier, adopted the custom of rid-

ing alongside his chauffeur. His example was followed by all

ranks of officials in or out of the Kremlin.

Simplicity, decency, and absence of ceremony characterized

the army as well as the civilian branches of government. The
officers dressed no better than plain soldiers, ate the same food

as their subordinates, and shared their quarters. Only married

commanders were entitled to private dwellings. There were no

gilded, Tsarist epaulets in those days, no brass or braid, no ex-
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alted ranks like general, marshal, or any of the other remind-

ers of a hated past. The title "commander" applied to all ranks

regardless of the units commanded. Small badges or stripes

marked the various grades of service, and a spirit
of true com-

radeship permeated every branch of the armed forces. The

word "tovarishch" rang true again as on the first day of the

Revolution. The minimum party wage applied to all Bolsheviks

regardless of rank. Only non-party specialists
were entitled to

higher pay.

Pleasure, like food, was equally shared by all people in' and

out of the party. Night after night the Moscow theaters were

crowded with workers, peasants, soldiers, and civil service em-

ployees for whom tickets had been made available at nominal

prices.

The only cars parked in front of amusement places were

those bearing ambassadorial flags. Commissars, like all other So-

viet leaders, followed Rykov's example in coming to the theater

on foot. Everything was being done to wipe out privilege, to

cultivate among the people a sense of unfeigned social equality,

to encourage a vivid realization that the pleasures as well as the

hardships were being shared by all. With a minimum of propa-

ganda and a maximum of action, the idealists in power gave
evidence of their faith that the state as organized at present was

but a passing phase, a temporary device to help in the attainment

of the great goal a classless society.

How beautiful Moscow looked that spring! Towards the end

of April the city's budding parks were crowded with prome-
naders and children at play. On Easter Eve, Moscow's "forty
times forty" churches once more tolled their silvery bells, sum-

moning worshipers to prayer. Early Saturday evening, when
the golden cupolas of the Cathedral of Our Savior still mirrored

the rays of the setting sun, priests bearing icons and accom-

panied by a chanting choir came down the wide marble terrace,

followed by thousands of worshipers. They thrice circled the

immense edifice in solemn procession reminiscent of ancient

times. When the ceremony was over, men, women, and chil-
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dren embraced and kissed, repeating the sacred words: "Christ

has risen! In truth he has risen!
" No one who had lived through

the days when religious processions in Russia were broken up,
and in some places machine-gunned, could witness this scene

unmoved.

Still, some people had misgivings. As yet no word had issued

from the Kremlin about the widely rumored Soviet Constitu-

tion that was to end dictatorship, guarantee personal freedom,

and dissolve the one-party monopoly of power. Though free

and unafraid for the present, skeptics were doubtful about the

future. "How long will it last?" was a question often asked and

never answered.

During those hopeful winter months very Ettle was heard

either of Stalin or of Trotsky. But shortly after Easter a series of

alarming rumors shook the capital. The most persistent was to

the effect that Lenin's testament had demanded the removal of

Stalin as Secretary of the Communist Party. That testament,

people averred, was sacred. To ignore it seemed convincing

proof that Stalin, despite his yielding to the Moderates, was all-

powerful in the inner councils of the party.
Insupport of thisargumentsomecompetent observersstressed

the appointment of Frunze, aknown Stalinist, as Vice-Commis-

sar of War. Of far greater significance was a decision by die

Politburo to check every order of War Commissar Trotsky,
no matter how routine. Obviously, the intriguing trio Stalin,

Zinoviev, Kamenev were still active behind the scenes. But

to what extent? That question remained unanswered for some

time.

By chance I got a behind-the-scene glimpse of the real politi-

cal setup. I was just about to set out for a visit to my family in

France when Bradford Merrill cabled me instructions to inter-

view Trotsky. Rothstein, head of the Soviet Press Department,
dismissed the request abruptly. Such an interview, he warned,

might imperil my chances of obtaining a return visa to Russia.

Ignoring the warning, I asked Sasha to make the appointment.
He did it on one condition: I was to refrain from any questions
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concerning the Apparat. Anything connected with Stalin's sec-

retariat must be avoided because the relations between the War
Commissar and the Secretary of the party were growing worse

daily.

At the War Office on Znamyenka I found Trotsky cheerful

and seemingly in good health. Much to my surprise he ignored

Sasha's condition to steer clear of party issues. In answer to my
first question, what he thought of the prospects of NEP, Trot-

sky attacked the triumvirate, charging them with numerous at-

tempts to liquidate Lenin's New Economic Policy. At the same

time he praised Rykov for his devotion to Leninism in economic

matters. He stressed the word "economic," adding, off the rec-

ord, that he and the Premier did not see eye to eye on foreign

policy. Reverting to NEP, Trotsky said: "The New Economic

Policy may have saved the Revolution. It surely prevented a

second, perhaps a fatal, famine." Trotsky then switched from

NEP to the question of granting foreign concessions, stressing

its importance to Russia's industry. He compared the Soviet in-

dustrial task with that of the United States during the World

War, saying: "What we need here is an organizer like Bernard

M. Baruch."

Trotsky's keen interest in this topic seemed to me, at the mo-

ment, a convenientway of evading further talk about the troika.

I learned later that at the time of our talk the War Commissar

already knew of his eventual demotion and appointment to the

humble office of chairman of the Commission on Foreign Con-
cessions.

* My interview with Trotsky took place in the early evening,
and it was only in parting that he informed me he would have

to read my copy before I could send it to New York. He rang
for his secretary, who offered to call for the copy at the Hotel

Savoy, where I was stopping, and return it later in the eve-

ning. We arranged that everything, including the censor's OK,
should be ready by midnight, Moscow time.

Trotsky's secretary called for my copy at nine o'clock but
failed to return an hour later as agreed. I waited for him until
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midnight, whenNew York came through with an urgent query.
For two hours I tried vainly to contact Trotsky, There was no

way of reaching him. Sasha, too, had vanished. Finally I called

at the War Office.

After many excuses Trotsky's secretary told me the inter-

view was being held up by the party censor. It was the first

time I ever heard of a censor outside and above the one at the

Foreign Office. Seeming eager to help me, the secretary prom-
*

ised to bring the copy shortly. Then he, too, vanished, and I

was left hanging in the air between the mysterious censor at the

Kremlin and my anxious editors.

A stranger telephoned at four in the morning. He demanded

to know whether I was Grazhdanin (Citizen) Reswick.

"Your interview with Comrade Trotsky," said the voice,

"had to be translated into Russian. You will find it at Chicherin's

secretariat."

At the Foreign Office, Chicherin's chief assistant handed me
two pages typed in Russian. They were the mangled remains of

my story, a mere ghost of the original.

Chicherin, the kindhearted Foreign Commissar, was still at

his desk. I showed him the copy. Dead tired after a night's toil,

he glanced atthe poorly typed pages and mumbled: "You ought
to be glad they left you anything at all to cable. It could have

been worse."

Out in the typist's room, while translating the Russian back

into English, Chicherin's secretary informed me that the party
censor had telephoned to the Foreign Commissar earlier.

"Comrade Chicherin," he said, "barely managed to save you
these two pages."

This experience at the War Office wasmy first evidence that

the Stalin-Trotsky fight was on again.

The interview filed, I was free to take my leave, and after a

few hours sleep I got busy packing. Sasha showed up at the

station, where he informed me that Trotsky was distressed over

the incident. As the train moved away, I saw tears inmy friend's

eyes.
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"Good-by, Volodya," he called after me. "God knows

whether we shall ever meet again."

I rejoined my family in Nice. In a short time they had all

managed to learn French. Joe, the youngest, who had been ill

during the winter, had fully recovered. Murray and Helen were

enrolled in the excellent Lycee Henri Qwtre in Paris, where

they would all move soon. I stayed with them a month and then

started back to Moscow via Berlin, where the Soviet Foreign
"

Office had promised to send my return visa.

It was impossible to get a visa in advance. This device was

calculated to force a foreign correspondent to be silent while

abroad. Uncensored writing or even free talk might mean denial

of re-entry. In this, as in many other matters, the GPU had the

last word.

In Paris I obtained a German transit visa, intending to stop in

Berlin between trains, have the Soviet visa stamped on my pass-

port, and proceed to Moscow. But "God proposes," they say in

Russia, "and the GPU disposes." At the Soviet Embassy in Ber-

lin, Counselor Yakubovich had two wires from Moscow. One

of them authorized my re-entry. The other refused it.

"Whatever could have made the Foreign Office change their

minds?"I asked.

"They didn't," explained Yakubovich, who knew me from

Moscow. "The second wire is signed by the GPU."
Yakubovich knew all about my interview with Trotsky,

Trotskyism at the Foreign Office having kept him informed.

The GPU, they advised him, was determined to keep me out

of the country. Thus, my journalistic work in Russia had come
to an end Yakubovich made this plain with a tone of

finality.
"In all my experience," he said, "I have never heard of a suc-

cessful appeal against the GPU."
I went to the Adlon Hotel and cabled New York, quoting

Yakubovich. The reply was a two-months' advance of salary,
with instructions to remain in Berlin and fight it out. Merrill

was resentful of the CPU's action. He cabled:
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"Appeal to the Rights. Let us see whether our enthusiasm

over their government was justified."

The cable gave me a cue. I wired Premier Rykov about the

Trotsky interview and mentioned Trade Commissar Krassin as

reference. A day later Yakubovich telephoned:
"I can hardly believe it, but they wired your visa on Comrade

Rykov's personal order."

At the Soviet Embassy, Ambassador Krestinsky stared at me

through his thick lenses. "It is a case without parallel," he said.

In Moscow, Rothstein, member of the Foreign Office Col-

legium and chief of the Press Department, confirmed that the

trouble about my visa had been caused by the Trotsky inter-

view.

"I warned you," he said, smiling. "But the way things have

turned out it was worth the trouble. PremierRykov was aroused

over the incident, and to show his displeasure he has offered to

give you an exclusive interview on conditions in the Soviet."

Rothstein telephoned to the Kremlin and made the appoint-
ment for that same afternoon.

At the Kremlin gate, Nyesterov, the Premier's genial secre-

tary, was waiting for me, "to save time," as he explained, "in

passing the guards." Nyesterov was a young RedArmy officer,

recently mustered out for service in the Kremlin. Tall and neat

in his white summer uniform, he led die way to the palace. It

was my first visit to the Kremlin, and I was eager to see its his-

toric sights. For the moment, however, my interest focused on
the fantastic, almost unbelievable, spectacle of an adjutant to

the head of a government having trouble getting into the gov-
ernment buildings. Four sentry posts, manned by heavily armed

guards in GPU uniform, blocked our way from the outer gate
to the inner recesses of the Kremlin. At each barrier the soldiers

refused us passage until they had telephoned their superiors.

While waiting, my escort blushed like a schoolgirl, explaining
that the trouble was not with my credentials but with his own.

His photograph, it appeared, was taken when he had on his

winter uniform and cap. Now he was bareheaded and dressed in
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summer garb. This made the guards skeptical of his identity.

Some of them went so far as to make him turn his face so they
could see his profile, an order which he duly obeyed. They
stared at his right cheek, made him turn the left, shrugged their

shoulders, and invariably ended up by phoning the commander.

After passing the last post Nyesterov informed me that every
resident of the Kremlin, including even Rykov and Stalin, had

to show their credentials "for their own protection." The rea-

son he gave for this was that some make-up men in Moscow
theaters were so clever they could disguise a would-be assassin

to look like any member of the Politburo.

On our way down a vaulted corridor I asked my escort

whether there was any danger of a terrorist attack.
< Look at this long corridor/' he replied. "There isn't a soul

in sight. One cannot be too careful."

At the end of the corridor he opened a door and stepped
aside to let me pass. The door closed behind me and I found my-
self in a small, white, vaulted room with Lenin's picture on a

wall opposite the entrance. Underneath the picture was a plain
oak table loaded with papers and books. There were only two
chairs. In these almost rustic surroundings I met Premier Rykov
for the first time. He was a ruddy, brown-bearded man, me-

dium-sized, dressed in a black leather jacket and dusty boots. A
typical great Russian, I always thought, with laughter, yet mel-

ancholy, in his gray eyes. His deep-lined face bore the indelible

marks oflong years in prison and exile. Yet, it was a kindly face;

there was no bitterness. He was one of those hearty, openhand-
ed Russians who never seem to be strangers and have no diffi-

culty in making friends.

After a vigorous handshake Rykov pointed to a chair, of-

fered me a cigarette, and lighted one himself. He inhaled deep-

ly. "This is my workroom," he said. "It is small, but I like it.

After living so long in a prison cell I find it difficult to work in

large rooms."

I thanked him for his intervention in my visa difficulties.

"I know by experience the bitter taste of injustice," he re-
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marked, and then he proceeded to state his views on conditions

in the Soviet Union. He talked, with few questions from me,

for a little over an hour. The principal achievement of his re-

gime, he believed, was to make sure that those who govern have

no greater privileges than those they govern. "For the time be-

ing," he said, "this means equality of poverty. But poverty,
after all, is better than hunger and pestilence. These were our

lot only two years ago. Now the worst is over and we can look

ahead to better times."

I recall the quiet candor with which the Premier acknowl-

edged the terrible difficulties of the situation and the firm note of

hope and determination. Smiling, he picked up a newly bound

volume. It was a detailed report on Russia's immense natural re-

sources. "We have to resolve this paradox," he said, "that Rus-

sia, potentially the richest country in the world, is actually the

poorest."

Rykov felt that further Soviet progress depended on peace in

the world, on foreign credits, and on the full development of

Lenin's New Economic Policy. "Our survival," he said, "may
well depend on the full development of this policy/*



Chapter 6
MMMMMt^^

A Volga Tour with Rykov

and Yagoda

LBOUT A MONTH FOLLOWING
my return to Moscow the Soviet Premier invited three Ameri-

can correspondents, Walter Duranty, William Henry Cham-

berlin, and myself, to accompany him on a tour of the Volga

regions. Duranty could not come because of illness. It took me

nearly a week to find a substitute to do my work in Moscow.

The Premier's party had left meanwhile. I joined them at Sara-

tov. Chamberlin came a day or two later.

A week on the Volga had made Rykov look more robust than

whqn I saw him in the Kremlin. He was relaxed and was evi-

dently enjoying amuch needed rest. There was a gleam of cheer

in his eye as he welcomed me aboard the Soviet yacht formerly
a pleasure craft of the royal family. At the gangplank he intro-

duced me to his entourage his two secretaries, Nyesterov and

Mrs. Nyesterov, Gorbunov, Secretary of the Council of Peo-

ple's Commissars, Svidersky, Vice-Commissar of Education,

Michael Koltsov, a well-known Soviet journalist and "Com-
rade Yagoda," as the Premier said simply, omitting to specify
his place and title.
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A spare, slightly tanned, trim-looking youngish officer

stepped forward, smiling. As we shook hands, I wondered:

"Can it be the famous Chekist?" It was difficult to associate

terror with this affable and modest person. Indeed, his smile and

friendly greeting were so disarming that I felt sure he must

be some other Yagoda. But Koltsov, as though answering my
doubts, remarked:

"Comrade Yagoda, did it ever occur to you that without

horns you simply don't look your part?"

They all, including the "comrade" himself, burst out laugh-

ing, and I realized that before me was the dreaded Vice-Com-

missar of the GPU, at the mention of whose name many Rus-

sians made the sign of the cross.

Someone suggested a group photograph. "I had better step

aside," said Yagoda. But Koltsov insisted: "Now, Genrikh,
none of your damned modesty."
At that moment I heard a camera click, and instantly Yagoda

was in action.

"Hand me that plate!
"
he commanded, glaring at the photog-

rapher. The man obeyed without a word. Yagoda smashed the

glass against the railing, explaining to Rykov that a snapshot in

his company "might embarrass our guest with the American

Intelligence."

There followed an awkward pause, which Koltsov dispelled
with his ever-ready wit.

"Don't you know, Genrikh, that the American Intelligence
is too busy enforcing prohibition to bother with newspaper

correspondents?
"

We all laughed as Yagoda stepped aside and watched the rest

of us pose for the picture.

The luncheon bell rang, and we proceeded to a spacious din-

ing room which still bore traces of Tsarist grandeur. At the

table I found myself seated between the Premier and Yagoda,
both of whom took pains to put me at ease.

The Premier was in a jubilant mood. Saratov, his birthplace,

was staging a reception for him. From early morning the city
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had been in an uproar, with bands blaring and singing columns

on the march. People were pouring in from military camps and

near-by towns and villages.

The reception committee, representing the local soviet, came

aboard and joined us at the table. While they were chatting with

Rykov, Yagoda confided to me that he was having a hard time

guarding the Premier.

"I'm charged with his safety," he complained, "but he won't

let me guard him. He simply refuses to be protected. This aver-

sion goes back to the time when he was a Tsarist prisoner."

Yagoda's immediate problem was to carry out the security

measures imperative during a parade and an open-air mass meet-

ing. Half a million people were expected on the city's main

square. Rykov was to speak from a platform erected on the spot
where in 1912 he had been almost beaten to death during a May
Day demonstration. There were still a number of former

White Guards in the city, and Yagoda had a list of them. But

the Premier absolutely forbade preventive arrests or any other

precautionary measures.

On deck after lunch I witnessed a minor clash between the

two men. A regiment of infantry was lined up on either side

of the avenue, running from the Volga to the center of town.

Other formations were'on their way to extend the lines. Rykov
no sooner noticed the maneuver than he turned fiercely to Ya-

goda. "What's this?" he demanded. "Who did it?"

Yagoda tried to explain that everything was being done in

the interest of his personal safety.

"Nonsense!" yelled Rykov. "Dismiss the troops at once! FI1

have none of this Tsarist grandeur."
The order was promptly obeyed. A few minutes later I saw

the Premier smiling as he bent over the rails, watching Red boy
scouts and girls line up on the avenue in place of the soldiers.

When the cars arrived to take the Premier to the meeting, the

boat became so crowded that I had to hold on to his secretary
to make sure of a place in the procession. Rykov, already in his

car, noticed our absence and sent word for us to join him.
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Through cheering lanes we proceeded to the center of the

city Yagoda, Svidersky, Gorbunov, and Koltsov following in

the car behind, with a long procession following them.

The ovation for the Commissar-in-Chief grew steadily as we
advanced towards the center. It reached a climax as we ap-

proached the main square. Here some of the escorting comrades

left their cars, hoisted Rykov in the air, and carried him on their

shoulders through a roaring crowd. In the midst of this tre-

mendous ovation, the Premier turned back, pointing to our

stalled car. In a moment Nyesterov and I were also in the air,

swaying on shoulders above the cheering people. I looked back

and saw Yagoda and his party yanked out of their seats, too,

and borne aloft to the platform.
When the cheering finally died down, Rykov addressed the

crowd. He began by recalling the day when Tsarist Cossacks

had beaten him within an inch of his life for staging a May
Day demonstration on that very square. As he went into details

of the terrible incident, his slight stammer became more pro-
nounced.

"You hear me stammer," he said. "It is a hang-over from that

beating. None of our comrades escaped that day. These very
stones ran red with our blood. In those days we dreamed of a

Russia redeemed from the blight of Tsarism. That dream is ful-

filled. But to destroy absolutism was only part of our task. Our

aim today is to build a truly free, socialist Russia."

The immense square resounded with spontaneous applause
and prolonged cheers. It was one of the very few unregimented
demonstrations I ever witnessed in Soviet Russia.

That night Rykov entertained a company of the local com-
rades whom he had known in his childhood and youth. It was

nearly midnight when the last of the worker-peasant delega-
tions went ashore, leaving these old friends aboard. They all

went downstairs for a late supper. But Nyesterov came on deck

to invite all of us poputchiki (fellow travelers) to join the

party.
A cold breeze stirred the Volga. The city was dimly lighted,
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and the distant shore to the East stretched like an immense

shadow beneath the low-hanging stars. From the chilly deck

we went down to a cozy, softly lighted cabin where we sat

down at a table with a boiling samovar in the center surrounded

by platters of broiled fish, breadstuffs, and numerous bottles of

vodka.

Watching our host in this intimate setting I recalled the stories

then current in Moscow about his fabulous capacity for alcohol.

What truth was there in those tales? At this party I learned the

answer. Rykov was one of thos'e amazing Russians who can

drink vodka as if it were water. While conversing with his old

friends, he swallowed glass after glass of the firewater without

any visible eifect on the lucidity of his mind or the evenness of

his speech. The more he drank, the keener became his wit, the

more brilliant his repartee. Yagoda, Koltsov, and the others got

tipsier and tipsier. Only Rykov remained calm, unruffled, total-

ly unaifected, it seemed, by what he drank. Finally, someone

suggested a toast to an absent comrade. This time Rykov merely
raised the glass to his

lips.

Koltsov was quick to notice it. He taunted the Premier, de-

manding to know whether the "bravest of bolshevik drinkers

has lost his nerve."

Koltsov's allusion to Rykov's well-known habit raised a great

laugh in which the Premier joined.
"I passed up this one," he said, "because over in ice-cold

Naram I learned something about the art of drinking/'

"Why not let us in on the secret?" asked Koltsov.

"It's simple," said Rykov. "Eat while you drink, is the first

rule. The second, avoid the glass that turns good.hurnor into lu-

nacy.We allknow that glass ifwe obey our instincts. The trou-

ble with many people is that they ignore their instincts. I never

do. I have never been drunk."

It was literally true. Though a sufficiently famous drinker to

have vodka named after him, Rykov always remained master of

himself and his environment.

As our journey continued I became very fond of the man.
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With every passing day I could see more and more in him of the

goodness as well as the harmless vices of the great Russian

muzhiks. He was truly one of them. In villages on either side of

the Volga he visited numerous peasant huts, making himself

thoroughly at home with his humble hosts. He spoke their lan-

guage and understood their needs. Always mindful of what they
had gone through in the terrible years of military communism,
he would strive to allay their fears and stir their hope of better

days ahead.

He had an abhorrence of demagogic tricks and melodramatic

speeches. In village after village I heard him say quite simply to

the peasants: "Don't be afraid of the Cheka, or the GPU as we
call it nowadays. Don't be afraid. Talk to me as you would to a

friend who wants to serve you. That's what I am here for."

Then he would point to Yagoda. "Here you see the Vice-

Commissar of the GPU. I brought him with me in order to as-

sureyou in his presence that from now on no one will confiscate

your grain or any other property that rightfully belongs to you.
Comrade Yagoda's duty is to safeguard your rights and to pun-
ish all who oppress or exploit you, be they kulaks or corrupt of-

ficials."

Such words carried conviction. We felt their effect over the

whole countryside.
"What is a kulak?" asked an old peasant. "Can it be a muzhik

who owns a horse, a cow, and some poultry?" And another:

"What can one legally own without being a kulak?"

In his reply to these questions which plagued a hundred mil-

Eon villagers, the Premier made the then recently decreed rural

policy crystal clear- "A peasant," he would say, "may own half

a dozen cows, several horses, plenty of poultry and still be no

kulak. A kulak is a rural moneylender, who collects extortion-

ary interest in either money, grain, or labor. He thus has a pro-

prietary claim on many a poor peasant household. He is, in fact,

as vicious an exploiter as the Tsarist landowner. He lends you
ten rubles atod takes back twenty. That we cannot permit. The

government should do all the lending of which you may be in
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need. If we let the kulaks thrive, we shall soon revert to the old

systema few rich peasants in each village and the rest destitute.

Do you want those exploiters?
"

The answer was invariably a vigorously chorused "No!
"

Rykov was here probably expressing an intention rather

than conveying the exact meaning of the term kulak.

Tsaritsin* welcomed the Premier with another enthusiastic

reception. There again I had occasion to observe Rykov's dis-

like of guards.A day after the reception we started out on a tour

of the neighboring country. We left the city in three cars. On
the highway we ran into a cavalry patrol. The officer in com-

mand saluted and asked the chauffeurs to drive slowly so that

the horses might keep pace with the cars. The Premier asked the

commander to turn back, but the young officer insisted on car-

rying out his orders, explaining that the forest ahead was unsafe.

This time we all joined Yagoda in support of the officer. Rykov
did not argue the point, but further up the road he told our

chauffeur to "step on it," Before reaching the forest we were

far ahead of the panting, foaming horses.

Later in the day we ran into a peasant community of three

hundred "souls," as their elder called them. They had fled from

theUkraine during WorldWar I, hoping to find peace iiuhe re-

mote, mid-Asiatic steppes. After six years of aimless wandering

they were now on the way back to their native village. They
had heard the war was over. They had some vague idea about

the Revolution and the fall of the Tsar, but the Soviet Govern-

ment seemed to them a bewildering mystery. Pointing to Ry-
kov, Gorbunov told the elder that the man before him was presi-
dent of the Council of People's Commissars.

"And what would that be?" asked the peasant.
"The head of our government."
"You mean the bolshevik Tsar?"

'"Yes, in a way," Gorbunov replied amidst laughter.
The peasant was skeptical. He gazed at Rykov and shook his

head.

* Now Stalingrad.
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"Who ever heard of a Tsar in a leather jacket?"
Other peasants joined him, arguing that a Tsar must wear

epaulets, a sword, and spurs.

"Oh, no," said an old woman, "you are making fun of us poor

peasants.
He is no Tsar. He can't be. I once saw the Tsar. He

was all in gold and shone like the sun. We couldn't look him in

the face."

Rykov put an end to the argument by telling his secretary to

give the wanderers twenty rubles each, together with a voucher

for grain at Tsaritsin. The commissar's kindness and his sim-

plicity ofmanner must have made a deep impression on the peas-

ants, for they pressed closer, chatting with the Premier in a

friendly and yet somewhat awe-stricken way.

Rykov's simple goodness made it difficult to realize that he

was the head of a government ruling over one-sixth of the globe.

Early one morning, on our return to the yacht from an all-night

ride in the steppe, he suggested that I take a warm shower in his

bathroom, the only one aboard in good condition. Down in the

bathroom I could find neither towels nor soap. The servants

were still asleep, so I went back up to the main cabin where I

picked up a newspaper and sat down to read. From behind the

closed door of the Premier's office I could hear loud talk, for

Rykov was already receiving rural delegates. At all hours, day
and night, he was ready to listen to their woes. After he fin-

ished with the first delegation, Rykov opened the door of his

office. He shook hands with the delegates about to leave, wel-

comed those waiting, then suddenly called to me from the dis-

tance, demanding to know why I was not taking a shower. I

walked over to him and for some moments was unable to say

why I was ignoring his kind suggestion. It seemed ludicrous to

talk to the head ofthe Soviet Government, who was in the midst

of conferences, about the lack of towels and soap in his bath-

room! But Rykov insisted on knowing why I was being "stub-

born." When I told him, he begged the delegates to wait and

went downstairs with me to his cabin. There he went down on

hands and knees, pulled a valise from under his bed, took out
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two towels and a cake of soap, and led the way to the shower

where he showed me how to operate the complicated royal

gadgets.
The Premier's friendship seemed to have a mellowing effect

on his Chekist guardian. Late one moonlit night I was up on

deck admiring the Volga. We were sailing downstream

through verdure silvery under a full moon. For some time I was

alone. Then I heard light steps.
It was Yagoda.

"What a night!" he said. "The full moon always keeps me
awake."

The Chekist moved two deck chairs to the railing. "On a

night like this," he said, "there is no sight like the Volga. And
the memories this scene brings back! I fought all over here, on

both sides of the river."

I sat down, lighting a cigarette. For some time I gazed silently

atmy companion. At close range it was almost impossible to as-

sociate this sensitive, soft-spoken person with the monster he

was reputed to be. Thus far we had always met in company.
Now, alone with him, I felt appalled at the number and immen-

sity of his crimes, yet subdued by his gentle manner.

What wouldn't many a Russian give for a chance to be so

near him, to see him reclining there, gazing at the moon, wide

open to attack! Yet here I was at hand's reach. What was there

about the man, I wondered, that gave him immunity from ven-

geance? Why was his appearance so disarming as to make it pos-
sible for me to keep him company in the night?

It was getting late, and I rose to go, hoping to snatch some

sleep before a busy day. As I passed his chair, Yagoda took hold

ofmy hand, pleading that I stay with him a little longer.
"There is so much I have been wanting to tell you," he said.

"I hope you don't believe all those fables about me. I'm just a So-

viet worker doing a vital job. With me it was all an accident, a

chance meeting with Dzerzhinsky at Nizhny Novgorod. I

worked there as a pharmacist
"

A pharmacist, I thought that is why his appearance is so dis-

arming. Just the typical, provincial Russian druggist, one of
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those inoffensive, obliging individuals to whom everybody
turns for help in an emergency. The few doctors are aloof and

hard to reach, but the pharmacist is always there, a dispenser of

pain-relieving drugs, one of the few first-aid men in cities that

lack clinics and have no room in their hospitals.

Yagoda recalled the day not long before the outbreak of the

civil war when Dzerzhinsky swooped down on Nizhny Nov-

gorod to do some "cleaning." He suffered a heart attack on the

street and was brought into the pharmacy for first aid. This of-

fered the young druggist an opportunity to impress the fanatic

who was making all Russia tremble. Dzerzhinsky showed his

gratitude during the civil war by taking Yagoda with him on a

tour of the Tsaritsin front. There the young man got himself

appointed head of a military Cheka unit. A striking exploit of

that unit brought him to the attention of Joseph Stalin, then

Military Commissar of the front.

"It happened right there/' he said, pointing to the eastern

shore of the Volga. "That's where I discovered how to destroy
the enemy spiritually while he is in full command of his physical
faculties. I did it in a moment of despair. To the few soldiers

with me my experiment seemed nothing short of madness, but I

proved to myself and to those around me that I knew what I

was doing. When word of my achievement reached Stalin, he

gave me my first important assignment."

Yagoda was determined to get "that night" off his chest, and

1 must say I listened with absorbing interest.

The young Qiekist had been assigned to guard 104 Tsarist of-

ficers captured in battle. They were all picked men who had

fought with a shock brigade. All Yagoda had with him to guard
these desperate men was a dozen riflemen and two machine

guns. As night fell they herded the captives into an old pad-
locked barn to await the arrival of a strong detachment which

should take them to headquarters for questioning. Later in the

evening there came an urgent call for the machine guns, leaving

Yagoda's men with only a dozen rifles and very little ammuni-

tion.
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"Towards midnight," Yagoda said, "the officers got restive.

It became obvious that they were preparing for a break. Frank-

ly,
I was scared stiff. My men were in a panic.We were in open

space, without cover. The officers could easily disarm and shoot

us, then get away. When I heard them ram the door and saw it

give, I decided thatnow was the timeto testmy theory of opera-

tional fear and hope,"

"Operational what?" I gasped.

"Yes, comrade, fear and hope. For some time I had been

thinking of ways to make fear and hope work together in an

emergency. Here was my chance. I unlocked the door and en-

tered the barn, followed by halfa dozen riflemen. I told the pris-

oners they were sentenced to death by a revolutionary tribunal.

That shocked and frightened them and paralyzed their will to

act. Then I added casually that there was still hope for many,

perhaps all of them, provided they were willing to help the

Cheka with some badly needed information. Neither the fear

nor the hope would have been effective alone, but the combi-

nation broke their wills. We brought them to headquarters the

next day. They were condemned to death a policy followed

with all shock units. But in this instance the sentences were

commuted. To make my theory work we had to keep faith

with these first prisoners and let them spread the word. There-

after the capture of shock brigadiers became an everyday oc-

currence."

Farther down the Volga I saw more and more of that Gray,
Red, and White pattern of which I wrote later for the New
York Times. In every peasant's or worker's home visited, in fac-

tories, clubs, at meetings, wherever people gathered, there were
the many nonpolitical Grays, and the few Red or White ex-

tremists. Age seemed a paramount factor in determining this

cleavage. The middle-aged were mostly Gray, the old were

White, the young, Red. Old people went to church, clung to

their icons, and yearned for the return of the Tsar a wish

which they did not hesitate to express in the Premier's presence.
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The middle-aged were reconciled to life under a humane Soviet

regime. The young were nearly all Red and enthusiastic about

the Revolution. While chatting with the older folk, Rykov
would fool with the youngsters and picture their future in

bright colors.

"It is for them," he would say, "that we fought and bled. Be-

fore long they will take over and build a land which we oldsters

can hardly imagine."
Under his benign influence they would all, Red, White, and

Gray, become for the time being one great family. It was years
before Stalin's apparatus managed to set children against their

parents.

In the late fall the boat became a sort of floating annex to the

Kremlin. Daily at the Premier's table or his desk I watched die

Soviet Government in operation. One day, during the sensa-

tional trial of the famous revolutionist Boris Savinkov, Keren-

sky's Minister of War, Nyesterov brought Rykov a wire. The
Premier glanced at it and said: "Well, they have finally got
around to the sentence. My mind is made up. The counterrevo-

lution is disarmed. I have always been against vengeance."

Turning to the secretary, he dictated his vote as a member of

the Politburo: "Against death penalty, for ten-years
7

imprison-
ment." The incident confirmed me in the opinion that the

"judges" of these revolutionary tribunals were mere actors

playing a role assigned to them by the rulers in the Politburo.

Another sensation of the day was Trotsky's new attack on

the troika published in his essay "Lessons of October," an intro-

duction to his book 1917* Here the War Commissar reminded

Kamenev and Zinoviev of their apostasy when the Bolsheviks

were about to seize power. He also reminded Stalin of his rap-

proachment with the Mensheviks in the spring of 1917 when,

before Lenin's return, he edited the party organ Pravda. The

publication of these undisputed facts drew concerted fire from

the Soviet press. Instigated by the Apparat, the papers loosed a

flood of calumny against Trotsky. Aboard our ship the only
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one to echo this attack was Svidersky, the Vice-Commissar of

Education. The rest, including Rykov, refrained from com-

ment. Thus isolated, Svidersky, too, lapsed into silence.

The journey was drawing to an end. It had been my second

opportunity to observe life in provincial Russia, and it had been

far happier than the first. This time there was no famine, no ty-

phus, and a definite abatement in terror. On the whole, with the

Rights holding the balance of power, Russia seemed well on her

way to a new and more democratic era. Yet on the last day of

our journey, when the Soviet Premier gave me a brief outline of

what he called "essentials," I sensed in his words an undertone of

apprehension.

Stalin, he said, had lived up to his promise to keep hands off

the government. The people were actually free, though the

widely rumored Soviet Bill of Rights was still only a project on

paper. The delay in proclaiming it was due to a realization that

freedom must have a sound economic foundation* The immedi-

ate task was to develop Lenin's New Economic Policy to the

fulL Only on that basis could complete political freedom be

achieved. He paused, as though checked by some vague premo-
nition of impending tragedy. We were on the deck of the slow-

moving yacht, gazing into the distance.

"Of course," Rykov added, "all will depend on our ability to

prevent a revival of terror.A group of us at the Kremlin are hard

at work trying to achieve this goal. Unless we succeed in abol-

ishing fear, all our efforts will have been in vain."



Chapter j

Crashing the Wall

around Foreigners

KIOMTHEDAYTHECHEKACAME
into being in the autumn of 1 9 1 8, the social status of a foreigner

in Russia began to sink towards that of a leper. This was not due

to any feeling of aloofness or contempt among the Russian peo-

ple.
On the contrary, the Russians have, or had, a primitive re-

spect, almost a veneration, for foreigners. Many of them have,

indeed, paid with their lives for an irresistible urge to commune

with free men. But under pressure from the Cheka-GPU-

NKVD-MVD, most of them gradually learned to confine their

contacts with non-Russians within the scope of official duty or

special assignment. Functionaries of the Foreign Office would

meet diplomats and correspondents. Officials ofthe Trade Com-

missariat would dine with visiting businessmen. But after Len-

in's death even foreign Communists began to find it difficult to

meet socially with Russian party men other than those especial-

ly assigned for the task.

This barrier remained intact for some time after the Rights
took over. It was futile in those days to invite a Muscovite to

one's home. The mere suggestion of visiting a foreigner would

bring on a panic. This notwithstanding, the telephone of foreign
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residents in Moscow buzzed with calls from gay young ladies

offering rendezvous. Most of these women were professional

prostitutes operating under the GPU's strict supervision. In ad-

dition, Lubianka would also press into service well-known art-

ists of the stage and ballet. No one dared ignore a "friendly sug-

gestion" by the secret service.

The punishment of ordinary Soviet citizens who hobnobbed

with foreigners was apt to be sudden and severe. For years now
no Soviet citizen had dared work for a non-Russian without the

Cheka's approval, which invariably involved a pledge to spy on

the employer and report regularly to a special bureau. Neglect
or willful failure to perform this act meant punishment ranging
all the way from a reprimand to the "highest measure of social

defense"death.

The foreign colony in Moscow was shocked to learn one day
that the kindly manager of the Grand Hotel, whom we all liked,

had received a sudden phone call from Lubianka. An hour later

a Chekist brought notice to the widow of his execution. Frantic

with grief, the woman ran into the crowded lobby screaming:
"The GPU, they have just killed my husband! He was mur-

dered!" This happened while the Chekist who brought the

death notice was still in the lobby. The manager's crime had

been friendly relations with a Pole who went to Warsaw, where
he published some anti-Soviet articles.

Some foreigners were so naive as to dismiss Russian employ-
ees suspected of contacts with the GPU. They acted on the as-

sumption that spying was voluntary. In bare truth it made no

difference whom one employed. The GPU made it a rule to

compel espionage by subordinates when their superiors were
under suspicion, and all foreigners were in the shadow. Every
Soviet citizen working for a foreignerwas obliged to report reg-

ularly on his employer's activities.When Kotov, one ofmy em-

ployees, a man given to drink, fell to his knees one day pleading

forgiveness for spying on me, I told him to cheer up and go right
ahead. "If you don't, someone else will. Only be sure to tell

them the truth!"
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Onmy return from the Volga I found this situation complete-

ly changed. The turn was almost as rapid and radical as was the

widespread fraternization with German soldiers engineered by
the Bolsheviks in 1917. All of a sudden, Soviet citizens seemed

to have lost their fear of foreigners. They were glad to meet any
of them except the diplomats, who remained an outstanding ex-

ception. Jimmy Mills brought me the good news. For some time

both of us had been compelled to live at the expensive Savoy
Hotel because the few privileged Russians (stage stars, writers,

etc.) who had rooms to sublet feared to do business with for-

eigners. But while I was away Mills, much to his surprise, had

succeeded in renting suitable quarters, and he had learned of an-

other vacancy. The actress Sobinova Viryazova had offered to

sublet her beautifully furnished apartment for the duration of a

six-months' tour.We went to see her, and I eagerly accepted the

offer.

After signing the papers Sobinova confided that she had ovier

three hundred bottles of old wine and champagne stowed away
in the cellar. They were the gift of an admiring Nepman.

"I don't know what to do with them," she said, "and I need

some dollars."

"How many dollars?
"
Jimmy asked.

"One hundred," Sobinova replied.

We clinched the bargain and decided to keep the stock for

special occasions.

A block away from my new home the old Moscow riding

academy, a prerevolutionary hangout of the nobility, now re-

opened its doors, extending a warm welcome to all equestrians,

foreign as well as Russian. Before long the once famous manege

recaptured a good deal of its old charm andbecame a rendezvous

for tie elite of the capital
A youngish-looking former nobleman was one of the riding

masters; another one was theRed cavalrymanAndryusha Shiro-

kov, an excellent rider and a bom wit. Gvozdyeva, a former

well-known Moscow sportswoman, managed the place. The
remnants of the prerevolutionary aristocracy remembered the
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lady and flocked to her manege, clinging to it with a nostalgic

love.

From early youth, as I have said, I have had a passion for rid-

ing. At the age of thirteen I could hurdle, gallop, and race with

Captain Safronov and his friends. It all came back to me at the

academy where I purchased a superbly trained cavalry horse

named October. After a month of practice I felt sufficiently fast

in the saddle to take part in amateur riding contests, which be-

fore long became social events, drawing to the academy some

surviving sportsmen as well as celebrities of the theater, the

writing profession, and the government.
One night when I was about to engage in a contest, I heard

some talk about a party to celebrate its opening. With memories

of our ostracism still fresh in mind, I kept discreetly aside, feel-

ing that Muscovites, though willing to ride with a foreigner,

would not dare mingle with him socially.

In the van that night was beautiful Olya Vasilyeva, a gifted

writer. Up to that time Olya, a dashing equestrienne and leader

of Moscow's Bohemia, had seemed to avoid me, as if still skepti-

cal of the new freedom to fraternize with foreigners. But that

night there was something new in the air. During an intermis-

sion in the contest there was quite a hubbub among the riders.

In the midst of it Olya turned in the saddle and stared atme from

a distance. Then suddenly she wheeled her magnificent mare,

Swan, and galloped towardsme clear across the ring. She halted,

smiling, and for the first time since joining the group I saw her at

close range and looked straight into the depths of her pale blue

eyes. There was infinite charm in those eyescharm and daring.

Everything about her, the ease with which she sat in the saddle,

her graceful, wiry frame, the tender lines of her face all com-
bined to enhance her beauty. From the riding master Shirokov,
I had heard lurid stories about the

girl's past.A merry Bohemian,
she set the pace in Meyerhold's communal home where the fu-

turist poet Mayakovsky had proclaimed the slogan: "Down
with shame!" Despite her youth she was then twenty-three
she had already had several tragic love affairs, one of them end-
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ing in the attempted suicide of her lover. At the age of seventeen

she had been the victim of an unspeakable outrage in Meyer-
hold's communal home on Novinsky Boulevard. She was raped

by an insane actor, and for three days the madman kept her

locked in a room without food. Notwithstanding all this, the

girl
still set the pace in Moscow's Bohemia, whose adherents re-

belled against the very concept of "bourgeois" decency. While

abhorring commercial prostitution, these women followed a

line of sex freedom that played havoc with home, family, and

their own young lives. They lived for the moment. Impulse was

their guide poetized and glorified in song and dance, yet in-

exorable in exacting penalties.

Olya's was a startling charm that held one spellbound from

the first glance. She must have noticed and seemed to enjoy

watching the effect onme of her sudden dash across the manege.
"I am a committee of one," she said, "appointed to invite you

to our party tonight. It will be an improvised affair. Everybody
will contribute."

I told her that my acceptance was conditioned upon her in-

viting my friend Jimmy Mills, who had come to see us ride. She

readily agreed.
The party took place in a stable thick with the smell of dung,

with horses neighing and stamping on either side of us. We sat

around a big table, helping ourselves to vodka and zakuski*

There were no speeches, just toasts to riders and horses.

Vodka has a curious effect on Russians. The first half-dozen

glasses, far from stimulating, tend to depress them. This is the

reason, perhaps, why Russian parties seem to begin on a quiet,

almost meditative, note. Time drags; table companions have dif-

ficulty in making conversation. This embarrassing phase may
last until well after the zakuski have been washed down with

several chasers. Then gradually they warm up a bit and begin to

act as though theywere really enjoying themselves. Swallowing
vodka in ever greater drafts, they alternate drink with zakuski,

indulging all the while in intimate little toasts to pleasant mem-
ories or happily anticipated events. Next comes a phase of hur-
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rahing, applauding of toasts to host, hostess, honored guest,

leader, cause all depending on the occasion. By that time

everybody is intoxicated and the party is on the way to becom-

ing an all-night orgy. The lights are dimmed; gypsy romances

are sung to the accompaniment of guitars; sighs, tears, laughter,

and kisses follow in due order. Jealousy is taboo at such parties,

and unpleasant incidents are rare.

When Jimmy and I sat down at the table shortly after ten in

the evening, I recalled my experience at the home of Nepman
Altschuler and warned my friend to be ready for an all-night

vecherinka.

About one o'clock in the morning Shirokov,who knew about

our wine cellar, suggested that we invite the company to our

apartment. The riding master was already tipsy. He pointed to

his throat, saying: "A year ago they would have slashed it for

having you with us, but now we dare to pay you a visit."

"That calls for champagne!
"
said Jimmy. "Let's go!

"

The company eagerly accepted our invitation, and we were

soon making massive inroads on our cheaply acquired, but none-

theless excellent, champagne.
The Slav likes to take his joy in a mood of sweet melancholy.

Watching our guests weep unashamed, we wondered whether

their tears were those of ecstasy or whether they expressed
memories of a frightful past and misgivings about the future.

At my home, as at the manege, Olyawas the life of the party.

Champagne seemed to enhance her charm. With her brilliant

repartee, her daring, and her amazing capacity for drink, this

girl soon held the attention of all the guests, even the other la-

dies. To her the men drank their
fiery, vehement toasts. To her

they sang their bewitching Slav airs. At Olya's feet the hand-

some guitarist played his soul-stirring gypsy songs. In reward

for the attentions paid her Olya drank briiderschaft with every
one of her admirers. With a sensuous twinkle in her sparkling

eyes the girl twined arms, turned glasses bottoms up, embraced

and kissed. Her invariably passionate kisses were bestowed on
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every man present, not barring the two foreigners. This feat ap-

peared to the company so daring that for a moment even those

far gone in drink seemed to sober up. As Olya and I drained

glasses
and kissed, I could hardly believe that but a few hours be-

fore we had been worlds apart. Now we were so frightfully

near that the room seemed to whirl as I heard Olya whisper:

"Sparrow Hills, on horseback, Sunday noon. Agreed?"

"Agreed," I echoed. "Sparrow Hills, on horse, Sunday noon."

I fell asleep at dawn and woke up late, still under the
spell of

Olya's voice. "Sparrow Hills, on horseback" rang in my ears.

But I was soon sufficiently sobered up to reflect that I owed it to

my family to stay away from this girl Early that Sunday, how-

ever, long before the hour, I was racing for Sparrow Hills,

drawn there by a force that played havoc with both caution and

fidelity.

At the turn in the road I saw Olya far ahead of me. She was

going at a fast clip. It took me some time to catch up with her.

Before there was time to say hello the girl began to act as though
she had gone stark mad. Swerving sharply to the right, she lifted

her spirited mare off the ground, sailing clear across a wide deep
ditch that ran parallel to the road. As if this were not foolhardy

enough, she dashed ahead over ice-crusted fields. A
slip of the

horse at the pace she was going meant certain death. I had great

difficulty in holding October. He reared, snorted, and foamed

at the bit, anxious to give chase. Suddenly, and againstmy judg-

ment, I gave him free rein.

Despite his wide stride it took October some time to reach

Olya and to enable me to seize Swan's bridle. When the race was

over the girl leaned forward, patting her mare's long, curved

neck. I watched her closely, determined to prevent another

race. When I began to say something about mad riding, Olya
cutme short.

"Of course it was madness," she agreed, "but the truth is I was

mad, and still am. Here I had been looking forward to a pleasant

chat with an American colleague. But just before I left the stable
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Shirokov told me that you already know about my trouble up
at the commune. Could it have occurred to you that I was only
a child when they got me into it?

"

Soon we were back on the road, riding at a slow pace side by
side in the direction of the city. From the hills where Napoleon
watched Moscow burnwe could see its romantic skyline radiant

in the sun. We drew up our horses, and Olya began to tell me of

her happy childhood before the Revolution. As she spoke of

those days that seemed centuries back, I could see her as a child.

At heart, judging by her talk, she was still the average Russian

girl dreaming of a home, children, familythe simple things that

had been taken for granted ten years back but seemed now un-

attainable in a world turned topsy-turvy.
That ride to Sparrow Hills was the first of many. It was the

beginning of a lasting friendship. Before long Olya was supply-

ing me with invaluable but invariably loyal news tips, which I

always shared with Jimmy Mills. And she opened for us the

doors of Moscow's Bohemia, which even in this Rightist era re-

mained taboo to most foreigners.



Chapter O

Yagoda's Frantic Efforts to Balance

Evil with Good

SINCE OUR VISIT TO THE
GPU, Mills and I had been hearing from Yagoda. He would

telephone to remind us of our promise to visit his "children" at

the near-by GPU colony for delinquents. As it had to be on a

Sunday we kept postponing it, for our week ends were busy.
But one evening his first assistant Prokofiev, a middle-aged, soft-

spoken man with a gentle face, called and insisted on our going
the next Sunday. He was personally in charge of the colony

which, he said, was creating a stir among reformers of juvenile

delinquents the world over.

"You will find material there for more than one article," he

assured us.

Early on the following Sunday, Yagoda and Prokofiev called

for us in a brand new Cadillac. We were surprised to see them

both in civilian attire, butYagoda was not long in explaining the

mystery. He and his comrade thought it might embarrass us to

be seen in public with uniformed Chekists. It was the first time I

had heard him use that dreaded word.

"Please translate to your friend," he said, "that we went to all

this trouble to avoid gossip about you two joy riding with
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Chekists." It was a subtle allusion to my faux pas with Stalin at

the Trohsky gate, for with a bright twinkle in his gray-blue eyes

Yagoda reminded me once more that he was a "well-informed"

man. Very soon all four of us were to rue this change of attire.

At a railway crossing in one of Moscow's proletarian suburbs

we stopped to wait for a passing train. We were quickly sur-

rounded by ragged people who, judging by their looks and

snappy remarks, were taking an unhealthy interest in the luxuri-

ous car and its well-dressed occupants.

"Some rich Nepman," remarked one.

"No, they're Soviet bureaucrats," another answered.

"Thieves! Charlatans! Robbers! Grafters!" came from all

sides.

Someone in the rear yelled: "Bratsi!" (Little brothers!)

"Let's tip over the car!
"

At that both Yagoda and Prokofiev stood up and drew their

revolvers.The yelling stopped at once, but the crowd continued

to block the road. The train had passed, but we couldn't move.

Prokofiev pocketed his browning, stepped out of the car, and

whispered something to one of the men near by. Theman passed
on the whisper, whereupon the whole crowd turned and ran.

Mills insisted that I ask the Chekist what were those magic
words. Our hosts laughed. "A professional secret," said Proko-

fiev. Farther up the road he added: "All I said was, 'This is com-
rade Yagoda/"
On the way over, Prokofiev talked to us about his inmates.

All of them were waifs with prison records for theft, robbery,
or murder. As though in irony, it had occurred to Dzerzhinsky,
the founder of the Cheka, to make this penal colony the one free

institution in Russia. There were no bars here and no guards.
The boys were free to leave at will. Some of them did, but they

invariably came back.

When the colony was first organized, peasants in the vicinity
forbade their daughters to meet the "outcasts." But after ade-

quate training many of the boys became skilled mechanics, and
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they were welcomed to many a peasant home. Some of them

married girls who two years earlier had not dared to greet them,

In the colony, we found the boys, about 150 of them, in fine

trim. They were a self-governing body organized in teams. One
team ran a shoe factory, another a machine shop, a third special-

ized in carpentry. They cooked their own meals, cleaned their

rooms, made up their beds, played in an orchestra, sang in a

choir, played football and even baseball. Boys showing aptitude

for higher education were prepared for entrance examinations

to high schools or to the military academy.

They were all fond of Prokofiev, who knew them individual-

ly and took a genuine interest in their lives. Some of them

seemed also to be on a friendly footing with Yagoda. They
called him Genrikh, and he in turn called them by their first

names. These special friends of his were boys with a record of

several murders. He had transferred them from
jail

to the col-

ony, personally vouching to the government for their good be-

havior. "Every one of them," Yagoda assured us, "has kept
faith."

Prokofiev admitted that the colony was but a "drop in the

ocean," that there were in Russia millions of homeless children

doomed to death unless the government provided them with

adequate food and shelter.

TTiat night on ourway back to Moscowwe promised to write

articles in praise of the institution. And here the mighty Yagoda
startled uswith a curious request. In atone humble and pleading,
he begged us to publish something about the colony in the

American magazine, the Nation. "Much has been written

about the place," he said, "but never in the Nation.1
"

We stared at the man, astonished at the vehemence of his plea.

There were tears in his eyes. He seemed to be making an effort

to keep himself under control.

"But why the Nation?*' asked Mills,

Blushing like a schoolboy, Yagoda told us that he had an uncle

in Brooklyn, an uncle ofwhom he had beenvery fond as a child.
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This uncle, towhom the Nationwas gospel,
had written recent-

ly to Yagoda's mother, commiserating with her on being the

mother of an "archmurderer."

"I cannot tell you,
7'

begged the Chekist, "what it would mean

to me to have my uncle read something in the Nation about

these children and what I have done for them."

There was nothing Mills could do about this droll request;

under the rules of The Associated Press he had no right to free-

lance. I, on the other hand, could write for the magazines, and I

promised to try.

On November 1 1, 1925, the New York Nation publishedmy
article on the GPU's colony for juvenile delinquents. Yagoda's

gratitude was boundless. I saved many a life subsequently be-

cause of this indebtedness until the time when total terror

made appeals for mercy as dangerous as active counterrevolu-

tion.

The first and biggest installment paid by Yagoda on his debt

of gratitude was to liberate hundreds of former Russian em-

ployees of the American Relief Administration. Mills, a Red
Cross worker during World War I, joined me in this request.

For years emissaries from Herbert Hoover had pleaded in vain

for these victims. Governor Goodrich had visited Moscow four

times on this mission of mercy. He never got further than the

Commissar of Justice, whom Yagoda treated with utter con-

tempt. Shortly after the publication ofmy article Mills and I ap-

pealed to Yagoda. He promised to act, and he kept his word.

Within a week following our talk he signed an administrative

order releasing all former ARA employees who were under

arrest.
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A Play and a Party

.OWARDS THE MIDDLE OF 1925
there was talk again of a Rightist-Trotskyist bloc to stop Stalin.

The rumors gained wide credence when Stalin failed in his des-

perate efforts to prevent the staging of Erdman's Mandat, a sa-

tire on pseudo-Communists, aimed at Stalin's underworld gang-
sters and racketeers.

For many weeks Moscow was agog with talk about the com-

ing premiere of this play at the Meyerhold Theater. There was
fear of riots. The tickets had been given out long in advance,

but Olya managed to get seats for Mills and me. She arranged in

addition to have us admitted to Meyerhold's communal home
where a party was to be given after the performance.
The elite of the Red capital flocked to the theater, eager to

see the party gangsters under fire. In literary circles JMmdat was

being compared with GogoPs Revizor, which in its time had

thrown a glaring light on the evils of the Tsarist bureaucracy.
The immediate effect of the comedy was* a roaring laugh at

the Stalin bureaucracy, but in the long run it proved fatal to

nearly all those who had dared to laugh especially to author

Erdman, to producer Meyerhold, and to the star, Madame Zi-

naida Reikh.

The play was a smash hit from start to finish. In the opening
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scene Kolya, a young racketeer possessed of a party credential

("mandat"), waved the paper before his mother's eyes, giving
her some pointers on Stalinist

trickery. By way of illustrating

his ideas of bolshevism, Kolya pointed to pictures of Karl Marx
and Lenin on the wall, saying: "Mamasha, if you hear someone

coming up the stairs, make sure you look through the keyhole.
If the visitor happens to be a real Bolshevik, leave the pictures
as they are, but if he is one of our kind, do this." Kolya reversed
the portraits, and lo! they were holy icons! The public roared
as Kolya smacked his

lips, saying: "Always maneuver, mother,
and look through that keyhole!"

Zinaida played Kolya's sister. To marry the son of a
wealthy

Nepman possessing funds abroad, the
girl offered her commu-

nist brother as dowry. The groom's father, a former banker,
insisted on proof of the family's proletarian background.

In the absence of suitable relatives, the girl produced a drunk-
en organ-grinder, who, playing his

organ, intoned: "As a tiny
tot, Kolyawould sit onmy knees

crying: 'Lyublyu proletariat

dyadya, okh kak lyublyrf
"

(I love the proletariat, uncle, oh!
how I love it! ) .

As the theater roared with cheers and applause, there came
from the darkened auditorium repeated yells: "Stalinskie zhu-
liki! Litzemyeri!" (Stalinist crooks!

Hypocrites! )

The stage had no curtain. The scenes shifted under cover of
darkness. There followed a series of

stinging digs at the moral

corruption and foul play which had been given free rein since
Stalin rose to power.

During the years of famine the Stalinists had terrorized
priests

and their followers. Mindful of that period, Meyerhold had

Kolya's mother contrive a way of praying unmolested. The
woman and her servant, a grand duchess in hiding, converted
a table into an altar complete with a sacred cloth, lighted can-

dles, and a phonograph playing the
liturgy. They then sank to

their knees praying. The disk ran out in the midst of the
prayer.

Her mistress still on her knees, the duchess reversed the disk.
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Suddenly the phonograph burst out with a Kamarinskaya the

gayest of Russian dances. This trick made the audience roar

with laughter, and again there came from the darkness repeated
cries: "Down with the Stalinist hypocrites! Down with Stalin!

"

After some more "maneuvering," Kolya became leader of a

counterrevolutionary group. In the last scene he was caught in

the act of attempting to crown the servant as Empress of Rus-

sia. The police finally overtook the culprits but did not trouble

to make an arrest. As if speaking for the Rights, the Police

Commissar said:

"Soviet Russk is now free. At last we can laugh at these
silly

counterrevolutionary plots. Go home, you clowns, and remem-

ber that our country belongs to the whole peopleto you as

well as to the rest of us."

When the lights went on I saw the happiest andieoce in all

my years in Russia. For some time they remained in their seat%

cheering Erdman, Meyerhold, and the players.

On our way out we met the censor in the lobby. I asked him

what chance there was of sending a story on the pky.
"None," said Kogan. "Certainly not tonight. This is a mat-

ter for the higher-ups to decide."

The censor's refusal was good news in a way. It gave us a

chance to go early to the vecherinka at MeyerhokTs communal
home.

Thp leader of that commune on Novinsky Boulevard was

none other than the famous poetMayakovsky.A giant of a man,

gentle when sober, Mayakovsky could drink himself into a state

of savagery where he was a danger to himself and to those

around him. It was in such a state, I suppose, that he finally com-

mitted suicide.

Subsequently I often talked to Mayakovsky about his esca-

pades, pleading for moderation in drink. At iny home or at the

literary club he would listen to me smiling but with never a

word of comment. No one knew why he drank in that desper-
ate way. Was it disappointment with the turn in the Revolution,
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for which he had been enthusiastic in its days of bright hope?
Was it the much talked-about unrequited love? I shall never

know. I only know that, although he was the center of riotous

attention in his Bohemian haunts, Mayakovsky was a lonely

man. In both Moscow and Paris I often saw him in a state verg-

ing on despair. It would take two bottles of wine (he nearly

always drank wine, not vodka) to cheer him up. On occasion

he would drink half a dozen bottles in one night.

Before the premiere of Mandat I had met Mayakovsky only
once or twice, and my chief interest in going to that vecherinka

was to see him in his own haunts. On our way to the commune,
Boris Berns, a friend of the Meyerholds, warned us against

shock.

"There is one freedom," he said, "which the Cheka boys con-

sistently encourage unbridled sex. It helps to keep our restive

youth away from
politics,

and it amuses the Chekists."

Like the NEP vecherinka, the aifair at the commune began
on a sedate note. The guests, mostly theatrical folk and writers,

took their seats at tables well stocked with vodka and zakuski.

The big communal dining hall was brightly lighted. For some

time all were soft-spoken and well behaved. The party livened

up a bit with the arrival of Avel Yenukidze, secretary of the

All-Russian Central Executive Committee. The "Lion-head-

ed," they called him. Yenukidze was six-feet tall and sturdily
built. He had a large head covered with bushy reddish hair.

His face, too, particularly his yellowish eyes and the shape of

his nose, bore striking resemblance to a lion. Though always
dressed in a plain worker's blouse and boots, he nevertheless cut

a magnificent figure.

Yenukidze's popularity was second only to that of Trotsky.
Artists loved him because in the worst days of the Revolution

they could always count on him for help. Now, as at all gather-

ings of theatrical folk, the secretary was greeted with cheers

and applause.
A few minutes after Yenukidze, Yagoda came in, followed

by Trillisser and Byelenky two members of the GPU Col-
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legium. No one made a sound as the three men walked to their

seats directly opposite ours, Yagoda greeting us with a slight

nod.

From the moment of their appearance the Chekists held the

furtive attention of all present. From all the tables I could see

people casting stealthy glances in their direction. Mills and I,

too, stared at the men as though seeing them for the first time.

Yagoda looked tired. He greeted Yenukidze and the hosts with

a bright smile, and his manner, as usual, was simple and quiet.

Trillisser's face was as sullen as on the day when he received the

foreign press at Lubianka. Byelenky, stocky, bull-necked, and

glum, looked like a typical Moscow butcher.

Their coming must have been a surprise to the party, for the

lively talk around the tables died down at once, and the hitherto

free and easy mood gave way to embarrassing quiet. Even the

ever gay gypsies stopped tuning their guitars.

Obviously annoyed by the behavior of the company, Yagoda

yelled: "Hey, gypsies, sing!" Instantly the guitars struck up a

gay tune, and the singing and dancing revived. People began

helping themselves to vodka. From various tables came toasts to

"Tovarishch Yenukidze." A solo dancer went into a dazzling

spin and drew enthusiastic applause. The vecherinka was under

way.
Until about three in the morning things remained seemly

enough. The guests drank, sang, danced, and kissed, doing it all

within the bounds of decency. But shortly after three when

they dimmed the lights I began to notice a difference. The talk

around the tables soon rose to a drunken roar. Music and song
were now barely audible in the ever mounting turmoil. At

nearly every table one could see men and women in rude em-

brace. Through the open doors of the big hall intoxicated cou-

ples staggered in and out of adjacent rooms. The air was thick

with the language of the gutter.

Some people, still self-controlled, tried to dance the newly
fashionable fox trot. Mayakovsky, already far gone in drink,

jumped on a table yelling: "Down with bourgeois niasturba-
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don! Down with the fox trot! Comrades, obey your instincts!
"

Most of those who had not already done so were prompt
to obey their leader's command. One youngster, parroting the

poet, shouted: "Comrades, act like free spirits!
This is no place

for petty bourgeois hypocrisy!
"

I followed Mills and Berns to a side table, where we were

soon joined by Yenukidze, Yagoda, and Trillisser, who like us

were still sober.

In the confusion of swirling smoke, alcoholic fumes, and pro-

fanity, I saw a youngish, clean-shaven man enter the hall. He
was dressed in a well-fitting black frock coat, gray stiped trou-

sers, a starched-bosom shirt, a stiff collar, and a neat bow tie.

He came straight to our table, greeting our companions like old

friends. Yenukidze shook hands with him, saying, "And how is

the baron?"

Yagoda introduced him to us as "the one and only Comrade
Baron von Steiger."

Berns explained that he was the scion of an aristocratic Russo-

German family. After the Revolution he had quickly adapted
himself to the new environment and was now circulating in the

upper spheres of the Red capital. Officially, he was attached to

the Art Department of the Commissariat of Education. Un-

officially he was liaison man between the powerful commissars

and their favorite artists of the theater and ballet a position
akin to the one he had held under the Tsar, when Nicholas II

and his grand dukes were the chief patrons of Russia's theatrical

arts. Here, however, his functionwas complicated by a vast net-

work of espionage.
The baron's field of activity was practically unlimited. He

was the one to invite theatrical talent to Foreign Office affairs

as well as to the soirees at the various embassies. In his excellent

French, the "comrade baron" would introduce the artists to

their distinguished hosts. In carrying out his delicate assign-
ments the man had free call on the beauty potential of the So-

viet stage. Zinaida Reikh was but one of has charming operators

assigned to the task of prying secrets out of foreign diplomats.
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Other talents on Steiger's list were the ballerinas: Abramova,

Geltser, Podgoryetskaya, Nadyezhdina, Podryezkova, Dyemi-
dova, Illyushenko, Reisin.

Yagoda informed the baron that Mills and I were two "lonely

strangers."

"Oh, that you must not be," said Steiger. "I shall see to it that

you are properly entertained." He did in fact subsequently in-

vite us to intimate soirees both in and out of the Kremlinaffairs

which, he assured us, were every bit as gay as any he had seen

under the Tsar.

On our way home Berns, who was the son of a former vice-

president of the All-Russian Insurance Company, told us: "Stei-

ger is probably the worst insurance risk in Moscow. He knows

too many secrets." In due time these words proved to have been

prophetic. Steiger was executed in the Great Purge together
with Yenukidze and Karakhan.



Chapter IO

Premier Rykov at His

Kremlin Home

S,SHORTLY AFTER OUR INSPECTION
of the GPU prison I visited Rykov at his Kremlin home. It was

the first ofmany such visits during that crucial decade in Soviet

history. In his own environment, Alexei Ivanovich soon made

one forget that he was the chief executive of a great country.

Simple in his habits, unforgetful of his privations in exile, the

Soviet Premier lived in a small, gray-walled, modestly furnished

apartment. There in the years to come I was to meet practically
all the leaders of the government and party, with but one ex-

ceptionStalin. Though his apartmentwas in the same building,
the Party Secretary never turned up during those visits. Nor did

I ever see him at Yenukidze's, another next-door neighbor and

his childhood friend.

People in Moscow who knew of my contacts in the Kremlin

assumed that I was on good terms with the boss of the ruling

party and met him regularly along with the rest. They were

right in a way. Although I didn't see the man, I was always
aware of his presence near by. Indeed, few gatherings of Rights
occurred at the Kremlin in which there was not some whis-

pered, or perhaps audible, reference to Stalin as "He" or "Him."
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His name was rarely mentioned. While conversing with Ry-
kov, I would see his secretary Nyesterov drop in and hear him

say: "He is on the telephone," or, "He wants the papers/' or,

"He is waiting for you."
That "He" would be spoken in a serious, sometimes grave,

tone. I remember one occasion when Nyesterov stepped into

the room, pale with fright. "He is raging mad," he said. "He
wants to see you at once."

Though a man without fear, Rykov seemed to lose his calm.

He left the room precipitously and was gone for some time,

Nyesterov, who remained with me, talked of other things.

When Alexei Ivanovich finally returned, he was composed as

usual. His only reference to the incident was to tell Nyesterov:
"It's quite all right."

Yet Rykov's strained calm and his secretary's worried look

stayed with me. There was apparently no escape from the ever

present menace of this "He" that hung over the citadel like a

sinister shadow. My painful awareness of his presence grew
steadily, notwithstanding numerous signs that the Rights were

in genuine control of the government and were reaching out

for a firm hold on the Party Secretariat.

For some time in our conversation Rykov avoided any refer-

ence to Stalin. On the Volga he had mentioned the name only
once. He never referred to the incident at the Troitsky gate
that had kept me awake with such dark forebodings. He seemed

eager that I forget when "He," according to Nyesterov, was

"raging mad." The first time I heard the Premier talk about

Stalin at length was when I questioned him about his rumored

move to abolish the death penalty.

"YouVe heard only part of the truth," he said. "To abolish

the terror and the death penalty is but one step on our way to a

genuine Soviet democracy. We have to get rid of the diseased

and corrupted party cells which we owe chiefly to Stalin, Un-
der his Secretaryship many of the party nuclei have become

mere hideouts forcriminals masquerading as Communists. They
sabotage our work in factories, on farms, and in state institu-
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dons, bankingcm Stalinist immunity in defying the government,

Tills infiltjatioit of crooks and gangsters is a growing menace."

We sat tip
late that night. Step by step the Premier traced

the current situation to its fundamental source in Stalin's thirst

for power and his innate pasdon for intrigue. Stalin's talent in

this di&ectkm, Rykov explained, was of considerable help to the

Bolsheviks throughout the civil war. While Trotsky's great ora-

tory kindled the idealism and revolutionary ardor of the Red

Araiy, Stalin wotJd be trouble shooting behind the scenes. He
Hoed up on the Soviet side the turbulent underworld elements

that would as soon fight for the Tsar as for the Revolution.

There were battles in which whole regiments, brigades, and

even divisions switched from one side to the other. They would

go into the fight under Tsarist banners and emerge with the

Reds, or vice versa. Many a Red victory was due to Stalin's

ability to disarm die foe through intrigue. In prerevolutionary

times, he helped keep the Bolshevik Party in funds by staging

holdups aed bank robberies. Those achievements assured Stalin

a teadfag role, which the Moderates never disputed until after

Leuia's death when Stalin's genius for intrigue became a liability

instead of an asset,

Rykov stressed that there was nothing personal in his quarrels
with Stalin. He had known the man in exile and had had no
trouble with him. It was only after Lenin fell ill that the Secre-

tary began to staff die party machine with gangsters. The mod-
erate leaders warned him of the dangers inherent in this policy.

They told Stalin th^: in the end he would have on his hands a

gang of criminals to whose base instincts he would have to cater

DO preserve their loyalty. Stalin, who, according to Rykov, was
dfeen pliant in his dealings with the Rights, admitted the force

of theirargument but pleaded the necessity of a choice between
this and the raenace of a military coup d'etat under Trotsky.
Stain always stressed the Bonaparrist peril inherent in Trot-

sky's tuemeadoiis appeal to the soldiers. He never mentioned it

m public, bet an Politburo meetings and in inriniate party circles

he was always toping on this theme. The Rights, too, Rykov
admitted, were on the aiert against Napoleonic tendencies, but
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he felt it was not so much the individuals, Stalin or Trotsky, that

menaced the country as the forces they had brought into being.

Rykov recounted a talk with Stalin in which he, as leader of

the Rights, had summed up their common-sense program. It was

substantially this: Lenin honestly admitted his grave error in

banking on a quick world revolution; its failure had compelled
the vast retreat of 192 i, the New Economic Policy, abandon-

ment of military communism at home, and a rapprochement
with capitalism abroad.

Stalin, Rykov said, accepted the retreat without reservations.

He proclaimed his doctrine of "socialism in one country," to

which the Moderates readily subscribed. With this as a basis,

they felt they could conciliate the people at home as well as

allay suspicions abroad. To accomplish these ends it was neces-

sary to develop the NEP in Russia and abolish the Comintern.

Trotsky insisted on maintaining the Comintern, though he did

little to keep it alive, while Stalin actually kept it going through
his agents operating both officially and under cover.

To make his position clear Rykov stated that even in Lenin's

time he, as well as other leading Bolsheviks, had felt that Russia,

industrially decades behind the West, was not called upon to

lead the world in social revolution. They believed that inter-

national socialist leadership should be left to countries in the van

of industrial progress. It was on this condition that Rykov had

assumed his duties as chairman of the Council of People's Com-
missars. In all his talks with Stalin on this subject he had made

it crystal-clear that the only way to convince the West of Mos-

cow's noninterference in their internal affairs was to put an end

to the typical Soviet casuistries, which never deceived anyone
in or out of Russia.

Here the Premier paused to ask me whether I had ever heard

any of the official Soviet explanations of Moscow's leading role

in the Comintern. I recalled a chat with amember of the Foreign
Office Collegium (Feodor Rothstein), who without blushing

compared die Q>inintem with theRoman Catholic Church, ar-

guing that Moscow had as much right to run its ideological

world center as the Vatican has to administer the Holy See.
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**Here you have a typical &aU0-Zboviev casuistry," said Ry-
kov. "It is one of those abysmal stupidities

which they have

stanewa all over die world."

The Krmilk chimes rang out midnight. About to leave, I

asked die Rrraiier whether the prospects of a truly democratic

Swiet Union wene as bright BOW as they had seemed to him on

die day when he took office. Rykov's reply remains in memory,
a poignant reminder of Stalin's rare talent for confusing and

dfcumkig his advemries*

**We must choose," Rykov said, "between a probability and

a dead certainty. Stalin may or may not be aiming for dictator-

Awp, but it is certain that Trotsky's determination to make Rus-

sia a colter of world revolution will in the long run bring us

to war and destruction- And there is the additional likelihood

of one of Trotsky's military geniuses like Tukhachevsky be-

coming a Russian Napoleon."
Thus, despite theirknowledge thatSfslinw^ a gixwiiigmen-

ace, Rykov and Us friends refused to join hands with Trotsky
a step which at that time would have resulted in Stalin's quick

and painless removal, like the leaders of the world's great de-

mocracies during World War II, the Moderates in the Kremlin

wwe beguiled by Stalin's maneuvers, his consummate acting, his

genius for deceit, his promises which he would keep scrupu-

lously so long as a show of good faith helped to further his hid-

den designs. Although they knew all about his underhand activi-

ties in the secretariat, the Rights, and even some of the leading

Trotskyists, were taken in by Stalin's adroitness in exploiting
the uienace of counterrevolution. His ultimate weapon in every
crisis was a timely reminder that the alternative to a dictated

unity was to hang separately on Tsarist gallows.
Tliat night, despite Rykov's abiding optimism, I had a premo-

nition of impending tragedy. For the moment I could not help

blaming both the Rights and the Trotskyists for their failure to

act while there was still time. It took Yalta and Potsdam to give
me an adequate perception of the astute politician those*ideal-

ists wene up against.
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Terror Strikes at My Door

<EWS OF GREAT SOVIET REFORMS
in die making reached me just as I was thinking of givingupmy
job in Moscow. My work there had gradually deteriorated into

a daily routine of sending monotonous, heavily censored cables

paraphrasing handouts from the Foreign Office and colored

news in the Soviet press. All efforts to cable reports based on

well-founded background material proved futile. Censor Ko~

gan, though obdurate, was invariably friendly. In the very act

of mutilating a story he would remind me that he was trying
his best to keep me out of trouble. "You know too much," he

would say. "Don't forget there is a censorwhom you guys never

see!"

Kogan's words stirred in my mind painful memories of the

"hidden perils" lurking in Tsarist Russia, against which I had

been warned in my youth. The evils I ran from years ago were

still there, and often I lay awake nights thinking it was high
time to leave Russia again. I wrote Merrill and Wilkinson ofmy
intention to quit. Wilkinson agreed, but Merrill urged me to

stay on, still hoping that the Rights might prevail. Merrill's let-

ter, coupled with the new talk of reforms to come, made me
hold out a while longer.
But after that intimate talk with Rykov 1 could see no reason
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for further delay. The situation, as I thought about it on my
way home from the Kremlin, appeared quite hopeless. When
the Premier began his talk about Stalin he made me feel that the

man was on his way out. But the hesitancy and misgivings he

repealed towards the end convinced me that the Rights lacked

the force to cope with the situation. After nearly three years of

search for an answer to the question: whither Russia? I had

learned, on the highest authority, that the country was menaced

with a Stalinist tyranny. Opposing it were ineffectual men of

good will. Like most liberals the world over, the Moderates

were pinning their hope on TIME. They were ignoring the

warning of Krassin, the strongestman in their group, who never

tired of repeating that time was on Stalin's side.

A few days after my evening with Rykov I notified New
York of my determinatioii to quit- My editors suggested that I

either wak for the arrival of a replacement or train a temporary
substitute. I chose the latter course. While doing so, I met a

Britisher whose acquaintance brought a radical change in my
plans. He was Norman Weisz, a wealthy London jeweler con-

nected with the English magnate Solly Joel, who had enjoyed
a virtual monopoly of the precious-stone market in Western

Europe until challenged by the French firm of Frankiani &
Friedman- For some time now the Paris firm had done nearly all

of its buying in Soviet Russia. In the absence of private whole-

sale jewelers, k dealt exclusively with the two government in-

stitutions, Gokhran (Soviet Treasury) and MUT (Moscow

Jewelry Trust). Thus far, no foreign jeweler had succeeded in

Frankiani & Friedman, the competitors of this

firm being kept out of Moscow through the simple expedient
df irfreiug them the Soviet visa. Behind this operation was a

group corrupt officials headed by the highly influential Sta-

linist, Biifarovitsky. To stop this racket the government lifted

all iWdictiiSBSon the permits of jewelers to enter Russia. It was
then that Norman Weisz came to Moscow.

la 1925-2*5, periodic sales of jewelry highlighted the Krem-
lin's new economic tmid. They were ia line with the policy of
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increasing the export of nonessentials and the import of badly
needed machinery. Notwithstanding their importance, how-

ever, these sales were in the hands of a small group of incom-

petent officials taking orders from Dubrovitsky, who ran the

Stalinist cell of the Cbmmissariat of Finance. For reasons of his

own Dubrovitsky favored the Paris firm. His official reasons

were their solid financial backing by Paris banks and their will-

ingness to buy all jewelry regardless of quality.

Weisz informed me that his partner and he were financially

far more solid than the Paris firm and were equally willing to

buy entire lots, good, bad, and mediocre. They had, in fact,

bought one lot, but the sale had been annulled by Dubrovitsky.
Weisz had complained to the British Ambassador in Moscow,
who had informed him that his only remedy was to bring suit

in a Soviet court, an obviously absurd procedure. He had heard

ofmy contacts in Moscow and also ofmy plans to leave Russia

in order to engage in law practice.

"Why travel five thousand miles," he asked, "and begin from

scratch? You can start your practice right here with Joel and

me as your clients."

When I offered to call Trade Commissar Krassin's attention

to the breach of contract, Weisz remarked that the deal in ques-
tion was a minor one and not worth the trouble. The Soviet

Treasury, he had learned, was about to sell a collection of jew-

elry appraised by government experts at two and one-half mil-

lion dollars.

"Unless the government intervenes," he said, "Dubrovitsky
will let the sale go to his friends," He suggested that I see Kras-

sin about this and, in fact, open negotiations for the purchase
of the lot.

When Rykov would speak of corruption among high Soviet

officials he had in mind Soviet Trade Missions abroad. Now it

looked as though some daring spirits were carrying on crooked

work right in the shadow of the GPU. They were courting the

danger of being shot in the Lubianka basement unless someone

in the Apparat wielded enough influence to protect them.
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I thought to take Kjrassb by surprise
with this news, but he

had already had similar reports of misconduct by men well con-

nected in the Apparat. He had heard of Dubrovitsky. The man

was ^TOtijrfy entrenched in the Commissariat of Finance. Of-

fidally fie was assistant to the head of the currency department,

twit mioffibiaUy he bossed not only his chief Yurovsky but the

whale coofimissaiiat. This he managed to do in his capacity as

chairman of the commissariat's communist cell, which meant

that he acted ts Stalin's eyes, ears, and fist in an institution han-

dling Russia's finances.

Etabrovitsky's record was typical. During the civil war he

had served under Stalin as a military Chekist. In 192 1 he was the

head of a special trio empowered to confiscate church treasures.

For his outstanding work on the "church front" he was made

custodian of the Soviet Treasury. In this capacity he took to

selling jewels,

Krassin regarded the annulment of the contract with Weisz

as a crime perpetrated by gangsters controlling the party cells,

hence as a challenge to the Rights. He wanted to have Weisz

compete for the big lot. For this reason he was determined to

see to it that the annulment of the previous sale be set aside.

'Talk to your client," he said. "Make sure that he is ready to

compete with the Frenchmen, and come back here tomorrow.

Meanwhile, I shall see Comrade Rykov about the annulled sale.

Only the Premier has the power to veto official acts."

The next morning Krassin had good news for me. He had

spoken to Rykov, who immediately issued an order uphold-

ing MUTs sale to Weisz. It was a deal involving a hundred
thousand dollars. My fees and brokerage came to five thousand
cfolai's out of which I donated, through Rykov, one thou-

sand dollars for the "shelterless children." I was on my way to

wealth, but also to mortal
peril. For I had clashed with a Stalin-

ist so well entrenched in the Apparat that he did not hesitate

to intrigue against the Premier.

Dubrovksky's first move against my clients was to enlist the
aid of Briukhanov, the newly appointed Commissar of Finance,
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in a delaying action. He applied for and obtained permission to

have reappraised by a new set of experts the jewels which were

ready for sale. It would involve a delay of months.

On Krassin's advice Weisz returned to London, leaving me
in Moscow to watch developments. The commissars both of

Trade and Finance assured me that steps had been taken to

prevent trickery, but a friendly official of MUT warned me of

trouble ahead. Formerly a wealthy jeweler, this man told me
that Dubrovitsky had launched his campaign on the church

front by having scores of priests shot for "resistance." His

special terror squads had swept through the churches with ap-

palling brutality. Throughout that campaign Dubrovitsky had

been attached to the Special Division, the terror branch of the

GPU, vested with the right of summary execution.

"He is a dangerous man," said the official. "You can never

tell what he has up his sleeve."

The mention of the Special Division, though disturbing for

a moment, was soon forgotten. I had, after all, the backing and

protection of two top commissars.

Two months later my friend atMUT informed me that our

competitor Frankiani was in Moscow. With him were a num-
ber of small jewelers invited by Dubrovitsky for the purpose of

staging a fictitious competition. Once again I found Krassin well

posted.
"You needn't go into details," he said. "I know exactly what

he is up to, and I am going to give him plenty of rope. How-
ever, we must have your client here at once."

The Trade Commissar ordered immediate visas for Weisz

and his associates. He also telephoned CommissarBriukhanov of

Finance, urging him to have the merchandise ready for our ap-

praisal. When I went to see him, however, Briukhanov seemed

anxious to keep out of this business. He insisted that I see Du-

brovitsky and make all arrangements with him.

Half an hour later I was face to face with the Apparatchik
an undersized, squint-eyed, sullen person inGPU uniform com-

plete with yellow Sam Browne belt and a revolver which, by
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reason perfiaf$ of dbe man's pony stature, seemed much bigger

thai the usual skkarai. At first glance Ehibrovitsky impressed

me as typical of Stalin's Apparatchiks with whom I had had to

deal Airiisg the famine. Like them he was glib of tongue and

ever ready to month Leninist slogans, whkh he repeated in the

Kme f a deacon reciting a prayer. Judging by his constant

fogerii^ of the gun he most have been both yellow and quick
on the draw. Apropos of nothing he informed me that Lenin

hid migfat die Bolsheviks to "trade with the bourgeois, but

keep an eye CHI than." He followed this up with the assertion

tftmt my clients were under suspicion.

**I took time to investigate your people," he remarked, as if

casually. "We most make sure that they don't come here for

the purpose of depreciating our merchandise by conspiring with

other bidders."

This remark he followed up with a pointed warning not to

expect special treatment from him simply because I happened
to know high govenHnent officials. By way of showing his con-

tempt for superiors, he informed me that despite suggestions
fi&*m above he had decided against bidding under seal. His idea

was to accept bids in writing and keep competitors informed of

higher offers*

He ended our brief chat with a promise to show us the mer-

chandise without delay. As I turned to go he called me back.

Staring straight at me, while toying with his gun, he said: "I

wouldn't get mixed up in this, if I wore you. If Weisz attempts
to sabotage the sale, I shall hold you personally responsible."
*% that a threat?" I asked. He glanced at his wrist watch, and

toadied a button. My time was up.
On the way out I saw twoGPU officers enter Ehibrovitsky's

office. They stopped at the door and stood by to watch me go.
One of them was a tall, powerfully built man; the other, small

and
jittery. The smaller man tnmed abruptly and followed me

down die corridor, halting as I turned the corner on my way to

die elevator. His behavior, coupled with Ehibrovitsky's threat,

was clearly designed to scare me.
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I mentioned the incident to Krassin. He considered these

petty tricks an evidence of despair.

"They are trapped," said the commissar. "And by 'they' I

mean not only Dubrovitsky but all the Apparat men who are

sabotaging foreign trade. If those creatures in the Finance Com-
missariat go too far we shall be able to face Stalin with unde-

niable evidence of corruption among his henchmen."

Four days later Weisz and his partners were in Moscow. It

took them nearly a week to examine the pile of diamonds, em-

eralds, and rubies. Day in and day out we sat at a long table

covered with a red cloth. On it, assorted in small
piles,

were

diamonds sparkling with all the colors of the rainbow, rubies

with innumerable shades of red, and emeralds as blue-green as

the sea on a bright summer morning.

Every day on our way in and out of the big treasury vault we
would pass several heavily armed patrols, and facing es right

across the examining table were GPU guards in the uniform of

the dread Special Division armed with rifles and bayonets. We
knew it was all the work of Dubrovitsky, who would drop in

from time to time, stand behind Weisz like a shadow, and then

leave without a word. The show of force was clearly aimed at

intimidating my clients in the hope they would give up either

in fear or disgust. But we igrTored it altogether, being in no posi-

tion to protest against "extraordinary caution" the official ex-

planation for these extra guards.
Towards the end of that week I submitted our first bid to

Yurovsky. It was $2,585,000, or $35,000 above the govern-
ment's own appraisal. Yurovsky, a well-intentioned weakling,
was frankly astonished.

"It's unbelievable," he said. "This is the first time in all these

years that we receive an offer topping our own appraisal. I am
sure Comrade Dubrovitsky will do business with you."

Yurovsky was wrong. About two hours later the little Chek-

ist notified us by telephone that he had a higher offer. It was

$2,600,000 $15,000 above ours.

"It ismidday now," he said. "We are giving you twelve hours
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10 raise your offer. Comrade Yuiwsky or I will be on duty un-

til midnight."
The cotiitteroffer, we learned from oar friend at MUT, had

been made by FrankianL None of the other foreign jewelers in

Mcsoew took part in the bidding. The decks were thus cleared

for aa aU-ont scuffle between the two big firms.

Wdbss was in a fighting mood, determined to slug it out even

if it involved risking a loss. He authorized me to parry Franki-

aai's bid with an additional $25,000, bringing it up to a total of

$2,625,000, and to inform Dubrovitsky that we were on our

way to the treasury, ready to meet our rival. At the Gokhran

we found Dubrovitsky at Yurovsky's desk. He informed us that

he had a new counteroffer of $2,650,000^ and that Frankiani

was in the building.

^Excellent/* said Weisz, **I want nothing better. You may
caB fiiei in hejre and let him see our new bid/*

0o a scrap of paper be wrote out the figure: $2,675,000.

itsky looked stunned, but he quickly recovered and laid

down the law.

*tiwupetkors will not meet," he said, "either here or any-
where eke io Moscow. If I find out that you people have con-

ferred with your rivals, either directly or through go-betweens,
I shall call off the sale. You can stay here till midnight later, if

necessary. We must settle the business tonight."
The bidding went on until midnight. In a room adjoining

Yuiwsky's office we sat around for hours, waiting to find out

what Frankiani had to say to our steadily rising bids. Judging

by his eagerness to compete, it seemed to us that he, too, would
iber risk a loss than miss the buy. Every new counteroffer

came to us in FrankianFs own hand. Yurovsky, who brought
the aoties, left each time with our new and higher figure. We
had a dinner. An attendant brought in some tea and bread.

The bonus flew by, hardly noticed in the mounting excitement.

As FrankiaiM*s figures rose to a new high, Weisz called on his

partners to help him revise his appmisal of various items. By
m^m^t we safoiakted a bid of $2,850,000 thus adding $350,-
aoo to the government's original figure. It was then that Do-
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brovitsky sprang a trap which he must have been holding in

readiness for some time. He called us into his office where we
were met with a barrage of invectives. In an ugly display of

feigned anger he waved a sheet of paper;

"Here, Mr. Weisz, is a report on your doings in Moscow.

Your so-called associates or experts came to Russia for no other

puipose than to join hands with Frankiani, with whom they
have done business in Paris. Tonight you brought them here,

hoping, no doubt, that they would somehow get together with

your competitor. Your bidding is all a sham. Now, here is my
first and last warning! I give you twenty-four hours to leave

Moscow and don't rely too much on that lawyer of yours. He,

too, may have a surprise before we are through with this busi-

ness."

I looked at Weisz. He was pale and shaken. Only a moment

ago he had been enthusiastic about the deal, but all he could

bring himself to say now was that he meant no harm and would

leave Russia as soon as he could get an exit visa.

Dubrovitsky's performance had been excellent. Watching
him, I marveled how one could work himself into a state of

such righteous wrath by the use of brazen lies. Yet, with all my
contempt for him, I was anxiously aware of the background

against which he felt it safe to pull such a trick. With an inside

track to Stalin's secretariat, he was one of the keymen in the

Soviet underworld, a person with whom very few could afford

to trifle.

With this clearly inmy mind I decided to avoid an immediate

clash. It seemed foolhardy to start a fight before I had a chance

to talk things over with the higher authorities, Dubrovhsky
must have understood my reasons for keeping cool, for he

stopped me at the door.

"As to you, Mister," he yelled, "I know exactly what you are

up to. But mark my wordsyou are playing with fire."

That night Terror knocked at my door. For the first time in

all those years I felt its clutch at my throat and knew die real

meaning of life in the Cheka paradise.
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I was staying at the time, together with Weisz and his experts,

at the Hotel Savoy, They had a suke on the second floor while

I slept in Room 303 on the floor above.

It was nearly one in the morning when we got back to the

hotel. Weisz complained of nausea. We called in the hotel doc-

tor, who prescribed a sedative* For some time we sat around

going over the events of the day. Finally, one of my client's ex-

perts revealed to me that he had been approached by Frankiani

on the eve of the bidding. Franlriani it appeared, had suggested

a meeting with Weisz which the latter had flatly rejected, sus-

pecting provocation.
"We kept it from you," said Weisz, "fearing to complicate

matters. But now the thing has got me worried. Nothing would

surprise me with men like Dubrovitsky running the govern-
ment."

On the way up to my room I heard the Kremlin chimes ring
out three o'clock. Despite the late hour I felt wide awake. I

undressed and picked up a book, hoping to read myself to sleep.

For some rime I lay there, seeing letters, lines, pages that made
no sense. I was in a fever.

While talking to Weisz I had made up my mind to have it

out with Dubrovitsky. But now, alone in my room, I fell prey
to sickening doubts. In a land dominated by the CPUthat
government within a government what chance was there of

defending oneself against a police conspiracy? As if it were all

new to me, I recalled now that there was no habeas corpus in

Russia, no trial by jury. And there was no American Embassy
to help me in the event of trouble.

I recalled also some of the grim sayings I had heard among
Russians. "Our people," one of them told me, "are divided into

two classesthose who have been sitting in prison and those

who will sit."

A current joke was a question on an application blank for

employment. "Have you ever been in prison if not, why?"
I remembered talking with old Butyensky, a former Moscow

millionaire. "They took everything from me," he said, "and
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threwme into
jail.

When NEP came they tried to persuade me
to reopen my factories. I begged them to leave me alone. I could

never forget the night raids on my home. One has to live

through them to know the horror."

Butyensky's words rang in my ears, mingling with Dubrovit-

sky's threat, I turned off the light, but darkness brought no

relief from misgivings, torments, and self-reproach for having

gone into business under the Soviets.

I don't know how long I lay there, yearning for dawn. Sud-

denly I heard a tap on the door and in the same instant saw it

swing wide open. Two flashlights pierced the darkness. In the

doorway, dimly lighted from the corridor, were three men. One
of them was Boyevsky, the friendly manager of the hotel.

"But comrades," I heard him say, "he is not a jeweler. Permit

me to telephone the Foreign Office."*

The men stepped inside the room and switched on the lights,

I recognized them immediately. They were the two Chekists

whom I had seen at Dubrovitsky's office aftermy first talk with

him. The tall one pushed Boyevsky aside while the smaller

closed the door and turned the key.
I looked at the hotel manager. He leaned against the wall, pale

and trembling.

My first reaction to this night visit was one of surprise rather

than fear. For some moments it seemed to me that Dubrovitsky
had hit upon a raid as a means to frighten me into silence and

forestall my report to the government on his conduct. The pos-

sibility of arrest did not occur to rne until the word was spoken.
Even then it sounded unreal and faint, like an echo. I looked up
frommy bed and saw the big Chekist standing over me.

"Get up," he said. "You are under arrest!"

Over in the corner the smaller man was at the desk, ransack-

ingmy books and papers. Both men, 1 noticed, had on their col-

lars the insignia of the Special Division that gang of killers-m-

uniform. I have heard of people whom these Chekists marched

from home straight to the Lubianka slaughterhouse or killed

* Hotel Savoy was under the aospices of the Foreign Commissariat.
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before they got there. What I feared most at the moment was

that Dubrovicsky's men had no warrant to arrest me and were

out for foul pity*
While dressing I demanded to be shown a warrant. The big

Ghekist drew a paper from his pocket and shoved it back again

without letting me read it. I insisted on seeing the document. He

paid no attention tomy request but ordered me to dress quickly.

I stopped dressing, telling him I would not leave the room until

he let me telephone the Foreign Office or ... I meant to say

Yagoda, but before I had time to utter the word the Chekist

struck me a vicious blow. I fell to the floor, dazed but conscious.

Everything was in a whirl. 1 remember one of the officers pull-

ing me up from the floor and holding me against the wail while

the other put on my hat and coat. The big man yelled: "M/"

(Get going! ) He slapped me time and again as Islumped against

ttie wall, unabk to move. AH the while I was trying desperately

to sty, "Yagoda! Telephone Yagoda!" But I was dazed and

stood there bereft of speech. I could only see and hear things
as in a nightmare. One of the men opened the door, and I felt

mysdtf being violently pushed through it. At that moment I

taiew I was in mortal danger. The violence of the Chekists while

making this arrest carried dire implications. I began to doubt

whether these men, obviously in the grip of a homicidal frenzy,
would take me to theGPU where I would be under the protec-
tion of Yagoda or Prokofiev. I feared they would murder me
the moment we got outside the hotel I resisted with all my
strength. As I was being dragged down the long corridor, mem-
ories and visions raced through my mind. I recalled Safronov's

words about Russia's invisible perils. 1 remembered Grand-
tuodier^s warnings. I visualized my wife, children, relatives,

friemdk For a moment they all seemed near to me. I could hear

myself crying for help, but though I tried desperately, I was
unable to utter the one word: "Yagoda!"
The commotion must have roused people from deep, for I

saw doors open. On either side of the hall I saw men and women
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in night clothes. They stood there numb and pallid as if par-

alyzed with fright.

At the entrance to the elevator I suddenly stammered, and

then yelled:
:"Yagoda! Telephone Yagoda!" Instantly the two

Chekists relinquished their grip. They stood on either side of

me amazed and visibly frightened. I heard people running down
the hall and up the stairway. The smaller Chekist became pan-

icky. His face turned ashen. He stared at the hotel manager,

murmuring:
"Who did you say he was?"

Boyevsky shook his fist in answer: "Let me tell you, comrade,

you are playing with fire!"

The word "fire" was still ringing in rny ears when both Chek-

ists turned from the elevator and ran precipitately down the

staircase.

Boyevsky helped me to my room where I lay down on a sofa,

feeling like one reprieved in sight of a firing squad.
As in a dream I heard Boyevsky tell me what had happened

before the Chekists came into my room. The clerk at the desk

had telephoned him that men from the Special Division de-

manded a passkey to Room 303. He rushed to the lobby where

he reminded the Chekists that the hotel was under the super-
vision of the Foreign Office. He was under orders to give no key
to any outsider and to witness personally every search or arrest

on the premises. They told him to come along but forbade him

to talk.

I heard Boyevsky say something about notifying the authori-

ties as I fell asleep. I must have slept some time, for I woke up
in broad daylight and was startled to see the room crowded.

At my bedside were Yagoda, Prokofiev, Krassin, Nyesterov,

Boyevsky, and several strangers. One of them, who sat at my
bedside, was saying: "Just shock, nothing serious,"

Prokofiev explained that the man was a doctor. Yagoda bent

over me:

"I have good news for you. Dubrovitsky and his men are
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under arrest. It: was lucky you did not go out with

The Qiekists, k appeared, were members of a special unit

asiigiHxl to guard the Gokhraa. As such they were indirectly

siib^miiMfte to Dubrwksky. It was he who informed the night

affiosr of the Special Division that a conspiracy to devalue a

$iet: treasure was in the making. Hie officer ordered an im-

mediate tniest without consulting anyone. Once out on the

ante* die Qidktsts were free to kill for "attempted resistance."

Ten years later, when Stalin had no one to oppose him, Du-

brwksky's scheme would have been mere routine. But it was

dfferait in 1926 when the spirit
of resistance to the Apparat

was mil alive. Here was a case made as if to order for the Rights.

It was not merely a question of sailing accounts with dangerous

criminals; it was a rare opportunity to expose the evil lurking

in Stalin's secretariats.

The stir created by the incident made that a red-letter day
for me. It began with an invitation from Yagoda to go with

him to his office to identify the criminals and witness their in-

terrogation. On the way ova:, Nyesterov informed me that Du-

brovksky had sold the lot to Frankiani immediately after re-

ceiving our last bid. Rykov, who already knew of my troubles,

had ordered the sale annulled. He wanted to see me right after

the interrogation of the Qiekists.

At Yagoda's office things moved with a tempo rare among
Russians. The guards brought in Dubrovitsky, his two Chekist

friends, and their chief, who had given the order for arrest. Du-

brovksky looked haggard but surprisingly defiant. He parried

Yagoda's questions with repeated assertions that he was "re-

sponsible to the party only."

Yigoda turned to the Qiekists. Only one of them, the chief,

seenaed calm. His two subordinates, so brazen the night before,

were now in a state of collapse. The big fellow's ruddy face

was the color of wax. His whole huge frame seemed to have

shrunk since I saw him last. The smaller one had difficulty in

standing up. Yagoda gave him permission to sit down.
Asked who gave them the order of arrest, both Chekists
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turned to their chief Pogrebinsky, who readily admitted the

accusation and named Dubrovitsky as the man primarily re-

sponsible.
"But Dubrovitsky is not your superior," said Yagoda. "Why

did you act on his order?"

"Because he claimed it was an emergency and threatened to

take it up with the Apparat unless I acted at once,"

The word Apparat was uttered in a tone of finality that

seemed to impress everybody, including Yagoda, who nodded:

"I understand."

Before the hearing was over I had vivid proof of the fear of

Stalin everywhere, even in the all-Russian headquarters of ter-

ror. In a tone not devoid of respect, Yagoda informed Dubro-

vitsky that he would be held for questioning at the Party Secre-

tariat.

The three Chekists did not fare so well. They were notified

by Yagoda that they would be tried the same day by the Col-

legium of the GPU. That meant trial in the absence of the

accused. Their chief Pogrebinsky remained calm, but his two
subordinates wept hysterically as they pleaded for mercy. Their

change from arrogant ferocity to abject humility was sickening.

Out in the corridor Prokofiev informed me that the behavior of

the two Chekists at the hotel was a breach of discipline, punish-
able by death. Their chief, he believed, would be held for a

hearing at the Apparat and might get away with a lighter sen-

tence.

Prokofiev's prediction came true. The two men were shot be-

fore nightfall. Their commander was sentenced to five-years'

imprisonment because he had acted on an assumption that the

emergency was real. Dubrovitsky fared better than his com-

rades. The Apparat had him released from prison, but he was

removed from Gokhran and transferred to a distant post in die

East.

At the Kremlin, Rykov and Krassin went out of their way to

help me get my balance after that shattering experience,
"To begin with," said Krassin, "you may notify your cEent
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that the safe ismil pending. He may bid anew, just as if nothing

had happened Tell him that Dubrovitsky is out."

The good news failed to impress Weisz. On my return from

the Kremlin I found him and his partners
in a state of panic.

They had learned about the night raid and were clamoring for

erit visas, having lost all interest in Soviet trade. It took an

official notice fmm Premier Rykov, brought by the comman-

daet of the Kremlin, to make them realize that they were not in

danger. They were further advised of a government decision to

accept bids under seal On this condition Weisz raised his final

bid to three million dollars. Frankiani topped it with $15,000

and got the lot after all. Jimmy Milk cabled the AP a detailed

report of this unprecedented sale.

The net gain to the government from this first genuinely

competitive sale was $5 1 5,000 above the appraisal of the Soviet

experts. The incident created a sensation in government and

party aides. It offered vivid proof of the tremendous losses

insulting from criminal machinations in the party cells. Even

Scain was* according to Rykov, profoundly impressed. Dzer-

dbiodky, founder of the Cheka aed then head of the Supreme
Qwmci! ofEconomy, went so far as to recommend to the Coun-

cil of Commissars a five per cent reward formy services. A day
later Rykov, on the advice of Krassin, Dzerzhinsky, and Ya-

goda, offered me a check for $25,750 five per cent of the net

gain to the government. To the Premier's amazement I put the

check down on his desk, reminding him of my previously ex-

pressed determination never to take Soviet money under any
difcumstances. I made k clear that I meant no offense to any-
one. Nor was it a gesture of idealism. It was simply a reasonable

precaution against future intrigues by men like Dubrovitsky.
As teg as I steered clear of Soviet money the Apparatchiks
would be deprived of a weapon which under certain conditions

might prove fatal. The Great Purge of the Bolshevik Party later

offered ample proof that my precaution was sound. After the

execution ofRykov and Yagoda as "traitorousmad dogs," what
chance would there have been for me to defend myself against
a charge of "stealing" Soviet funds with their aid?
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The commissars interested in the sale seemed to agree with

my view, for none of them was disposed to press the point. Bot

Krassin, a man just and keen-minded, found a way to compen-
sate both Weisz and me. He proposed the sale to my client of

another jewelry lot.

"In this situation," he said, "it would be not only fair but

good business. We want men like you and Weisz to help us in

our work. The best way to encourage you is to sell you this lot

without competition."

My client appraised and bought the lot for a little over a

million dollars. My fees and brokerage came to $30,000. But

that was only a beginning. After the news broke of the three-

million-dollar deal and my part in it, I received lucrative busi-

ness offers from London, Paris, New York, and several other

cities. People having difficulties in doing business with the So-

viets wanted my help. Soviet officials, too, called me in consul-

tation. In a short time I became an ail-Russian trouble shooter.

The demand for my services was understandable. I had dared

the Apparatchik hydra and had lived to tell the tale. Even key-
men in the Apparat were impressed. Stalin, it became known in

party circles, had taken Dubrovitsky to task and praised my
initiative in stimulating business competition among foreigners
in Russia. The effect of his unprecedented action was to give
me for a time complete freedom from fear a business asset so

rare in the U.S.S.R. that before long highly placed functionaries

were soliciting my help in difficult situations. Maxim Lkvinov's

brother Savely, a keyman in the Trade Commissariat, ofwhom
I saw a good deal in those days, summed up the reasons for this.

"Notice," said Savely, "that every rime a Soviet official calls

you in consultation it is with a view to enlisting your aid in ap-

proaching foreign businessmen. What our traders fear most is

to be accused of theft simply because they took the first step
towards negotiations with a foreign firm. The only way for us

to avoid trouble is to let others take the initiative."

This widespread fear of responsibility soon broughtmemuch
more business than I could handle. Weisz went back to London,
sold his lot for a handsome profit, and returned to Moscow for
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sadl^crdeak Our ssecond dealwtt the FinaiiceCom-

volved a two-iillii-do!lar parcel, whichwe bought

ia tbe face of kern cmiiperitkm- Stil! bigger business was in

ermfiCMh^de^dedto dkpose of nonessee-

tials on a grand scale in an effort to raise dollar funds for the im-

port of industrial equipment.
Ckie of the harder-pissed men at the time was Commissar

Yatubsoi^ custodian of the Leningrad Imperial Treasure. A
swa of sfcerfiiig faooesty, he was entrusted with the task of sell-

ing colectiofis of both museum and non-museum value. He
%y

began widi the contents of Grand Duke Paul's palace in Tsar-

skoye Syelo (T^tr's village). He offered foreign dealers the fa-

mous Lout XVI cx>Uectk>fi on condition that they also buy the

so-called ZET group, consisting of jeweled gifts of Catherine

the Groat to her lowers. Yakubson was hoping in this ingenious

way to sell all of dbe merchandise on the basis of high historic

Talne. Aftermonths of vain effort he applied to the Trade Com-
missariat for help. They advised him to call me in as consultant.

I found the commissar in the basement of the Winter Palace,

wfaidi he pineferred to his main office, the Tsar's reception room.

H was a man of powerful build and striking appearance. A
division commander in the civil war, he mil wore a military
tunic with the insignia of the Red Banner pinned over his chest.

Three distingui^ied-looking bearded men were at his desk. He
introduced them as scholars who knew every relic in the palace
and the history behind it. "These gentlemen," he began,

u
got

me and themselves into this mess by mixing history with bust-

ness. Yilin, chairman of our cell, threatens to have us shot if we
sdl the Jewelry at current market prices. The government, on
ifae other hand, insists on a quick turnover. No one dares take

irespofisibility for a downward revision of prices."
After a ten-minute talk with the commissar I saw that the

situation in Leningrad was essentially the same as in Moscow,
Yekaterinoslav, and Alexaadrovsk. Everywhere Stalin's party
fienchsien were iratxiguing behind the scene and making trouble

for those officially responsible for the conduct of Soviet affairs.
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Yakubson produced his written authorization from the gov-
ernment. According to this document he had the right to show

the merchandise and encourage bids.

"But no one/' he said, "wants to bid against fantastic prices.

The foreign jewelers who have been here don't give a damn for

Catherine's love affairs. If you could find us a bidder I would

move for a revision of prices. If I ask for a revision without a

bid in hand Yilin will accuseme of thieving. Then try and prove

my innocence! I would have as much chance as that Jew in

Bokhara!"

And Yakubson, to the amusement of the learned academi-

cians, told the story of a May Day celebration in Soviet Bok-

hara. The Red holiday happens to fall on a day when Bokharans

according to an ancient custom castrate their camels. Early on

the first of May a Jew was seen running through the streets of

Bokhara's capital. He was stopped by a friend, who aslqsd h 3

"Why are you running?"
because they are castrating camels."

**But you are not a cameL"
<c

WeU, you know the Bolsheviks. They castrate first, and

then let you prove that you are not a camel."

The academicians laughed, but Yakubson was serious. He re-

minded his colleagues that Yilin and other members of the pal-
ace cell were on the warpath.
"Then why do anything?" one of the scholars asked, **Why

not wait until the people in Moscow come through with a re-

quest for revision?"

"Because they are afraid, too," Yakubson replied. "They dare

not act unless we provide them with a concrete bid which the

Trade Commissariat can submit to the Council of Commissars

for final approval."
I promised to communicate with my client. Weisz came to

Leningrad with four expert antiquarians and jewelers. They ap-

praised the collections in less than a fortnight and submitted

two separate bids. Their figure for the Louis XVI collection

was substantially higher than that ofdie government appraisers,
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but for Catherine's Jewels they offera! only a quarter of a mil-

lion dollars %s against a government estimate of five million.

With these figures in hand Yakubson moved for a revision of

prices and was promptly authorized to go through with the

G our way back to Moscow, Weisz and I had a unique op-

portunity to observe at close range the hampered condition of

Soviet officiak who were dealing in millions. Yakubson and one

f his aides, Nikokyev, traveled on the same train but in a third-

class coach* They fay on bare boards without pillows. Though
k was midwinter, their car was unheated. It reeked with filth.

The men had little sleep. They were hungry. Yet they hastily

declined our invitation for breakfast in the dining car.

"If you don't want to have the contract annulled and see

us thrown into
jail, forget it," Yakubson said. "We purposely

avoided meeting you at the station. Our Apparatchik, Yilin, is

always on die alert. I am sure he has someone on the train Watch-

klg US/*

We were about to return to our car, fearing that we had al-

ready gone too far, when Nikolayev asked us to stay awhile.

"We can talk to you here," he said. "This, after all, is not your

w&g&n-l&" He began to reminisce. Heaving a deep sigh, he re-

called rimes not so long agowhen he was the owner of a thriving
cotton business in St. Petersburg.

"All of that seems like a dream now. Look at the way I travel

after completing two big deals involving a fortune!
"

He admitted that with his travel allowance he could have

taken a more comfortable coach. But with the money he was

saving on the ticket his wife could buy some extra tea or sugar,
rare cotRmodities then.

"So here you see a Soviet merchant," he said. "When I am
done with this million-dollar deal I shall return to my sick wife

and <mr unheated room with its small community kitchen serv-

ing half a dozen families. My wife and I will go on worrying
about sufficient food, medicine, cigarettes. As to clothes, here

is my ragged prerevolutionary suit which I have been wearing
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for over ten years. It is full of patches, as you can see. So are my
wife's clothes. Now you know why I don't care to do any busi-

nessbig or little."

I looked at Yakubson, the commissar, wondering why his

non-communist subordinate dared speak so boldly in his pres-

ence. As if guessing my thought, Nikolayev said:

"Comrade Yakubson is no Apparatchik. He knows as well as

I do that today the real counterrevolutionaries are not to be

found among the former bourgeoisie; they are in the secretariat

of the party, in nearly every Stalinist cell."



Chapter IX

An Invitation to

Bernard Barach

>OME TIME AFTER THE DEAL WAS
closed in Leniagtmd, Rykov called me for consultation on a

matter of vital interest to the Soviet Government. It was the

tifgrat need of revitalizing Lenin's policy on foreign conces-

sions, which had fallen far short of its objective the industrial-

ization of primitive Russia.

The Premier recalled that one night, on our tour down the

Volga, someone had broached this subject. We were dining on

deck under a starlit sky. The night was warm and fragrant with

the snell of freshly harvested wheat in the fields on either side

of the river. In the distance gleamed the lights of Tsaritsin

(now Stalingrad). It must have been the sight of the town, al-

ready marked as a future industrial center, that inspired one of

die Pranier's guests to raise the question of industrialization.

He was one of a local committee that had come on board to

greet the head of the government and escort him to his next

stop.

"For years," he said, "we have been told that the Americans

were coming over to build great industrial plants, Where are

they?"
"In America, said Rykov.
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We all laughed, but our host was serious. He went on to ex-

plain that Lenin had framed the concessionary plan with a spe-
cial eye to American capital and enterprise. Lenin had consid-

ered Russia's industrial task as formidable as that of the United

States during the World War. For that reason he had expressed

a keen interest in Bernard M. Baruch, chairman of the Ameri-

can War Industries Board. Through American friends, Mr.

Baruch had been invited to meet Lenin, who was ready to give

him a free hand in laying the foundations for a great Soviet in-

dustry.
"I discussed the matter with Lenin," Rykov said, "We were

willing to let Baruch name his own terms. There was a fortune

in it for him, but he wouldn't come."

The Premier smiled. "One capitalist who didn't quite fit into

our Marxian theory!
"

Leonid Krassin, foremost Soviet economist, had made pre-

cisely the same point in one of our many talks on the subject.

"Only American resources and enterprise," he said, "can tap
our wealth, which three centuries of Tsarism have left prac-

tically untouched. What we need is a man of Baruch's caliber.

With him at the helm we could work out the salvation of Rus-

sia,"

Shortly after his dismissal as Commissar ofWar and appoint-
ment as head of the Commissariat of Concessions, Leon Trotsky
came to a celebration marking the opening of a big electric sta-

tion in the outskirts of Moscow. It was my first meeting with

him since our ill-fated interview. On the train bringing us back

to the capital, Trotsky avoided any reference to that unpleasant

incident, but he had much to say about his concessionary plans,

and again, as on the previous occasion, he mentioned Baruch,

stressing that, with all his dislike of the negative aspects of

capitalism, Lenin, like Marx, had a sound sense of its vital role

in history.

To my question, how an outstanding capitalist like Barach

could be expected to strengthen die base of world revolution,

Trotsky replied:
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*1kraiiger things have happened since October. In the Red

Army we have had two of the finest Tsarist strategists, Brussilov

and Tialdkadhervsky, fighting the White armies to a standstill."

Such wasthe great vision of those days, inherited from Lenin.

But k came to almost nothing. A few small-scale foreign manu-

fiactairars supplied a hungry market with petty items like but-

tons* combs, pencils, and some machinery parts. But they took

out their large profits in foreign currency, thus depleting the

very limited reserves available for industrial import. The United

States remained aloof, and big investors feared to enter Russia

while the intense strife for control of the party was undecided.

Rykov told me that in a last desperate effort to achieve Len-

in's goal they had delegated Krassin, now Russia's ambassador

in France, to approach Mr. Baruch in Paris and take up with

him the whole problem of turning primitive Russia into a mod-
ern industrial country. As one deeply interested in the subject
and friendly wirfi bodi Barecfa and Krassm, I was asked by the

Pmnier to arrange the meeting.
As we discussed my mission, Rykov recalled what he termed

a parallel incident in Russian history. "It reminds me," he said,

***>f the time when die Russian boyars sent a delegation to Rurik.
iGur land,* they told him, % vast and rich, but there is no order

in it. Come and rule over us,* Today, too, we need a raler for

our chaotic economy. Let Baruch come here, and we will help
him put Russian industry on an efficient footing!"

I left Moscow in high hopes of success. My first difficulty on

reaching Paris was to arrange the meeting in utmost secrecy, as

urgently requested by the Premier. A second difficulty was
Barach's fiat refusal to visit the Soviet Embassy, This was years
before America had recognized Soviet Russia.

Krassin had no objection to a meeting at the Ritz Hotel where
Baruch was stopping, but that involved the likelihood of pub-

licity. I foond a way out of the dilemma by inviting both men
to a strife at Versailles especially hired for the purpose. The

meeting took place at lunch. After a brief exchange of pleasan-

tries, Krassiii plunged into his theme. With the wealth of detail

always at his commaiad, he unfolded the great concessionary
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plan.
It embraced a vast network of major industrial projects.

Prominent on the list were concessions for the exploitation of

metals and precious stones in the Urals; oil in Baku, Grozny,
and elsewhere; pipe lines from Russia's oil wells to the Black

and Caspian seas; timber and pulp in Karelia and the immense

Siberian forests; fisheries and canning plants at Astrakhan; ore

deposits at Krivoy Rog, reputed to be the largest in the world;

iron, coal, and steel works in the Donets Basin; the Dnieperstroy
and other power projects still in the planning stage; steel and

tractor plants at Tsaritsin; automobile works at Nizhny Nov-

gorod; a canal to connect the Volga with the Don River; a mer-

chant fleet for inland and sea transport; the construction of lo-

comotive and railroad car factories; the building of new rail-

roads and repair of the badly battered old ones; a net of modern

highways to replace the country's mud roads, which bogged
down all Russia for weeks every spring and fall; and, lastly, tfee

electrification of the country.
All this, Krassin stressed, was but a rough sketch of the de-

sign to modernize Russia, The major plan was to lay the founda-

tions for a heavy industry, which in turn would bring into being
a light industry for a land whose cities with very few exceptions
were still barren of nearly every essential of civilized living,

their streets unpaved, their water and lighting systems anti-

quated, modern sanitation almost totally lacking.

And the countryside, Krassin affirmed, was still worse off.

From the Arctic to the Black Sea, from the Pacific to Its western

frontiers, Russia was dotted with villages that were mere clus-

ters of shabby, straw-covered huts housing a hundred million

ragged, illiterate, undernourished peasants.

"This," he said, "is our heritage from the Tsars, which we
want to turn into a modern, civilized, prosperous, and happy
land. We have been counting on you, Mr. Baruch. We want

you to come over and do for us in peace whatyou have done for

your own country in war/'

Krassin had finished. It was Baruch's turn to speak. I won-
dered how he would react to this almost fabulous offer.

Barach's answer was a warning and a dire prophecy of the
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likely t follow the superhuman strain involved in

building a harry industry when the people were stili convalesc-

ing from Ac ravages of war and revolution. Baruch seemed to

taw a praiiofiiticm of Riga's bkck winter of 1912-33, the

fourth winter of the firs: Five-Year Plan, when over five mil-

Eon peasants perished in a Stalin-made mass famine. Baruch did

m& go into the details of Krassin's plan. Instead, he pointed out

the iaevkable cost in blood and agony of an attempt to do in

a few years die normal work of decades.

And the financier had a plan of his own one which he

strengthened by unqualifiedly disavowing any interest, direct

or indirect, in profits.

In flat contradiction to Krassin's plan of a heavy industry to

mother light production, Barach's idea was to begin with food,

clothing, and housing. "First tilings should come first," he said.

This, of course, wodkl require an immediate revamping and

repair of the existing transportation system, rail, canal, river,

Wi sea. Next would come an improvement and gradual mod-

emizing of agriculture and, prerequisite to that, a widening of

the ediicational system in Russia and a vast improvement in

medical care and hygiene. No grandiose development of elec-

trical enterprises must be undertaken by the government in the

beginning; instead, all effort and available means must be de-

voted to the sole aim of providing the people with the necessi-

ties of healthy life.

Baruch agreed with Krassin that the development of mineral,

oil, and other natural resources, as well as the building of large

enterprises, could best be undertaken by foreign concession-

aires. They would advance the money, build, equip, and run the

enterprises, and get a certain agreed profit. It would be large in

tbe first five years, less in the second, and considerably smaller

in the third. Thus, they would get back their investment with

a reasonable return on capital and talent, and the concessions

would then revert to the Soviets, the continuance of foreign op-
eration being optional with the Russians.

Lajcge water-power developments should be built and owned
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solely by the government. Practically all the labor should be

Russian. Russian youths would be trained as foremen, managers,
and ultimately as heads of the enterprises. With the gradual

spread of education, improvement in living conditions, and de-

velopment of technical ability, Soviet industry would be un-

der way to new horizons. But the building of government-con-
trolled heavy industry should not be undertaken until capital

and labor could be spared from the driving tasks of food, cloth-

ing, housing, transportation, and agriculture. . .

The abolition of terror was to be a condition precedent to

the whole undertaking. On that condition, which Baruch laid

down in a manner of quiet finality, he was willing to proceed
to Russia and get on the job, paying his own expenses as long
as he should have to stay there.

Krassin sat silent, attentive, taking in Barach's every word
He stirred uneasily at the mention of terror but quickly re-

gained his composure.
The conference came to an end kte in the afternoon with

mutual assurances of esteem and an understanding that the door

was left open for further discussion. As Krassin spoke of his re-

port to Moscow and of die Kremlin's probable reaction to it,

he had difficulty in suppressing a note of doubt. He knew that

no one inMoscowwould take responsibility forrecommending
Baruch's counteroffer to the Politburo, He knew also that there

could be no talk of suppressing the terror while Stalin was

steadily widening his control of the party.

The sun was setting over Versailles as Krassin clasped Ba-

ruch's hand in parting. They never met again. A year later

Trotsky was in exile and Stalin well on his way to absolutism.



Chapter

I Become AP Chief in Moscow

A- MY EVERY MEETING WITH
Rykov he had been cheerful and optimistic about the future.

Even in his revealing talk about Stain he had betrayed no sign

of disoowragaofioat- Bat cm my return from the Barach-Krassin

conference I found him in a mood verging on despair. Krassin's

disappointing report, I soon learned, was hot one of his worries.

The farm crops of that summer had not come up to expectation.

Tfee grain reserves from the previous two good harvests were

not large enough to meet current needs, particularly those of

the army. The free markets in rural Russia had given the kulaks

(well-off peasants) new opportunities to hoard and speculate.

The government was therefore compelled to shelve many of its

planned reforms. Far worse, in order to keep the army and the

cities supplied with grain, the Moderates in the Politburo had

been forced to yield to two of Stalin's demands: a fixed price
on government-purchased grain, and the creation of a small

militarized police. This police was to be usedfor the present,
at least against the kulaks, who had lately actually threatened

government buyers with organized resistance.

"In this situation," said the Premier, "Comrade Trotsky had

put forth his demand for a much higher tax levy on the peas-
aets a tax aimed at a swift increase ie our export of grain for
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the purpose of buying foreign machinery." This time the Rights
sided with Stalin in solid opposition to Trotsky. They felt that

to add to the burden of the poor and middle peasants was tan-

tamount to turning rural Russia into a sort of foreign colony
to be exploited for the benefit of the state industry. Rykov's
manner and tone as he commented on Trotsky's new demand

seemed to me indicative of new trouble brewing in the ruling

party. Aware of the Premier's dislike for party intrigues, I de-

cided not to press him for details. The next day I learned from

Sasha that the prolonged Stalin-Trotsky truce was coming to

an end.

For the moment, however, my interest in Soviet politics was

academic. For, on my return to Moscow, I was notified by
Briukhanov that the Commissariat of Finance was about to offer

for sale a new lot of jewelry. I cabled Weisz immediately and

was in the midst of negotiating what seemed to shape up as a

highly competive buy when Jimmy Mills told me he was

about to leave Russia on a roving assignment. Jimmy's transfer,,

it appeared, had been the subject of lengthy correspondence
which culminated in the AP's authorizing him to place me in

charge of their Moscow bureau. Acceptance of this offer meant

abandoning a prosperous business career. Shortly after the re-

valuation of Catherine's jewels, Briukhanov told me in con-

fidence that the government was planning to revise the his-

toric value of all the crown jewels so that they might be sold

at current market prices. As buyers with an excellent record,

ourgroup had a fairly good chance to clinch the biggest jewelry
deal in history.

Despite this alluring prospect I was tempted by theAP offer.

Uppermost in my mind were the reports of new trouble in the

party. Again, as after Lenin's death, Moscow was about to be-

come an exciting news centerthe most exciting, perhaps, in

the then tranquil world. On learning ofmy inclination to accept
the AP offer, Weisz flew in from London. He tried hard to per-
suade me to give up all thought of newspaper work. He argued
that at worst I was dirowiog away a rare chance to secure eco-
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nomic independence. At best there was an opportunity to earn

a fortune, But 017 iraid was SOCHI made up. I accepted the AP
offer <m coeditioii that I irtain my freedoin to fulfill existing

obligatiofis, This condition granted, I saw Mills off

andmm to work*

I todk over frcmi Milk at a rime of widespread unrest in the

UJSLSJt The hcmeymooe with the Rights was over. In the

ninth year of the Resolution they found themselves between

two hostile factions about to renew their old feud. Still holding

the balance of power, they were eager, as in the past, to avoid

any move likely to provoke an armed clash which in turn might

open the floodgates of counterrevolution.

In pursuing this policy Rykov's group compromised much of

their original program. After three years in power they were

still unable to agree as to the lesser of the two evils confronting
Russia: a dictatorship by Trotsky, or oae by Stalin. To many
Moderates k the party Trotsky seemed the greater menace, if

mfy because of fais overwhelming appeal to die masses.

The more I observed the scene, the firmer grew my belief

that dowiiright jealousy of Trotsky's rare talents was of tre-

mendous help to the cold, calculating Stalin as he proceeded to

weave his far-reaching web of intrigue. On the platform and in

the press, opposition to Trotsky remained on a high level of

theoretic debate, but in private talk nearly every leader betrayed
a deep-rooted envy that befogged his vision. Men who had spent
the greater part of their lives in prison or exile, idealists who
had given their all in a great cause, the bolshevik leaders with

but few exceptions seemed invulnerable to human temptations
ave applause and acclaim, which they loved above all else in

fife,

One day in the autumn of 1926 the Moscow soviet staged a

deeiM&tratioii against the threat of the British Merchant Ma-
rine to boycott Soviet ports. That would have meant a renewal

of Russia's economic isolation, a menace so grave as to call for

aa immediate and striking show of Soviet unity in the face of
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On my way to the rally I was struck by the sight of streets

crowded with men, women, and children instead of the usual

columns marching under orders. The big hall was packed with

civilians, Red Army men, and sailors. The foremost leaders of

the party and government were on the platform all except

Trotsky. Yet the man's name was on everybody's lips.
I heard

it in the streets, on the square fronting the Moscow soviet, and

inside the hall. The immense crowd, it was quite obvious, had

come there to greet the former Commissar of War, who had

not appeared in public since his demotion to Commissar of

Foreign Concessions. For the first time Moscow had an op-

portunity to show its resentment against Stalin's machinations,

and the people turned out en masse, eager to demonstrate.

It was five in the afternoon on a bright, dear day when the

meeting was opened in Trotsky's absence. After some brief re-

marks the chairman began to introduce the speakers. One by one

they came to the stand, spoke their lines, and were mildly ap-

plauded. Among the notables on the platform were Rykov;
Stalin, Yenukidze, Kamenev, Zinoviev, Lunacharsky, and Buk-

harin. They all, except Stalin and Zinoviev, took their turn in

telling the audience what they thought of England's action and

its dire meaning. Each speaker tried hard to whip up enthusiasm

for the benefit of the foreign press. But the audience remained

strangely passive. Most people in the hall were waiting forTrot-

sky and were in no mood to listen to anyone else.

Then, in the midst of Kamenev's speech, a distant roar came

through the open windows. It rose steadily in volume and ve-

hemence and rolled like the thunder of an approaching storm.

Presently it drowned out Kamenev's voice and, as he stood there

vainly gesticulating, Trotsky appeared on the platform. Instant-

ly the audience turned into a howling, swaying, screaming mass.

Men jumped on chairs. Soldiers and sailors hurled their caps to

the vaulted ceiling. For over fifteen minutes they cried, laughed,

yelled, and blew kisses at their idoL For a time it seemed as if

nothing could stop the uproar.

Trotsky tried hard to calm the crowd. But the more he tried,
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the greater seemed their determination to go on cheering. As at

the Grand Theater after the announcement of Lenin's death, I

watched the men on the platform, eager to get their reaction

to this oiittmrst of emotion. With but few exceptions, every

face on die platform betrayed resentment, anger, and consum-

ing envy. Rykov and Yenukidze were the only ones who took

dm deoKMistration with genial good grace. They waved to the

wildly cheering .soldiers and joined in the applause for their

wartime leader. Stalin was expressionless.
At rare intervals he

would exchange glances with Yenukidze sitting next to him.

After the cheers finally died down Trotsky began his speech;

He started without being presented by the chairman. To in-

troduce him seemed as superfluous as to introduce a tornado.

As I listened to Trotsky it occurred to me that for the first time

in aU those years I could sense the glory and pathos of the Revo-

lution. It was my first opportunity to hear the great tribune,

whose flaming word had sent defeated regiments back to battle

and victory.

Years before, in New York, I had heard orators like William

Jennings Bryan, Woodrow Wilson, and others. But Trotsky
was without a peer. He was a virtuoso of speech, a master of

oratory who could play on the heartstrings of men with the

ease and grace of a great violinist. In a few minutes he had the

crowd hypnotized. They cheered, laughed, cried, responding
to the speaker's every mood and gesture. As Trotsky, heartened

by the tremendous response, rose to ever greater heights of ap-

peal, his colleagues on the platform seemed to shrivel and fade

in the shadows of the poorly lighted stage. Seeing this dwarfed

Politburo, I could well understand the oft-repeated assertion

that Trotsky, even more than Lenin, had engineered the Revo-

lution, matched it from mortal peril on the fields of battle, and
saved the bolshevik leaders from the gallows. Yet there re-

niaieed little gratitude among them for their savior, and much
hatred and envy. To the people, roaring inside and outside the

hall, Trotsky was still the hero of October. That very fact, how-
made him a menace to his less popular comrades.
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Paradoxically, the meeting called to demonstrate Kremlin

unity in the face of a foreign threat turned out to be a prelude

to the final onslaught on Trotsky and his followers. About a

month following this demonstration I read the first official hint

(not notice) of new doings in the Apparat. As usual, trouble in

the U.S.S.R. began out in the provinces. One night a bulletin

by Tass brought word of the assassination of two rural corre-

spondents of Soviet newspapers. Without naming either the

correspondents or their papers, the report ended with the state-

ment that the GPU had arrested a number of peasants suspected

of killing the newsmen. Four of those held had been tried by a

revolutionary tribunal and found guilty. They were according-

ly sentenced to the "highest form of social defense" and speedily
shot.

There was something novel and unprecedented in this four-

line report of rural murder and retaliation. Up to that time bul-

letins of administrative terror would give names, places, and

the institutions with which those involved happened to be con-

nected. The Tass bulletin went no further than to indicate die

region where the incident occurred. It seemed strange that two
Soviet journalists killed in the performance of duty should pass

on to eternity unnamed and unsung. Stranger still was the fail-

ure of Tass to mention the papers represented by the late cor-

respondents. Unable to send a story without the missing data, I

decided to wait for further details, due perhaps later in the night.

They never came.

In the morning I telephoned to Dalyetsky, manager of Tass.

As one of four or five correspondents under contract with the

Soviet news agency, I had the right to expect its manager to

give me the missing details. Far from co-operating, Dalyetsky,
a cagey man, threw a veritable smoke screen around the event.

He cut our talk short by referring me to Koastantin Umansky,
then manager of the agency's foreign department.

Throughout the years precedingmy appointment asAP cor-

respondent I had consistently shunned this future Soviet Am-
bassador to the United States. Stalinist leader of the Tass cell,
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Umansky was feared and hated by many of his co-workers and

their friends, bodb in the profes^on and in the Foreign Office.
^
(Htde Oiekkt) and suspected

him of systematic spying Oil his comrades. Their suspicions

pcwed to have been well foiifrf^diKif^ the Gr^tt Purge when

the GPU liqiridbted
a large number of those who had had the

mMmtme to work widi Umansky. The slaughter of those col-

leagues took place at a time when the "little Chekist" was in

Washington throwing lavish ambassadorial parties for the fel-

tow trailers.

That morning at his office Umansky was not content merely
to refuse the information sought. Evidently informed by Da-

lyosky of my coming, he stopped me at the door with a sharp

reprimand for being too inquisitive. This he did smiling his

cfaaiiatteristic sour-sweet smile and offering me a cigarette to

lessen the tension. Friends at the Foreign Office had informed

me that he was not merely a spy bit a prowocgtewr, always on
the lookout for an oppoitaoky to get innocent colleagues into

trouble. As if anxioos to confirm this advance tip,
he had previ-

ously displayed a too-eager wish to visit me at my home. But

die more he lad insisted, the firmer had grown my determina-

tion to keep away from him, Now he eagerly grasped at a

chance to get even.

"Yes, you are too inquisitive," he repeated, offering me a

light. I put the onlighfied cigarette down on his desk and re-

minded him that under the terms of the AP-Tass contract I was
entitled to essential details of any news items they carried. With
that masklike smile of his, he said in answer that he had had

Mills recalled.
*CY<M will leave me no alternative," he added, "if you follow

much farther in your predecessor's footsteps."
To his surprise I remained outwardly calin, despite a momen-

tarily strong urge to punch him.

In a sense I was grateful for his flare-up, since k told me
plainly that there was much more to the brief death bulletin

than I amid read between its lines. The thing to do was to press
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the inquiry further. Meanwhile it seemed to me as good a time

as any to put the Chekist in his place. I informed him that I had

taken the AP job at a great sacrifice and was ready to spare
him the trouble of intriguing with my superiors by cabling my
resignation. Firmness, I knew from experience, was the only
shield against petty Stalinists, It rarely failed. Umansky's quick

change of tone made it quite obvious that he feared possible

repercussions. From threats and innuendos he switched quickly
to profuse apologies and ended our talk by pleading lack of au-

thority to enlighten me on a "subject of policy."

Abandoning Tass, I turned to the Foreign Office, only to

meet there with still greater reticence. Rothstein, head of die

Press Department, tried to belittle the event. He called it an in-

cident which happened once and might never happen again.

Censor Podolsky argued: "Why make a fuss about a couple of

executions in rural Russia? Even if some of your friends tell

you the whole story, I shall not pass it unless they authorize me
in writing, and that they will never do."

Podolsky was right. There seemed to be no point in pressing
the inquiry unless there should be other bulletins of this kind.

There followed a fortnight of gray monotony one of those

dull periods when most foreigners in a regimented land feel like

hopping on the first train home. Then one night the Tass mes-

senger delivered a second bulletin announcing the murder of a

rural correspondent and again swift retaliation. From that time

on these bulletins became a nightly feature. The number of kill-

ings grew from week to week. There were nights when I read

as many as a dozen reports of violent deaths in the countryside.
Unable to give New York the background of these events, I

would sum up a night's tragedy in a ten-line cable. For some

rime I tried desperately to get to the bottom of the trouble.New
York and London clamored for an explanation. Sasha, who was

thoroughly familiar with the situation in Moscow, seemed at a

loss to interpret this new trend in the country. Rykov, to whom
I always turned in time of trouble, was visibly moved when I

first broached the subject. Yet he impressed me 2$ having re-
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sotred to avoid discussing it- One night I reminded him of our

visits to peasant huts, of his pkying with their children, of the

bright hope he had fciodled in the hearts of the humble and

downtrodden. In the midst of my reminiscences I saw Rykov's

eyes moisten with tears. He raised his hand in a silent plea for a

change of theme. The good man's gesture served only to deepen
the mystery and arouse greater curiosity. Yagoda, like the Pre-

mier, was anxious to avoid all talk on the subject. I decided to

take the matter up wkh Foreign Coinmissar Qiicherin.



Chapter

Two Idealist Bolsheviks:

Chicherin and Yenukidze

GCHICHERIN WAS PERHAPS THE
only leading Bolshevik who never succeeded in divorcing him-

selffrom his aristocratic past. Like Leonid Gayef, Anton Chek-

hov's nostalgic nobleman in The Cherry Orchard, die late For-

eign Commissar loved to think of his ancestral estate and was

fond of Slav tradition.

Chicherin was a tall man with a sparse reddish beard and a

reddish balding head. He had round gray eyes and was for that

reason, as well as for a habit of working at night, nicknamed

"the OwL" A scholarly descendant of the nobility, he had felt

in his youth that Russia had a sacred mission to show the world

a way out of the jungle of social injustice,

After a brief career as a diplomat abroad, Chicherin broke

with his family and left the service, becoming one of those pen-
niless revolutionary emigres who bided their time in Western

Europe, waiting for the Revolution of 1917, In recognition of

his brilliant abilities and many services to the party, Lenin had

him appointed Commissar of Foreign Affairs. Throughout die

civil war the commissar was wholly absorbed in his work at die
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Forogn Office. But when the war aided he turned his attention

also to internal affairs. Above all he became concerned with the

toe of the peasants- Their plight brought him untold pain which

he never made any effort to hide. Unable to face the stark fact

that hi beautiful dream had turned into a nightmare, Chicherin

became a virtual recluse. He would work all night, snatch a few

hours of deep at dawn, and keep to himself for the rest of the

day. He was seldom seen in public. He rarely attended a state

faaction. The magnificent receptions and balls given by the

Foreign Commissariat at the Sugar King's palace were no ex-

ception. Late at night he would telephone to fellow commissars

and rouse them from sleep to discuss urgent matters. No one

took it amiss; from Lenin down they all admired this devoted

idealist.

A bachelor and in poor health, Chicherin lived in a small two-

room apartment at the Foreign Office. There, between snatches

of troubled sleep, he would sit at his piano playing Mozart and

old Slav tunes that reminded him of his youth.
On my daily visits to the Press Department, particularly if I

tiad troublewkh the censor, I would pocket my slashed and dis-

torted cable and wander through the dark, winding corridors

of the commissariat past Chkherin's door. There, if I heard the

piano, I was free to come in without knocking. Sometimes the

commissar would greet me with a smile and go on playing. It

meant that, though welcome as a one-man audience, I was not

to trouble him with my red-penciled copy. A man incapable of

aoger, he could make one respect his wishes with a mere gesture
or a melancholy glance from his sad eyes. He always knew the

nature of my troubles and was invariably sympathetic. Only
occasionally, as if overcome by a sense of guilt or pity, would
he stop playing and turn to me, asking: "Well, what is it this

time?" In reply I would show him a mangled report. As a rule

he would merely glance at the lead and resume playing. Bot on
rare occasions he would like the story well enough to phone the

censor and either approve the whole text or suggest a compro-
mise.
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The best time to find the commissar in a receptive mood was

between four and five in the morning. At that time he was usu-

ally through with his night's labor and liked to relax before go-

ing to bed. Another advantage was the presence of his friendly

secretary Galperin who, like Chicherin, liked to listen to my
stories of the goings-on at the Literary Club or at the Gypsy
Tavern, where I would drop in daily for a whiff of Moscow

gossip.

That night, when I came to the commissar for enlightenment

on the situation in the countryside, Galperin suggested that I

write about the Literary dub and the Gypsy Tavern. "Why
not give your readers an occaaonal laugh?" he asked. In reply

I produced an urgent AP query about the steady increase in

murders of rural correspondents. New York wanted to know
who they were and what papers they represented. They wanted
me to go to the Ukraine and investigate on the spot. Attached to

the AP cable was a copy of my latest reply, censored earlier

in the night. It read: "Unable go beyond 'Tass
7

bulletins on

rural incidents. Press Department refuses permission my tour-

ing Ukraine."

I watched Chicherin take the papers from Galperin. He read

them carefully then gave them back to nie, saying: "Yes, this is

no time for light stories. The way things look we shall soon have

to authorize a special release/'

"But who are those correspondents?" I asked. There was no

reply. Instead, Chicherin turned to his secretary and told him
to phone Yenukidze.

While waiting for the connection, the commissar looked at

his watch. It meant that my time was up, but as I started for the

door he calledme back.

"Before you leave," he said, "I want yon to know that the

village correspondents are not professional newsmen. They are

ambitious peasant youngsters writing for local papers reports on
such hidden treasures as an extra measure of grain, a slaughtered

pig or calf. All this trouble is due to renewed strife in the party."
Chicherin held out his hand and looked at me with half-closed
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eyes. "I SUB tired, my friend," he said. **See Yenukidze. He feels

as bad about things as I do."

Awl Ycfinkidzfi, a childhood friend of Stalin, was for many
years chief trouble shooter of the Kremlin. Wherever Russians

wane m despair, fmm the rulers down to the humblest peasant,

theywcmld turn to this warmhearted Georgian- For many years

Ifeimlddbe was the lining conscience of the Revolution. At the

height of the terror, following the attempt on Lenin's life, he

was fearie^ in hi fight against the blind sadism that struck down
the innocent with die guilty. In his capacity as secretary of the

Central Executive Committee of the Soviets, he handled all ap-

peals from revolutionary tribunals. A one-man court of last re-

sort, he always tempered justice with mercy. Having no power
over the murderous proceedings of the GPU, the commissar re-

peatedly dialkoged its right to perpetrate periodic mass slaugh-
ters on the pretext of "saving the Revolution" from manufac-

$m&d or fancied perils* Though one of the very few men who
dared defy the mighty Cfaeka, Yenukidze remained at his post
because he stood out as the widely trusted leader to whom all

of the contending factions could turn for help and understand-

ing. At the time when Stalin had little behind him except a mob
of job-hungry climbers, he would turn to Yenukidze in every
crisis. On his long, perilousway to absolutism, Stalin never hesi-

tated to cringe before people in positions of power and influ-

ence. One day when Trotsky was still Commissar ofWar, Stalin

took refuge in Yenukidze's apartment to avoid arrest by a group
of Red Army officers who had got fed up with his intrigues,
with Trotsky's forbearance, and with the perpetual compro-
mising of the Rights- Later, after Stalin had gained control of

die press and the GPU, it was Yenukidze who, with the help of

the Rights, succeeded for a rime in making him live up to his

pledge not to use the death penalty within the party.
Yenukidze's trouble shooting was not confined to politics; it

extended to science, religion, and art. In Leningrad he protected
the laboratory of the famous scientist Pavlov when Zinoviev's

Oiekists threatened to wreck it in retaliation for the professor's

aotibolshevik remark. In Moscow and dbewhere he helped Lu-
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nacharsky preserve many of Russia's ancient churches and mu-
seums.

The superb Russian theater, particularly the unmatched bal-

let, was Yenukidze'sown domain. There he was not only instru-

mental in preserving Russia's great artistic heritage but also was

big brother to the artists, many of whom he knew by their first

names. If a powerful commissar or Chekist threatened a proud
ballerina unwilling to submit to his wiles, Yenukidze was always
there to protect her. If Abramova, Kudriavtseva, Bank, or other

stars or starlets were dissatisfied with their roles or abused by
tough administrators, they would come to Yenukidze and get

quick help. His door was always open to those in need. Perhaps
the most humane and bravest of Yenukidze's deeds was to throw

a net of protection around the former nobility. Throughout the

years when these outlawed men and women were prey to sadis-

tic Chekists, Yenukidze was the one man in power who dared

defend them. The beautiful Countess Babrinskaya, my onetime

secretary, would telephone the commissar from my office about

the unwarranted arrests of her friends, and each rime she would
succeed in having them released. Never once in all those years
did I hear a word of scandal involving this brave and kindly
man. There was constant talk of orgies in the Kremlin, but

Yenukidze's name was never mentioned in connection with

them. Yet when the rime came for Statin to send this man to

the slaughterhouse, the habitually lying dictator codkl think

of nothing better than to charge his kindly friend with "de-

bauchery and orgies.'*

The day following my visit to the Foreign Commissar I met

Yenukidze at the ballet. He spared me die tremble of explaining

why I wanted to see him.

"Comrade Chicherin phoned me," he said. **See me after die

performance/'
From the Grand Theaterwe wenton foot to his home. Aswe

were crossing Theater Square, Yenukidze laughed in his jovial,

hearty way. He was amused by my total ignorance of die new
tumiaevenis,

"Here you are/* said the secretary, "a reporter for a great
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news syndicate and 700 don'tknow that die Apparat is again on

the warpadi. Bot don't think you are the only one who is unin-

formed. Our party doesn't know it either. Yes, the fight is al-

ready OUL Bei: unbelievable as it may sound, right now it is being

fought in the villages. And the victims are chiefly peasants who
haven't die faintest idea that their troubles are due to Trotsky's

new demand for a heavy tax on agricultural produce and to

SaJin*s incitement of peasant youngsters to write to local papers

about so-called kulak thefts.

**Bet what connection," I asked, "can there be between trou-

ble in the Apparat and amateur correspondents?
"

"It is all very simple," he said. "In two years of freedom the

peasants, rich, middling, and poor, have become accustomed to

selling their produce in the open market. They have naturally

scored up some reserves. As a result of the reports in local papers

many a peasant is now bong accused of hoarding the surplus,

which underanew decree inisst be sold to government buyers at

feed prices. The hoarders retaliate by killing those who write

die reports. The GPU then strikes back with summary execu-

tions. This goes on day in and day out. The terror is spreading
lie a tide over a constandy widening area. By the time Stalin is

ready to declare open war on Trotsky, the tide will have

reached die cities and serve as a warning to all who dare follow

Trotsky's lead. This is Stalin's method of operation. The care-

fully organized campaign against the kulaks is but a prelude to

an official declaration of war within the party."
To prove his point Yenukidze traced Staling revolutionary

career back to the day in Tiflis when he had organized the hold-

up of a money transport belonging to one of the big banks, It

was Stalin's first daring venture in the underground movement.
Hie raid, which took place at midday, resulted in the slaughter
of fifty-one innocent bystanders. The timing of this and of simi-

lar affairs was due, Yenukidze believed, to Stalin's passion for

creating bloody furors as conditions precedent to his every ma-

jor action. After we reached his home in the Kremlin, Yenukid-
ze recalled an incident when Stalin, unable to act himself, in-
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cited others to murder.On the day following the October rising

in 19 1 7, a group of sailors, drunk and armed with rifles, came to

the office ofPmvda to volunteer their services. Stalin, then editor

of the paper, showed the sailors his pen, saying: "This, comrades,

ismy weapon. You boys have rifles. It is up to you to use them as

you see fit." Before the day was over they perpetrated a pogrom
that shook the capital.

As Military Commissar on the Tsaritsin and other fronts,

Stalin's every move was preceded by a wave of bloody terror in

which the innocent suffered with the guilty. In the midst of one

of his pogroms he received a wire from War Commissar Trot-

sky commanding him to halt his murderous Cheldsts. He

glanced at the paper and scribbled across it: "Pay No Atten-

tion!
"
It was an implied order to his subordinates to go on with

their slaughter. Lenin stopped that pogrom, and Stalin remained

quiet for some time. But in the excitement following the at-

tempted assassination of Lenin he demanded the killing of hun-

dreds of prisoners at the Lubianka, and he had his way. After

Lenin's recovery from his wound, Stalin was again silent for

some time. He was busy reorganizing the Apparat. But during
the months preceding Lenin's death he launched a campaign of

terror with a view to preventing a Trotskyist coup.

"Now," Yenukidze added, "with new trouble brewing in the

party, Josif Vissarionovich is up to his old tricks."

Yenukidze felt that Stalin's new campaign in the countryside
was likely to arouse the latent forces of counterrevolution. He
recalled two recent incidents in rural Russia that revealed the

state of mind of the peasants, their abhorrence of communist

ideology and of atheism.

In a village not far from Moscow young activists decided to

honor a dead comrade with a Red funeral akin to those then in

vogue in the capital. In defiance of the wishes of their deeply re-

ligious elders, the young Communists proceeded to stage a pro-
cession with red banners, a red coffin, a band playing revolu-

tionary hymns, and no
priest.

On a somber afternoon in midwinter this snail band of "the
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godless** started off 00 a three-mile route to the nearest ceme-

tery. Qe the way, they were joined by thousands of villagers

fmin the sturmittdirig country who came to the funeral well

supplied wkh vodka. Halfway to the burial place the peasants

beat up the Reds, got the musicians drunk, made them play gay
aks aiid turned the funeral into a picnic. The rest of the way
mzd cm into the cemetery they danced, sang, and made merry
until late that night. When the police reached the scene in the

0Kming they found the body unburied. It lay on a heap of

empty bottles, together with a bunch of still living but badly

mangled and groaning Reds.

In the town of Orlov a communist youth organization de-

cided to celebrate Christmas with a blasphemous revolutionary

pageant on horseback. The show was staged in a theater. The
horses used were those of the local fire brigade. The audience

was made up of party members and their families. As the pag-
eant started across the stage, someone sounded a fire alarm. The
trained fire horses dashed into the auditorium, killing over forty

men, women, aod children and wounding many more.

Yenokidze used these two incidents to illustrate the abyss that

separated die ruling Bolsheviks from the people. He was one of

the few bigmen in Moscowwho abhorred the practice of hiding
Russia's troubles behind a facade of Marxian phrases which
nine-tenths of the party, let alone the people, could not under-

stand. He was frank, fearless, and incapable of fanatic adherence

to any group. He was never heard to laud either Lenin or Marx
in superlatives, let alone the lesser lights. To the pressing prob-
lems of the day he had a common-sense approach. Like Rykov,
he believed that nearly all Soviet troubles stemmed from Lenin's

fmidaiBeiital error in counting on a quick world revolution.

**Whea this failed to materialize," he said, "it was up to us to

uncock die kash&. Our concessions in rural Russia amounted to

acteal, rfioegh not formal, private ownership. And once we let

the peasant til his own strip of land, we should have given the

light industry back to its owners.*'

Yeeukkize assured me that had Lenin lived a few years
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longer, he would have brought NEP to its logical conclusion,

and Russia would long since have been on its way to evolution-

ary instead of revolutionary socialism. Lenin, he believed, was

the only leader who could have corrected the error of 1917. His

prestige
was too great for any of his disciples to oppose him on

a major issue.

An admirer ofTrotsky, Yenukidze felt that the hero of Octo-

ber had been losing ground ever since Lenin fell ill. The Kremlin

had become a hotbed of political intrigue, and at thisgame Stalin

had no equal; Trotsky was by nature and training a poor hand

at it. The wartime leader missed his great chance in 1924 when
he had a general staff ready to obey his command and an army

eager to follow him. Towards the end of that year he was no

longer undisputed master of the situation, but he stiU had a large

following ready to fight in a popular cause. Trotsky's uiresilliiig-

ness to join hands with the Rights, Yenukidze thought, was due

to his almost pathological fear that they would destroy Russia as

a base of world revolution. Rather than risk such an event, he

seemed now willing to align himself with his utterly discredited

former enemies Zinoviev and Kamenev.

In seeing me to the door, Yenukidze speculated on Trotsky's
next move. Would he come to an understanding with the Rights
and champion a popular cause? Or would he persist in his day-
dreams of world revolution?



Chapter 1 5*

The Mechanics of Terror

'EEKS HAD GONE BY SINCE MY
talk with Yesukidze, and there was mil no word in the Soviet

prtss about die trouble in die party, Nevertheless, little by little

rumors about new tension in high quarters began to spread. It

could be heard in the growing queues of people waiting endless-

ly before bakeries and food stores. It was common gossip at the

literary Qbb, in restaurants, hotels, at intimate parries. It was

whispered when the Black Marias were again heard screeching
dieir way up Lubianka at all hours of the day and night. Obvi-

ously the tide of persecution in the countryside was finally

reaching the
capital. Again, as in 1924, the victims of the terror

were not as yet the Trotskyists, but the so-called Lishentsi, a

newly coined name for Nepmen. The exact meaning of the

word "deprived ones" made it a fitting term for men and

women torn from their homes and shorn of all human rights.

A new feature in this wave of horror was railway terminals

crowded with Lishentsi Crestfallen, hungry, and in rags, thou-

sands of men, women, and children sat or stood around waiting
for reigfat trains to carry them far from their homes, relatives,

and friends, far from beloved Moscow where many were born,

some of whom could trace their ancestry centuries back. This

cruel punishment was particularly hard on the children and also

on the many adolescents who, despite the Soviet propaganda,
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chose to share the lot of their parents and go with them to some

unknown destination. From a round of visits to the backyards
of Moscow's railway stations I came away overcome by the

piti-

ful sight of mass suffering. At the October terminal I stood for

hours watching Chekists load victims on a freight train. Though
many of them were well-to-do Nepmen, they were brought to

the station stripped of nearly all their belongings. Administra-

tive arrest carried with it confiscation of all property, including

what the brutal Chekists considered "excess" food and clothing.

As a result of this systematic loot most of the prisoners were in

rags and were famished.

Winter was nearly gone, but the nights were still cold and the

fields covered with snow. Notwithstanding this, the prisoners
were being packed into unheated boxcars which would likely

become death traps as the train moved deeper into die frost-

bound Siberian wastes.

As the tide of terror mounted, Muscovites became aware of a

new breed of sadists, worse even than the professional Giekists.

They were the communist youth shock brigadiers mobilized by
the Apparat to help theGPU r&zgrusit (unload) Moscow of an

estimated one hundred thousand outlawed citizens. On instruc-

tions from Stalin's headquarters these brigadiers went through
Moscow's homes in search of suspects. No one was safe. A visit-

ing card or a notebook with names and addresses found on an

arrested person could bring catastrophe upon his friends ormere

acquaintances.
Personal grievances and old scores were being settled by ar-

rest. The refusal of women to submit to the advances of degen-
erates among the shock brigadiers was known to result in the

arrest and exile of entire families. There were no legal safe-

guards; victims were helpless. There were cases of entire fami-

lies committing suicide while waiting for the prison trains.

These tragedies, far from restraining the Apparat, served only
to whet its appetite. During one terrible night special detach-

ments made up of Chekists and shock brigadiers went through

homes, arresting over ten thousand Muscovites. The event,
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though umneotioiied in die press, shook the city with the force

of an earthquake Few families in Moscow escaped the effects of

chat pogrom, which was obviously designed to frighten the

whole population. After that night no one in Moscow felt safe

fmm the Apparafs fury. Not a word had as yet been published

about die new split in the party, butjStalin
had prepared theway

fork by putting the whole country
1

into a state of panic.

fMass terror, if skillfully manipulated, soon reaches a point
where most people feel physically and mentally paralyzed.

They become utterly despondent and spiritually disarmed.

Worst of all, they begin to suspect one another of being spies

and pr&oocKtews. The time comes when few can meet without

suspecting one another of espionage. A casual remark, an inad-

vertent gesture may ruin a long and intimate friendship. Panic

often destroys even the devotion of home and family* In such an

atmosphere conspiratorial underground resistance becomes ever

more diffiaak. The dictatorcan then proceed in die manner of a

surgeon in die operating room. His patient is prostrate, his staff

awed fay fak presence and submissive. He may do what he will

without fear of retaliation, for he has succeeded in engineering
a resignation to fate.

Long before he is ready to strike down a foe, Stalin takes pains
to isolate him in a spiritual vacuum. The victim, with few excep-
tions, eagerly grasps at mere life, oblivious of ideals, honor, or

chivalry. There is litde room for lofty principles in a land lorded

over by a gang of assassins whose chief operational slogan is "the

end justifies
all means/'

Adhering to this line of conduct, Stalin paved the way for his

final onslaught on Trotsky- In doing diis he was again trampling
down die helpless, inarticulate, disorganized masses. It was they
who paid with their life's blood for every move of the ideologi-
cal gangster on his way to absolute powen
During this period of panic I, lie other foreigners in Mos-

cow, went about in a widening vacuum of social isolation. Some
friends vanished; others, though mil in Moscow, kept away,
Meeting me cm the street, they would furtively explain that it
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would be best for me "not to recognize them" for a while.

Still, there were Russians who continued to visitme unmolest-

ed. Many of them were Rights; others, Trotskyists like Sasha.

The feeling of security among the Rights was understandable

they were still in charge of the government. But how was one to

explain the almost total, if only temporary, immunity of Trots-

kyists? Beginning in winter, and throughout the spring and

early summer of 1 926, they were busily engaged in printing and

distributing illegal
leaflets. In some they called Stalin the "Tsar

of the kulaks." In otherc they accused the Rights of hatching a

"counterrevolutionary conspiracy." Unable to hire faaUs, they
would hold clandestine meetings in one-room apartments. Some

of these meetings took place at 23 Bolshaya Dmitruvka, where

The Associated Press had itsMoscow headquarters.The head of

our house committee, who whispered this news intomy ear, ad-

mitted that in fear of punishment for silence he jTegiilarfy re-

ported it all to the GPU. But the GPU did not seem to intact

"The meetings," he said with surprise, "go on as before,"

About the same time there came perastent reports of unsup-

pressed strikes. What was behind this laxity of the police in the

midst of a general panic? For a time there seemed to be no ade-

quate answer. Even some of Stalk's close friends were baffled.

Some believed that he was determined not to violate a deathbed

promise to Lenin to safeguard life within the party. Others ex-

plained it by Stalin's fear of a Red Army still devoted to Tiocs-

ky. People more realistic about the situation were satisfied that

Stalin was deliberately provoking his foes in ordea: to expose
their clandestine activities and thus prove to the menm tibe gov-
ernment that the Trotskyistmovement had reached die propor-
tions of an actual counterrevolutionary menace and must be

dealt with summarily.
Those advancing this view pointed to the utter Impossibility

of clandestine printing in a country where all machinery and

paper were in the hands of the Apparat. They pointed out rfxat

in a capital honeycombed with spies and provocotews thore

could be no secret meetings without the active participation of
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oodeicmrer mm fmm die Apparat, dial: is, agents assigned to

draw out the foe in order to destroy him-

As yet, Stalin was still far from being undisputed master of

Russia. He still had to justify his every major move in face of

growing resistance from the Right. He knew too well that fur-

ther progre^ towards a one-man dictatorship depended on his

ability to keep his actual and potential foes separated until he

amid face them all with a special armed force at his command.

At the moment, his newly organized military police amounted

to no more than a few widely scattered regiments, but he was

working fast and hard Few people realize when they speak of

Russia's enormous poEce army that it was this army which en-

abled Stalin to head off any effort of his opponents to save Rus-

sia from his despotic rule. Only military force could settle this

issue, and Stalin had the advantage of always thinking in terms

of force. At the time I speak of he was proceeding cautiously,

patiently, medicxiically, and shrewdly, always on the alert

against a united front, always in mortal fear of an understanding
between Lefts and Rights, They were both doomed, he knew,
if they persisted in going separate ways until he had his privi-

leged police army ready.

During this terrorist wave some relatives and friends of the

victims came to me for help. In the years past, men like Yagoda,
Prokofiev, and others had given such help atmy request in cases

where there was no doubt about the innocence of those arrested.

It was different now. When I came to Yagoda the day after the

mass raids he threw up his hands.

"All I do these days," he said, "is obey orders from the Ap-
parat!"

Prokofiev explained that the lists of those to be arrested were

being made up in the Party Secretariat and that neither Yagoda,
Prokofiev, nor any other member of the GPU Collegium had

any discretion in the matter. Menzhinsky, then formal head of

the GPU, was a mere figurehead and was gravely ill.

I turned to Rykov. He told me that the Rights in the Polit-
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biiro had moved to prevent the Apparat from further usuipa-
tion of the functions of government, but sporadic strikes led by
Trotskyists had compelled a temporary delay. For the moment
the Soviet Premier, like Yagoda.and Prokofiev, was unable to

intervene.

I gave up in despair. I could do little more than try to explain
to people why I was helpless. This went on until one night when
a friend from Izvestia got me out of bed. A revolutionary tri-

bunal, he informed me, was about to hand out severe sentences

to a hundred-odd private bankers and their employees.
These men, who had been financiers before the Revolution,

had been operating again under a banking law enacted in 1924.

In compliance with that law they had formed an association,

raised some capital,
and organized a bank which for several years

had been doing business with Nepmen. That afternoon a de-

tachment of Apparatchiks had raided the place, arrested every-

body on the premises, and rushed them off to trial before a revo-

lutionary tribunal. The trial had been under way for several

hours and was likely to last all night, as the judges had orders to

act quickly. The court, my friend told me, was under heavy

guard, and he was afraid to go with me. But he had made ar-

rangements with the commander of the guard to let me pass.

Coverage for the foreign press was out of the question, What
the Izvestia man had in mind was that I visit Yenukidze immedi-

ately after the trial and plead for mercy. This being a court trial,

the sentence could not be carried out without confirmation by
the All-Russian Executive, of which Yenukidze was the secre-

tary. The Rights, my friend pointed out, were still in charge of

the government and the judiciary. With their help Yenukidze,

if properly approached, could prevent what seamed to be a mas-

sacre in the making.
It was nearly three o'clock in the morningwhen I reached the

court. I was met by a young officerwho must have been a friend

of the Izvestia man, for he saluted smiling and led the way into a

poorly lighted room jammed with soldiers and civilians. The

soldiers, armed with rifles and bayonets, stood around in lines
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and circks* forming a strange, confaskg pattern. I took my
place oe a long bench beyond the railing and directly in front of

the vacant |ddkiary dais. Behind the railing stretched a solid

fine of soldiery.

Occupying the same bench on either side of me were sedate,

d^prified, well-dressed men. At first sight they impressed me as

fawyers* "Their large number seemed warranted by the long list

<rf defendants. At a table cm the left I noticed three or four So-

viet newsmen. No foreign correspondent was in sight. I ap-

proached the Prmtda reporter for details. The man, always

friendly, pleaded ignorance. He was jittery and seemed anxious

to avoid talking about the trial. On my way back to the bench I

heard an attendant yell: "The Court is coming." All present

snapped out of their seats and stood at attention as three men in

Red Army uniforms, aroaed with revolvers, mounted the

ledge's dais.

Hie one in the middle announced without any preliminaries
tte the tribunal had found twenty-seven of the defendants

giriky of cotmitxi^olutkmary acts aimed at disrupting the So-

viet economy and finance. They were accordingly sentenced to

the "highest form of social defense" shooting. The rest of the

accused, though guilty of the same crime, were subordinates, he

said, and therefore subject to lesser penalties. They were sen-

tenced to exile for five to ten years. He then proceeded to read

the names and social origin of those about to die. In each case of

extreme penalty, bourgeois ancestry appeared to be the out-

standing item of guilt. Twenty-seven times the armed dispensers
of Stalinist justice repeated the phrase: "Defendant, son of

bom^geois parents, etc."

The one humane rule prevailing in Soviet courts in those days
was permission for die defendants and their lawyers to smoke.

The same rule applied to places of execution. As the judge pro-
ceeded to read the long list of names and penalties, I saw people

light their cigarettes. All over the courtroom, one by one, men
began to smoke. They inhaled deeply and exhaled with an ex-

pression of relief after long suspense. Soon the court became

urisfy with smoke,
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I had no clear Idea ofthe location of the prisoners, but judging

by the rapidly growing number of smokers nearly every civilian

present was a defendant. The presence of women in a roped-off

space in the rear indicated that that sectionwas reserved for rela-

tives. Whatever doubts I might have had on that score were dis-

pelled by their wailing and weeping.
"But where are the prisoners?" I asked my neighbor on the

right. I turned to him feeling quite sure that he was one of the

lawyers.
"The prisoners?" he echoed. His voice sounded as hollow as

though coming from a well. He turned slightly and stared at me
with two coal-black eyes. He was a handsome, well-groomed,

powerfully built man in his forties. His face was ghastly pale.

"Who are you?" he asked. I told him.

His eyes filled with tears. They came rolling down his face,

wetting his clothes. He tried hard to say something, but the tears

made speech difficult. Finally, after an effort & self-control, lie

said:

"I am one of the twenty-seven. All of us cm this bench are sen-

tenced to death."

The judge was still reading from his voluminous document.

He read in a monotonous tone, undisturbed by the moans, sobs,

and cries whichnow came from every corner of the courtroom,

A few seats to the right a very old man, who had beea smokisg

incessantly, fell in a faint and was carried out amid cries of ^t-

guish. The presiding jurist stopped reading while the court was
cleared of friends and relatives. In the midst of all this conftidbn

I was trying to comfort my neighbor. I told him not to give up
hope. Ail appeal to Yenukidze was still possible. His face bright-
ened at the mention of that name. I promised to see Yenukidze

before the night was over. "Can I tell that to my friends?" he

asked. I told him to go ahead.

Before the judge finished reading his verdict I was out on the

street, hailing an izvozchJL

It was nearly five in the morningwhen I reached the KJnemlm

gate. With my Foreign Office credential in hand, I toid die sen-

tries that I wished to see Comrade Yenukidze on urgent business.
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"At this hour of the night?" asked one.

Another glanced at niy paper. "But he's asleep."

I asked permission to telephone the commi^ar. The sentries

were suspicious. They went into a huddle and finally decided to

call At commandant of the guard.
Hiecommandant, though he had seen me on previous visits to

die Kremlin, heatated*

**At such an hour?" he gasped.
**At once/* I insisted. "The thing cannot wait!**

**Very well, then/* he finally agreed. "I shall phone Comrade

Yenukidze and wake him op. But remember, I am doing this on

your responsibility."

A minute later the officer emerged from the booth holding the

receiver. '^Comrade Yenukidze will talk to you," he said. Over

the telephone I heard my good friend laughing.

"The sentries are in a panic. Come on up."
Yeookidze knew all about the trial. His reaction was charac-

of h^ whole noble life. He told me that he had been

case and was determined to do all in his power to

those men, who were the victims of sheer sadism. He as-

sured me, before I asked the question, that they had been doing
business under a law that was still on the statute books.

"In normal times,
77
said Yenukidze, "I could act in a case like

this without consulting anyone. But now I shall have to see Josif

Vissarionovich. All the same you have my word, those men will

not be shot."

Two days later the All-Russian Central Executive commuted
the twenty-seven death sentences to ten years in prison.



Chapter

Trotsky's Bungling and

Stalin's Skill

s'TALINHADGOODREASQNFQR
delaying the public announcement of his new feud with Trots-

ky. He was waiting for the outcome of Trotsky's negotiations

with Zinoviev and Kamenev, their widely rumored attempt to

unite in an anti-Stalinist block.

Stalin was aware that he could not liquidate the Trotskyism

along with the "deprived" Nepmen so long as Trotsky was still

the living symbol of military victory. It would rouse millions of

the former War Commissar's devoted followers, both widiia

and without the party. The thing to do was to drag the hero off

his pedestal. This difficult task would be made easy if Trotsky
were to unite with these two widely discredited leaders, who in

1924 had demanded his arrest and expulsion from the party,

A Trotsky-Zinoviev-Kamenev bloc seemed absolutely un-

thinkable to the millions of devoted Trotskyists. But Stalin, an

acute observer of men, had reason to believe that this supposedly

uiK:ompromising leader was capable of unprincipled maneoveis.

He had evidence of it in Trotsky's disavowal of Max Eastman's

book Since Lenin Died;with its revelation that Lenin's last letter

to the party had demanded the removal of Stalin as General Sec-
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raary*The concealment of this all-important document called

"Lenin's Test3niient"~had been widely rumored long before

Lenin was laid to rest, Eastman's book, simultaneously published

in London, Paris, and New York, confirmed the rumor. It

quoted, wkh essential accuracy, the vital sentences of the testa-

ment. Stain, who had the book translated almost overnight, de-

manded, on pain of disciplinary action by the party, that Trots-

ky disavow the author and deny that such a document as Lenin's

Testament existed. For some rime the matter hung fire, and

everybody assumed that Trotsky must be grateful to Eastman

for revealing not only the testament but the conspiracy of the

troika Stalin, Kamenev, and Zinoviev against him after Len-

in's death. Trotsky's disavowal of Eastman's book shocked

those who looked to him for leadership. A year later Eastman

published the complete text of the testament, and subsequently
3talin himself acknowledged its existence and quoted from it.

Trotsky in exile "disavowed his disavowal" and published a let-

cer endorsing and praising Max Eastman in highest terms. But

thatwas long after. At the time, I remember a conversation with

Yeaukidze about this act of weakness.

"Trotsky was not alone," he said, "in telling this lie as a matter

of party discipline. Lenin's wife Knipskaya joined him in it. But

Krupskaya is not an idol as Trotsky is. An idol must never step
down from his pedestal. If he does, his glory may be dimmed
forever/'

After this public betrayal of a friend, it did not seem improba-
ble to Stalin that Trotsky might join hands with men whom he

and his followers despised. Trotsky committed this grave error

in April 1926; and Stalin was not slow to exploit it. Through his

controlled media of press and platform, he informed the public
dm Trotsky was again on the warpath against Lenin's party,
bolstered now by a formidable "cabal of anti-Leninists." This

demanded a campaign of "enlightenment," which consisted of

the publication of old compromising truths, half-truths, and

newly invented outright lies. Apparat columnists recalled

Trotsky's quarrels with Lenin. They brought up Kamenev's
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telegram to the Grand Duke Michael congratulating the late

Tsar's brother on his accession to the throne. Again and again

Stalin's feature writers reminded Kamenev and Zinoviev of their

crime of opposing the insurrection in October 1917. There fol-

lowed a flood of quotations from speeches and writings in which

the rebels had at one time or another abused Lenin or ridiculed

his theories. The quotes were taken at random and out of con-

text. The rebels countered with underground pamphlets in

which they were soon demanding the publication of Lenin's

suppressed testamentso recently declared to be nonexistent.

The net result of this combat of quotations was to befog die

plain truth that the factions were fighting for control of the

party machine unconcerned by the growing plight of the

people.
At the beginning of the long straggle, the foreign corre-

spondents, hedged in by tightened rules of censorship, could do

little more than tell the story as it appeared in the Soviet press* It

was useless to read the underground handouts of the opposition.
It was a waste of time to cover their meetings, held in stuffy, ua-

ventilated apartments in winter, in forests during the summer.

From Trotsky down, the rebels were eager to have their side of

the story told abroad, and in furtive ways they kept in touch

with foreign newsmen, urging them to counteract Stale's fCM>

eign propaganda. But Ettle came of it. Therewasno way of cir-

cumventing the censor unless one wanted to leave Risssk,

In one respect the underground movement against Scalia was
similar to that under the Tsar: it was not really secret. No com-

petent observer could doubt for a moment that the rebels were

under the constate surveillance of Stalin's spies. There wasgood
ground to believe also that his provoc&tewrs were active among
them. It was common gossip that the undo^round "Trotskyist
Politburo" and other rebel outfits were proiBoted by Stalin's

machinations, designed to facilitate closer observation. After

covering a few Trotskyist meetings with Sasha, I learned fKOT
an authoritative source that we we&e being shadowed. The
source was Yagoda, who telephoned to warn me that Sasfaa
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would be in trooHb unlesswe two stayed away from such meet-

ings.

10 the spring of 1927 die Rights gained unexpected strength.

It came from die cooatryside, where millions of peasants went

on strike in retaliation for the ravages ofGPU execution squads.

As ifby tacit agreement they refused to go into the fields unless

the gwemmeiit called a halt to repression and supplied them

wMi rural essentials. At the same rime the peasants overwhelmed

tfaeir sons in the Red Army with letters of woe and protest.

Tilings reached a pass where even War Commissar Voroshilov,

a henchman of Stalin, felt compelled to read many of those let-

ters before the Politburo.

More than ever now the Rights were concerned not only
with freedom within the ruling party but also with basic human

lights for the whole country. They renewed their demand that

Stalin put an end to this new wave of terror and were successful

m compelling k sooner than he wished. Moreover, at both the

April and Jiily meetings of the Central Committee they de-

maiMied and secured a full and frank debate on all the issues

then facing the country. Of still greater importance was Stalin's

yielding to a demand by Rykov to publicize the proceedings.
Tlti^ everybody knew that at both meetings delegates from in-

dustrial districts reminded the leaders that while Russia was

preparing to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the Revolution,

many Soviet workers were still living in vermin-infested bar-

racks where the allotted living space for each worker was
"about the size of a coffin."

At die April session of die Central Committee, Health Com-
inissar Semashko told the delegates that Russia's nine million

shekerless children were a "living reproach to its conscience."

At die same conference Lenin'swidow Krupskaya revealed that

most of these children were no longer the heritage of die civil

war but came from homes ravaged by the GPU.
Ryazanov, the widely respected head of the Marx and Engels

Institute, stunned the delegates by saying: "There are certain

categories of Soviet workers whose wages are 1 10 per cent
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above their prerevoiutionary earnings, yet they live too per
cent below the level of existence that can be called human."

Dzerzhinsky, founder of the GPU, told the delegates: "When
I look at our Apparat, as well as at our incredible bureaucracy, I

am literally horrified." But he also denounced the Trotskyists,

saying that their chief concern in the midst of this widespread

misery was to intrigue for power. He bitterly attacked Trot-

sky's demand for a higher tax levy on the peasants.

"True," he said, "our hundred million peasants have saved

four hundred million rubles four rubles apiece and with this

Comrade Trotsky proposes to build a Soviet industry!"
Towards the end of his speech the founder of the Qieka

warmed up to the point of threatening the opposition with shot

and shell. It was his last public appearance. He died immedi-

ately after leaving the platform.

Stalin went into temporary seclusion after Dzerzhinsky
f
s

death. He kept his peace for the rest of that summer. But early
in the autumn he hit on a clever diversion. Without any pre-

liminaries, he announced a "popular proletarian debate on Trot-

skyism." By way of refuting the charge of a one-man dictator-

ship, he let it be known that the Soviet workers would actually
decide the issue in their resolutions to be adopted at each meet-

ing. It was a clever move, one to which the Rights, as champions
of Soviet democracy, could take no exception.
The announcement of the debate was followed up with a

campaign of renewed slander in the press, calculated to goad
the rebels into appearing before hostile, indifferent, or terror-

ized crowds to answer the charges.

Many of Trotsky's friends advised him to stay away from

these meetings. But provocstzwrs were on hand to urge him to

lay his case before the "proletarian tribunal of last resort." Un-

heeding friendly counsel, Trotsky and his followers walked

into the trap. They fomxl that the "tribunal of last resort" was

a gang of Stalin's roughnecks determined that they should not

be heard. Everywhere thei^appearaece on platfonmwas greet-
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ed with yelk, catcalls, and riots skillfully engineered by men
from the Apparat who, under instructions from the Secretary,

raced from haH to hall and from factory to factory.

After a week of this "proletarian debate," all Moscow knew
that the Trotskyism wore near the end of their rope. Nowhere

had any of them got a chance to speak his mind. Everywhere

they had been yelled at, yanked, and pushed off the platform.

Everywhere flying wedges from the Apparat had been busy

brtaking tip meetings.
The majority of workers, having lived through years of ter-

ror, were in nomood to defend the rebels. A temporary increase

in radons coupled with a promise of better living quarters lulled

most of them into a state of apathy. The Trotskyists* long-
winded Mandan arguments fell on deaf ears.

At a meeting in the factory "Red October," I saw Trotsky
hissed, spat at, and all bat kicked off the very platform where

be had oiice been hailed as savior of the Revolution. Watching
this revolutionary leader humiliated and helpless, I recalled the

scene of his triumph at the Moscow soviet. The ovation he had

received the previous summer seemed now like a dream. In less

than a year the hero of the people had become an object of pity.

Thanks to his errors and to the astuteness of his enemy, his pres-

tige was destroyed.
The riots in Soviet factories, though provoked by Stalinist

gangsters, were used as a pretext to suppress the opposition.

Larin, one of Statin's chief spokesmen, openly warned them
that unless they submitted to party discipline the issue would
be settled with machine guns. The Rights were worried. In

an effort to prevent bloodshed, Yenukidze, Rykov, Bukharin,

Torasky, and others made desperate efforts to arrive at an un-

derstanding with Trotsky, but for ethical reasons they were

unwilling to deal with Zinoviev and Kamenev. Resentful of this

insult to his unprincipled friends, Trotsky took another long

step on the road to ruin. He decided to negotiate directly with

Statin, whose emissaries assured him that he and the other lead-

ersof the opposition would be dealt with "humanely." The first
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seeds of an intrigue against the Rights were planted at these

unholy peace talks between the blind fanatics and the unprin-

cipled schemers.

As a consequence, in the beginning of 1927 it began to look

as though strife within the party was a thing of the
past. Offi-

cially there was peace on Soviet earth and contentment in the

Apparat. But as the year advanced, it became increasingly evi-

dent that this hastily patched up Tfmriage de com^enmce was no

cure for Russia's deperately sick economy. In the tenth year of

the Revolution, Russia's prerevolutionary reserves were almost

gone and its industry was reaching the point of exhaustion. The
situation in the countryside was going from bad to worse. After

a brief lull in the terror, there was renewed agitation against the

"murderous kulaks," who as if by common agreement resumed

the massacre of village correspondents also of officials sent to

the country to "buy" grain at arbitrary prices for the araiy and

for industrial workers. It was a repetition of die previous year's

troubles, but on a much larger scale. Soon the shortage of food

was felt in Moscow's barracks and factories. And again, as in

every crisis, the city seethed with rumors of strikes and riots,

In these circumstances the Rights renewed their agitation for

wider economic and political concessions at home and abroad.

The Trotskyists, after months of adherence to their agreement
to "behave," became restive again. Always on the alert forsome
weak spot in Stalin's armor, they were quick to exploit his high-
handed policy in China which resulted in the massacre of many
Chinese Communists. On that occasion they succeeded in cir-

culating an anti-Stalinist protest signed by eiglity-tfaree leading
Bolsheviks. It began to look again as though they might reach

out for power. Their steadily mounting volume of illegal print-

ing, coupled with a temporary silence of the Apparat, gave rise

to rumors of a newly forged anti-Stalinist bloc which included

the Rights. At the Fordgn Office there was guarded talk o
"tremendous" developments in the making. Rykov and Yenn-
kidze would neither confirm nor deny the rumors, but their

mood seemed to have improved since the end of winter. It
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looked as though Scalin, blinded by an excess of power, had

made some fatal mistake and was about to pay the penalty.

At that time two events put an abrupt end to all such hopes.

la May 1927 the British Government, after raiding the Soviet

Tilde Delegation in London, broke off diplomatic relations

wMt the Soviet Union. Shortly thereafter Warsaw flashed the

aews of the assassination of the Soviet Ambassador Voykov.
Wkfain a day the Apparat was hard at work whipping up a war

scam Wkh his inborn taste for terror, Stalin began by execut-

ing twenty former aristocrats, including old Prince Dolgoru-
kov. All of them were mere shadows of a dead past. Few Mus-

covites had any doubt about their innocence. But their execu-

tion touched off one of those chain reactions to which Russia

had become accustomed under Stalin. The capital rocked with

rumors of wholesale arrests and administrative executions. At
die same time there was persistent calk that the murder in War-
saw had been planned in Moscow. It was the timing of it that

gave rise to these rumors. The trilling of the ambassador came

just in time to prevent a showdown with Stalin. For weeks pre-

ceding Voykov's death Stalin had been on the defensive, but

die next day he had the Soviet capital in a state of total panic
and was loudly accusing Trotsky and his followers of treason.

Whatever progress may have been made in forging an anti-

Stalinist front was thus wiped out overnight.

During the preceding lull in party strife I had discussed the

situation with Yagoda. Like others at the top, he believed that

"radical adjustments" in the Apparat were imminent. But the

day after the murder of Voykov he was a changed man. He
drank heavily and seemed anxious to avoid all talk about the

event. Earlier in the evening I had visited the Literary dub
where pro-Trotskyist sentiment ran high at the time. It was
there that rumors of the Apparat's connection with the Voy-
kov murder first reached me. I told Yagoda what I had heard

and saw his face tighten. He leaned close, saying: "Vladimir

Isakovich, as a friend I must advise you to avoid all such talk.

The way things look to me, we are on the verge of war." This
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was the new line, then: WAR! What could be more timely
than a wave of terror based on the assassination of a Soviet Am-
bassador and the threat of foreign attack.

Now Stalin devised new methods to convince the country of

its imminent peril.
One of them was Cheka raids on trains, boats,

and other means of conveyance. On my way to Leningrad one

night I was witness to what the chief conductor called a "rou-

tine checkup" a proceeding that left hundreds of men and

women frantic with fear. An hour out of Moscow the train

was stopped and boarded by a detachment of officers, soldiers,

and armed civilians. They went through the coaches, ordering

people off their bunks and subjecting everyone to a search of

wearing apparel and baggage. Many of the passengers had no

identity papers. They were removed from the train and placed
under arrest in a roped-off space on the platform.
For some time I stood at the window of my compartment

watching this procedure. Children were in terror, their mothers

hysterical. Men pleaded in vain to be allowed to proceed with

the train. There was no violence; just machinelike obedience of

soldiers to their commander.

The conductor, who had taken my Foreign Office credential,

came to inform me that he had shown it to the officer in charge
of the raid and that everything was in order. A few minutes

later he returned with the officer, a tall man armed with a long
curved sword and a big Browning. The man saluted with a

friendly smile and hastened to assure me that he had no inten-

tion of searchingmy baggage. "But I must share your compart-

ment," he added. "The conductor tells me there is no other

vacancy in the wagon-lit. I ain going to Leningrad."
I was strongly tempted to ask: "Why not take one of the

many bunks left vacant by those youVe arrested?" But one

look at his side weapons and I stepped aside to let him in.

He unbuckled his belt, unbuttoned his tunic, and rang for

the waiter. "Vodka and zakuski!" he ordered, "and bring two

plates and glasses." It was an implied invitation to a party, an

invitation, moreover, which I could not refuse without offense
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to a heavily armed Chekist. We sat up nibbling and drinking

for hoars. The Chekist disliked his job and said he had had

enough of it. The raid on the train had come to him as a sur-

prise;
it was carried out on direct orders from the secretariat

of the party,

"$*> we are in for another war/
7

he said, "and we just go

tfaroiigii fighting octe."

He had served on all the fronts in the civil war, had been

gravely wocmdbdi, and had been awarded the order of the Red

Banner,

"Yes, I have seen sights," he said. "It was always Russian

killing Russian- White or Red, we were of the same flesh and

blood. But (met having got into the habit of killing each other,

there was no stopping us."

The Chekist went on to tell me of an execution carried out

tinder his command. When they brought the condemned to a

clearing in the woods, he and his men were dead tired after a

sleepless night. So were the condemned. On the way over they
all diatted freely he, the privates, and those about to die. Each

one of the doomed had a last word for someone back home.

They were all smoking the few cigarettes allowed for pris-

oners.

"When we finally got to the spot," said the officer. "I pitied
the poor devils so that I had no heart to give the command. For
some time I stood there hoping they would run into the woods
and sp;are me the trouble. I was really tired of this killing busi-

ness, and so were my men. I could see it in their eyes, in their

lagging step, in the manner in which they held their guns. We
all wanted to save the prisoners, but each of us feared the others.

Finally one of the prisoners stepped over and asked me to give
him a cigarette. I gave one to each man and watched diem
smoke. They took their time. I can not tell you how painful it

was to watch them cling to those butts. Yet when they were

through I gave the command. It was my last execution. And
now, it seems, we are to start all over again."

Listening to the officer, I recalled Yagoda's similar line of
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talk. None of them, it seemed, were bom killers. They were

parts of a monstrous fear-driven machine that spared no one.

On my return to Moscow I learned that nearly all Russians

suspected of contacts with the English were under arrest. Most

of them were being held in administrative custody, and some

were about to be tried for treason. Among these were the two

Pruve brothers, sons of a former millionaire industrialist who,
like the textile tycoon Morozov, had sympathized with the Bol-

sheviks before the Revolution and had spent a good part of his

fortune financing the underground. For this reason the young
Pruves felt safe with the Soviet power. Krassin, the chief finan-

cier of the bolshevik underground, was still there to attest the

good done by old Pruve to Lenin and his followers. But grati-

tude, a virtue in the early days of the Revolution, was now a

thing of the past. The Proves were accused of cotmterespioeage
for the British, and they were marked for trial before a revolu-

tionary tribunal.

About a week before the trial a friend of the younger Prave

asked me to intervene. He reminded me of the young man's

intimacy with Jimmy Mills. I remembered meeting him at

Jimmy's. He was a quiet, cultured man in his twenties, a fairly

good pianist.
He eked out a poor livelihood by playing die

piano at parries and, from time to time, at the British Embassy.
It occurred to me that Krassin would be the man to help them,

but unfortunately Krassin was away at the time. In his absence

I took the matter up with Yenukidze and Yagoda. Both said

they were helpless. The war scare seemed to have taken ttold

even here. Yagoda's only suggestion was that I talk to the prose-

cutor, whom he instructed over the telephone to receive me.

The prosecutor, an affable young man, informed me that

there were four defendants in the case: the two Prove brothers,

their brother-in-law, and a Red Army officer wbo had already
confessed selling military documents to the Proves documents

which he alleged they had delivered to tbe British military at-

tach^ in Moscow.
He offered to have the younger Prove brought to his office
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so that I might talk wkh him. I sensed an attempt to enlist my
help in secoriiig a confession. They brought in the prisoner
and left die two of us alone.

The young man assured me in tears of his innocence. "Before

God I swear to you that the accusations against me are false. I

fawe never seen this Red officer and never so much as looked

at a secret military document. For some reason they want me
and my brother to lie, bctt our minds are made up. We would

mher die than bear fate witness against ourselves and our

friends."

I listened to poor Prave as one who was bound hand and

foot might listen to the cries of a drowning man. I watched his

pale, drawn, tearstained face, unable to hold back niy own sobs,

Like the prisoner seen on niy first visit to the GPU, he became

for me a symbol of the martyred Russian people. Wkh all my
being I wanted to save him. Yet I could not bring myself to

teU him that his one chance to live was to confess and involve

others. In parting I promised to see if I could do anything with

Rykov.
1 talked to the Premier that same day, pleading the man's in-

nocence, reminding Rykov of old Pruve's generous help to

Lenin in the Tsarist underground. He promised to take the

matter up with the authorities in charge, but he added: "I hope

you realize that this war talk makes it very difficult to inter-

vene." The next day Rykov's secretary informed me that it was
a case of military espionage and that the confession of one of

the defendants (the Red Army officer) made intervention im-

possible.

Within a week the Prove brothers, their brother-in-law, and
the officer were tried before a revolutionary tribunal. The trial

began in the evening and lasted nearly all night. I was in court

from beginning to end. Most of the time was taken up with the

officer's detailed confession. The brothers denied all guilt. So
did their brother-in-law.

After brief deliberation the tribunal brought in a verdict: the

Red Army man was sentenced to two years in prison by reason

of his "confession and proletarian descent." The Pruves and
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their relative were condemned to death without the right of

appeal. They all waved to me as they were being surrounded by

guards. I waved back and saw the younger Prove in tears. Al-

ways boyish-looking, he now had the appearance of a stricken

child. With slow steps, his whole frame shaken by a paroxysm
of sobbing, he followed the officer of the guard towards an

open door in the rear of the courtroom- At the threshold he

turned and again waved to me with both hands. The guards did

not interfere. As always in Soviet courtrooms they behaved

humanely, Pruve opened his mouth and moved his lips as if try-

ing to say something. From the distance I caught only some

faint, disconnected syllables. I tried hard to make out what

the doomed man was saying. Was it a farewell to Jimmy Mills

whom he adored, orwas it a last protestation of innocence? Hie
next moment he was gone. In full view of the judges, who were

still on the platform, I broke down and wept, A deadly hush

settled over the half-empty courtroom. It reminded me of a

stage after the show when some actors still linger in the shad-

ows.

I looked at the judges, at an attendant putting out the lights,

attwo civilians on a bench. They all had the appearance of men
who understood and sympathized with the condemned. Why
was it, then? Why did these men with hearts and souls send an

inoffensive boyto his death? Again thiswhole complex situation

seemed to me like a monstrous machine which, once set in mo-

tion, could not be stopped even by those who designed md
made it. That night on my way home through Moscow's deso-

late streets I asked myself for the hundredth time; What would

die honest, cultured sympathizers with communism the world

over think if they coiild see all this with their own eyes? And
what would the founders of socialism, Marx and Engels, say if

they could rise from their graves and take a good look at the

result of a ten-year experiment with their theories? Again, as

on many previous occasons, I remembered my youthful day-
dreams of revolution and was appalled by the nightmarish ic-

ality*



Chapter

An Invitation from the Soviet

Military Counterintelligence

AN THE FALL OF 1927, 1 WAS AP-

poiafceddhief of The Assodb^ed Pi^e^ Boreas in Moscow. The

p|>0iatiiiefit
took place m Geneva, Switzerland, whither I was

simmoned to meet Kent Cooper, general manager, and Charles

8tpbeiiSQ0 Smith, then chief of the AP European Service.

At the rime of iny appointment, Reuters^ the semiofficial Brit-

ish fiews agency, owing to the recent break in Anglo-Soviet re-

lations, had withdrawn their correspondent from Moscow, In

view of this I was instructed to file all my cabled reports via

Renters, London- This meant that I represented a major part

of the Anglo-American press a journalistic post unprecedent-
ed in the HS*S.R. and of sach outstanding importance as to

command the wholesome respect of the Soviet Government.

It: ifeo commanded the keen and not-so-wholesome interest of

die Qfaeka's counterespionage service, which was always on the

lookout for men in a position to render them some unique serv-

ice. Its agents, the most dangerous and aggressive men on Lu-

bianfca, were not long in casting furtive glances inmy direction.

Before returning to Russia I had read in the Soviet press re-

newedwarnings of approaching war. Well-iafonned people in

Finance and Switzerland scoffed at the Idea of an attack on the
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ILS.S.R., but on my return to Moscow I landed In a war scare

bordering on hysteria. Even those who started the scare to fur-

ther their political ends had wound up by believing in it. Japan,

they imagined, was the enemy most likely to strike first, and

everything was being done to lessen the impact of her first blow.

On paying my respects at the Kremlin I heard both the Pre-

mier and his guests predict a Japanese move within weeks, per-

haps days. The British Tories, Rykov believed, were pressing

Tokyo to act quickly. On the way out, Yagoda, who was one

of the guests, offered to take me home in his car. Outside the

Spasky gate he suggested a ride up the Leningrad Mgjbway.
i4Some of our comrades have been anxiously awaiting your

return," he said. "They want to talk to yoo about Qgato. It is

a very delicate matter, so delicate that I told them I would radher

see you first and get your reaction."

Ogato, the rich and influential economic attach^ of the Japa-
nese Embassy in Moscow, was my close friend. We had met at

a Foreign Office reception two years back and had been inti-

mate ever since.

"What about Ogato?" I asked, alarmed at the mere mention

of his name after the war talk I had been listening to.

Yagoda hastened to assure me that there was nothing wrong
with my friend, "On the contrary," he said, "the comrades of

(Kir military branch like him, and that is why they want to see

yoo."
I looked at the Qiekist, wondering what he was up to* In ai

of our previous contacts he had been direct and outspoken. The

abrupt change in his manner was shaking, and be saw that I

noticed k. In a tone of apology, he explained that the military

counterespionage service was run by totigh men who in em-

ergencies acted independently of the GPU Collegium.
"But what has all this to do with me?" I asked.
c<

Smp!y this," said Yagoda. "Our counterespionage wants to

confuse the Japs and weaken their initial blow. The surest wsy
to do it is to sell them a fictitious Soviet mobilization plan, Aa

operation of this sort requires a proper medium. Our opera-
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lives couldn't dbubk of a better one than Ogato-Reswick. They
wanted to talk to you the moment you reached Moscow, but I

held them off. They are toegh men, accustomed to having their

way. Fraakly, I fear trouble unless I can make you understand

tto h&t is a rare chance to render a service to our country."

My reply was a resentful no. I took the occasion, besides,

to lemind Yagoda of Rykov's numerous efforts to abolish the

GPU, and I told him I shared the Premier's abhorrence for that

engine of terror, whose usefulness had come to an end with the

termination of civil war. As to the danger of war with Japan, I

told him what I had heard in Europe and quoted a recent state-

ment of Chicherin's ridiculing the very idea of such trouble in

the near future,

Yagoda took it all in his stride. "I hope Chicherin is right," he

said, and in parting begged me to keep our talk in the strictest

confidence.

A day or two later Zinaida Meyerhold Reikh telephoned to

invite me to a party. She Insisted that I come, holding out as

bak die gypsy chorus from the Podval, the best in town. Since

my first visit to the Meyerholds, their parties had come to be

known as the most charming social events in Moscow, attended

by the elite of artists, writers, residents of the Kremlin, with

the unavoidable men from Lubianka the well-known Chekists

like Yagoda and his undercover operatives. Among the celebri-

ties who rarely missed those affairs were the famous actress

Madame Knipper, Anton Chekhov's widow, and the poet

Mayakovsky. I eagerly accepted the invitation.

It was nearly two in the morning when the gypsies arrived

after their performance at the Podval. By that time the guests
were in that receptive mood for wistful tunes which only vodka

can produce. The gypsies had no sooner begun to tune their

guitars than the lights were dimmed and we all sat down to a

feast of tears and laughter. Such scenes were common at social

affairs in Moscow. But for the first time that night I saw a Rus-

sian who, though dead sober, wept just the same. Each time the

lights went on I saw thisman in an officer'suniform raise a hand-
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kerchief to his eyes. While the gypsies were singing he would

toy with his glass.
He would raise it to his lips, swallow a bit,

and pot it back on the table. It was strange behavior for a Red

Army man. Officers usually drank in large gulps, some of them

wiping their lips
with the back of their hand after each gulp.

"Who is he?" I asked Zinaida. "Aldanov,"* she whispered,

"a friend of Mayakovsky and quite talented. He has just writ-

ten a play about gypsies. He has known them since childhood."

When the gypsies were through with the first part of their

program we all went to the buffet for refreshments. There

Zinaida introduced the newcomer to her friends. As I shook

hands with him I noticed his delicate features, his thin, long

fingers. He was a handsome man in his thirties, His talk and

manner were those of a former aristocrat.

"Strange," he said, "how those songs affect me* I can never

get over a certain incident in my childhood."

And while helping himself to zakuski he told us how as a boy
he had seen peasants chop off the right arm of a gypsy caught

stealing horses. The gruesome event had occurred on his pa-
rental estate. He had known the unfortunate gypsy for some

time, having visited with his parents a neighboring camp where
he loved to hear the man sing.

"Every time I listen to gypsies," said AJdanov, "I can see niy
friend tied to a tree. A stream of blood ran from the stump of

his amputated arm. The grass beneath the tree was red/*

There was pity in the man's voice. Zinaida wiped a tear,

"I am simply burning to read your play," she saicL **I can

well imagine my role."

The party was given CHI a Thursday. Early on the following

Sunday my friend Berns and I rode out to Meyerhold's country
home twenty-eight miles from Moscow. Except in winter

I was in the habit of spending Sundays with the Meyerholds.

Together with a friend or two I would start out at sunrise, stay
most of the day, and ride back at dusk or 00 moonlit eights,

much later.

* Not to be confused with die weS-koown ooTelisc of tlie same name.
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The Meyerholds were charming hosts, and they always had

interesting company. In their country home one could meet

Lunacharsky, Karakhan, Yenukidze, Raskolnikov, onetime head

of the Art Department, and the elite of the theatrical and writ-

ing professions. But that Sunday, Zinaida had assured me, they

expected no company. It was welcome news, for after a stren-

ous week and that all-night affair, I was yearning for a rest.

Fate had other plans. Halfway to the Meyerholds we noticed

horsemen on the road ahead of us. As we came nearer I made

out three cavalry officers. They wheeled and drew up along
the road on the outskirts of a village. Aswe approached I recog-
nized one of the men. He was Aldanov. What struck me about

him was that, like his comrades, he wore the distinctive GPU
unifonn. At die Meyerhold party he had been dressed in the

plain tonic of an army officer.

Aldaoov saluted and smiled. I reined in October and faced

hioa, numb with misgivings. It somehow came to me that the

nra was fram the ccnmterespionsge, that he had come to the

patty, and was here now to take up where Yagoda had left off

on our return from the Kremlin.

Without a moment's reflection I gave October the spurs. He
reared and dashed up the road and through the village. My
friend Berns caught up with me, and for some minutes we gal-

loped through a cloud of dust. In the first flush of excitement I

thought I had given Aldanov an answer that would make him
turn back to Moscow. But presently we heard the clatter of a

galloping horse. One of Aldanov's men must have taken a short

cut, for we saw him rein in ahead of us at the other end of the

village. He blocked the road We gave up and came towards

him at a trot.

Aldanov soon caught up with us and ordered iny friend

Bems to dismount. He gave this command in a ringing voice

nor devoid of anger. After that he became his gentle self again,

smilingly suggesting that Berns "keep his comrades company"
so that he and I might converse undisturbed. He then turned to

me:
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"Please understand, comrade, that we are here under orders.

We are simply performing our duty. I have a confidential mes-

sage for you from my superiors. I know I cannot compel you to

listen if you don't want to. But in that case we shall have to take

your friend with us. These are my orders."

The sight of Berns dismounted and flanked by two Qhekists

gave me pause. I agreed to listen.

"Very well, then," said Aldanov.

He instructed his men to "entertain** my friend while we two
took a short ride. A few yards up the road he repeated Yagoda's

request.

"But I want to make it clear," he added, "that we are not

here on Comrade Yagoda's orders. If it were up to him I would
not have been sent to the Meyerhold party, and I ceminly
would not be here. The counterintelligence, as you may fcnowt

acts independently in an emergency. We have an urgMt task

to perform. Bear in mind that we are not pressing you into our

service. We are amply requesting a favor, which few friendly

foreigners here would refuse if any of them knew Ogato as yoa
do. And, whatever you decide, please remember our talk must

remain a strict secret."

I listened as one does to a burglar pointing a gun. All the time

my thoughts drifted back to Bems. A former Russian aristo-

crat, he was a perfect hostage subject to summary proceed-

ings. Though fully aware of this, and under rporal compulsion
to safeguard my friend's life, I sickened at the thought oftaking
a first step on the road to espionage. The thing to do, it seemed

to me, was to pky for time. In the back ofmy miad I was think-

ing that immediately upon my return to Moscow I would see

Yagoda. If I could get him to call off tibese hounds from my
friend, well and good. Otherwise I would appeal to Rykov. I

asked Aldanov for a chance to think it over.

"Splendid!
"
said the Chekist. "It is dearly understood, thea:

you proceed with y(Mir friend to theMeyedbolds. We return to

Moscow. We hear from you by midnight."
He wheeled abruptly and galloped back to his commies. I
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stood watching Boms mount and come towards me at a trot.

A former Red Army commander with a record of valor earned

m the crni war, he was now pale with fright. His thin
lips had

a Weidh tint, and his hands trembled so that he had difficulty in

balding die reins. He rode the rest of the way in grim silence.

Within sight of Meyerhold's home he told me that while I was

talking with Aldanov the two other Chekists had told him what

k was all about. He was under orders to stay away from theAP
until further notice.

"Now," said Berns, "you may understand why Russians are

in mortal fear of foreigners. Sooner or later we pay the price."

While listening to my friend, I was wondering whether the

thing to do was to return home immediately or keep the ap-

pointment with the Meyerholds. What I wanted at the moment
was a telephone. It would take hours to get back to Moscow
on horse. The suburban trains ran at rare intervals. From the

Meyerholds I could telephone at once. Bat it meant letting them

in on die secret a thing strictly forbidden by both Yagoda and

Aidanov. The time was short, however, and the choice lay be-

tween submission and fight. Unable to think of submission, I

deckled to ignore Aldanov's warning and fight.

At the Meyerhold's gate a new surprise awaited us. Our hosts

were gone, Zinaida's father had a message for us: his daughter
and son-in-law had been called to Moscow unexpectedly. They
had left in a hurry. Before we had time to exchange a word
on this startling development Zinaida's mother cried from the

porch:

"Why don't you foreigners leave us alone?"

"Don't mind her," said the kindly old man. "The word GPU
frightens her. Zinaida and Meyerhold have been talking GPU

We turned from the gate and made our way back to Mos-
cow. Evidently friends from Lubianka had warned the Meyer-
holds of coining trouble.

I begged Berns to corne with me. I was quite sure they would
not dare make an arrest at the AP headquarters. But my friend

would not hear of it.
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**Whatever happens," he said, "I must avoid arousing their

anger. They urged me to co-operate, and they want me to stay

away from the AP. To defy the counterintelligence is to court

death."

On the railway square, where we said good-by, I saw Boris's

tears and turned away to hide my own. Immediately on reach-

ing home I tried to contact friends over the telephone. But

"where it is thin, it tears," says the old Russian proverb. Every-
one with influence was out of town for the week end. Chi-

cherin, the only People's Commissar available, hated die GPU,
avoided it like a pest, and referred all negotiations with k to his

deputies.
I tried to get in touch with Rykov, Yagoda, Yenukidze,

Karakhan all without avail. Even their secretaries were away.
It was eight in the evening when I finally managed to contact

Rykov's secretary. He told me that the Premier was in the

country working on a report to the Council of Commissars. He
could not be disturbed. I pleaded urgency and finally persuaded

Nyesterov to meet me at the Open Air Theater. There, after

learning the facts, the secretary told me point blank; "It is a

matter on which I dare not phone Comrade Rykov. I would

rather you talk to him yourself tomorrow. All I can do in a

situation like this is to make an appointment.**
"But tomorrow may be too late."

"All the same," said Nyesterov, "I have no choice in the mat-

ter. One cannot be too careful in dealing with counlrabtelli-

gence."
Like Berns and the Meyerholds, the first assistant to the head

of the government was afraid of cotmterintelligeoce. Its very
mention sufficed to set everybody on edge.
At midnight I was back at my telephone waking for Alda-

nov's call. It came at twelve sharp, and again I asked for time.

"I will gladly grant your request," said the Qiekist, "but on
one condition."

"What is it?"

"You will give us a definite answer before the n^fat is over."

I bargained fornK>re time.
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"Please listen carefully," Aldanov said, "for t shall soon be

out of reack I repeat what I have told you. I am under orders,

and my orders are to have your decision tonight, If you prom-

ise, I shall give you a number where you can reach me. Other-

wise, the case is out of my hands."

I teamed and heard the officer hang up. My renewed efforts

m itadh him were of no avaiL

Despite eroeme fatigue after a day's riding I was wide awake.

My one remaining hope to stop Aldanov was to contact the

Vice-Commissar of the GPU, Prokofiev, who in Yagoda's ab-

sence was in charge. On numerous occasions this official had

shown himself to be a man of heart and mind. He was one of

the few surviving Chekists of the old school, a man to whom
the GPU remained a defensive weapon against the counter-

revolutionary terror. Men of this type were scrupulous in weed-

ing out the real enemy and sparing the innocent.

Dzorzhinsky, founder of the Cheka, was reputed to be the

fafiio of this group. Rumor had it that early in the Revolution

lie bad established a precedent of stern justice by ordering the

soecotk>n of a highly placed Chekist found guilty of raping an

imprisoned noblewoman. Dzerahinsky pardoned the woman,
who was nnder sentence of death. With this in mind I kept on

trying to locate Prokofiev. He had left home in the morning
and was out on urgent business. His secretary was gone, too,

but friends offered to help me find him. At two in the morning
I was still at the telephone waiting to hear from them.

The doorbell rang. I went to the door and saw Berns's par-
ents. They were both in tears. Berns was under arrest.

^The coonterintelligence," whispered Mrs. Berns. Fear

lurked in her eyes as die spoke the word. "For God's sake, do

something. They tell me ifs all up to you- You alone can save

him."

I led ho* to a chair where she became hysterical. Old Berns,

himself on the verge of collapse, tried to calm her. I had a hunch
that the parents, without knowing it, were being used in a last

effort to br^ak iny resistance. This was cocmterintelligeiice's
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final move, and It seemed to me a demonstration of weakness

rather than strength.

Obviously, both the arrest of Bems and the tears of the old

couple were meant to secure my consent before I had time to

appeal higher up. I assured my panicky guests that their son

would be free in a day or two.

"Be calm," I told them. "Those Chekists are only subordi-

nates. They are not the government. The only way you can

help me free Boris is to go home and let me get some sleep."

As they were about to leave, old Beras leaned close and whis-

pered: "They brought us in their car as far as the corner. I be-

lieve they are waiting for us."

This added bit of information turned my hunch into cer-

tainty. Plainly those Chekists were trying to bluff toe into hasty
action. The thing to do was to call their bluff.

Considerably relieved, I told the maid Manya to wake me at

eight, and stretched out on the sofa fully dressed. I saw Maaya
mm off the light and heard her walk away. Suddenly, the sound

of heavy steps came from the corridor. Someone knocked on
the door. I heard Manya say, "He is asleep," and turned on the

light in time to see two uniformed men enter the parlor. They
were Aldanov's friends. One of them, a powerfully built man,
turned to Manya who stood at the door, trembling.
"Who are you?" he asked.

"A servant."

"A servant!
"
he roared laughing, ''You look m me more lie

a mistress. But whoever you are, get the hell out of this house

and stay out,"

The giri ran in a panic. The Chekist closed the door behind

him and drew his revolver. Toying with the weapon, he canie

towards me: "Now supposing, Mr. Ukrainian American, some-

thing should happen to you right here and BOW, do you think

Washington wcmldgoto warwkfaus? The trouble with you is

you forget that you are a Russian. Nearer mind that American

passport of yours. We happen to know where you were feorat"

I did not move. 1 was umMe to utter a sound. Tufarotigti the
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years I had heard many a story of "quiet" or "home" executions

as they were called. Everywhere there was hushed talk about

assasriruitioBS masked as "suicides" or "murder by burglars."

But this couldn't be it, I reasoned, for 1 was of no use to them

dead. To carry out their Ogato-Reswick scheme I must be

afrre and kicking. I therefore decided to make use of a name

that three years back had sent two Chekists fleeing from the

Hoed Savoy. Accordingly, I told the men:

**Omtrade Yagoda was the first to broach this subject. He is

your chief, so take me to him or to his assistant Prokofiev. I will

give them my answer. Is that asking too much?"

I was astonished to note that my words fell on deaf ears.

They produced no effect whatsoever. On the contrary, the

smaller Qbeldst, who had not yet spoken, chose this moment
to drop a remark that made my heart thud like a trip hammer:

"Don't forget that anyone sharing with us a top military se-

cra: cannot live unless he is willing to co-operate."
As thfough aware of the terrible impact of his words, he hast-

ened to calm me. "Put away that gun,
77
he said to his comrade.

"That wiU get us nowhere." Then, to my great surprise and

relief, he addressed me as "tovarishch" and suggested that we
three sit down and talk things over.

"Why be stubborn, comrade," he argued. "What is it that

we want from you espionage? Of course not. You are not a

spy. You couldn't be one if you tried. That we know. All we
ask of you is a favor which any one of our foreign friends here

would gladly perform if he had your contact with the Japa-
nese Embassy."
Here it occurred to me to ask a question to which no Rus-

sian, not even a Chekist from the counter-intelligence, could

have a ready answer.

"Supposing I should be willing to do you this favor, and as-

suming that someone influential in the Apparat should at some-

future date accuse me of having sold the Japanese a genuine in-

stead of a fictitious mobilization plan, what means would there

be of establishing the truth? As a lawyer I ask you, comrades:
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Where would you or your friend Aldaoov or even Yagoda be

in the event of a frame-op? Can't you see that aE of us may some

day be charged with treason unless you give me time to discuss

this thing with Comrade Yagoda or even with men higher up
in the party?*'

My visitors gave the appearance of being stumped. They
glanced at each other as if to say: "He has something there."

Then the older one took up the telephone.
"I must talk to Comrade Aldanov," he said. "Would you

mind stepping out of the room?"

I went into the parlor. A few minutes later the Gtekist came

in smiling. He was a changed man.

"Aldanov," he said, "has no objection to your consulting
with either Comrades Yagoda or Prokofiev, provided you do

it today and provided you promise not to discuss this matter

with anyone eke without his consent/'

The man held out his hand. He turned to his companion.
"Alexei, shake hands with the comrade. Let him know that we
two are only small fry. We do what we are told."

The gun-toting Chekist stepped forward, mumbling: "This

thing is too knotty for my peasant bashka (head)."

In parting, they explained that to them and Aldanov the

whole scheme had seemed simple and easy.

"After all/' said the older one, "Ogato is your friend. You see

each other almost daily. What could be simpler than for you &>

hand him a paper? But the way you figure it out, I must say

you have a head on your shoulders,"

The men were no sooner gone than I stretched out on the

sofa, boots and all, and fell asleep. On waking in broad daylight
1 heard talk in the next room and recogimed the voices of

Prokofiev and Manya. When I called, Prokofiev opened the

door and came towards me with an expression of unfeigned
sadness on his pale, wrinkled face.

"You need not go into details," he said.
tcWe have a fell ne-

port from Aldanov. He and his subordinates have been acting
under emergency orders."
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"What about Berns?
n

I asked

"Comrade Yagoda ordered Bems's release as soon as he

learned about k. He is expecting you at his office. I am sure he

can explain everything. I warned him against trouble when he

first broached this business.**

Prokofiev agreed with nie that any scheme touching on mo-

biiizarion was dynamite and should not be undertaken without

ample guarantees against some future intrigue.

"But Comrade Yagoda," he said, "is now ready to give you

every assurance in the presence of mutual friends like Rykov,
Yenukidze, or Karakhan." He glanced at the clock, reminding
me that Yagoda was waiting.

When Prokofiev began to speak I listened with pleasure. It

was good to know that Boris was free and was either back

home or on the way there. But this talk about "mobilization"

and "assurance" brought on a feeling of weariness, I was tired

of it all; tired of Moscow, of niy job, of the stark misery around

me, of the ties, hypocrisy, subterfuge, of the spineless Kremlin

liberalism, of the appalling fright that hung over Russia like a

dond obscuring the light of heaven. More than ever before I

wanted to get away. I was yearning for sunshine, for the great
clear spaces of the free world. And while Prokofiev's words

were sounding in my ears I thought of but one thing an exit

visa. I wanted one before the day was over,and I let himknow it.

"Yagoda can wait," I said. "I don't care to see either him or

anyone else in Moscow. You have been kind to me in the past.

Do me one more kindness. Help me getmy visa quickly. I want
to leave Moscow on the first train out."

tc
ln that I can be of little help," Prokofiev answered He held

out his hand and left at once.

Half an hour later I was at the Visa Department of the For-

eigfa Office, pleading with Frankel, head of the bureau, for an

outgoing visa. Frankel reminded me of the GPU rule that made
it impossible for any foreigner to leave the U.&SJL in less than

forty-eight hours from the time of application.

Again the GPU!
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Frankel promised to do his best, but I knew he would be help-
less in a case of this kind. Surely the GPU was not going to

rush my departure now. Unfortunately, they had a perfectly

legal excuse to hold me- 1 was filing my application on Novem-
ber 6 the very eve of the tenth anniversary of the Revolution.

In my hectic state I forgot all about the great festivities, prepa-
rations for which had been going on for months. On my way
back from the Foreign Office I noticed the flags and streamers.

At the AP, I found a number of cards. They were invitations

to a gala performance of the ballet; to a meeting at the House

of Columns to be addressed by leaders of the party and govern-

ment, and to a Foreign Office reception. There were also tele-

phone messages from Rykov's secretary aed rom die Press De-

partment. I assigned my assistants to cover whatever had to be

covered that evening, as well as the parade <m the following

day, and ignored the messages. I was in thought already far

away from Russia. My one regret was that I must leave dear

friends forever. Above, all I missed Boris. According to Proko-

fiev he was already free. His failure to turn up was understand-

able. It would take him days, I thought, perhaps weeks to get
over the shock. He had no telephone. A visit to his home might

upset his parents. Hie mere sight of a foreigner a day after hfe

arrest was likely to arouse relatives and neighbors. It remained

to wait for his call. He came later in the day. Manya, who was

very fond of my friend, saw him throcigfa the window. She fan

to meet him, crying:
* <

Boris! Boris! He is free, free!" We em-
braced and danced for joy.

Manya brought vodka and zakuski Grisha, my daily viator

at lunch, banged away at the piano. The telephone rang, inter-

rupting our hastily improvised celebration. It was Podolsky the

censor. His voice betrayed excitement. He was waiting for me
at the Foreign (Mice. Something very big had come up. He
couldn't tell me over the phone.

"If k is in connection with coverage," I said,
te
l will send

Kotov. I am through."
I heard Podolsky say he was coining over, and fating up. Half
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an hour later be burst in osi our Ettle party. He declined to join

us, insistingdm I must come with him,

''Comrade Karakhan is waiting for you," he said "It is in

cxmaectioii wfefa an appointment at the Kremlin,"

I sat down, ufimoved by the exciting news. Podolsky did not

know what to make of it. Evidently he had no idea of my ex-

perience during the past night. All that Podolsky knew was

that: a last-minute change had been made in arrangements for

the Soviet Premier to meet the foreign press on the tenth an-

niversary of the Revolution. Instead, he was to give The Asso-

ciated Press an exclimve interview on the state of the U.S.S.R,

Thus I was faced with one of those tasks that no newsman

can shirk. The prestige of a great news organization was in-

volved. An exclo&ve interview was being offered the AP by
the head of a state on a historic occasion. Take it I must, re-

gardless of any plans to die contrary.
On our way to the Foragn Office, Podolsky told me that

Rothstein, head of the Press Department, had been busy for

days arranging the Premier's press conference. Only that mom-

ing the matter was taken out of his hands and referred to Vice-

Commissar Karakhan.

"The old man is angry," he said. "Frankly, I wonder what
could have brought this change?"

I knew the answer the moment I entered Karakhan's office.

The vice-commissar, a close friend with whom I often went

riding, led me to the window that faced the GPU across the

street.

"I know what happened," he said. "So do Comrades Rykov
and Yenukidze. Yagoda lunched with us today at the Kremlin.

He told us the whole story. Before we go any further let's get
one thing straight. You are getting this exclusive interview not

as compensation for your troubles. Comrade Rykov, as you
know, is fond of you. The question of the exclusive interview

was never even mentioned at lunch. What we did discuss was
a way to insure you and your friends against any further an-

noyance from agents of the counterintdligence. The Premier
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asked me to tell you that he is prepared to give yon such guar-
antees at dinner tonight By that time your interview wiU be

on the wires and your mind will be at ease."

At the Kremlin I found Rykov in a festive mood, He greeted

me in his usual hearty manner: "Has Karakhan made matters

clear to you?" he asked, "Can we proceed to business?"

A full hour before dinner I had the interview on the wires.

It was widely played up in the American and British press.

At dinner Rykov turned to Yagoda: 'Xjenrikh Geoigevkh,"
he said, "in the presence of Comrades Karakhan and Yenukidze,

I warn you. Henceforth I shall hold you personally accountable

for the safety and freedom of our friend here as well as of his

associates and relatives, should they ever come to Moscow/*

I looked around the table. Judging by the expression of these

men, they all seemed to have taken a grave view of the eight

incident at my home and were fully determined to protect me.

There was no doubt in my mind then that they had die power
to do it. It could not have occurred to me at that moment diat

these four men three of them high executives of a great nation

were destined within a decade to meet their death in the GPU
slaughterhouse.



Chapter i8

Trotsky in Decline

E.ROM TOE KREMLIN I WENT
straight to the Foreign Office reception for diplomats and news-

men at the Sugar Mace. My main object was to get some

advance informatkm on die Trotskyist deuKmstxation that, ac-

cording to rumor, was to take place during the tenth-anniver-

sary parade on Red Square,
Oo the previous night AP headquarters and our bureaus in

London, Paris, and Berlin had cabled for confirmation or de-

nials of the rumor. According to stories published abroad, Mos-

cow was in a state of siege.

The affair at the Morozov mansion, like most other Soviet

functions, was a gaudy display. Against the drab background
of a hungering, ragged, and prematurely freezing capital, they
loaded tables with great heaps of fresh caviar, wild game,
fish, wine, and champagne and vodka of old vintage. The guests
drank and ate amidst a clatter of

plates, bottles, clinking glasses,

and loud, swaggering talk. Among those crowding around die

buffets and rubbing shoulders with foreign diplomats and news-

men were discreetly attired
spies, provocateurs, and the usual

assortment of beautiful women forced into espionage service*

Sincere idealists like Bukharin, Rykov, and Qiicherin never

showed up at any of these functions. The only admirable fea-

ture of this one was a concert given by the Opera and the Ballet.
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Luckily the big hall was not devoid of nooks where one

could retire with friends. "Islands" we called them. In one of

these quiet alcoves I found some friends from the Ballet who
had stayed after the concert, mingling with the guests. It was

an old Tsarist custom which the bolshevik rulers were only
too glad to foOow.

Budyonny, the celebrated cavalry leader, an amateur dancer

and admirer of the ballet, joined us. He was in high spirits. After

helping himself to some vodka he offered to outdance any pro-
fessional in a Kamarinskaya. Prima Ballerina Abramova took

up the challenge. Thereupon Budyoney called over a harmon-

ica player and went into a spin, cutting a Cossack caper wkh
the ease and grace of a youngster. In the eoratement caused by
the general's dancing, amidst the laughter, applause, and yelling

for an encore, I went around in search of someone in die know
on Trotsky's demonstration plans. I found ooly guesses. It was

getting late. I decided to get some sleep so as to be on the job
before the start of the parade.
For days following that Trotskyist demonstration on Red

Square, Muscovites referred to it in terms of die old Ukrainian

proverb: "Big cloud, little rain." Early in the rooming I roamed

the city in search of the anticipated rebellion. For nearly two

hours I rode along the main roads approaching Moscow; I cir-

cled its vast girdling boulevards and scoured its suburbs* No-
where was there a sign of anything unusuaL In the suburbs the

demonstrators were forming military and civilian orfuams, bet

the maneuvering was no less orderly and methodical than in

years past. There was but one departure from custom. Oa the

Khodinka I came across a big formation of Georgian cavalry-
men dressed in their long, bullet-chested capes, armed with

spears and curved swords, and with rifles slueg over their shoul-

ders. They were a magnificent and awesome sight. Never be-

fore had Iseen these Cossacks in the Red capital I recalled some

talk about a Georgian cavalry unit which was to take part m
the parade, but this formation looked to me ike a whole di-

vision.
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I was on the Red Square half an hour early. A number of

correspondents and diplomats were already there. The place

was an anned camp. Columns of infantry stretched from the

Ivorsky gate to the Cathedral of Vassily the Blessed. A band

of six hundred was in front of Lenin's tomb.

At ten minutes to nine the little iron door in the wall directly

behind the touifa swung open, and out of the Kremlin came the

members of the Politburo and the People's Commissars. Rykov
fed, and Stalin as usual brought up the rear. The Soviet rulers

mounted the platform on top of the mausoleum and gazed calm-

ly down on the troops and on the now dense crowd of civilians

filling
the square.

At nine o'clock sharp, on the first ring of the Kremlin chimes,

War Commissar Voroshilov appeared at the open Spasky gate,

mounted on a black charger. He was approached by the com-

mander of the parade who saluted with drawn sword and fol-

lowed the War Commissar at a gallop through the shouting,

serried ranks towards the tomb. There Voroshilov dismounted,

and die parade was under way. It began with a ceremonial

infantry march and was followed by a charge of Caucasian

cavaliy. They raced past the reviewing stand at breath-taking

speed. As the clatter of horses and weapons rose to a continuing

thunder, Stalin's usual composure gave way to a demonstration

of enthusiasm never before exhibited in public. To experienced
observers his conduct seemed significant; it was a clear warning
that he was ready for a showdown with any military unit that

sided with the civilian Trotskyist demonstration. During the

turmoil caused by the racing Georgians, I noticed Krassin and

Karakhan standing a few yards to my left, and I moved over

to get their reaction.

"Stalin is not taking any chances,"' said Krassin. "He brought
them here just in case ."

Krassin was apprehensive lest some minor incident cause a

catastrophe, but Karakhan laughed and assured me I would
have nothing sensational to cable.

"On die way here," he said, "a friend told me that at least
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two Trotskyist divisions, perhaps more, are ready to march on

the Red Square, but it's all nonsense. The Rights are in foil con-

trol of the army, and they have taken measures to protect the

Trotskyists on their promise that their demonstration will be

strictly civilian. It was an all-round Leninist understanding."
Karakhan was right. Less than two hours after the beginning

of the demonstration I was able to file my story, setting forth

the paltry details of Trotsky's first public challenge to Stalin.

From a fancied rising of the proletariat it had dwindled to a

mere scuffle, barely noticed by the parading masses. This was

the story:

Shortly after the end of the military parade, a group of

Trotskyists appeared on the square, yelling, "Down with

Stalin!
"
They carried anti-Stalinist streamers which they waved

frantically. Their yells were soon drowned in die singing, baad-

music, and roar of huge columns that swept down the pavement
like a vast stream, hardly aware of the rebels. Before the Tmc-

skyists reached the reviewing stand, they were surrounded by
a group of men who pelted them with mud and tore up their

streamers. The attackers as well as the attacked were soon lost

dght of in the enormous mass that pressed forward beneath a

moving forest of red banners.

A few minutes kter another Trotskyist group emerged from

the Ivorsky gate and was again set upon by men who, judgiiig

by their quick and efficient work of demolition, had been weM
trained for the job. In a short time there was not a Trotskyist
streamer in sight. There followed two or three more brief skir-

mishes, and the rumored demonstration was over. The parade
continued all day.

Later on, a friend telephoned me that someone had fired a

bullet at Trotsky while he was riding through the streets in an

open car. The bullet glanced off the pane of the windshield.

No one was hurt, That was alL The day that was to bring out

Trotsky's followeis in massed strength passed like other Soviet

hoEdays, leaving things as they were. Beit the incident, though

trifling, gave Stalin a pretext for clinching his victory, On No-
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vember 15* eight days after the demonstration, Trotsky and

Zinoviev were expelled from the party, and their colleagues

and followers* including Kamenev, were given the final choice:

EXPULSION AND EXILE OR JOIN IN THE ATTACK
ON TROTSKY.
The next day there occurred in Moscow a tragedy that shook

the eapkal and sparked a spontaneous anti-Stalinist outbreak.

Adolf Joffe, one of the founders of bolshevism and Lenin's

first ambassador to Germany and Japan, committed suicide. In

a letter addressed to Trotsky he stated that his act was a protest

against Stalinism. He admonished Trotsky and his friends to

stand firm as Lenin had done and never compromise in the face

of adversity. The contents of the note were made known in

thousands of pamphlets, drawing a tremendous crowd to the

funeral.

From the Foreign Office, where the body ky in state, I fol-

kwed the bier to Novodyevichy Cemetery, walking behind

Trotsky, whose whole frame seemed to have shrunk since I last

saw him. His face was as ashen as the sky overhead. His eyes
had tost their bright gleam. He walked behind the coffin with

bowed head. Among those in the van of the cortege were Ye-

nulddze and Yagoda.
The long march on foot passed without incident. But at the

main gate to the cemetery, the Chekist Byelinky forbade any
mourners except the family to enter. By that time Trotsky was
in a state bordering on collapse. He leaned heavily on the arms

of comrades, a silent witness to a riotous scene. Several men
who tried to push their way past Byelinky were hit with rifle

butts and lay bleeding in the snow. Karl Radek was among the

first casualties.

Yeoukidze and Yagoda came on the run. They ordered Bye-

linky to let the people pass. Inside the gate I saw GPU riflemen

mount the stone fence around the burial place.
At die open grave there was tense silence. Trotsky and his

friends stood over the coffin with bowed heads. No one spoke,
No one weptnot even the widow who stood next to Trotsky,
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unveiled, dry-eyed, seemingly too stunned for tears. Then, as

they lifted the scarlet-draped casket over the
pit, there came

from the crowd a spontaneous roar;
u
Doloy Staling (Down

with Stalin! ) Instantly, the whole vast cemetery was in the grip
of a mass passion. The cry rose to the low-hanging clouds and

echoed in the suburbs beyond. Yenukidze jumped on the fence

and waved frantically to the shouting crowd as the soldiers

lined up along the fence and took aim. This grim warning, far

from quieting the people, seemed to spur them to greater vehe-

mence. As if eager to die on the spot, they defied the Giekists

with repeated cries of "Down with Stalin!" Seemingly ia fear

lest Yagoda give the order to shoot, Yenukidze stepped in fr&fflt

of him, waving to Trotsky and urging him to speak. Trotsky

straightened up and raised both arms in a plea for silence. The

response was instantaneous. In a few moments the clamor died

down, giving way to suspense. People strained their eais in mi

effort to hear Trotsky, whose usually ringing voice was hardy
audible. The great orator's few words sounded as hollow as If

coming from the still open grave. His magnetism was gone with

his glory. He was a beaten man. But though barely audible even

to those standing near, his speech served the purpose of calm-

ing the crowd.

I went from the cemetery directly to the Foreign Office

where I wrote a full account of the funeral.

**You may hold it for future reference," said the censor. **I

have my instructions. You can write on this subject no mone

than that Joffe died and was buried today in Novodyevkrhy

Cemetery. You might add a biographical note."

After clearing my brief report, Podolsky became reminis-

cent. He had known JofFe intimately and regarded him as one

of the finest idealists in the party. Joffe had inherited a fortune

which in his boundless devotion to the cause he had given to

the bolshevik iHidefgiotHid movement. FJXHB Lenin down* aH

the Bolsheviks loved ami admired hkn all except Stalin. Urn

very idealism and his long record of devotion to Lmi&'s party
made S^aHa-hate him. Though desperately sick and unable to
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do anything foe many months, he had been denied decent liv-

ing (piasters and had been hounded by spies.

The rumors of a Trotskyist rebellion persisted even after the

poor showing cm November y.The foreign press continued to

publish reports of grave unrest in the Soviet Union. Day after

day New York and London urged me to check on those ru-

n^Hs. To all of them the Press Department had a two-word

reply: "Without foundation!"

Towards the end of November the reports of trouble in the

provinces became so alarming that the AP cabled me to investi-

gate on the spot. According to plausible reports, a Trotskyist

army in the Ukraine had gained a number of strategic positions

and was preparing to march on Moscow. The Foreign Office,

however, despite the working arrangement with Tass, refused

to let me go. The AP had sent Charles Stephmson Smith, head

of its European service, to see Maxim Lkvinov, Russia's Vice-

Commlssar of Foreign Affairs, in Geneva. Smith urged Utvi-

nov to use his influence to lift the ban on newsmen's travel

Litvinov promised to communicate with Moscow and gave
Smith the impression that the objection to iny touring the

Ukraine had been virtually withdrawn. Thus assured, the AP
urged me to renew my application for a travel permit. I did so,

but again there was a prompt refusal. An appeal to Yagoda
brought the reply:
"The Apparat is now in full charge of the foreign press.

Write to Stalin."

But such a step, I was warned, would antagonize the Press

Department and render my work in Moscow extremely diffi-

cult, if not impossible.
On December i there occurred one of those sudden changes

characteristic of a country subject to the whims of a dictator.

Karakhan called me in for legal consultation on a matter in

which Stalin, he said, was keenly interested. He showed me
some clippings from the New York American and other Hearst

papers containing interviews allegedly given by Stalin an ob-
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vices fiction in view of his repeated refusals to be interviewed.

Karakhan wanted to know what legal action, if any, Stalin

could take against Hearst, My offhand guess was: "None, un-

less he is willing to come to New York and file a libel suit."

Hearst, I added, would like nothing better. Karakhan agreed
and went on to say that he had called me at the request of Stalin

who was anxious to have The Associated Press and Reuters

publish a denial. Feeling as I did about Stalin, I tried to dodge
the privilege. I suggested that the statement t>e given to all the

foreign correspondents.
But Karakhan insisted. Scalia, he explained, felt embarrassed

before Rykov and othercomrades at the Kremlin. Not that they
believed in the genuineness of the alleged interviews. There was

never any doubt that they were made up* But Stalia was em-

barrassed because, when first notified of them, be had ordered

the Dffily Worker in New York to publisfa a denial This was

regarded at the Kremlin as a shining example of the Secretary's

ignorance of the world outside Russia. A denial in the D&ily
Worker was worse than ineffective; it was ridiculous. Realiz-

ing his mistake, Stalin was anxious to publish a protest through
America's biggest news agency.

"But the whole American press is better still," I argued
"No," said Karakhan. **Stalin is a man of whims. He wants

to call Hearst a liar through the AP. He was so insistent on this

that I don't dare face him with a refusal."

I remarked to Karakhan that the AP was not likely to pub-
lish the denial since the Kremlin had not made good Litvinov's

promise that I should be permitted to tour the Ukraine. I called

his attention to a series of sensational articles appearing in the

New York Times, according to which a certain "General"

Leplevsky, in command of a Trotskyist army, had engaged
Stalinist troops in a major battle on the banks of die Dniester.

The river, it appeared, ran red with blood and was clogged
with bodies. The fighting centered around Tiraspol and Mo-

ghiliev. The reporter claimed that both of these cities hy m
rains.
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Our headqiiajteis having cabled these reports and having

again urged me to proceed to the Ukraine, I did not see how
the AP could be expected to do Stalin a personal favor unless

the government let me go.

Karakhan begged me to cable the denial at once, assuring me
that he wodld take the matter up with Stalin and arrange every-

thing.

I took die commissar at his word. In his presence I wrote out

the cable and let his secretary take it to die censor. A day later

1 received permission to go to the Ukraine. But it took the For-

eign Office nearly a week to arrange the technical details in-

volved in sending uncensored cables from the provinces an

unheard-of privilege in all Soviet history.

I left Moscow the second week of December. Karakhan, Ya-

goda, and Prokofiev came to die station to see me off. Ail three

assured me that my movements would be entirely free, Hie
Ukrainian authorities had been instructed to facilitate my jour-

ney and above all to let ine talk to people in all walks of life

wkfaoet interference by guides they being generally regard-
ed by die Russians as agents of the GPU. I thus felt sure that my
time would not be wasted on one of those carefully planned,

Soviet-sponsored tours on which foreigners move about in a

world as remote from reality as though they were rotating on

a vast stage crowded with actors in make-up and
artificially

shifting scenes.

In Kharkov, my first stop,
I realized that my friends in Mos-

cow were, to say the least, indulging in fantasy. There was evi^

dence right at the railway station that my tour was being con-

ducted under the auspices of the Apparat. A delegation of high

officials, civilian and military, was waiting on the platform. The

spokesman introduced himself as die "Ukrainian Commissar of

Foreign Affairs." He turned to a fur-wrapped, smiling young
man whose face seemed familiar. I had met him before but

could not recall where until he held out his hand, saying: Byel-

sky, remember?"
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I recognized his voice and the feverish gleam in his eyes. He
was the Chekist who had come aboard the U.S. destroyer that

brought me to Odessa in 1922, During the passing years I had

heard his name mentioned, always in connection with the ter-

ror. One man who never tired of talking about him was the

famous Soviet playwright Valentin Katayev, who had known

Byelsky in their school days in Odessa, Katayev's pet story was

about how his boyhood friend had saved him from execution.

Katayev, a White Army officer, was captured and brought be-

fore a revolutionary tribunal presided over by Byelsky. He was

one of a hundred-odd prisoners all condemned to death. They
were about to leave the courtroom to face a machine-gun squad
when Byelsky called out his name. "You stay here, you White

rascal! I struck a bargain with my comrades 00 the tribunaL

We will let you live if you will devote your talent to the Revo-

lution."

Ever since that night Katayev had felt grateful to Ms school-

mate but feared him nevertheless.

"In spite of his occasional good impulses," Katayev would

say,
4<

Byelsky is the most terrible killer in Russia. God help the

Russians if he is ever restored to power."
He was, in due time.

From Katayev I had also learned that Byelsky, though offi-

cially
an editorial writer on a Kharkov newspaper, was closely

connected with the central Apparat. And now this daBgerws
man was to "facilitate my hazardous travels in midwinter/* The
Ukrainian Commissar made this announcement while I was

shaking hands with the Qhekist.

The commissar informed me further that railwaymovements

in the Ukraine were slow. In some places one had to wait for

a train two or three days. From Odessa to Tiraspol I would have

to travel either by car or by sleighs, The road connecting die

two cities ran through a steppe. There were bandks in the re-

gion. It woeld be unsafe 130 proceed without an armed escort. In

every place en roroe k wotild be necessary to make new cable
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contacts, as the Rrtmacial telegraph people would not transmit

foreign press reports without permission from a properly au-

thorized official

**Tfierefore/
y

he concluded, "It is necessary to send with you
someone in authority. We couldn't think of a tetter man than

Comrade Byelsky."
From that moment until the end of my journey the Chekist

was with me day and night. In spite of ail protests and pleas for

privacy I never woke up once without seeing Byekky either in

my room or close by. He was not unpleasant. He managed in-

variably to find some excuse for his intrusions. Confronted one

day with a flat accusation of spying, he laughed heartily.

"We two have different jobs," he said. "I know you consider

me a nuisance. But please understand. I am under orders, and

my orders are to see to it that you steer clear of Trocskyists."
At Kharkov there was a long wait for the train to Odessa.

The local commissar insisted that I have lunch with him and his

friends in a near-by hotel. It turned out to be a banquet which

must have been prepared well in advance, for he led the way
into a large dining room where scores of people were waiting.

There were speeches and toasts to the "American correspond-
ent in search of a nonexistent counterrevolution." On the fol-

lowing day I saw the story headlined in the Odessa newspapers.
Tass took pains to spread the tale all over Russia. In all of this

I could see the diligent hand of the Apparat. Having at long
last granted a foreign correspondent permission to travel over

forbidden ground, they proceeded to exploit the journey as

final proof that Trotskyism was dead in die provinces as well

as in Moscow.

In Odessa I was interviewed by Soviet reporters on my im-

pressions thus far. I saw clearly now that they were using

my tour for propaganda purposes, and I told them I would
make no comment until the end of the journey.

According to plan we were to leave Odessa for Tiraspol at

dawn. Notwithstanding this, the local Apparat boys kept me
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awake at an all-night party to which they invited "General"

Lplesky-commander-in~chief1 according to the New York

Times? of the Trotskyist army. The Leplevsky they brought
to my table was a Rod Army officer of low rank who had at

one rime served under Trotsky. He admitted interest in the

Trotskyist movement but denied the stories of revolt in the

Ukrainian Red Army. Other officers present asserted that there

was no other Leplevsky on the army lists- Their story had to

be taken at face value since I had no means of checking.

My talk with the army men had no sooner ended than a bevy
of Byelsky's local admirers invaded the restaurant of Hotel Lon-

don where we were stopping. Conspicuous among the guests

were communist teen-agers wearing scarlet bandanas, They
mobbed the Chekist and overwhelmed him with kisses and yells

for "the great avenger of counterrevolutionary crimes."

Along with Byekky*s amorous admirers came a band of bala-

laika players, together with singers, dancers, and waiters bear-

ing trays of food and vodka.

I recalled that we were to leave at dawn and got up to saatch

some badly needed sleep, but Byelsky pleaded, becoming un-

expectedly familiar.

"Volodya," he said, stressing my pet name, "why not relax?

Here you are in our gay old Odessa, and all you can think of is

business. What sort of a man are you anyway? Who ever heard

of a traveler passing a loveless night in Odessa?" Thee leaning
close: "Look over these litde raspberries you can have any one

of them/'

"So you are a pimp besides," I exclaimed, annoyed inone by
his sly tone than by his suggestion.

I expected a scene, but Byelsky was impervious to insult He

merely smiled: "Pimp, Chekist it's all bourgeois nonsense. If

you really want to know the truth about me, ask your friend

Katayev. I saved him and many others."

I had heard other Chekists try to appease a troubled con-

science by balancing occasional good deeds against eoetifim!
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crime. He spoke like Yagoda and the rest. None of them ever

seemed to haw die blood of thousands of dead men on their

consciences.

The noise in the hotel made sleep impossible. We stayed up
most of the night and, as a result, left Odessa too late to reach

Tiraspol in daytime. Six of us, including the chauffeur and three

armed guards, traveled in an unheated car. We started in ten-

below-zero weather and soon ran into a blinding snowstorm.

As the cold became intense Byelsky opened a valise stocked

with vodka, salami, and black bread. There were no glasses.

Botde after bottle went the rounds of passengers and chauffeur.

No one heeded my pleas for caution.

For some time they sang to the accompaniment of a harmon-

ica. Towards evening they were all drunk. Four of hem were

fast asleep as darkness fell over the storm-swept steppe. The
chauffeur stayed awake for a while, but soon he, too, brat over

the wheel and passed out And there I was, alone in a snow-

bound wilderness, vainly kicking and slapping one after the

other of my companions. There was no response from any of

them.

For a while I sat there hoping someone would wake up and

help me arouse the rest. Then, nauseated by the foul air and

the stench of alcohol, I opened a door and stepped out into the

night.

Outside, the gale tore and shrieked, lashing the stalled vehi-

cle with fierce blasts. For a few moments I managed to hold on
to the door handle, vainly trying to discern some light, some

sign of human life. But in the howling darkness I could see little

save the swirling snow. The blizzard drove me back into the

car where the men still slept. They were as insensible to the

intense cold as to my slaps and pinching. In despair, I gave
each one of them in succession a good sock on the jaw. There
was no reaction. But for their heavy snoring they might have

been dead. At last I, too, began to be overcome by drowsiness.

I recalled stories of people freezing in sleep and tried hard to

keep awake. I remember laughing inwardly at the thought of a
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headline: "American correspondent dies in search of counter-

revolution," Then I, too, drifted off.

I must have slept for some time, for on waking I perceived a

change in the atmosphere. The wind had eased up. The snow-

fall had subsided. Through a rift in the clouds I glimpsed a soli-

tary star.

Suddenly there came strange noises from ahead of us. At first

they seemed unreal, but soon I distinguished the jingle of bells

and then the crunching of sleighs. A prolonged cry pierced the

night: "Byelsky! Oh, Comrade Byelsky!"
Then someone called my name, and I saw lanterns swinging

down the road ahead of us. As I got out of the car and yelled
back I could make out horses, sleighs, and men coming towards

us. They were a search party sent out rom Tiraspol when we
failed to show up- The leader explained that we were only two
miles from town.

It took the rescuers some time to rouse iny companiofis rom
their stupor. Two of them had to be rushed to a hospital. The

rest, including Byelsky, were brought to a hotel where we sit

around a boiling samovar hearing about CHIT narrow escape.

We reached Tiraspol on December 1 2. The eext day P?wi&r,

lm?e$ti&, and the whole Soviet press carried the news of my ar-

rival in a town allegedly destroyed in a battle with Trocsfcyfets.

After a night's sleep I set out to investigate what fighting* if

any, had occurred in the region. Despite my repeated protests

Byelsky insisted cm coming along. Determiiied to steer dear of

biased partymen and sympathizers^ Ib^an by v^tii^ adiof^

Byelsky must have been known and feared throughout the en-

tire province, for the priest, the deacon, and even tie worship-
ers refused to talk in his presence. They gave no explanation;

they amply behaved as dhoogh they were deaf and dumb. After

this experience I told Byelsky that unless he kept out of die

way I should cable the AP diat the work ooold not be done in

die presence of aGPU guide. That ultimatum worked. Byelsky

agreed to stay in the background. I Aea wait through the mar-

ket place, chatting freely with peasants and snail traders. They
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all denied Tiflotskyist fighting bet complained of frequentGPU
raids, seardies* confiscation, arrests, exiles, and executions.

Inside a synagogue, Jews in prayer shawls confirmed the

storks I bad heard outside. They denied that there had been

fighting. Many of diem uttered their denials in tones of un-

mistakable regret.

**Anything, even war," said one old man, "would be better

rfwi life under the Cheka. A couple of years ago things seemed

to have improved considerably, but now it is worse than in

wartime, much worse than under the Tsar."

Here the rabbi joined in: "Under the Tsar there would be a

pogrom once in ten or twenty years. Now our whole life is a

pogrom. Hardly a day goes by without arrests, deportations, or

executions*"

A gray-bearded Jew, wrapped in a prayer shawl, pointed to

the Torah, saying: "God is my witness. Jewish Communists

are worse than Gentiles. If a Jew has trouble with a Gentile

Obelise, he may escape; but if he falls into the hands of a Jew,
he is lost* They never hesitate to destroy their own flesh and

blood. I know of a Jewish girl Communist who married her

fathers executioner."

After a day of interviews I cabled the AP a complete report,

suggesting that further investigation would be chasing a phan-
tom.

On my way back to Moscow I stopped for a week end in

Kiev. There I learned from the Pr&vda of December 18, 1927,

that, while touring the Ukraine, I had also interviewed Joseph
Stalin. The preposterous lie was spread under a three-column

headline reading: "A Statement by Comrade Stalin." In the in-

troductory paragraph to his long statement, Stalin wrote: "In

reply to a query by representatives of the Foreign press (the

AP, the Wolff Agency, the Neue Freie Rresse) Comrade Stalin

states . . ," and he went on to tell the story about Hearst's pub-

lishing the false interviews to which Karakhan had called my
attention. He then quoted verbatim my cable denying the au-
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thenricity of those interviews and demanded to know: "Has

The Associated Press published Reswick's cable, and if not, why
not?" From Stalin's query I inferred that either the AP had ig-

nored his complaint about Hearst or the story got poor play. I

never bothered to find out and took little interest in the rest

of Stalin's long tirade. But the mendacious introduction seemed

to me astonishing. How could one in Stalin's position take such

liberties with elementary truth? He knew very well that I was

away from Moscow at the time.

On my arrival in Moscow I called Karakhan's attention to

the falsehood. He laughed atmy naivete! "After all these years,"

he said, "you seem to know very little about Stalin. Josif Vis-

sarionovich is a man of whims and red-hot anger. Whenever

he gets really angry, as he must have been with Hearst and die

AP, he doesn't bother about such trifles as truth.

"Is it a trifle for the Secretary of your party to fie in Prm?d&
7

die communist Holy of Holies?" I asked.

The <xmmissar smiled "Many things melt in the heat of an-

ger/" he said.

But other leaders took a more serious view of the incident.

Nkholai Bukharin, editor-in-chief of Pr&vda, whom I met at

Rykov's that week end, said: "When Bolsheviks lie in the inter-

est of party strategy it is the same as generals practicing decep-
tion of the enemy in wartime. The revolutionary struggle in

Russia is not ended, and there are times when we cannot afford

the luxury of naked truth, which we love nevertheless. But

Comrade Stalin is different. He has no scruples about lying for

personal ends particularly when he is mad, as he most have

been in this case. All the same, petty lies of this sort undermine

the prestige of our press and party."
The incident did not pass without a tragk sequel

<t

Sta!in,"

they say in Moscow, "never forgets and never forgives."

Shortly after eiy return from the Ukraine, Daiyetsky, head

of Tass, informed me that he v^as in trouble. Stalin, it appealed,
had ordered him to terminate the Tass cooti^ct with TTie Asso-
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dated Press. Instead of obeying blindly, Dalyetsky enlisted the

aid of GMcheriR and other notables in an effort to prevent the

loss of Moscow's best press contact abroad, Stalin gave in, but

lie did not: forget. When I saw Dalyetsky in 1934, he told me
he was shuddering to think of die price he might have to pay
for that victory in 1927. He was among the first to disappear in

the Great Purge of 1936-38.



Chapter IO

Trotsky Exiled

I.N JANUARY 1928, LEON TROTSKY
was but one of many outlaws awaiting exile. Everything was

set for one of the grimmest episodes of the Revolution. Only
the date, the place, and the problem of safeguarding the famous

prisoner from a "stray" Stalinist bullet remained in doubt.

The most I could get out of the Kremlin and Lubianka was

that the Rights on the Politburo feared the assassination of the

former War Commissar by Stalinist guards an event which

would be likely to rouse the high command arid many sokieis

of the Red Anuy. Impressed by such predictions, Stale with-

drew his objection to a proposal that the Politburo take cfaaige
of Trotsky's arrest, deportation, and safekeeping in the place
of exile. To make sure that no harm befell the demoted leader,

die Politburo named two men of unimpeachable character to

supervise the proceedings. They were Nicfaofai Bukharin and

the Vice-Commissar of the GPU, Prokofiev. It was op to them

to make all the necessary arrangements.
From the first week in January I was in daily touch with

Prokofiev, who took great pains to keep me posted. At first k
seemed to him that Trotsky, already under house arrest, would
be on his way to exile before January 10, But on the eighth of
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the month he foresaw a delay of days and perhaps weeks. This

gave me an opportunity to tackle a long-deferred assignment in

Leniiigrad.

For some rime New York had been interested in the experi-

ments of the famous Russian scientists Pavlov and Byekhterev.

My editors wanted me to visit their laboratories, talk to them,

and observe their work. Professor Byekhterev had died in the

meantime, but his experiments in group hypnotism were being
carried on by disciples. There were rumors that GPU confes-

sions were being extorted with the aid of Byekhterev's tech-

nique. Personally, I was skeptical of this. My experience with

the counterintelligence had taught me a lesson. The GPU
seemed to have no need of mysterious scientific aid when ready
at hand was the compelling instinct to save one's own life and

that of dear friends and relatives or to choose between a pain-
less end and one of unspeakable torment. Still, it was interesting
to look into the matter.

At midnight on January 10, 1 boarded a Leningrad train after

repeated promises by Prokofiev to keep me informed about

Trotsky. Prokofiev went so far as to promise me an exclusive

story.

I came to Pavlov with a letter of introduction from a Kiev

academician Professor Bravin, whom I had often met at the

home of his daughter. Professor Pavlov's eccentricities were a

favorite theme with the Bravins. My hosts and their friends

never tired of discussing the scientist's long and open defiance

of the Bolsheviks. Lenin and his Right-wing successors had

chosen to ignore Pavlov's opposition. Despite his contempt for

their regime, they let him go on with his world-famous experi-
ments. The Bravins were worried now, however, wondering
how long Stalin would tolerate the insults of an illustrious

enemy.
Pavlov had the gift of being thoroughly frank without giving

offense. On reading Bravin's letter he said:

"I will gladly show you everything we do here. But how ia

the world can your editors expect you to write intelligently on
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a subject which I have studied for decades and still don't know
much about?"

The old man shook hands with a vigor surprising for one of

his age, then he led the way through a maze of narrow corri-

dors, pointing to dogs with various complicated attachments.

After taking me through the whole laboratory, the scientist

suggested that I engage one of his assistants to write about his

research.

"As to you," he said, "I can give you scmethiag mome impor-
tant to write about. Do you know how many peopb have been

executed in Leningrad mice this Georgian became our un-

crowned Tsar? Have you any idea how many innocent people
have been shipped to Siberia in the past year? Can you guess
how many are dying of cold and hunger?"
He contrasted Russia's current plight with the glories of her

past, giving me a brilliant account of her achievefiiaits during
the nineteenth century in science, literature, and art.

"And now we aie doing nothing creative/' he exdbimed,

"absolutely nothing! What can you expect of a people chained

and gagged by a gaag of assassins? And where, for God's sake,

is the free world? Why don't we hear from it? Don't people
abroad know that a whole Russian generation is being extermi-

nated? Will they never hear our cries of pain?"
I was stuneed by the feverish glint in the old man's din eyes,

by die flaming ardor of his voice, If only our liberals could hear

him, I thought, would they go on babbling about the

On the following morning the secretary of die Byekhteaiev

Laboratory phoned to invite me to a group faypoodc seance.

"You are welcome to see CHIT work," he said, "but I must

warn you of disappointment if you expect a political experi-
ment. Most viating foreigners do. Our treatment is confined

strictly to alcoholics."

Obviously the people in charge of the institution were awaie

of die sospicion attaching to their work.

I was met at the entrance to the laboratory by the director,
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a youngish* Wding man, aad a pretty nurse. They led the way
to a whitewashed room. The patients, shabbily clad men, were

already there. They were seated on chairs, facing a small plat-

form* I counted twenty of them,

The room was unlighted and poorly ventilated. The short

witter day was drawing to a close. Through the double glazed

windows I looked out on a somber sky. A light snow shrouded

die squatting, one-story buildings of the Leningrad suburbs, A
hush was in the air. Everybody seemed drowsythe patients,

die two attendants, the charming nurse, and the doctor, who
since greeting me at the door had not uttered a word. After

taking my seat on a chair in front of the platform I, too, had

difficulty in keeping awake.

At four o'clock sharp the doctor mounted the small platform
and stood for a minute or two facing the audience in tense si-

lence. He begaa to speak in a
quiet, soothing, and yet singularly

impressive tone, addressing the patients as "comrades."

Some of the men in the front row sat up, staring at the lec-

turer with wide-open eyes. Others alongside and behind seemed

to have fallen asleep at the mere sight of the hypnotist.
As in a dream I listened to the doctor's caressing voice:

"Comrades, please look at me and through me into your past.

Recall, each of you, a happy day in childhood, a bright day of

sunshine and bliss. Forget your pain and suffering. Try to re-

member a time in spring, when you played in the sun's golden

rays, when a gentle breeze kissed your cheeks and rustled the

leaves on the trees above you and the grass beneath your feet.

How happy you were then! How sublime the world! How
good it felt to lie down on the green grass, to stretch your limbs

and listen to the murmuring brook, to the singing birds! How
gently you slept beside those clear, bubbling waters! Remem-

ber, comrades, those happy days. Forget, I beg you, the snow
and frost outside. Forget all the unhappiness of your mature

years. Forget, if only for a moment, all of your disappointments
and pains. You are now back in childhood. Sleep, comrades!
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Sleep gently! You are back again in the embrace of our mother

earth, back in her loving arms."

Struggling against an overpowering drowsiness, I heard the

hypnotist whisper: "Sleep! Sleep! Sleep!" I looked around with

some effort and saw the whole group of twenty men fast asleep

in their chairs. The doctor stepped from the pktform and went

through the lines, tilting heads, lifting arms, legs,
and leaving

them suspended in the air. No one stirred. Only heavy breath-

ing and an occasional snore disturbed the silence of the now
darkroom.

The hypnotist returned to the platform where he resumed

his lecture in a changed tone. In a commanding voice he said:

"From now on, men, each of you is completely subject tomy
will. Henceforth you will do exactly as I tell you. Remember,
I am your master, I want you to give up alcohol once and for alt

I forbid you to touch liquor. Not a ingle drop. Neither vodka,

wine, nor beer." After saying this, die doctor rapped die table

in front of him with a tiny mallet and commanded die men to

wake up. As they opened their eyes he kept on repeating his

admonition again& drink.

One by one the alcoholics left their seats and filed past the

platform on their way out. When they were gone, the doctor

turned to me: "This, sir, is all we can show you. Our statistics

prove that we cure nearly everyone we treat. Exceptions are

rare. Most of our patients give up alcohol after the first seaonce."

On January 16 two wires came from Moscow; one from my
assistant Kotov, die other from Prokofiev. KO&OV informed me
that a big crowd had demonstrated that morning at the Kazan

station on a tip-off that Trotsky was to be taken to Alma Ata.

All the newsraen had been OQ hand, but Trotsky did not appear.
Prokofiev's wire was anonymous. It mtd: "Take midnight

train. Will meet you on platform."
OB die following morning I was back in Moscow. Prokofiev

met me with die news that a train at the near-by Yaroslavtrani-
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Hal was ready to take Trotsky outside the city where his car

would be switched to a special train bound for Alma Ata.

"There is ample time," said the Chekist. "It may be hours be-

fore Lyev Davtdovich gets here."

He explained that to avoid a dangerous demonstration the

Politburo had informed Trotsky that he was to leave on the

mteenth. The news got around and brought an immense

crowd to the railway square. Meanwhile, they informed him

that he was to leave on the nineteenth, figuring that this date

also would get around. Thus they hoped to keep the public in

ignorance of the actual day set for the leader's banishment

the seventeenth.

"But here," said Prokofiev, "we ran into trouble. This morn-

ing, when our people informed Trotsky that he was to leave

today, he refused to go and locked himself in his room. Evi-

dently he wants a demonstration, I instructed my men to be

patient. They are keeping me informed by telephone. Unless

the comrade changes his mind before noon, they will bring him

bore by force. Those are my orders."

Prokofiev led the way to the buffet where he ordered break-

fa&r. There he told me that his main worry was not about Trots-

ky's "childish behavior" but about the long delay which might

give his followers time to get wind of the real plan and stage a

serious demonstration. "We have taken extraordinary precau-

tions," he said. "Railroad Square and all the streets leading to

it are heavily guarded/'
Prokofiev was calm as usual and seemed in no hurry to leave

the restaurant. Subordinates came in from time to time to report
or receive instructions. After coffee he ordered vodka. I gasped.
"At this hour?"

"At any hour," he said. "It is twenty below zero, and more-
over I clon't like this job. Who could have thought in the civil-

war days that Trotsky, of all our comrades^ would be a prisoner
on his way to exile! I can't forget the days when I served under

him at the front. What a man! And how we loved him! He
wrought miracles miracles I tell you. . . . And always with
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words . . . each word a shell, a grenade. May Comrade Stalin

onjive me, but I still think that if it had not been for Trotsky
the Tsar would be back on his throne today."
The waiter brought a pint bottle of vodka, which Prokofiev

emptied with the zest of a thirsty man helping himself to cool,

clear water. The drink, as so often happens with Russians,

brought on a wave of reminiscence and self-reproach. After the

third or fourth drink the commissar pot down the empty glass

with a bang and wiped his lips with die back of his hand.

"I am not the only one, either/' he said "Many of us IB die

party feel the same way about diis dirty business. Comrade

Bekharin, who is supposed to be in chaise, is sick in bed* Yago-
da, too, is unhappy. Yet there is nothing he, or I, or any of m
can do. Officially the Politburo is in cfaaige, but actually die

Apparat is bossing the show. All we do is obey orders/
9

An officer came to the table with a note. Prokofiev glanced
at k and got up. "Well, they are coming at last," he said, "I wisli

it were over and done with/' On die way out he told me diat

his men had been compelled to break into the room. Trotsky
had refused to go and had been carried downstairs and out to

rite car.

Outside,* the big Railway Square was an armed camp, barren

of civilian p^sseisgers and traffic, Even die drosfakys with their

aeagfaing aags and colorful drivers were gone, A solid contea

of cavalry smroimded the square, and detachments of mfaarf
stood arotaid didr stacked rifles. Madmie-gan squids ^id ar-

mored cars were stationed at all approaches* Two of tfaexa

flanked the entrance to the YaroslaT term^mL

was deserted swe for some white-aproned portexs, conductors,

and uniformed officials, who all went about their buskiess.

We had been in die terminal about ten minutes when an offi-

cer came in to report that they were bringing tte prisoner.We
were at the end ofjdhe hall, and before we bad time to readi

tfae door I heard a oosHnockM outside. Suddenly die door brost

wide opes, and a groi^i ofGPU officers esii^i^d wMi retolwis

drawn. They were fcdfowed by six ciniiaus cairyiog a man
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loosely wrapped in a fur coat. He had the appearance of a pa-
tient taken from a hospital bed. Underneath the for he had

nothing on except pajamas and socks. I looked at the pale-

bluisli, bespectacled, and sparsely bearded face. It was a grim
caricature of Trotsky's proiid visage. For some moments I was

actually in doubt as to his identity.

"A rase," I thought, "it can't be he! A cleverly made-up
actor, perhaps."

Try as I might, I could not associate this limp, piteous figure

with the man who led Russia's revolting masses in October and

forged the Soviet victory against a world in arms. But my doubt

vanished when Madame Trotsky appeared in the door. She

came in with hair disheveled, lightly clad in spite of the bitter

cold. She was leaning heavily on a man's arm. Notwithstanding
an evident effort at self-control, tears streamed down her frost-

flushed face.

Amidst the rapidly growing excitement, the noise of shuf-

fling boots, commands by officers, and shouts of response from

the soldiers, I saw a young man running down the hall. He

stopped in front of a group of porters, crying hysterically:

"Comrade workers, look, be witnesses! . . . They are carrying

away my father, Lyev Davidovich Trotsky! My father, who

gave us victory!" The boy ran farther down the hall and

stopped in front of another group: "Soviet workers, look at the

prisoner! He is Trotsky, Lyev Davidovich, my father! Why
do you stand idle? Why don't you do something? Can't you see

it is Trotsky, Trotsky, Trotsky!"
His anguished cries echoed beneath the vaulted ceiling. The

boy was plainly hysterical. He tripped, fell, and got up again:

^Comrades, see! It is Trotsky! They are taking him away!"
Prokofiev was deeply moved. "It's the younger son Lyev,"

he said, gazing sadly after him.

More painful perhaps than the boy's agony was the stolid,

unfeeling expression on the faces of the onlookers. Real or

feigned, their indifference was sickening to behold. They
watched the spectacle with the eyes of men who had come to
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a circus. Joffe's widow and another woman trailed behind die

prisoner. Both were in tears.

We followed the grim procession, led by Lyev whose cries

were becoming more and more piercing. At first the Giekists

seemed indisposed to interfere. Bat at the exit to the platform

an officer grabbed the boy by the collar and threatened him

with his fist. At that moment Trotsky's older son Sergei^ whom
I had not noticed before, came up on the run. He rushed the of-

ficer and struck him a terrific blow. He was instantly seized

and surrounded by Chekists, but Prokofiev came to his rescue.

Trotsky was loaded like baggage aboard die train. As k started,

I watched the windows for a last glimpse of the prisoner. All I

could see was the aces of soldiers gazing wistfully & the hand-

ful of followers and at the two crying women cm the platform.

My story describing the scene was held feck until the nine-

teenth, when the Soviet press announced the event, Tlianis Co

Prokofiev, mine was die only eyewitness account Though
trimmed by the censor, it retained enough color to be named by
die AP among its "outstanding stories of the year*

n



Chapter XO

Housing and Other Problems,

Including Theodore Dreiser

A. LONG NEWS LULL FOLLOWED
the exile of Trotsky. For months there was iitde to cable but

die loudly trumpeted "confessions" of his followers. That sick-

ening farce, begun by the kowtowing of Zinoviev and Kame-

nev, continued for some time. All over Russia, according to the

Soviet press, leading Trotskyists and entire groups of their fol-

lowers realized that "Comrade Stalin was right after all" and

begged forgiveness for their ideological sins. On the surface

this seemed a useless and disgusting ceremonial. But in reality

it was the important prelude to another step in Stalin's maneu-

vers to attain absolute power. Having, in mock collaboration

with the Rights, smashed his enemies on the Left, he was plan-

ning a similar strategy against the Rights. The baseness of this

maneuver was only too obvious to every intelligent observer,

but regard for intelligence no longer entered into Stalin's calcu-

lations. Fully in control now of his man-killing Apparat and his

fast-growing army of special police, he banked only on his

vicious minority at the top and their moronic followers at the

bottom. Neither the intelligentsia nor the people entered into

his calculations. He was building his power on the underworid
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With little to do now, I decided to tackle the AFs honing

problem in Moscow. For many years decent homes in the Red

capital had been few and far between. Only a handful of pow-
erful commissars, foreign diplomats, and some Nepmen could

boast of comfortable living quarters. For the population in gen-

eral, good homes, like the socialist Utopia, were attainable in

theory only. In practice it was almost impossible to find a room,

let alone an apartment. Possession of a room was bait for mar-

riage and the cause of untold pain when things went wrong be-

tween the possessor and the nuptial beneficiary. Many a dis-

carded husband or wife^ relegated to a comer of the room by
some lucky successor, had to take it or perish-

Early in the Revolution apartments wore sptt up iato rooms

with communal kitchens, baths, and lavatories. Later on, the

rooms were subdivided and the tenants confined to a coffinlike

space behind thin partitions. Still later cmte die era of "cor-

ners," when thoissands of Muscovites were compelled to po
up a cot in a nxm comer if not sleep on the floor.

With die population steadily oo the increase, worfdnginen
remained in vermin-ridden barracks located in the suburbs. In

the center k took tbe govenuBeot ten years to build a limited

number of clunky tienemeacs on top of did buildings. These,

too, soon became overcrowded and were in turn split up and

For many years die boosing shortage in Moscow had been

the cause of widespread prostitution and numerous suicides. A
city wkfa no space for legally sanctioned brothels became in due

time the world's largest center of.sexual vice, Ttiiswas brought
about by a combination of despair, lack of privacy, and indul-

gence in vodka the only means of escape from unbearable

monotony, undernourishment, shabby clothing, filth, and fear.

Unable to cope with the housing problem, many Muscovites,

taking their cue from Katayev's satire The Squaring &f the

Cwchy laughed k off through tears. One simply had to tafce it

or die, Hardly a day went by without its <piota of tragic inci-

dents, which were rarely published. Many a discarded wife or
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husband, relegated to existence ie a corner, saw in death the

only means of relief from die agony of living in the same room

with a successor in love. Bet these were exceptions. The vast

majority preferred to cling to mere life, regarding jealousy and

plain human decency as luxuries reserved for the non-Soviet

worfd.

In my own circle of friends I came to know a number of

curicms marital setups. The yoeng and beautiful ballerina Lola

Sknirnova divorced and remarried the same husband three times

within a period of six months. On visiting the couple in their

tiny room I could easily gauge their momentary marital status

by the location of their old, dilapidated screen a family heir-

loom. If the screen happened to be between their twin beds I

knew that the Smirnovas were divorced. Its removal to the wall

was a sign of remarriage. As a dancer at the Grand Theater,

Lola had the rare privilege of a room with a window and run-

ning water- Unlike some of her privileged friends, she never

took advantage of her husband when they fell out. In divorce

as in marriage she would leave him in full possession of his bed

aed never once bring home any of her admirers.

But Dyemidova, the most beautiful and least talented of the

Grand Ballet, was of different metaL Married to my friend

Yuri Fyer, symphony conductor of the Grand Theater, Dye-
midova surprised him one night by bringing home her dancing

partner whom she had married earlier in the afternoon, having
divorced Fyer in the morning. The two-minute ceremony took

pkce while the conductor was in the theater rehearsing a new
ballet. The postal card from the court announcing the divorce

would arrive a day later.

Dyernidova's hasty action was prompted by a desire to pun-
ish her spouse for failure to get her a better role in a new ballet.

On i^turning home from a late show Fyer found his bed

occupied by his much younger and more athletic successor

Smoksov, the youngest of the three dancing brothers. The

newlyweds were generous enough to offer him "a corner"

until he could find something better, but he fled in panic. It
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was two in the morning when he rang my bell. I sat op most

of that night trying to calm him, for he was on the point of

suicide. He was desperately in love. Despite his position and

influence, the ballet conductor could find no room, and I had

to put him 0p for a fortnight. The last I heard, he was back

with the newlyweds, hugging a corner.

A somewhat different housing situation developed at 23

Bobhaya Dniitrovka, the six-story apartment house into which

the AP had moved for lack of anything better. There, in a two-

room apartment on the floor above that of the AP, an influential

and seemingly happy-go-lucky party man lived with three gay

young ladies, one of them his legal wife and two his recent

divorcees. They and their friends liked to indulge in hilarious

all-night parries, which seriously interfered with my work and

made sleep difficult. The comrade answered all my oonqplaiiiis

with a standing invitation to join them.

The chairman of our house committee, a former rod estate

man, faired to intervene. My neighbor above, he said, was "too

well connected." The AP paid more in real money than the

combined rental of all the Soviet tenants in the house, yet die

committee would aot lift a finger to abate the nuisance causal

by a *%e!l--coiinected** tenant-

The gay neighbor upstairs was but one item on a long list

of complaints. Others were more serious. The AP apartment
was part of a rich man's prerevolutionary home. On the other

side of a long wide hall were three one-room apartments,
and we all dbaral a common kitchen and bath. One of the

smaller apartments was occupied by a physician on the staff

of the GPU hospital, another housed an industrial engineer af-

flicted with syphilis. The third was occupied by a beautiful

youngwoman who, with the whole city in rags, managed some-

how to dress in the latest fasfaioes. According to the physician,

who seemed to have the
u
low-<bwi*

n
oo all the residents, she

was the mistress of a powerful commissar residing elsewhere.

He was in the habit of visiting her three times a week. As a rule

die kepc to herself, steering dear of all the tenants cm either
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side of the hall This would have made her an ideal neighbor
had k not been for her habit of clinging to the one bathroom,

where she liked to sing operatic arias while the rest of us stood

in line waiting. In this case, too, remonstrance with the chair-

man of the house committee was futile. The good man was

more fearful of the mysterious commissar than of the gay

party man above me.

But all these annoyances were mere child's play compared to

Anyuta, the AP housemaid. Mills had taken over Anyuta frown

die previous owner of the apartment. She was an excellent

cook, a habitual thief, and a diligent spy with a fine record at

Lubianka. Although unable to read or write, Anyuta had an

uncanny memory for faces and behavior. Her daily reports on

my visitors wore disturbing because she was also an excellent

liar. It was chiefly due to her reports that Jimmy Mills became

persona non grata in Moscow, and in my case Yagoda had to

intervene more than once to spare me the trouble of explaining
the visits of friends and acquaintances,

Other Russian servants lookedupon spying as an odious duty,
To Anyutak was a privilege and a pleasure. Years back she had

taken literally
Lenin's admonition that "every Soviet house-

maid should learn to govern." She had managed to make herself

a power in the Moscow Servants' Union and thus held sway in

spite of the many complaints of theft lodged against her. It was

this thieving habit that finally compelled me to act.

The first thing Anyuta insisted on doing every morning was

to brush my trousers. She ignored my pleas and orders to stay

away from my clothes. Each morning, on returning from the

faadiroom, I would find Anyuta with my pants in one hand and

a brush in the other.

"But Anyuta," I would say, "why go to so much trouble

when the suit has just come back from the tailor?"

"That is all bourgeois suspicion and insult," die would cry.
"I have always brushed clothes, and you are not going to stop
me."

One miming Kotov put two hundred marked rubles into
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one ofmy pockets. He did it on the advice of a militia detective,

who stood downstairs waiting for a signal. When the pants
were properly brushed, half of the money was gone. The de-

tective searched Anyuta's room and found the one hundred

rubles. She was taken to the station, where she was disnissed

thanks to the intervention of the Servants' Union. Released

from custody, Anyuta returned to the apartment and planted
herself in the servant's room next to the kkrhen, claiming right

of po&ession by reason of long service. But that was not all. In

retaliation for her arrest she spat in Kotov's face, beat up
my housekeeper Manya, and drove her out of rihe house. I

offered Anyuta a year's severance pay cm condition that she

withdraw her objection to Manya's return, Anryeta spurned
the offer, warning that she would kill Manya if she came back*

Under the ciraimstances I decided to move at no matter what
cost,

Yagoda offered to help me. He had a list of apartments left:

vacant by victims of the terror. I told him to reserve this privi-

lege for the foreign free-lancers who wrote paeans to Moscow
for so-called liberal periodicals* For yeais they had plied their

trade as "Soviet experts" on a meager incline from abroad^

pieced out by fonnidable subsidies fFGIB the GPU, while con-

scientious staff men like William Hairy Qiamberfia, Eugene

Lyons, James Mills, and odiers remained pooriy housed. Lyons

finally got a home* but he was a locg time getting k.

After weeks of vain search 1 finally decided to take a pro-
hibitive cost one of the few Grand Hotel suites. I was all set to

move there when Zinaida Reikh called my attention to some

vacancies in two recently erected co-operative homes. TThe

buildings were three blocks apart. Zinaida and her family had

moved into one of them. The other, on Maly Palashovsky

Perenlok, was boik by a co-operative of higfily paid Soviet en-

gineers. They were in need of foreign currency for the pur-
chase of instillations unobtainable in Russia. For this reason

they had reserved two vacancies for foreigners. By paying a

tturee-year advance at the rate of $225 monthly I sectircd a lease
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cm one of them. My Japanese friend Ogato moved into the

other.

Madame Refld* did more than merely rip me off on the apart-

ment. She had it decorated by one of her talented friends and

went to Leningrad to select furniture from an auctioned-off

palace, Thanks to Zinaida, the apartment on Maly Palashovsky
became a sort of oasis -a pleasant rendezvous for artists, writers,

officials, and humble peasants whose huts I was in the habit of

visiting during my frequent rides through the countryside. In

this American bourgeois home one could find celebrities of the

Red capital rubbing shoulders with humble folk. Few com-

munist homes in Moscow proferred such simple, democratic

hospitality. Almost daily I had friends for dinner. Among the

guests were dancers, singers, and musicians from the Grand

Theater, only five blocks away. On the way from rehearsals

they would drop in for rest and refreshments. They felt free to

make themselves at home even when I was away on business.

Manya, who resumed her duties as housekeeper, enjoyed her

role as hostess and made all comers happy with her simplicity
of manner and readiness to serve.

In due time the apartment on Maly Palashovsky Pereulok

became known as the "home of the ballet." Celebrities like

Lyuba Bank, Victor Smoltsov, Gabovich, Messerer, and the

younger artists like Vasilyeva, Shmelkina, Podryezkova, and

Kuznyetsova would drop in after a performance. Occasionally

they would bring with them their friends and admirers among
Moscow's virtuosos. From time to time they would arrange
musicales with members of the Moscow Stradivarius Quartet
and with well-known pianists like Oborin. On New Year's Eve

1929 some thirty-odd artists of the ballet, opera, and theater

staged a party in my home for their benefactor Yenukidze.

Among the honored guests that evening were Madame Knip-
per, die famous star of the Art Theater and widow of Anton

Chekhov, the Meyerholds, the ballet master Tlkhondrov, and
Vice-Commissar Karakhan.

Among the Americans who enjoyed visiting my new home
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were Ivy Lee, the publicist, and Paul Cravath, the well-known

New York lawyer, who had come to Moscow on business.

Muscovites continued to avoid all social contacts with foreign

diplomats and their friends. As in former years, I had to avoid

so far as possible not only foreign diplomats but their intimates

among the correspondents. To invite them to my home would

mean losing many of my best Russian friends.

In the absence of an American Embassy in Moscow, visiting

Americans in trouble would often turn to the AP for help. My
"gratis" clientele ranged all the way from "Theodore Dreiser to

a stranded jazz band from Harlem* Hardly a week went by
without some American ringing my doorbell in search of advice

or assistance. Some caine with letters of recommendation from

friends abroad. Others were sent by Soviet officials, who never

hesitated to ask a favor of the Amerikmsky &d<&0c&t (American

kwyer) . In obedience to a lifelong urge, I cheerfully served all

comers except stranded American Communists aad "Pinks/*

My method of helping Americans in a jam was simple and

more effective than that used by accredited diplomats, My
usual approach to a ease was to ascertain whether it had a non-

political news angle. If so, all that had to be done was to write

a good, hot story and take k to Podolsky the censor. 10 nine

cases out of ten that worthy would get excited, threaten to

throw it into the waste basket, and end by pleading for time. If

die story happened to snell of scandal he would laughingly ad-

mit being caught off guard and get busy phoning superiors.
Himself a hater of bureaucracy, Podolsky used to get a kick out

of smashing through red tape. Unless the case presented excep-
tional difficulties, die authorities involved would usually com-

promise rather than face a scandal in the foreign press.

Thus, when Lu Wolfson, an American furrier married to a

Russian girl, complained to me that the GPU refused to give
his wife an exit visa, all I did was present the facts in a cable and

take it to the censor. Podolsky merely glanced at the lead and

instantly telephoned Lubiaoka, The story had enough pkjuant
details to hit the first pages of newspapers in the United States
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a cotindry whose ofEcial aloofness remained a major Soviet

problem.
The bride was Mura, daughter of an executed Tsarist officer.

The husband was a wealthy American furrier dealing with the

Soviet Fur Trust. The year before, Wulfson, after purchasing a

million dollars worth of furs, had received permission to take

his Soviet bride to New York, There, however, Amtorg re-

fused to deliver the merchandise, which in a fortnight had n^ar-

ly doubled in price. Wulfson sued in a New York court and

was awarded damages. On his return to Moscow a year later,

the Soviet Fur Trust refused to deal with him, and the GPU
denied his wife an exit visa although she was armed with a decla-

ration of intention to become an American citizen. My cable

setting forth the pertinent details was referred to the GPU
Collegium. A day later Mrs. Wulfson was permitted to leave

Russia.

Theodore Dreiser was one of a number of foreign notables

invited to the celebrations of the tenth anniversary of the Revo-

lution. The Kremlin paid all of their travel expenses, expecting,
no doubt, to reap a rich harvest of publicity. But by the time

Dreiser reached Moscow his hosts were so busy liquidating

Trotskyism that they had little time for entertaining guests. I

received a telegram from our Paris bureau informing me that

Dreiser had sent an explosive wire to a friend in Paris, threaten-

ing to leave Russia immediately in protest against shabby treat-

ment. Our people in Paris suggested that I see Dreiser and find

out what it was all about.

I found the famous novelist in one of the worst rooms of the

poorly managed Grand Hotel. He complained of the lack of

heat, a mouse in the bathtub, insects in the bedding, vile food,

an ugly female interpreterwho was a "clumsy spy," abominable

hotel service, and a cold in the head.

"But never mind all that," said he. "These are mere trifles.

The important thing is that they lured me here on false pre-
tenses. My object in coming to Moscow was to write a book on

Russia. The Soviet agents in New York assured me that I could
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see and interview the biggest men, not barring Stalin. I sold the

idea to my publishers, and here I have been shut up in this cell

for days without seeing a soul, You came here, I take it, because

I wired a friend who knows the AP crowd in Paris. Now, un-

les the Bolos live up to their promise, I shall go back to New
York at once and lambast hell out of them!"'

I urged Dreiser to go ahead, but he was reluctant. He had

heard of niy contacts in Moscow and asked whether I could

not intervene.

"Not in a diplomatic way/' I said. "The most 1 can do is write

a story with plenty of quotes* take it to the censor, and see what

happens."
Dreiser agreed. It was half-past nine in die evening. We pre-

pared the story and I took it to Podokky's home before mid-

night, figuring that be would report the matter to Qtkriierm

sometime during the night. My calculations were not amiss.

About two in the morning Qiicherin's secretary phoned saying
the commi^^r wanted to see me immediately.

Chicherin was grateful for the cable. He considered Dmser
one of the outstanding American, frieiids of Soviet Russia and

thought Moscow could ill affordm alienate Win. He telephoned
Mrs. Litvinov aad Mrs. Kantenev, getting food* ladies out of

bed at 3:00 A.M. and urging them to visit Drdser first thing in

the morning and arrange a number of interviews for him at the

Kremlin. After phoning the ladies, Qhkhemi suggested that I

invite a number of Soviet writers to meet their American col-

league. A few days later Dreiser was at my home m the com-

pany of Asseyev, Katayev, Alyoshia, Tretyakov* Erdmaii, and

other famotis Russians.

During hissray ia Moscow, Dreiser rarely missed a perform-
ance of the ballet. Oa leaving, he told mt that he considered the

Moscow Ballet tfce world's greatest achievement in scenic art.

1m the first flush of ribeir trimnpfa over Trotsky, Stain's

henchmen sooght to give Moscow tbe appearance of a gay,

happy capfeaL Accordingly, they imported a number of foreign
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attractions, Including burlesque movies from Hollywood and

a jazz band from Harlem, For many weeks the Negrityme
had been all the rage in the capital. At a Foreign Office baU the

elite danced to their music, and for ordinary folk they played
at theaters. Everywhere the handsome brunyeti were lionized

by Russian women. Before long all Moscow was gossiping
about ^Kremlin dames committing adultery with the blacks."

It was said that in one home in the Kremlin a jealous commissar

shot his wife after her rendezvous with a Negro. This report
was followed with rumors of a concerted move to expel the

band a move backed by powerful officials alarmed at the pros-

port of embarrassingly deep-hued accretions to their families.

At this point the Harlem musicians turned to the AP for
help.

They called to tell me that the authorities who had been paying
their salaries and expenses at the Grand Hotel seemed to have

vanished. As a result of this disappearing act, a routine matter

in Soviet Institutions, the manager of the hotel had threatened

the players with eviction and refused them food. I invited them

over and found them hungry and downhearted after a sleepless

night.

"We're anxious to leave this damn place," said the leader,

"but we haven't got the carfare back to New York. No pass-

ports, no money, and they tell us the guy who got us here's way
off in Siberia."

I telephoned a friend at Amtorg. He looked into the matter

and phoned back that the contract with the men was at an end.

They were entitled to railway and steamship tickets, but first

they must pay back the advances in foreign currency given
them during their stay. According to the Aintorg spokesman
the musicians had spent their money on lady friends. The men

readily admitted the charge, which didn't help any. Again, as on

previous occasions, I dashed off a cable and told Kotov to take

it to the Foreign Office. I then went with my guests to the

Grand Hotel and arranged with the manager to supply than

with food and shelter for the time being, undertaking to pay th#

bill if need be.To avoid complications I joined them for dinner.
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At the table I could not take my eyes off the trombone player.

His large, handsome mulatto face seemed familiar. I knew I had

seen him somewhere. He, too, kept staring at me.

"Where do you come from?" I asked him, finally.

"New York."

"NewYork-where?"
"Harlem."

**Seventh Avenue and i J4th Street."

"Do you know the Municipal Laundry?"

"They've been doing my laundry for years."
"And I ironed your big, stiff-bosomed shirts," I reminded

him.

He stared at me with suddenly dilated eyes. Way back in my
student days, when I ironed shirts for a Kvingf this trombonist

had been my principal "paia in the oedk." Hib shirts wane the

biggest and hardest to do, and he was so particular about has

pleais that one sultry Saturday he threatened to slash my throat

when I refused to re-pleat one of them. Now he was almost

hysterical as he recalled die incident. He begged a laughing for-

giveness, which I readily granted with a toast to good old Har-

lem. Next morning the head of the R?ess Department inforaied

me thatmy cable about the Negroes was being held upt pending
efforts by the Foreign Office to "smooth out the misunder-

standing." Before the day was over, the musicians had their

visaed passports, their fare to New York, and enough money to

cover all expenses en route.

Among those pleading for help were naturalized American

Reds and "Pinks" who had come back to Russia in the hope of

finding happiness in Scalin's paradise. The first thing they did

on arrival in Moscow was Co surrender their American pass-

ports together with their dollar savings. Their "homecoming"
was thus attended with outright loot by die Soviet Govern-

ment, for at the height of inflation the Gossbank paid than no

more than the official rate of one ruble and ninety-four kopeks

per dollar. This at a time whoa one hundred rubles wouldn't
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buy a single dollar bill OB the black market when a two-course

meal in a Moscow restaurant cost one hundred rubles.

In many cases this robbery was but a foretaste of years of

torment. Before long the re-naturalized, like all other Soviet

citizens under suspicion, had to submit to daily search on the

way out of their shops, to starvation wages, shabby clothes, ex-

istence with their families in tiny,
vermin-infested rooms if

they were lucky enough to get rooms. If not, they had to be

content with living space in suburban barracks which were not

much better than Russian cattle barns. To top it all, after years
of American freedom, these miserable repatriates were being
trailed by spies and provocateurs. They tried hard, in their de-

spair,
to leave the country. Many of them, unable to get back

their passports, came pleading to me for help. With the excep-
tion of one Bulgarian, who somehow aroused my sympathy, I

refused to lift a finger for any of them. As I listened to their

abject pleas I would recall their type back home, the warped
characters who, in their ignorance and villainy, hated every-

thing American and sang hymns to the slave state ruled by tie

GPU.



Chapter 2,1

Stalin Moves Against

the Rights

HUNDRED AND TWENTY-
eight and 1929 were perhaps the most crucial years of die

Russian Revohiticm. It wts during those years that Idealistic

Bolshevism gave way to outright gangsterism, of which

Dzhugashvili-Stalin was the center and the symbol. In those

years I had occasion to hear some of the oldest and most

esteemed BoMieviks Jieminisce on Stalin's character and his fst
his foul play with comrades while in or out of prfeoo, his ex-

pulsion from the Social Democratic Party of Tlffis, where an

undo^gitmiid revolutionary tribunal found him guilty of espio-

nage and provocateur work. The prevailing theme of conver-

sation at the Kremlin was the Secretary's everlasting intrigues,

his unquenchable thim for power, his appalliiig cruelty, and,

most dangerous of all, his innate, utterly disarming obsequious-
ness. These traits, coupled with a perfect readiness to fulfill

promises when it dkfct't interfere with his purposes, made him

no less dangerous to potential or faacied foes than to real oee&.

The more I think of those days, the deadlier seems to me the

parallel between Stalin's conduct in 1928-29 and his dealings

with Roosevelt, Churchill, and Truman at Teheran, Yalta, and
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Potsdam. Substitute Hitler for Trotsky; compare the urgent

need of liquidating nazisiB with that of ending Trotskyist op-

position; put Roosevelt, Churchill, and Truman in the roles of

the three top Rightists Rykov, Bukharin, and Tomsky; leave

Stalin as he is; and the parallel
is complete, with but one differ-

ence. On the international scene this not-too-brillknt Georgian

managed to deceive and befuddle two American Presidents and

a British Prime Minister, In Moscow he only outinaneuvered

three party comrades laboring under the constant threat of

GPU terror.

Up to about 1928 the Rights at the Kremlin had with them

not only the general staff of the army but also a vast majority
of the officers' corps as well as the soldiers, who were recruited

largely from among peasants whose cause the Rights had cham-

pioned throughout the Revolution. Even War Commissar Vo-

roshilov, though a creature of Stalin, was in no position to

challenge either the strategists at the top or the peasant mass at

die bottom of the Red Army. This weakness in his armor

Stalin had long since decided to overcome by a gradual increase

of the special GPU army which was completely in his control.

For nearly two years now this army was being forged under

pressure of such compelling events as 150 widely scattered

peasant rebellions a figure given to me by Yagoda. On Stalin's

personal orders, and on pretext of the danger involved in

sending peasant soldiers against peasant rebels, this "army of

special assignment" had been recruited largely from the millions

of "wild" children gamins who had never known the warmth
of home or parental love. The majority of the Cheka soldiers

were boys from GPU-ruined homes who had learned in their

earliest youth to steal, rob, murder, and to live the lives of ban-

dits generally.
Millions of them had been roaming over Russia's

fields, forests, and streets for years. Many of them had perished,
but those who survived were ideally suited for Stalin's schemes.

Themselves victims of appalling brutality, youngsters of this

type could easily be trained in espionage, provocateur work,
and private murder. They could be relied on to form privileged
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divisions not imUke the oprichma of Peter the Ginest an

armed force which in the seventeenth century decimated the

boyars. As long as this special army was unable to challenge the

regulars, Stalin continued to play his old game of friendly col-

laboration and even, at times, obsequiousness with the Rights.

As late as April 1928 he still pretended to be on an even footing
with them. But during the summer of that year his militarized

police reached the proportions of a formidable army, consider-

ably better equipped, better fed, and better housed than the

regular one. Fully in command of this nineteendi-cmtiiiy opri-

china, Stalin decided to attack the Rights and do than in with

their own help exactly as he had done in the Trotskyism Yet

he did not rush things. Why? Could it have been for fear of

this handful of hesitant Moderates who had time and again

yielded to his demands? In command now of a fuHy n&Iimiized

GPU, in complete control of the Soviet press, with his finger-

tips on the nerve center of every cell in the forty, what was

there to stop Stalin from making short shrift of aU opposition?

Why, after eliHiinating Trotsky, did he have to go through the

same routine of isolation, slander, arrest, capitulation, "confes-

sion," in dealing with the Rights? What was there behind his

year-long campaign against die "perils from the Right/' the

"Rightist deviation, etc.? Was k sheer sadism, a dictator's

whan, orwas there asolid reason behind these patiently gradual
tactics?

The answer to these questions is that Stalin, a superb organ-

izer, was fully aware that in his march towards dictatorship be

had readied a point where the latent forces behind the men he

attacked were more dangerous than the men, It w^as no longer
a question of Rykov, Bukhmn, or any other party leader or

group. The problem looming cm the homon was Russia's hun-

dred million peasants. It was simple enough to remove or arrest

not yet to executethe Right-wing leaders. But without than

how was one to make the peasantry co-operate in the gigantic
task of turning primitive Russia into a modern industrial nation

capable of holding its own in die capitalist world? lEIie task
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was, specifically, to make the peasant furnish the raw materials

necessary for a big industry at home and, simultaneously, to

raise exportable grain sufficient to pay for the import of foreign

industrial equipment. Stalin knew too weU that, with all its

power, his Apparat could never make the peasants co-operate.

It remained to cajole or compel the Rights into helping him in

this inhuman task. Only after failing in his efforts to secure their
;

voluntary co-operation did Stalin decide to compel it. He began
*

by staging the famous judicial farce known as the Shakhta trial

The immediate victims of this elaborate performance were

fifty-one mining engineers and technicians accused of sabotage.

But its real object was to undermine the prestige of the Rights,

to publicize the "ineptitude" of their rule, and thus to shift the

blame for Russia's ills from his followers to his adversaries. One
of Stalin's standard techniques is to charge his enemies with the

SUIB total of intrigues, crimes, and incompetence for which he

and his henchmen are responsible. With Trotsky out of the

way, he was urgently in need of new scapegoats on whom to

unload the r^ponsibility for longer working hours, dwindling
food rations, and the steady deterioration of the whole Soviet

fabric. The fifty-one engineers were of momentary signifi-

cance. Behind them stood the Right Bolsheviks who were still

the official government of Russia. Thus, without any previous

warning, there appeared in the Soviet press one day an an-

nouncement of the coming trial together with an outline of the

indictment.

After cabling a summary of the document, I examined its

legal aspects and found it to be a mixture of nonsense and fla-

grant lies. Friends among the Rights, who knew too well that

they were the real defendants in the case, informed me that the

indictment was the handiwork of Stalin and a former Meiisfae-

vik kwyer Vishinsky, now a convert to Stalinism. Only poli-
ticians with a background of insolent intrigue and utter con-

tempt for truth could have had the gall to assert that for four

long years, that is, for the duration of the Right-wing rule, So-

viet coal miners had been systematically beaten and starved
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without this fact being noticed cither by the GPU or by the

party.
The indicted engineers were accused of flooding mines, of

wrecking machinery, of stealing workers' pay, of dooming
thousands to hunger in squalid hovels, and finally of crippling
the mines and the whole Soviet industry in furtherance of a

Paris-inspired counterrevolutionary plot to overthrow the So-

viet Government. Such, briefly, was the accusation. On this

foundation they proceeded to stage a pseudo trial that dragged
on for nearly two months.

Day in and day out I sat in the House of Columns watching
the accused compete with tiidr prosecutor in an effort to prove
their own guilt-

Krylenko, the Attorney General of the Soviet Republic, did

the accusing. He played to the gallery from start to finish. A
stump speaker of die soapbox variety, he never missed a chance

to harangue the police-picked audience and draw their ap-

plause. There were rimes when some of the defendants ap-

plauded along with the cheering crowd. And never once was

the prosecutor checked either by the presiding Judge or by die

defending coansd, some of whom were celebrities of the pre-

revolntiofiary Moscow bar. Their presence, purely a matter of

form, served only to enhance the scenic effects of the spcn

daily built and artificially lighted judicial dais, which wm large

enoiigh to hold the fifty-one defendants, three judges, the

prosecutor and his staff, a dozen kwyers, half a dozm seenogr

laphers, and a large detachment of GPU guards armed with

rifles and fixed bayonets.
The presiding judge Andrei Vishinsky was a novice at: the

tinte. It was hi debut in a long series of faices in which he soon

changed his role fFEHU |udge to prosecutor.

Dining the first istennissioo, fdObwiiig die reading of die

indietnimt, one of die kwyers in the case gave roe Vlsfainsky's

case history. Before the Revolution tie bad been a shyster law-

yer with a flair for twisting legal phrases* For socne time lie was

a hanger-on in die criminal courts, defeidibg Moscow's pimps
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and thieving prostitutes. Then he joined the Social Democratic

Party and was active in their ranks until the outbreak of the

Revolution, when he disappeared and was not heard from until

the winter of 1927-28. At that time Stalin, who was always
fond of court dramatics, found himself in need of a juridical

charlatan. A canvass of what was left of the legal profession in

Moscow revealed few lawyers willing to ghost for Stalin in the

shameful Shakhta business. After a long search the Apparat
came upon Vishinsky.

In reward for his labors in preparing the ground for this first

grand-scale frame-up, Vishinsky was appointed presiding judge
at the trial. In this capacity the shoddy jurist did his utmost.

Behind the scenes he prompted the helpless defendants in act-

ing their assigned roles, while on the stage he gave them am-

ple opportunity to besmirch themselves with treason, to wal-

low in counterrevolutionary mud before a hand-picked gloat-

ing public, and to accuse themselves and their co-defendants of

unimaginable crimes.

It was at the Shakhta trial that Vishinsky first introduced

the method of so-called "direct juridical procedure," calculated

to convince those wanting to be convinced in and out of the

courtroom. A defendant would no sooner reveal some glaring
detail than Vishinsky would call on everyone involved in the

statement to face the accuser and back up his accusation, Day
after day the presiding judge was hard at work, weaving in

open court a work of clumsy fiction. As the proceedings pro-

gressed, Vishinsky seemed more and more pleased with him-

self, with his obedient performers, and with the sadistically

cheering crowd.

For about a fortnight the Stalinist jurist enjoyed smooth sail-

ing. Then, the memories of the accused began to snap, causing
wide cracks in the rising structure of the frame-up. In mo-
ments of embarrassment Vishinsky would get out from under

by declaring a recess. In due time these intermissions came to

be known as "rehearsals."

The poor memories of the accused proved to be but one of
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Vi&hinsky's troubles. Another difficulty was the refusal of all

the German defendants and of one Russian Jew to admit guilt,

The attitude of the Germans was understandable. Unlike their

defenseless Soviet colleagues, they had behind them the protec-
tion of their fatherland, which from the very beginning let it

be known that punishment of its nationals would bring swift

reprisals-
But the lone, brave Jew played havoc with the whole

show. Gurevich was his name. He was a mining engineer, aged

seventy-four. In all of that abyss of villainy aed lies Gunevicfa

remained an incarnation of truth 2nd human decency. Time
and again this individual defied Visfainsky, saying: "I have lived

my life. You can have me shot, bat you cannot make me Ik."

It was thrilling to watch the calm and fearless man. Against that

black background of infamy, Gurevich stood out as a symbol
of the ancient grandeur of his people. Before this single gallant

captive, Stalin and his brood, in all of their brutal might, seemed

helpless. Gurevich was the last defiant prisoner to appear ia an

open Soviet court. In all the Cheka frame-ups of later years

they took care to weed out all men likely to prefer death to

dishonor.

There were other outstanding Russian engineers facing the

Shakhta tribunal. Some of them were as oW as Gurevich. Yet

they gave false testimony against theiwelves and others.

"Why?" I asked people who knew them.

"Because they have wives, children," was the answer. *TTiey
lie to save their flesh and blood. Gurevich is single."

After the first month the show became tedious, the lies mo-

notonous by repetition, and the acting atrocious. I assigned an

assistant to do the rest of die coverage. Towards the end of the

trial, however, I came back to watch Kryieeko sum up. With
but an hou/s interruption for lunch, the obviously psycho-

pathic prosecutor raved from ten in die rooming until sunset.

It was a stump speech delivered by a bald-headed little man
with feverish gray eyes blazing with anger. Towards die end

of his ten-hour harangue, the prosecutor was actually foammg
at the month. After a day of serearabg platitudes, Kryteako
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took
tip

the task of citing individual guilt and recommending

penalties. By that rime he was too exhausted to speak with co-

herence. He had reached a state of frenzy where he spat words

of venom, hurling them at his victims in a fit of raving madness.

As if carried away by a lost for murder, he demanded death for

every defendant, punctuating each demand with the shriek;
u
R^mtryeir (Shooting! ) and smacking his lips as if enjoying

ia advance the sight of the anticipated carnage. The last on the

long list of defendants was a young engineer who came to his

doom dressed in the full uniform of his profession. Staring mad-

ly at the victim, Krylenko yelled: "Comrades! Judges! Look at

this beast in uniform Razstryel!
"

After an hour's recess, Vishinsky announced the verdict dic-

tated by the Apparat. It seemed surprisingly mild to those un-

aware of the meaning and ultimate purpose of the Shakhta trial

Only five of the defendants were sentenced to 'death. The rest

came off with prison terms of from five to ten years. The Ger-

mans were freed.

As the prisoners were being taken from court, I saw an old

man, one of the five about to die, smile and wave to someone in

die audience. I turned back. In a loge to the rear were relatives

of the doomed. They all wept, making the sign of the cross. The
most pitiful among them was a gray-haired old woman dressed

in mourning. She was waving a white handkerchief with one

hand while crossing herself with the other. Her bluish
lips

moved as if in silent prayer- Presently, tears gushed from her

dim eyes, streaming down her waxen, %
wrinkled face. I turned

back to the platform. It was by now almost deserted. The con-

demned and their guards were nearly all gone. But at the open

backstage door the old man still lingered. He kept waving to

the woman in mourning and blowing kisses to her. The soldier

behind him moved a step back, grounded his rifle, and stood

still with bowed head.

The movement towards the exits slowed down as people

paused to watch the lone prisoner eager to prolong his last look

at a dear face. Obviously the woman in mooming was his wife
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about to be widowed by the GPU executioner. It was an awe-

some, breath-taking spectacle. A deadly hush descended on the

hitherto noisy, marble-walled hall

On their way out people stopped to look at the old couple
on the threshold of death. All eyes were moist. Some of the

spectators wept profusely, among them not a few who but a

short while ago had cheered the sadistic prosecutor. One look

at the deathly pale old man and his wife sufficed to awaken pity
in their hearts. For some moments the whole brutal process of

terror seemed to have come to a halt. Even the Chekists watched

the heart-tearing scene in awed silence, Then the coomander
of the guard came in from outside, where a big prison van

could be seen through the open doorway. Sill smiling, die

doomed man waved once more to his wife, and die waved back

to him with an expression saying: "Good4jyt beloved* we sfaaH

soon meet,"

The Shakhta trial was but ooe detail or symptom of an ad-

vancing crisis. Other signs of a steadily deteriorating situation

were: the rapid fall of die ruble, the introduction of ration

cards, a new increase in unemployment, longer tjueaes for

bread, a hunger rice in which seven! mounted mitkiainea were

dragged off their horses aiad beaten to deatk. Yet, despite die

scarcity of food, clothing, and every other essential, the supply
of vodka was more plentiful than ever, causing an alt-erne high
in crime, debauchery, and prostitution. The Apparat, far from

fighting these evils, was making a quite obvious effort to stimu-

late the process of moral degeneration. The reason for adopt-

ing this tactic was threefold: First, Stalin, in command now of

a strong GPU army able to resist the regulars, could rdy on

demoralization rather tliaa terror in preparing the downfall of

the Rights. Second, widespread dissipation and its attendant

evils could easily be laid & the door of a ^vemiBeet whose

head wa$a wdl-kaowiidriiika:. Third, debatieliery, crime, and

piostkutkMi were convenient distractions at a time when Snalin

was about to amputate die right arm of the ruling party.
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On the surface, 'the political
orientation at the Kremlin re-

mained unchanged. Stalin proceeded, as usual, with the utmost

caution. To avoid all risk, he feigned weakness at the very mo-

ment of triumph. Right after the Shakhta trial in the summer

of 1928 he gave in to the demand of the Rights that he stop the

tsenor in the countryside, suspend the compulsory "buying" of

grab, and put an end to espionage by vilkge correspondents,

That was in August. A month later the Soviet press was ablaze

with an aH-out campaign against the "Right deviation." No one

could doubt any longer that Stalin was in full command of an

adequate army of his own. Henceforth, every man in the gov-
ernment party would be under close observation by Stalin's

spies.
As in his campaign against Trotskyists, Stalin was in com-

plete charge of the espionage conducted by his friend Ordzho-

nokidze, the mystery man of the Kremlin. A member of the

Politburo, Ordzhonokidze had for years played friend to all op-

positionists, both Left and Right. In his intimate talks with them

he had pretended to despise Stalin. On the occasion of a
split

in the Politburo, Ordzhonokidze would side with Stalin's an-

tagonists and sometimes go so far as to vote with them. But now,
as the time approached for a final showdown, it was learned

that he had left Moscow "on the advice of doctors." For years
the Rights, like the Trotskyists before them, had put their trust

in Ordzhonokidze. At this late moment they discovered that

he had been Stalin's principal provocateur, planted in the Krem-
lin for the sole purpose of keeping him informed of the doings
of his opponents.

In November 1928, after two months of preparatory propa-

ganda against the Rights, Stalin finally decided to open the at-

tack in person. In a published speech he stated to the Central

Committee of the party that the industrialization and collec-

tivization of Russia were well under way and that this was

being accomplished despite antagonism from the "Right devia-

tion." The speech had a threefold purpose: to intimidate the

Rights, to rouse the Russian youth with the spirit of battle
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for a gigantic industry aiming to "overtake and
surpass** the

capitalist nations, to stir hope in the hearts of the unscrupu-
lous, who were to supplant those on the way out.

The speech was also a signal to the press and to the Apparat
to intensify their campaign against the doomed men. As on

previous occasions, the party machine sprang into action at a

word from the boss. For another eight months the air over

Russia rang with battle cries against the "anti-Leninists on the

Right." In July 1929, Bukharin was expelled from the Execu-

tive Committee of the Third InternationaL A month later Pr&-

vda opened a personal campaign against him and his eoUeagues,

Rykov and Tomsky. In November the Soviet press branded

the Premier and his friends as "counterrevoluticmary criminals"

and demanded their drastic punishment. At this juncture Stalin

stepped in with a pose of "magnanimity." In die face of a howl-

ing demand by his mobsters for vigorous action, he merely ex-

pelled Bukharin from the Politburo and let Rykov and Tomsky
off with a reprimand. Having publicized this reprimand with-

out evoking any dangerous reaction, he gave die signal for a

new attack demanding "capitulation." This led to the daywhen

Rykov, Bukharin, and Tomsky were compelled to acknowl-

edge their mistakes publicly or "face the consequences*" It

meant a choice between self-repudiation or placing dieir fami-

lies and friends in jeopardy. Like many others caegbt in the

GPU net, the three leaders and many of their followers con-

fessed their ideological sins, thus attesting Stalin's
lordsifaip 0ver

an Apparat-dominated country.
The Sunday following Rykov's mea culp lingers in mem-

ory, I went to the Premier's for dinner and remained with him

until late that night. At three in die morning Alexei Ivanovkh

was stiU reminiscing* In his despair over the present and the

immediate future, his mind sought refuge in the past when, to-

gether with Lenin and other comrades, he had planned and

labored for a Russia redeemed from tyranny. Never a careerist,

invariably selfless, the Premier realized only too late that by
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helping Stalin fight the Trotskyist menace he had reared a mon-

ster who would plunge the country into untold misery and

build a tyranny to overshadow that of Ivan the Terrible.

"Only a year back/' Rykov sighed, "we still had the situa-

tion in hand. Even six months ago we could have forced a show-

down and won. But there was always the haunting fear of an

interparty fight turning into a civil war. And now it is too late."

Although officially still head of the Soviet Government, still

a member of the Politburo, the Premier knew that he was pow-
erless. His position was false. He wanted to get away from it all,

but now even resignation was no longer in his power. Hence-

forth he and his colleagues would have to toe the "general line."

Having publicly repented of their "sins," they were as helpless

as any other Soviet subjects in disfavor with the ruling gang.
Forlorn and desolate, Rykov speculated vainly on what might

have been had the Rights taken a different course from the very

beginning. He recalled an all-night session of the Central Com-
mittee in 1917 when he, Krassin, and others took issue wkh
Lenin on a motion to disperse the constituent assembly.

"I repeat," said Rykov, "what I have told you time and again,

The moderate Bolsheviks supported the October insurrection

as a preventive move against Tsarist restoration. As soon as that

danger was over we resumed the fight against our party's mo-

nopoly of power, seeing in it a new tyranny in the making."
He recalled that in the deliberations of those hectic days even

Lenin had hesitated. He, too, saw the perils of civil war loom-

ing on the horizon, but, unlike the Moderates, he believed that

a communist revolution in Germany was at hand. The corol-

lary to a German upheaval was a revolution engulfing all West-

em Europe. It took Lenin four years to recognize his mistake

officially by proclaiming his New Economic Policy. Unoffi-

cially, he admitted long before that that he had erred grievously
in banking on a quick world revolution.

The Premier recalled intimate moments with Lenin, when
the founder of bolshevism had been appalled by the horrors of

military communism and had gone so far as to concede that fear
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of its spread beyond Russia's frontiers was a powerful deter-

rent to world revolution. Thus, a onetime major revolutionary
asset had turned out to be a heavy liability*

The Krcnstadt revolt, too, had given Lenin pause, he said.

But Trotsky and Stalin failed to grasp its significance. "To both
of them," said Rykov, "freedom and democracy were counter-

revolutionary terms."

Contempt for the people, the Premier believed, explained the

shameful conduct of Trotsky's followers. Barely three months

after their leader's exile, leading Tro*&kyists in exile were nego-

tiating terms of surrender with Stalin's agents. A0d Stalin, hav-

ing made Trotsky's policy his own, was anxiotis to placate the

Trotskyists while keeping their leader in erile. This utter amo-

raiity of a certain brand of Cooaariiinoists was not new to Rykcrcr.

It all stemmed from brutal nihilism and a false philosophic con-

cept of "dialectic" an elastic term, presenting as Mtois (log--

ma the teaching that the end justifies ewry and any meam

Speaking of the "Right deviation," die Premier son&ned op
in a few memorable words the fmdameatals of the program
of the moderate Bolsheviks.

"A people hungry, in rags, and homeless cannot compete
with highly developed industrial countries like America. Our
advocates of heavy industry never tire of stressing the danger
of war and dhe necessity of preparedness. My answer to than

is: If the capitalists are really out fro destroy us they wun't wait

until we have built up our industry. On the other hand if we, m
backward people, stop pkying at world revdintkni and or-

ganize oar national life on die pattern of GOT traditional rural

mir, the capitalist world will bare mo cause to fear us. On the

contrary, itwill be to their interest to supply Russia with anus*

or even to join us if we are attacked by Japan or Germany/*
The short summer aigfatwss already gonewhenRykov drew

a sheet of paper from a drawer. It TOIS Stalin's abandoned agree-
ment to a Right-wing demand f'or a irate extension of NEP.

"Bot how cotiid one man . . ?
n
I began for the hnadboddbi

time, Tbe Premier threw op his hawk, ft was one qticstion to
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which he, like most of his colleagues, could never give a clear

answer. At times they would blame themselves. At other times

they would point to conditions which seemed beyond human

control This time Rykov, after some reflection, reduced the

whole complex cause to the paralyzing effect of widespread

espionage.

"Right now," he said, "you couldn't get together in Moscow
half a dozen men who would dare speak their minds unafraid of

provocateurs. We can't even warn Stalin for his own good.

Things have reached a pass where he is entangled in the net of

his own misdeeds. Having driven the bulk of the peasants and

workers to desperation, he is forced to proceed with his pro-

gram or face a crisis which will destroy him, With little credit

abroad, Stalin has made large-scale commitments. They will

have to be met through heavy exports from a famished land.

Unofficially, he is already going ahead with a scheme which is

likely to bring greater horrors than those of the civil war."

In less than a year Rykov's words proved to have been pro-

phetic. Three years later they paled into insignificance beside

the stark reality.

Early that summer I had frequent occasion to meet Bukharin

and Tomsky at Rykov's home. One Sunday, I found the Right
leaders in a state bordering on panic. They were discussing a

stormy meeting of the Politburo, at which Bukharin had called

Stalin a "Genghis Khan," yelling, "Comrades, I warn you he

will strangle us all."

Bukharin was a small man with a large, round, open face, a

blond, sparse beard, and an unusually wide forehead topping
a pair of blue, ever smiling eyes. They smiled even when he

was on the platform expounding Marxian learning. Bukharin's

beard and his gentle manner were typical of a Russian deacon.

He was for that reason nicknamed the "Marxian Bishop." In

everyday life this Right leader was one of those astonishingly
frank Russians who, as the saying goes, "wear their souls un-
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buttoned." To a chance acquaintance such people are apt to

blurt out their innermost secrets. How a man so frank could

have been a member of the secretive Politburo remains one of

the many Kremlin riddles.

The greatest theorist after Lenin, and his spiritual heir, Bu-

kharin was in everyday iife as naive as a child. Years before I

had seen him take his place in a long queue waiting for railway
tickets. It was unethical, he felt, to order a ticket over the tele-

phone when simple folk had to stand in line for one. A member
of the Politburo and editor-in-chief of Pr&ud&

7 Bukharin ad-

hered to a strictly proletarian line of conduct. He dressed aod

ate like a workman, lived in one room, and went about his daily

business on foot, never using an automobile unless under pres-

sure of urgent business.

Before and after Lenin's death Stalin catered to Bukharin,

rarely missing an opportunity to extol his Martian learning.

Eager to remain on good terms with his scholarly colleague, die

Georgian pretended to accept Bukharin's agrarian policy as

expressed in the latter's slogan: "Peasants, get rich!" This mot-

to, summing up the Right agrarian platform in three words, was

anathema to both Trotsky and Stalin. Yet, as loog as the Secre-

tary was in need of support from the Moderates, he went along
with this slogan, pleading a shortage of food in die army and

industrial districts in justification of hi violence in die cowfcry-
side.

On that Sunday, Bukharin told me what had happened be-

tween him and Stalin at the sesson of the Politburo. Confmuted

by Bukharin with the charge of organizing a ^countanDarolb-

tionary" army and restoring serfdom, Stalin yelled: "Liar!"

Whereupon Bukharin accused hiiH of sycophancy and appal-

ling sadism. Stalin flew into a rage, yeUmg; **Yoe lie. . . . You

say all this to arouse the whole party against me/' It was thai

that Bukharin called him a Genghis Khan* There followed a

scene which threatened to get out of hand and cooipeEed Ry-
kov, who was presiding, to cut short the deKberatio of Rus-

sia's Saishedrin.



Chapter

Horrors Attending Stalin's

First Five-Year Plan

I LAUNCHING HIS FIRST FIVE-
YearHan, Stalin aimed primarily at building a war industry. To
make any headway he had to revert to military communism,
which meant an undeclared civil war. In this war against an

aroused people, the dictator relied on the support of the youth.
With few exceptions, however, they refused in the beginning
to go against their elders, Stalin then gave the green light to his

shock brigades of "wild children," who had reached military

age.

Inflamed with savage propaganda and heavily armed, this

twentieth-century oprichina was let loose on an unarmed peo-

ple. It struck with the impact of a pitiless alien foe, invading

simultaneously the countryside and the industrial districts.

Long before the official announcement of the first Five-Year

Plan, Russia rang with the songs and wild cries of these youth-
ful shock brigades, "marching towards the socialist goal" and

"stomiing reactionary strongholds." In the villages this "storm-

ing of strongholds" meant uprooting the last vestiges of home,

family, and individual enterprise. In the cities it meant intro-

ducing a grueling sweatshop system under the slogan of "pro-
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letarian emulation." The press blared out challenges to facto-

ries, industries, and entire farm regions to "fulfill and surpass"
their quotas. The abominably housed, undernourished, ragged
workers were urged to follow the example of a certain widely

publicized Stakhanov a skilled mechanic who could outsweat

the fastest sweatshop worker. Before long it became obvious

that the ensuing spurt in production, though iajnge in individual

cases, was not general. The bulk of the workers and peasants

resented this slave-driving system and turned against the shock

brigadiers, who began to be beaten and killed in forests, fields,

and factories. After a few months of brigadfeiiBg, maay of

the youngsters lost their enthusiasm for "storming reactionary

strongholds." To rouse them again, the Apparae pnoelaraed;
"Let there be joy! Let our youth rejoice in die bidldii^ of so-

cialism!" This slogan, trumpeted in pness and from tfae plat-

form, produced unforeseen results. It gave impetus to an al-

ready widespread debauchery. From all over die ootHHiy canie

reports of unbridled revelry, riot, and crime. During the New
Year celebrations of 1928, there occurred in the envkoas of

Moscow some forty-odd murders cofiwritted at savage orgies.

The Tass bulletins brought similar news from die province.
But there was no outcry against "criminal xejokmg" as in the

days of the NEP. No ooe dared say a word against orgies spon-
sored by the Apparat. Even the highest police officiate wore

afraid to interfere with a criminal night life in which powerful

Apparatchiks set the pace.

Tverskaya, Moscow's main thorougfefare, and die boulevards

were swarming with teen-age prostitutes- In the absence of

housing space available for brothels, the girls, some of diem

mere children, plied ttteir trade CHI park fawns, in hallways, aad

in back yards* From all over the countrycame akmiiig repora
of a rapid increase in vice conpfed widt warnings against wide-

spread venereal diseases. Rapes, almost unheard of until that

summer, became daiy events* Aad everywhere vice went hand

in

No one dared utter a word against diis nationwide jamboree
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until there occurred an incident that must have shocked even

the chief instigator of it. Early one evening a group of eighteen

shock brigadiers frolicking in a Leningrad park raped a passing

fourteen-year-old girl.
She happened to be the daughter of a

highly influential Stalinist. On the following morning the whole

Soviet press was aflame with righteous anger. Under command
of the Apparat, newspapers in Moscow and Leningrad ran

front-page headlines: "Death to the Hooligans!" Previous re-

ports of rapes by brigadiers had gone unnoticed. But when the

vodka-happy "builders of socialism" struck an Apparatchik's

daughter they were promptly shot, every one of them, on the

morrow of their "joy." Even those among them who, accord-

ing to undisputed evidence, were mere eyewitnesses of the out-

rage paid the death penalty.
It was during this officially sponsored epidemic of joy that

I cabled The Associated Press an eyewitness story of a suicide

pact which revealed the powers and privileges of Stalin's par-
venu aristocracy.

One night while watching a ballet I saw two ballerinas plunge
to their death from an upper structure in the rear of the stage.

In the last act of Sleeping Beauty, in the midst of the crowded,

twilight scene which portrays the sleeping princess in her do-

main at sea, the girls jumped from high up, hitting the middle

of the darkened stage. Only those who sat near and were fa-

miliar with the plot were aware of it. Fyer, the conductor of

the orchestra, managed by frantic efforts to draw out the brass

and drums and turn a crescendo into a deafening roar. All at

once the hitherto gracefully waltzing ensemble went into a mad
whiri

I left my seat. Bending low, I tiptoed to the nearest exit.

The people were still watching the show, unaware of the trag-

edy. For some fleeting moments I thought I must be imagining

things. But out in the corridor I saw two uniformed Chekists

running towards the stage. I followed them through the open
door and into the wings. There I ran into old Alexandrovsky,

manager of die Grand Theater, whom I had met occasionally
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at Meyerhold's. Hie old man was deathly pale and trembling*
"You here!" he exclaimed, "For God's sake go away. I am

afraid of you."
While saying this he grasped my arm and held on. Then he

begged for water. I helped him to a near-by dressing room and

got back to the stage just as they rang down the curtain. There,
in the midst of panic, confusion, and much weeping, lay the

two bodies of the ballerinas in a pool of blood, their hands tied

together with ribbons.

The women wept in silence, unable or unwilling to talk, but

some of the male dancers assured me it was a ^ubide. Tbey
seemed to know or guess the motive. Vitya, a star and close

friend, suggested that I go with him to a dressing room, Tfaene

a young ballerina repeated what she had told him earlier in die

evening. Together with the suicides she had attended a party at

the home of a commissar whom she refused to name for fear of

consequences. There was much drinking and debaudheiy diar-

ing the night. Both girls were raped. They did not go home
from the party. Instead, they came to the theater wheire they
remained all day. During the intermission they told her that

they had no intention of going home that night, or ever.

I telephoned the censor to asic him what chance there was of

cabling the story. "In that version, none," was the curt reply.

But there were other versions. According to ooe of them both

girls were in love with the composer Gliere. Friends since child-

hood, they decided to die together rather than compete for

their idol's love. Even this innocuously romantic story die cen-

sor held back for a day. The suicide shook die Kremlin. Stalin

himself took pains to investigate. Weeks after I had cabled the

romantic version, Yenukidze informed me that the rape story

was true. He also told me that those responsible for the outrage

escaped with a reprimand by reason of their close contacts with

the Apparat.
The death of the two dancers before a packed theater passed

unnoticed in die Moscow press. Yet a few weeks later die So-

viet newspapers were wet with tears over the rape and alleged
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suicide of a youthful poetess who happened to be the wife of

a Georgian commissar in Stalin's intimate entourage. There

were well-founded rumors that the poetess a habitue of Mos-

cow's literary Bohemia had been hostess at a scandalous party.

According to one report die herself had provoked the "rape"
and was killed by her husband in a fit of jealousy. Again, as in

Leningrad, there was a hue and cry over the "capitalist deca-

dence" among Soviet youth, the urgent need to halt the further

spread of vice by exemplary punishment of those guilty of driv-

ing the poetess to "suicide."

Before a packed auditorium, a revolutionary tribunal listened

for days to the testimony of witnesses, to the "confessions" of

three youthful poets, and to long-winded speeches by a woman

prosecutor. The three accused, one of them the talented poet

Altschuler, were found guilty and sentenced to three years in

prison.

The trial was a striking demonstration of the power and in-

fluence of Stalin's close friends. Yet, far from checking vice, it

had the effect of stimulating it. Orgies multiplied; Moscow's
streets and boulevards continued to swann with teen-age pros-
titutes, The law against vice remained without practical appli-
cation to lusty brigadiers as long as they kept away from the

womenfolk of the privileged.

Yagoda saw a remedy for the evil in healthy sport and or-

ganized Dinamo, the first sports club in Soviet Russia. He began
with boxing. In a large courtyard fronting a GPU barrack a

few blocks from AP headquarters, he ordered the erection of

an experimental stadium complete with a roped-in platform,
comfortable seats, and a buffet serving tea and zakuskL Vodka
was taboo.

The opening .was to be marked by two bouts one between

middleweight amateurs, the other between Grodapolov, an ex-

perienced heavyweight boxer who had trained in Finland, and

a Russian who was still to be announced.

Yagoda telephoned me several times urging me to come and

write something about his ambitious enterprise. While telling
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me of the rapid progress in the building of the stadium, he com-

plained of difficulties in his efforts to find an opponent able to

meet the professional Grodapolov. Yagoda's men searched the

country, but the best they could produce was a giant from

Tver, "strong as an ox, but too dull to grasp the rudiments of

boxing."
About a fortnight later I was at the stadium sipping tea with

Yagoda and thus helping him set an example of sobriety to a

youthful crowd excited in anticipation of an unprecedented

spectacle.

The first bout was a fiasco. The qualified referee for some

reason failed to show up. His replacement was a jittery, bald-

headed Finn who let the amateurs slug k out to their hearts*

content. To make things worse, someone forgot to ring the

bell, and as aresuk the inexperienced men were at k fornearfy
two minutes, smashing away at ill-protected vital spots and fair-

ting below the belt. A minute after the start, the eyes dF both

combatants were nearly closed, their faces pulps. When the

bell finally did ring both fighters lay CHI the floor bleeding. A
military doctor stopped the fight.

After a long intermission the heavyweights appeaml at two

opposite entrances to the stadium and came towards die ropes,

marching to the tune of a blaring military band. la the dazzling

radiance of sunset the "Oak frouiTver^ took on the appearance
of a herculean figure lifted from the pages of Greek mythology.
He was a smiling, redheaded, red-bearded giant widi a tre-

mendous span of shoulders, a barrel chest, and poirerftil biceps.

But with all his imposing dimensions, his handsome face aid

especially his azure-blue eyes were those of a grown-up, good-
natured child. Looking at him as he stood theits happly grin-

ning, one had the impression of a kindfaearted son! T$$*O would

never for anything hurt a iy. Grodapolw, a six-footer, seemed

puny as the two mm sfeook bauds and went to their separate

comers*

The twelve-round bout no sooner got under way Ami i be-

came clear there would be BO firfit. The well-traiiied
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polov did all die Meting, and the "Oak from Tver" did nothing
but receive the blows. Yet somehow he managed to keep his

face and vitals protected. With all his skill, Grodapolov could

not penetrate the shield of the giant's huge, gloved fists, which

from beginning to end of each round did nothing but screen his

face and stomach. Towards the end of the sixth round Groda-

poiov gave the impression of a man completely tired out and

beaten by his own efforts. At that stage the "Oak" might have

disposed of his adversary with a single punch. But all he did was

stand there grinning. At the beginning of the seventh round

Grodapolov, obviously sore and exasperated, rushed his oppo-
nent with his right fist high in the air. Before anyone could

realize what he was about, he hit the "Oak," as though with a

sledge hammer, a vertical blow on top of his head. The redhead

swayed, his knees buckled, and he dropped to the boards in a

sitting posture still grinning. There were yells of protest as

a GPU officer jumped to the platform and pronounced the

"Oak" victor by a foul. The audience cheered, but Yagoda was

disgusted. He begged me not to write a word about his enter-

prise. It was Moscow's first and last public exhibition of boxing.

Events moved swiftly in 1929. In May the Soviet press an-

nounced the launching of the Five-Year Plan, which had actu-

ally been under way for over a year. Barely five months follow-

ing the announcement Stalin hastened to inform the world that

he had scored a "victory on all fronts." In a speech full of brag-

gadocio and bombast, the dictator claimed to have drawn mil-

lions of peasants into "voluntary" collectives and to have laid

the foundation for a vast Soviet industry.
Carried away by the enthusiasm of his hand-picked admirers,

Stalinbrought them to their feet with the shout: "We are going
full speed ahead, and once we have set the U.S.S.R. on an auto-

mobile and the peasant on a tractor, let the capitalists try to

catch up to us!"

The Georgian's boast of a great victory rang like one of

the burlesque funeral hymns at the procession of the godless,
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who again, as under military communism, were marching all

over Russia. That oration was a weird performance, staged

against a background of boundless misery. Early that autumn,

freight trains loaded with exiled peasants had been a common

sight. I saw them at railway stations in Moscow and Leningrad.
The exiles were mostly middle-aged men and women, and small

children, The old and the youthful were left behind, the former

to die, the latter to slave in the hastily oi^anized communes or to

serve in the brigades.

On a tour of the Ukraine late that fall I went through desert-

ed villages and depopulated towns. Entire communities wore

being uprooted. Everywhere peasants were being summarily
dealt with for slaughtering their own cattle, for hiding seeds,

and for the faintest redstance to GPU mandates. All over the

countryside leather-coated and heavily aimed brigadiers were

at work carrying out strict orders from the Apparat to
get:

through with their collectivization task before the coining cele-

bration of Stalin's fiftieth birthday.
For two weeks I traveled by automobile from Kiev through

the provinces of Volin and PodoL The picture darkened rapidly
as I penetrated deeper into die cooatiy. Daily the scene became

more gruesome. I rode through devastated cxmamunkks and mi-

plowed fields, over roads barren of traffic, Along with their

cows, pigs, and poultry, the peasants were slaughtering their

horses, the backbone of rural haul and tillage. Widespread acts

of desperation bore every earmark of organized resistance, yet
there was no evidence of a concerted movement. From my talks

with many people, including the harassed and oveAurdened

provincial Communists, I gathered that in most cases the peas-

ants had acted on sheer impulse. They rebelled against the

virtual, though unofficial, restoration of military cooraunism,

against die sadden ban on free markets, bdt above all against

the sadism of the brigadiers who were no longer content wkfa

killing or deporting the rich kudaks. The victims of the new

onslaught were mostly ordinary peasants,
who at the pdbt of

the bayonet were forced to part with their homes, their catde,
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and their grain for the benefit, as they felt, of the ruling gang
in Moscow aad the lazy parasites

in the villages.

A common objection to joining the collectives was the pros-

pect of surrendering all one owned in return for vague promises

of tractors, which were still largely in the stage of planning.

There was, in addition, the passionate
love of country folk for

the animals they bred. At many places I saw peasants in tears

as they stood around barbed-wire enclosures gazing at their

confiscated horses.

In carrying out their drastic orders, the brigadiers would

swoop down on a village, herd the cattle on one side of a street,

the peasants on the other, and face the latter with an ultimatum.

Those who declined to join the commune, or pleaded for time

to think it over, were placed under arrest. Peasants listed as

owners of grain or cattle, who failed to produce either, were

sent to the nearest tribunal for trial on charges of counter-

revolution. A show of the faintest resistance was invariably

punished with execution on the spot. In many villages the brig-

adiers began their work with a shooting, just by way of ex-

ample.

I

At scores of railway stations I came across prison trains

pound for Siberia, and at every stop on the way, there were

[eyewitness accounts of mass arrests and mass murders,

In Yekaterinoslav, where I stopped on the way back, my old

friends drew a picture of current events that made the horrors

of civil war pale by comparison. They told of collective sui-

cides. Entire families and whole groups of peasants had pre-
ferred a quick end to torment in Siberian concentration camps.
In the frontier zones countless peasants were being slaughtered
in their attempts to flee across the borders to neighboring coun-

tries. Meanwhile, all over the Ukraine the godless were tearing
down churches, persecuting priests, and staging antireligious

processions, depriving the stricken of spiritual solace at a time

when they had little else left to live for. I returned to Moscow
in time to witness the demolition ofmany of the capital's oldest
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churches- Here, too, the work of destruction was being accom-

panied by bellowing antireligious processions.

Towards the end of the year the stores in Moscow were al-

most devoid of merchandise, and the bread lines lengthened to

the point where people had to stand all night to get a loaf of

bread. Again, as in the days preceding Lenin's death, the
capital

was in the grip of cold, hunger, and fright But in one respect

the situation differed radically from that of 1924: equality of

poverty, an equal share in the common burden, was now a

thing of the past. In the midst of the ragged and starving masses

strode a privileged few who, by reason either of political posi-

tion or of technical skill, were provided with ample food, clorft-

ing, and excellent shelter. It was the beginning of a new eta,

when Stalin's henchmen everywhere emerged O3m the obscur-

ity of the party cells to become directors of industry, omn

merce, and government, forming cliques in the image 0f the
1

central Apparat. From now on they were to bestride Russia as

its untitled lords and masters, limited in their power and airo-

gance only by the whims of a dictator whom they had brought
into being. Before long they would form a new class of para-

sites, exploiting the workers OB farm and factory and con-

suming a share of surplus value undreamt of in any capitalist

country. From his place of exile Rakovsky, former Soviet Am-
bassador to France, wrote at die time:

aWe are witnessing die

formation of a class of directors with internal subdivisionsaad a

fictitious electoral system. The element unking thfe db^ is a

form of private property, that is, the state power. The directors

take their stand on the Marxist phrase: TTbe biueaococy pos-
sesses the State as thek private property/

"

Stalin deliberately aimed at the creation of a devoted oli-

garchy on whom he could rely in this and in any future cris^.

The resulting sharp cleavage between the haves and the have-

nots was visible in every factory, office building, institi^ioe,

home, and village street. It was visible even in death. Am acnor

in Meyerihold's Theater, wiiose cbild died at Ae time* tW 0ie
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that he was having great difficulties in arranging the funeral.

Under a regime of strict state control it was very hard for him

(an underprivileged person) to secure such items as a coffin, a

shroud, and a place in the cemetery at some distance from the

feace where young vandals were tearing down monuments and

besmkching graves. All over the country the privileged, in-

cluding skilled shop workers, ate in special dining rooms plenti-

fully supplied with meat, poultry, milk, and butter, while ordi-

nary toilers had to be content with abominably baked black

bread, watery soup, and an occasional bit of meat or fish. The

primary purpose of lunches in the factories and plants was to

supplement the steadily shrinking rations allotted to homes. The

growing shortage and inequality in distribution gave rise to

widespread grumbling and frequent outbursts among proletar-

ian diners. The situation was aggravated by the hoarding of

silver coin which, with the devaluation of paper money, became
the principal medium of exchange on the black markets. For

all of those evils the Apparat had as usual but one remedy-
terror.

One day the Soviet press announced the summary execution

of fifteen men found guilty of hoarding silver coin. At about

the same time the GPU publicized the execution of five em-

ployees of a workers' feeding center. According to the bulletin,

"counterrevolutionaries," disguised as a supply man, a chef, and

three kitchen hands, conspired to foment unrest among work-

men by serving them unpalatable food. Execution notices of

this kind were too transparent to deceive even the dullest. It

was perfectly clear that the executed were mere scapegoats, a

clumsy excuse for the abominable food that was being dished

out to the mass of unprivileged workers.

On December 21 the budding aristocracy celebrated their

master's fiftieth birthday. From early morning till late at night
the capital was aroar with demonstrations of abject praise for

a widely hated man. The press was full of accounts of the

wonders wrought by Stalin before and after the Revolution.
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According to these eulogies he was a military genius, a great

Marxian scholar, the architect and builder of Soviet victory on

all fronts, the defender of the exploited and downtrodden the

world over, the Man of Steel destined to lead the international

proletariat
to a victorious world revolution.

For months following the celebrations the Soviet press was

full of adoring messages. There was a world-wide chorus of

sycophancy in the foreign communist papers. And it was even

joined by some foreign capitalists to whom Stalin was handing
out fat import orders for which Russia was to pay with its life's

blood.

An American business delegation came over that summer.

Like big businessmen from other countries, they were lavish-

ly entertained at sumptuous banquets. They were wined and

dined, and they made flowery speeches to their gangster hosts,

unaware of or indifferent to the curses of famished Russians

loitering outside the brightly lighted, luxurious banquet halls.

The chorus of praise for Stalin's deeds kept up until nearly
the end of winter. The Soviet press and Moscow's agents and

sympathizers abroad denied all reports of the unspeakable, al-

most daily, pogroms on peasants. Then one day Stalin himself

felt compelled to admit the authenticity of those reports and

call a halt to the steady massacre. He was moved to it when

Rykov, still Premier on sufferance, begged to be relieved of his

duties. The Premier was backed up by War Commissar Voro-

shilov, whose dwindling supplies for the army had brought on
a new crisis. Faced with the menace of a hungry army, Stalin

once again beat a hasty retreat. On March 2, 1930, he published
an article denouncing his "overzealous" brigadiers, warning
them that they would be held accountable for their "exception-

ally brutal, criminal conduct." In the same article Stalin ordered

his henchmen to stop forthwith all "arbitrary arrests and clos-

ing of markets and churches," This was a belated admission that

all the propaganda about "voluntary" collectivization had been

phony. The effect of Stalin's action was amazing. In the first

two weeks of February the number of forcibly collectivized
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households dropped from 14,264,000 to 5,778,000. Over eight

million peasant families, thus freed from bondage, went back

to their homes and fields. Those who remained collectivized

were by special decree accorded the right to retain their huts,

their individual gardens, a cow, and poultry. Thus came to an

end the first phase of this brutal process of collectivization. At

any moment during that whole period Stalin could have stopped
the horror by merely giving Yagoda a word of command. He

preferred to wait until the whole Russian economy was on the

verge of collapse and then, as always, to throw the whole blame

on his underlings.

Stalin's somersault created a far greatpr sensation abroad than

inside Russia, where people had long since become familiar with

his twists and turns. This last one, however, gave rise to wide-

spread rumors that he had gone insane. The reports of mental

derangement persisted until Stalin felt compelled to talk to a

foreign corespondent. His choice fell on Eugene Lyons, who
had written him requesting an interview. On November 23

he called Lyons in for the purpose of squelching the insanity

yarns.

In diplomatic circles Stalin's turnabout was regarded as evi-

dence that he had realized the gravity of his error and would
not persist in his disastrous course. Quite a diiferent mood pre-
vailed at the Kremlin. I found the Right-wing leaders uncon-

soled by the sudden change. "A temporary maneuver," Rykov
called it, "a hasty retreat to a point from which he will start all

over again, unless checked by powers beyond his control.'
7

Towards the end of the year Stalin confirmed this predic-
tion. He suddenly decreed the collectivization of nearly all

of Russia's wheat-growing land. Simultaneously he launched a

new indirect attack against the Rights by staging another trial

of industrial engineers. On December 18, Izvestia front-paged
an indictment against the well-known engineer Ramzin, charg-

ing him and a group of his co-workers with a counterrevolu-

tionary plot to undermine the Soviet industry.
The unnamed targets in this, as in the Shakhta burlesque,
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were the Right-wing leaders who had consistently refused to

co-operate in collectivization and were intimately connected

with the Ramzin group as sponsors of their moderate industrial

program. Rykov's last act as Premier was a plea on behalf of

these victims. When his plea failed he offered his resignation.

It was accepted on December 19, 1930. A day later Izvestia an-

nounced the appointment of Molotov as Soviet Premier. On
that day, too, the son of a Georgian shoemaker became the un-

crowned Tsar of Russia.



Chapter

The Russian Ballet

TH.HE RUSSIAN BALLET SURVIVED
the Revolution in all its splendor and quaint charm. To many
Russians the ballet was much more than a rare achievement in

art- it was a link with the past,
a vivid reminder of old Russia,

an oasis of adored folklore in a desert of pain. To the lonely
and the nostalgic who could never make peace with the Revolu-

tion the Ballet Theater was like a temple, where they could

weep in the dark and pray for a miraculous return of their lost

world.

Three evenings each week the magnificent troupe danced

to the accompaniment of the Grand Philharmonic Orchestra.

Later in the night the Cheka might knock at the door, but now
inside the theater one could forget, if only for a while.

One of Lenin's first acts in October 1917 was to throw a pro-
tective shield around Russia's museums, churches, and institu-

tions of science and art. With the help of idealists like Yenu-

kidze, Lunacharsky, and others, he was able to check some of

the party madmen bent on wrecking Russia's cultural heritage.

In pursuance of his policy the Rights were always on the alert

against extremists, who denounced everything reminiscent of

the past and even wanted to convert the Russian theater into

an instrument of propaganda.
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With Stalin's advent to supreme power the extremists man-

aged to make all Russian theaters toe the line. Even Stanislav-

sky's world-famous Moscow Art Theater, home of the classics,

did not escape. His celebrated actors were compelled to clown

it like the rest in agitky (propaganda pieces) . In those days it

was widely predicted that the ballet would soon come to an end.

These predictions became widespread when Stalinists planted

in the party cell of the Grand Theater succeeded in staging an

abortive monstrosity in which prima ballerinas were made to

dance "proletarian solos" with brooms in hand, rags on their

bodies, and torn shoes on their feet. The revolting spectacle

aroused the top leaders to hot anger. For different reasons they
all combined to save the magnificent troupe from destruction.

The Rights were moved by their love for Russian folklore

and for the unexcelled art of the Grand Ensemble. The Ap-
parat boys, known among artists as "commissarial grand dukes,"

wanted to protect their favorite dancers. The public, as usual,

remained on the sidelines, too frightened to show resentment

but glad at heart that for once the men in the Kremlin were

unanimous on a popular issue.

Thus it came about that on the very night when the classic

ballet seemed to have come to an end, it gained greater prestige
than ever before. At the sight of their beloved dancers bur-

lesquing to the nerve-racking tunes of a futuristic hodgepodge,
the rulers in the government loge decided it was high time to

call a halt to the maniacs in their own ranks.

Luckily for the ballet, Stalin happened to be one of its out-

standing admirers. Unlike some of his leading henchmen, he

truly admired the art and was never known to take advantage of

his position to force his attentions on beautiful artists. Dancers

called him "balletomane."* He seldom missed a ballet. If pressed
for time he would come to the theater for only an act or a scene.

After long and tiring sessions of the Politburo he would urge its

members to go with him to the ballet and relax.

Oddly enough, in his love for the oldest classics Stalin was
* The word means a person who is "ballet-crazy."
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nor unlike the many foriorn souls in Moscow who could never

make peace with the Revolution.

I first saw the ballet in 1924 when Bradford Merrill cabled

me to see the dancers and write a background story. With Mer-

rill's cable I came to Tikhomirov, chief ballet master of the

Grand Theater. He offered to help me with material, suggest-

ing that I begin by seeing the Hunchback Horse (Konyek

Gorbunok), the most popular of the classics. This ballet is

based on an old Slav legend daring back to the times when Tar-

tar Khans ruled Russia. In the opening scene Ivanushka Du-

rachok (Ivan the Little Fool) is out in the fields watching a

couple of horses at pasture. With him are his father and two

brothers. Night falls, and the older peasants leave the boy,

warning him to be on the lookout for thieves. Little Ivan is

drowsy. To keep awake he counts the stars in heaven but soon

lapses into slumber. On awakening he sees that the horses are

gone and cries out in despair. A little hunchback horse comes

to his aid. It cracks a whip, and lo! two gold-braided stallions

come racing towards Ivanushka. The hunchback horse then

hands its whip to the lad, indicating that all he has to do to

have any desire fulfilled is to crack it once or twice. When
Ivan's brothers return to the field and hear his story they take

him, together with the gold-braided horses, to the Khan. They
find the Khan in his magnificent harem, bored to death. He is

annoyed by his voluptuous mistress and weary of her mates. He

buys the beautiful horses and decides to keep Ivanushka, too.

WTben the Khan is depressed Ivanushka tries to amuse him. He
cracks his little whip and four beauties painted on the wall

spring to life, dance some exquisite solos, and return to their

places, leaving the Tartar more melancholy than ever. In the

following act the Khan commands Ivanushka to find him the

most beautiful woman in the world. The boy cracks and cracks.

Out of the air comes one beauty after another. But the pot-
bellied old ruler is hard to please. He yearns for a girl of un-

earthly beauty. Half a dozen cracks in rapid succession bring
out the beautiful Princess of the Sea. She comes in a flash of
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dazzling radiance. The Tartar is swept off his feet. He falls

madly in love with the princess, but she escapes to her watery

kingdom. The Khan orders Ivanushka to find her. The boy dis-

covers the princess in her palace beneath the waves. She falls

in love with him and follows him back to the harem. Her re-

turn is celebrated with a grand ball in which all of Russia's

nationalities dance their national dances. In the final scene the

old Khan begs Ivanushka to make him young and handsome.

Ivanushka tells the Khan to jump into a seething cauldron. He
does so; there is a revolution in the palace; and Ivanushka and

the princess are crowned Tsar and Tsarina of Russia.

The stars of the evening were Lyuba Bank, who played the

princess, and Victor Smoltsov in the role of Ivanushka. Both,

according to Tikhomirov, ranked with great artists like Pavlova

and Nijinsky. Lyuba Bank had the advantage of youth and rare

beauty. The ballet master was eloquent about the supremacy
of her art. Her lofty vaults, he explained, were devoid of any
visible effort. She seemed to float in the air and toe the boards

with birdlike ease. The highlight of the evening was a solo be-

fore the Khan, when the playing rose in a tremendous cre-

scendo. At its first note Lyuba leapt for the shadows backstage,
wheeled about, and, facing the audience with a happy smile,

sailed forth spinning on the left toe while her beautifully arched

right leg swung in rhythmic circles.

Before the dancer was halfway across stage the theater rang
with applause. Spinning in a steady sweep forward, the prima
made straight for the footlights. As she came within the glare

of front stage, people up high cried: "Bravo!" "Bravo!" The

gallery and the balconies cheered. The rest of the audience

joined in the ovation. So did Stalin, Yenukidze, Karakhan, and

the other occupants of the government box. Like the enthusiasts

in the gallery they were applauding and hurrahing the mag-
nificent dancer.

During the intermission Tikhomirov suggested a visit back-

stage. Out in the corridor he pointed to a group of men dressed

in old, glossy, but well-cut, frock coats and striped trousers.
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"These are all we have left of our former balletomanes," said

the master. "They never miss a performance, but they can no

longer give our girls diamonds and palatial
homes."

Behind the curtain I made the acquaintance of the stars of the

evening. They were husband and wife, under different stage

names. The four of us went upstairs to see Chudinov, who

played the Khan. On our way up Smoltsov told me one of

the many yarns about Ghudinov's counterrevolutionary pranks.

The famous artist never danced a step on the stage or in life,

but he had no equal in the art of pantomime. A melancholy man
who rarely smiled, Chudinov could set an audience laughing
with a mere gesture. His acting never conformed to any set

pattern. He always managed to introduce something original,

something that would occur to him on the spur of the moment.

Some of those pranks would bring on veritable fits of laughter
and prolonged applause. Before the Revolution, Chudinov had

been a favorite of the nobility. He remained a devoted mon-

archist, loyal to the Tsar's memory. One way to show his de-

votion to the executed monarch was to play the old Russian

anthem. This he did on a gramophone which he always kept in

his dressing room. During intermissions, strains of "God Save

the Tsar
7 '

could be heard all over the stage. To one of Yagoda's

warnings the artist replied: "You can send me to Siberia, but if

you want me here I shall play whatever I please."

Chudinov welcomed us to his room. "I am happy to see an

American," he said, "but I would be happier still to be in your
country."

"Now, now," said Smoltsov, laughing, "none of your coun-

terrevolutionary talk."

"If that is counterrevolution," snapped the man, "then we
are all counterrevolutionists. Everyone of us is anxious to get

away."
Those were the days when the Rights ruled in the Kremlin

and people could be heard to speak their minds without fear.

Back in the loge Tikhomirov pointed to Yuri Fyer, conduc-
tor of the symphony. "This man," he said, "is in music what
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Chudinov is in pantomime. He knows the pecularities of each

dancer and watches a soloist for the faintest sign of fatigue,

slowing down the orchestra when necessary or accelerating

when the artist is in good mettle. It is a rare gift."

A day later Tikhomirov invited me to see the ballet school.

There, in one of the practice rooms, I found Lyuba Bank and

Smoltsov with towels around their necks. Together with a

group of stars, starlets, and senior students they were going

through their daily exercise.

"We never graduate," said Smoltsov. "The secret of our art

is very hard work and the strictest self-discipline." He pointed
to his dancing partner. "Take Lyuba," he said, "no smoking,
the simplest food, no vodka, and no childbirth, although both

of us are fond of children. If one of our girls here wants chil-

dren she may remain in the chorus, but she must give up all

thought of ever dancing solo."

"And don't you smoke or drink?" I asked the dancer.

"I do," replied Smoltsov. "That is why I play Ivanushka these

days and do very little dancing. Unless I can take myself in

hand I shall soon have to play characters or take up teaching."
We went from class to class and through the spacious prac-

tice rooms. Everywhere there were mixed groups of artists and

advanced students engaged in practice. Some of them were hard

at work, others panting for breath after arduous exercise. The
smell of sweat was in the air.

"Physical training," explained Tikhomirov, "is only part of

our curriculum." He led the way through classes where future

dancers were being taught literature, history, mathematics, and

all the other subjects of a regular high-school course.

The average age of admission was eight. The pupils stayed
in school for ten years, studying in the daytime and dancing
with the regular troupe at night. As before the Revolution, the

artistic standards of the Russian Ballet remained the highest in

the world. "All depends upon this school," explained Tikhom-
irov. "Abolish it and in a decade we should have no ballet."

A special committee of teachers and older artists was in
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charge of admissions. To enter the school a child had to be a

rare specimen of beauty and good health. On the average they
would admit one out of a hundred applicants.

Before the Revolution, Tikhomirov pointed out, many of

the ballet students came from orphan asylums, since few fami-

lies cared to have their children subjected to a rigid ten-year

discipline. But the Revolution brought a change. Ever since

1917 parents have been anxious to place their offspring in a

school where, in addition to being provided with essentials, they
could look forward to a career of relative security from Soviet

rigors.

No student of the ballet school knew until his or her fifteenth

birthday whether he would ever qualify for the Grand Theater.

A good deal depended not only on talent and long training but

on the gradual formation of the body.
The students were constantly reminded that a Pavlova or

Nijinsky is born but once in decades. To attain perfection one

has to be not only a great dancer, actor, and athlete but have

in addition a spark of genius. There were talented soloists who
could never dream of becoming primas because they lacked the

exceptional ankle and toe strength required for leading the en-

semble in a four-act drama.

It was a rare privilege for a girl or boy to enter the ballet

school. It meant much to them and their families after gradua-
tion. For the dancers were looked up to in Soviet society. They
were at all times provided with decent food, clothing, and shel-

ter. They had access to, and were in fact eagerly welcomed in,

the Kremlin. Men of high rank were envied by comrades when
seen in public with ballerinas. Unable to give them palaces like

the grand dukes, the mighty commissars were in a position to

help their favorites in many other ways. And the Chekists had

their hidden powers to make life easy for dancers with a flair

for espionage.
About a week aftermy visit to the ballet school, Jimmy Milk

and I had dinner with Tikhomirov. Through him we made the

acquaintance of other artists. Before long we were familiar with
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the Grand Theater stage life, which, oddly enough, tied in

neatly with the goings-on at the Kremlin. With all my contacts

there, it would take me hours to get a pass and have it checked

and rechecked on the way to the home or office of a close

friend. Yet some of the ballerinas could go through those gates

at all hours of the day and night. And they always had some

business at the Kremlin. If a prima ballerina felt she was not

getting her proper share of title roles, or if she had any griev-

ance against the director of the theater, she was sure to visit the

Kremlin and get things straightened out. If a soloist wanted to

become a prima, or if a korifeyka (rank-and-file dancer) had

ambition to dance solo, she would run to her friends at the

Kremlin, above all to Yenukidze.

On the whole the ensemble was divided into two camps the

highly gifted, who could always rely on Yenukidze, and the

average dancers, some of them girls of exceptional beauty who
strove for stardom by capitalizing on their intimacy with men
in power. On the stage the ballet ensemble was a picture of har-

mony, smiles, and good will. But behind the scenes they were

constantly intriguing against one another, and the Kremlin re-

mained their favorite "salon." In due time our friends from the

ballet were letting us in on Kremlin gossip which, though taboo

with the censor, gave us many an illuminating glimpse of life

behind the red walls.

Strangely enough, while Stalin's henchmen figured promi-

nently in some of those "court" scandals, he, himself, was rarely
mentioned. Though loving the ballet, he kept aloof from the

ballerinas. Many artists were of the opinion that the Georgian's
restrained personal life was due to his all-consuming passion for

power, a passion that made him immune to human frailties. Be

that as it may, the fact remains that in all those years of relative

freedom under the Moderates, I heard of but one trifling in-

cident involving Stalin. One night in 1924 he invited Lyuba
Bank to his home. The invitation was conveyed by the ill-fated

go-between Baron von Steiger. Lyuba declined point-blank.
She feared trouble in consequence, but nothing happened. It
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was the only incident of the kind. After that, Stalin never fig-

ured in any of the numerous scandals. But his name would pop

up in political gossip, which the dancers loved no less than stage

talk. A dancer once told us of being eyewitness to a clash be-

tween Stalin and Ryazanov that had been the talk of Moscow
for years. In the presence of a number of people Ryazanov,
head of the Marx and Engels Institute, said to Stalin: "You re-

cite passages from Marx like a dull schoolboy without knowing
what they mean." Whereupon Stalin slapped the old man and

was slapped in turn by one of Ryazanov's friends.

Nearly all the ballet gossip about the Secretary had a pure-

ly political slant and was for that reason regarded as definite

proof of Stalin's scrupulous behavior with women, "Even the

dancers," I heard people say, "know nothing sexy about the

man." But there were many Russians who would have pre-
ferred to see the Georgian rollick in a harem rather than in the

Apparat.
"Tovarishch" Baron (Steiger) remained the center of the

ballet intrigue. As under the Tsar, his intimacy with the dancers

was exploited by the mighty in the government and in the

party. During the day Steiger was attached to the Art Depart-
ment, where he had neither office nor desk. In the evenings he

was busy arranging concerts for the Foreign Office or in the

embassies. But his real work began late at night when he acted

as procurer of beauty for his elite clientele who, in a city of

prevailing want, led a life of unbridled luxury and vice, com-

peting for the caresses of the less talented dancers who were

willing to go to any lengths for a solo on the grand stage.

Years before his execution the baron lived in constant dread

of it. Dressed in his prerevolutionary frock coat and striped

trousers, always smiling and well-mannered, Steiger was per-

haps the unhappiest man in the
capital. He was always treading

on thin ice and was painfully conscious that it might give way
at any moment. The former aristocrat could never forget that

his social and political status was that of an outlaw, completely
at die mercy of a client in anger. His ready smile was as much
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part of his make-up as were his manicured nails, his snow-white

gloves, or the flower in his lapel. Underneath it all was the ever

haunting dread of displeasing some habitual killer.

Late one night I found Steiger in tears at Chicherin's secre-

tariat. He came there to plead with the Foreign Commissar that

he telephone an Apparatchik who had threatened him with

summary proceedings. Chicherin refused to get mixed up in

scandal. In his despair Steiger pleaded with Galperin, chief of

the secretariat, to let him remain for the night at the Foreign
Office so that he might see Karakhan in the morning. He was

afraid to go home. As the secretary hesitated, Steiger begged me
to intervene.

"Imagine my position," he said. "All I can do is introduce

people. Beyond that I am helpless. But if a girl resists, I am

always the one to blame."

I finally prevailed upon Galperin to let the man stay in the

building until he could see Karakhan who had helped him out

of similar difficulties before.

Some of Steiger's ballet friends were rollicking in Kremlin

night life. Others feared and abhorred it. Lyuba Bank was one

of a group who never accepted an invitation. Kira Vasilyeva, a

gifted dancer and the daughter of a well-known Moscow phy-
sician, justified her visits to the Kxemlin by frequently telling

of her experience with the Chekist Byelenky. One night, at

the height of an antireligious campaign, Kira noticed on Bye-

lenky's desk a list of priests who were to be tried by the GPU
trio on the following morning. Kira pleaded with the Chekist

and succeeded in securing his promise that none of the pris-

oners would be shot. Byelenky kept his word. Other dancers

had similar stories, but Kira's was reputed to be genuine.

In their dressing rooms the dancers were always bickering,

seeming to be unable to agree on anything. But on one subject

they were unanimous. They all wanted to tour the world, to

dance in London, Paris, and, above all, inNew York. "Take us

to America" became a regular refrain.
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On his visit to Moscow in 1925, Morris Gest told me that at

the request of Otto H. Kahn, banker and at the time president

of the Metropolitan Opera Board, he had tried to bring the Rus-

sian Ballet to New York, but was told that the Soviet Govern-

ment would never entrust the ballet or even a group of dancers

to a private impresario. Gest asked me to talk to Yenukidze. I

was told that the Soviet Government would let the entire Mos-

cow Ballet tour America on a non-profit basis, but only under

the sponsorship of a committee of eminent Americans. Yenu-

kidze confided to me that many in power were opposed to the

tour on the ground that most of the dancers would never re-

turn. The only way to placate them was to turn it into a sort

of good-will mission, with the object of hastening American

recognition of Soviet Russia.

I sent the message, and Kahn replied promptly that he would

under no circumstances "be mixed up in any Soviet enterprise

with a political angle."

I repeated these words to Yenukidze and thought no more of

k until 1927, when Theodore Dreiser came to Russia. Dreiser's

enthusiasm for the balletwas boundless. During his stay in Mos-

cow he never missed a performance. Since he was anxious to

meet the dancers, my friends at the theater arranged a party for

him at the Gypsy Tavern. After the ballet, we sat until dawn

sipping Caucasian wine and listening to old gypsy airs. That

morning, on the way to his hotel, Dreiser offered to talk to Otto

H. Kahn and others about bringing the Moscow Ballet to

America.

"Kahn is the man, all right," he said, "and he needn't worry
about that eminent committee. I'll attend to that. But first I

must talk it over with some people here. They all want Ameri-

can recognition. Well, let them send us the ballet and we'll give
theiE a kind of propaganda that cannot fail." He left Moscow
a few days later.

Nearly a year went by without a word from Dreiser. Then,
one day in the autumn of 1928, he cabled me that the founda-

tion for a non-profit American tour of the Ballet had been laid.
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Acting on Yenulddze's suggestion, he had organized a commit-

tee of distinguished sponsors highlighted by Otto EL Kahn;

John W. Davis, former candidate for president; Harlan Stone,

Justice of the United States Supreme Court; Frank L, Polk,

former Secretary of State; and Norman Davis, Ivy Lee, Leopold
Stokowski, Conde Nast, Jules Bache, and Mrs. Christian

Holmes. It appeared that, after negotiating in vain with Am-

torg for months, the committee wanted me to carry on negotia-

tions in Moscow. I would act as counsel for the group with

power to close the deal subject to the committee's approval.
Dreiser concluded by stating that Otto Kahn was willing to pay
me a handsome fee. I replied by cable, advising Dreiser that I

would serve without compensation on two conditions: the con-

sent of the AP to be secured by the committee and receipt of

Kahn's personal authorization to act for him. Compliance with

these conditions, I believed, was indispensable for my protec-
tion with theAP and for effective negotiations with the Soviets.

The committee's inability to come to an understanding with

Amtorg was clear indication of stubborn resistance somewhere.

There was no doubt in my mind that I was in for a fight, and I

wanted advance assurance of solid backing.
Within a week both Kahn and Dreiser cabled that they had

secured the AP's consent and that I was appointed legal repre-
sentative of the committee with authority to commence nego-
tiations at once. With these cables in hand I decided to deal

directly with the administration of the Grand Theater, hoping

thereby to placate their party cell. Experience had taught me
not to try to go over the heads of the Apparatchiks.

My initial steps brought a quick response. Everybody was
enthusiastic. The dancers were jubilant. There was no question
in their minds that they were going. All that remained, they felt,

was to determine the date of departure and the length of the

tour. The favorable reaction of the theater administration fore-

shadowed quick consummation of the deal. In less than a week
I was in possession of an official memorandum embracing all tie

terms of a one-year contract with an option for a second year.
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This document was speedily approved by the Commissariat of

Education. In order to save rime the officials suggested that I

cable instead of mailing the contents of the memorandum.

While countersigning the paper, both Lunacharsky, the Com-
missar of Education, and Svidersky, then head of the Art De-

partment, assured me that the government was ready to accept
this outline if made in the form of an offer. New York acted

quickly. Within a week I was authorized to submit an offer

based substantially on the Soviet memorandum. Thus, in a few

days I had managed to secure an almost complete meeting of

minds. All that remained was to iron out some minor technical

details.

The following day the Soviet answer came, an answer so em-

barrassing to the Commissar of Education and to his aide that

both of them failed to show up at our next appointment. In their

absence poor old ex-Prince Obolyensky handed me a note de-

manding a million-dollarguarantee that the whole troupe would

return to Moscow intact. It specified that the million dollars in

bonds or cash would be forfeited if a single artist remained

abroad for any reason save death. This was obviously a condi-

tion to which my clients would not agree. Realizing this, Obo-

lyensky said: "You have our sympathy. We meant well. But

ours, as you may know, is not the last word!"

Obolyensky could go no further than to indicate vaguely the

reason for the unexpected development. For nearly a year now,
no commissariat could decide a matter of major importance
without the approval of its party cell. Under a rigid rule laid

down by the Apparat, all business in Soviet institutions moved

"along party lines." In everyday practice this meant that while

the officials upstairs did the talking, the cell down below had

the right and duty to make recommendations for final decision

by die Apparat. With Stalin's advent to absolutism, the bottle-

neck of the Apparat became hopelessly clogged.
In these circumstances I could think of no better man to ap-

proach than Yenukidze, whom I had deliberately avoided ever
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since the receipt of Dreiser's cable for fear of antagonizing the

lower officials. Now there was no longer need of this precau-
tion. Yenukidze knew more about the negotiations than any of

the negotiators, including myself. And he was deeply inter-

ested, for the ballet was his great delight and constant worry.
He had known I would come to him, for on the day that Luna-

charsky approved the memorandum, three powerful Stalinists

Smirnov, Trillisser, and Ordzhonokidze had told him they
would insist on ample guarantees to make sure that the ballet

returned to Moscow. The real aim of these men and their col-

leagues, Yenukidze believed, was to kill the tour so they could

keep their mistresses in Russia.

Fearing that my explanation to the committee would dis-

courage any further discussion, Yenukidze advised me to cable

New York that there was a division of opinion in the upper

spheres. He authorized me to use his name as one of a group
of Soviet sponsors desiring to co-operate with the Americans.

He also had a plan ready. He would try persuasion, and,

that failing, he would have the mistresses put pressure on their

mighty men. As a last resort he would take the matter up with

Stalin. There was no telling what Josif Vissarionovich might
do in a case like this. For the time being, he depended too much
on his leading henchmen to risk any break with the Apparat.

Besides, he himself might fear losing the 3

ballet, a possibility

which the Apparatchiks would not fail to exploit. Accordingly,
I sent a veiled explanation, pleading for time.

It took Yenukidze nearly six months to have the demand for

a million-dollar guarantee set aside. It took him, Serebriakov,

and other friends over a year to iron out all the technical details.

By July 1929 our contract was signed and sealed. All that

remained was to comply with a provision requiring its ratifica-

tion by the Council of People's Commissars. Preparations for

the tour were under way. From New York came word that the

committee had engaged a symphonic orchestra. Some of the

scenery and most of the costumes were to be sent from Mos-
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cow, but artists in New York would do the rest. Pamphlets an-

nouncing the tour, with a full list of the sponsors, were already
in circulation.

Meanwhile, the Apparatchiks reached Morris Gest, who had

been left out of the picture for reasons which neither Kahn nor

Dreiser ever communicated to me. Acting through an Ameri-

can concessionaire, Gest had offered to turn the ballet tour into

a source of badly needed foreign currency. Yenukidze and

Serebriakov discussed the matter with Stalin, who ordered

the Commissar of Education to carry out their obligations to

the Reswick committee. Thus blocked in Moscow, the Stalin-

ists induced Morris Gest to complain against me to the Asso-

ciated Press at a time when Kent Cooper, the general manager,
was away. His assistant, Jackson Elliot, cabled me a peremp-

tory order to withdraw from the negotiations. To this order,

coming long after assurances by Kahn and Dreiser that the AP
had approved of my action, I replied by sending my resigna-
tion. I was asked to stay on until a substitute arrived. Although
resentful, I stuck to my post.

New delays, coming after the crash on Wall Street, discour-

aged some of the sponsors. Dreiser himself withdrew about the

end of November, and early in 1930, 1 returned to New York.

By that time the Council of People's Commissars had ratified

the ballet contract, and Amtorg in New York was under in-

structions to sign up with the committee but there was no

longer any committee. They had all tired of Moscow's machi-

nations and followed Dreiser's lead in withdrawing. Kahn re-

mained the only interested party, and he, as in the past, was

determined to have no hand in organizing a committee of spon-
sors.

The powerful Apparatchiks had their way in the end.



Chapter

An Offer of Twenty-Five

Million

L_N JULY, THENEWYORK WORLD
wantedme to go back into Russia on a special assignment. There

was a similar offer from the Bang Features Syndicate. My an-

swer to both was that honest reporting in the U.S.S.R., always

difficult, had become practically impossible with Stalin's rise to

power. For over a year now, news work in Russia had deterio-

rated steadily, reaching a point where foreign correspondents
had to toe the line like the humblest of their Soviet brethren.

The time was gone when a foreign reporter in Moscow could

bargain with the Press Bureau, appeal to Chicherin, or squeeze
in a carefully veiled lead.

I had a hard time making up my mind about those offers.

During the previous eight years I had become attached to my
native land, acquiring many dear friends, the mere thought of

whom made me yearn to get back. Still, I decided to have no

more truck with censorship, fond as I was of its chief victim

Podokky who perished in 1937 in the Great Purge.

Having given up Soviet journalism, there remained but two

ways for me to return to Russia-^either on business or on an

assignment by some law firm dealing with the Soviets. Failing
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in both, I decided to join a law office, rent an apartment in

New York, and bring the family back from France, At this

time Jules Bache, a member of the defunct Ballet Committee,

came forward with a proposal that I return to Moscow on a

highly important matter.

Bache, a prominent financier and art collector, had been in-

formed that the Soviet Government was having considerable

difficulty in meeting its short-tejm financial obligations abroad.

The trouble arose in connection with the large-scale import of

foreign machinery to implement the Five-Year Plan. To meet

their notes maturing at six-month intervals, the Soviets were

dumping their scanty food reserves, together with furs, lumber,

and so forth, on European markets. 'Unable to sell enough, and

urgently in need of American tractors, they were out to dispose

of some of their art treasures, notably paintings from the world-

famous Hermitage Museum in Leningrad. It was rumored that

half a dozen masterpieces had already been sold to Andrew .

Mellon. Bache was eager to bid for an entire collection at an

estimated value of from twenty to twenty-five million dollars.

His dealer, it appeared, had already approached the Soviet offi-

cials in charge but could get no further than to be apprised that

the government might be willing to deal directly with private
collectors or museums. They disliked dealers whose large profits

were likely to halve the Soviet revenue from the sale. Above all

they feared a conspiracy by professionals to depreciate values.

Bache was willing to come to Moscow, but not before the

ground had been paved for concrete talks. To make his propo-
sition attractive, the financier offered to pay my expenses at the

rate of $300 a week, to guarantee me a five per cent brokerage
on any purchase, and to interpose no objection to my having
clients in other fields. This right he granted because I told him

in all frankness that the very magnitude of his scheme was likely
to militate against its consummation. Experience had taught me
that while Soviet officials might do business in routine matters,

they were in mortal fear of anything novel or big, no mat-

ter how beneficial to the state. With the consent of Bache, I
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went to Russia via London, wheremy old client Norman Weisz

arranged to follow me to Moscow. Later on, the French avia-

tion firm of Gnome et Rhone retained me as their Russian rep-
resentative in negotiations with the Soviet Aviation Trust.

Thus, in August 1930, 1 was back in Moscow. I found the

city in straits far worse than during the previous winter. One
of my first and most striking impressions was the sharp con-

trast between the regular troops and those of the special GPU
army. The day after my return I was amazed to see an unarmed

battalion of infantry march through the streets in sullen silence.

In the years past they had always sung. Now the "pride of the

proletarian dictatorship" were silent, and they looked pale
and gaunt. Their summer uniforms hung loose on emaciated

bodies. With protruding cheekbones and eyes deep in their

sockets, they trudged and wobbled. The men were plainly

starved. As the battalion strung out down Tverskaya two mili-

tary trucks manned by smartly uniformed, well-fed, and cheer-

ful-looking GPU soldiers roared by. The contrast was too

striking to escape the notice of people on the street, whose

faces, like those of the foot soldiers, bore the unmistakable im-

print of undernourishment. The scene was reminiscent of the

postwar famine, with this difference: in 1921-22 the govern-
ment had somehow managed to feed the army. Now there were

two armies one hungry and sad, the other well fed and gay.
Yenukidze enlightened me on the plight of the regular army

and on the current crisis, Stalin, he explained, had started too

late to halt the violent tempo of collectivization. Weeks before

his decision to stop the shock brigades, the peasants had slaugh-
tered the bulk of their livestock and poultry. With the aid of

wheat imports, the government had barely managed to keep
the country supplied with bread, but there was no meat, no

poultry, no milk, no eggs or vegetables, except what had been

set aside for the GPU divisions and for the privileged in the

party, government, and industry. They, as before, were being

supplied from special state farms,

Yenukidze was as frank as ever. On the surface, he confided,
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everything was quiet. But there was a perilous undercurrent.

The sight of regulars marching through the streets unarmed

was not accidental. For some time now the Red Army barracks

had been divested of arms. The new rule was both a precaution

against military revolt and a safeguard against clashes between

the famished regulars and the arrogant, heavily armed military

Oiekists.

The plight of the workers, he told me, was even worse than

that of the regular army. Thus far the government had managed
to keep up a bread ration for all. But there was always danger
in overfeeding the privileged few while keeping the masses half

starved.

Informed of my mission in Moscow, Yenukidze said: "Three

years ago Comrade Rykov would have urged you to bring

your client here at once. Of what good is a Hermitage packed
full of masterpieces when food is literally being torn out of our

people's mouths to be shipped abroad in payment for machines

which the Soviet workers don't know how to operate and are

too hungry to learn?"

Yenukidze tried to think of someone in the Kremlin vested

with discretion to take up the Bache offer. But there was none

save Stalin, and from Stalin, his childhood friend, he had been

estranged for some time. Under the circumstances he suggested
that I apply to Yilin chief of the newly organized trust dealing
with antiques.

After a ten-minutes talk with Yilin, I saw that his main con-

cern was to evade the issue. The Bache proposition was too big,

too vital. It scared him. There was fear in Yilin's eyes as I men-

tioned the figure, $25,000,000. He wanted to make sure of my
client's name and seemed relieved when I spelled it out for him.

"Bache," he said, smiling. "He must be the same Bache who

approached us in Paris through his agent. That agent, it may
interest you to know, tops the list of our business enemies. He
has been sabotaging our every effort to contact museums and

private collectors. He tells them we are out to sell clever copies

and keep the originals. Now, you must realize that a collector
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so closely connected with a rascal should be investigated."

"Why investigate?" I asked. "And why raise issues of sabo-

tage when my client is ready to come here himself and deal

with you directly?"

Here Yilin, like all Soviet traders in a dilemma, reminded me
of Lenin's admonition to "deal with capitalists,

but never trust

them/' He cut short our talk with the remark: "Before I refer

your offer to my superiors, I must have a report on your client

from our men in New York."

"And how long will that take?"

"We are in no hurry."

"Well, what about all this talk of lack of foreign credits and

Russia's urgent need for American tractors?"

I expected an explosion, but the man smiled benignly.

"That," he said, "is up to the top men. Let them worry about

big things. My business is small. All I need to do right now is

make sure that we are not dealing with an enemy, but a genuine
collector."

It was plain that Yilin's chief concern was to shirk responsi-

bility. In a way I could understand and sympathize with him.

His seemingly unreasonable fear was but the inevitable result

of existence in a precarious world; he clung to inaction as the

safest way to keep out of trouble. It took him weeks to investi-

gate. Meanwhile, I succeeded in securing a quick, routine pur-
chase of jewelry from the Commissariat of Finance. Things had

turned out to be just as I had foreseen them in New York.

Warned by Yilin of the thoroughness and probable length
of his investigation, I sailed down the Volga as far as Stalingrad
to have a look at the big monument to Stalin in process qf erec-

tion. On my last visit there with Premier Rykov the old town

(Tsaritsin) had still retained some of its Slavic charm. I re-

membered its gold-domed churches and the peal of their bells

that carried for miles on either side of the Volga. Now the

place was a bedlam of backbreaking toil and hectic enthusiasm

bordering on madness. I watched a gang of youngsters at work
on a night shift. They were drunk with vodka and song. Bleary-
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eyed and groggy, they were digging ditches, hauling timber,

and laying brick to the tune of a "death to the enemy" refrain.

Hearing them, one would think that they were digging in for

a battle at dawn. But only the young were thus active. The

middle-aged and old looked famished and despondent. Here, as

in the capital, there was a sharp cleavage between the privileged

few and the "proletarian herd."

On the whole, the most "planned" city on earth presented
a panorama that was the very negation of planning. Every-
where there were immense piles of imported rusting machin-

ery covered over with layers of dust and dried mud. These piles

stretched in the direction of as yet nonexistent factories, for

some of which even the foundations were not dug. A construc-

tion engineer pointed to a huge accumulation of equipment say-

ing: "By the time they get the buildings ready most of these

machines will be of no earthly use."

From Stalingrad I returned to Moscow via the Ukraine

where I paid a flying visit to friends in Yekaterinoslav, Kiev,

Elharkov, and the surrounding countryside, which abounded in

hastily organized "giant" collective farms. Here, too, I found

widespread confusion and appalling suffering among the old

and middle-aged. There were innumerable tragedies in home
and family. Spurred on by shock brigadiers, peasant boys and

girls were denouncing their own parents for newly invented

"counterrevolutionary crimes," such as theft of "collectivized"

grain, regardless of the amount involved. There were cases of

summary trial and execution of parents accused by their own
children of gleaning some ears of collectivized com or hiding a

handful of communal wheat. There were cases of parricide. A
monument was built in Kharkov to the memory of a thirteen-

year-old "proletarian martyr" killed by villagers in retaliation

for testifying against his father. The father had been tried and

executed for slaughtering his own calf after the publication of

a decree prohibiting such slaughter without a special permit,
Of all I saw and heard that autumn, the manner of feeding

the collectivized peasants sank deepest in memory. On every
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communized farm visited I would see two queues lining up in

front of separate canteens. One was invariably long, the other

short. The lunch f<Jr each peasant in the long line, about nine-

tenths of the toilers, consisted of a small can of watery soup and

two or three slices of black bread. Those in the short queue,
foremen and stakhanovtzi (fast workers) , were served fish, con-

tainers of good soup, pints of milk, and larger portions of bread.

There was envy in the eyes of many envy, pain, and hatred.

It was nearly nine months since Stalin had called a halt to his

campaign of collectivization by firing squad. The vaunted so-

cialization of rural Russia had now crystallized into a form of

slavery that made Tsarist serfdom a paradise by comparison.

On my return to Moscow, friends at the railway station

greeted me with: "No meat! None at all!
"
Even the little to be

seen in the foreign-currency hotels was gone. At the Grand

Hotel where I was stopping, meat was still on the menu, but

the tiny portions served were of a grade that made one turn

away in disgust. The exclusive dining rooms reserved for the

elite were the only exception. They were supplied by special

farms in the Moscow region. Part of these supplies were also

allotted to foreign diplomats and correspondents.

Sasha, still one of the best-informed newsmen in Moscow,
summed up the situation thus: "The Red Army has been on a

meatless diet for months. Fish, the best substitute, is getting
scarce because of the tremendous demand and the inadequate

refrigeration facilities. The workers and the regular soldiers

are hungry. The special GPU army has first call on the live-

stock and poultry raised on its own large estates. That guar-
antees the loyalty of Stalin's special army."

In contrast to previous crises, there were this time no alarms,

no stories of mass arrests, no Black Marias with their screeching
sirens. All of that seemed now in the remote past when people
still had courage to break out in anger and get themselves exiled

or shot. Like the peasants on the collective farms, the Mus-

covites seemed now too tired and despondent to resent indi-
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vidually or engage in mass protests.
It was surprising, therefore,

to learn from the papers one morning that the government was

aroused over the lack of meat and meant toHo something about

it. On reading the news it occurred to me that Stalin might at

long last have undergone a change of heart. Perhaps he had

decided to import meat and cut down on the purchase of for-

eign machinery. My Russian friends were pessimistic, but there

were chronic optimists who could see a change in the making.
Some went so far as to predict the outright scrapping of collec-

tivization, a drastic halt in heavy industrialization, a stoppage
of food export, and the immediate importation of livestock.

The hope gained momentum when the papers came out with

news of factory meetings at which workers passed cell-spon-

sored resolutions demanding severe punishment of those "re-

sponsible for sabotage of the meat industry." Actually these

demands to punish saboteurs of a barely surviving meat indus-

try boded no good. For over a yearnow it had been well known
the world over that Russia's peasantry as a whole had slaugh-
tered its cattle in retaliation for forcible collectivization. The

cell-sponsored protest meetings, therefore, could not mean a

change of fundamental policy, What did they mean, then?

Why this talk of punishing imagined saboteurs?

Stalin's devastating answer came on a balmy day in autumn.

Forty-eight innocent lives were snuffed out in the GPU court-

yard for the sole purpose of providing the famished soldiers and

workers with an "explanation" of why they had no meat.

On a tip from Sasha, I came upon the scene in time to witness

one of the blackest crimes in Stalin's long record of sadism.

In the beginning Sasha's meat story sounded so fantastic that

I had an impulse to touch his forehead to make sure he was not

in a fever. In all these years the Cheka had taken care to execute

people in the dead of night. The killing had been done in the

vast underground passages on Lubianka, the only indication

that the executioners were at work being a whirr of truck mo-
tors in the courtyard. Now, Sasha informed me, they were
about to stage the nearest approach to a public execution ever
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witnessed in the Red capital. At five that afternoon, the time

when people would be on their way from work, forty-eight
of the top officials and experts of the meat industry, now meet-

ing at the Prombank on Yilinka, would be placed under arrest

and marched to the GPU courtyard where execution squads
were waiting. Everything was carefully timed. The meeting of

the experts had been called for the alleged purpose of "devising

ways and means to relieve the meat shortage."

"Don't go there now," Sasha advised me, "wait for the

crowds. YiLinka is honeycombed with spies."

I looked out through the open window. There was little

traffic on the square, and the few pedestrians stopped to stare

at GPU troops marching through the Ivorsky gate. Yilinka was

only three blocks away. With a whole hour at my disposal I

went down to the dining room and ordered a drink. The place

was almost empty and the waiters stood around in groups, talk-

ing. I watched them, wondering whether they had any notion

of the impertding tragedy. As if in answer to my unspoken

query, Timofey, who brought the drink, leaned over and whis-

pered: "Yilinka is surrounded by Chekists. There is something
terrible going on there."

"What has happened?"
"God only knows," he said. "Look at the waiters. They are

all excited, all talking about Yilinka."

It was obvious that the Chekists were spreading the news in

order to make sure of a crowd. They must have done a thor-

ough job of it, for on reaching Yilinka at five I found the square

jammed.
The first thing to attract my attention when I reached the

square was a civilian staring at the crowd through a second-

story open window in the Industrial Bank building. He was

presently joined by others. Soldiers down below were waving
their rifles at them and yelling: "Get back!" Still they stood

there unheeding until troopers inside the building appeared and

replaced them at the windows. A minute later I saw soldiers

with rifles at aim backing out from the main entrance to the
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bank. With fingers on triggers, they were pointing their bayo-
nets at men lined up in a column two abreast. Flanked on either

aide by more soldiers, also with rifles at aim, the prisoners ad-

vanced slowly towards the center of the square. Then the sol-

diers lined them up in a cleared space! The arrest must have

come as a terrible surprise to them, for the effects of sudden

and violent shock were to be seen in the ghastly pallor of their

faces, in their eyes dilated with fright, in the spasmodic shiver-

ing of their bodies despite the very warm day, in the beads of

sweat that stood out on their foreheads. Only a few of them

seemed calm. An elderly prisoner raised his head and gazed at

the clear blue sky with the expression of one deep in prayer.

No one spoke. No one wept. The square was hushed as though
all life had come to a sudden halt, as though everyone watch-

ing the scene were awaiting the approach of doom.

A sharp command, like the crack of a whip, slashed the si-

lence and echoed in the adjacent alleys. The next moment the

column was on the move. With the crowd I followed the cor-

tege of living corpses around the corner, up the four blocks

through Yilinsky Pereulok, and on through the ancient arched

gate to Lubianka. There, further progress was blocked by a

tremendous crowd massed in front of the GPU. For some time

I stood at the edge of the square, watching the prisoners walk

through two solid lines of soldiery, past the yawning gates of

the prison, and into its courtyard.
As the prisoners approached the entrance their guards halt-

ed outside the gates and grounded their rifles. This maneuver
struck the onlookers as peculiar. No one spoke, but everyone
looked surprised. The reason became apparent only after the

gates closed behind the last prisoner. Two or three minutes

later a deafening din burst over Lubianka, a massed screeching
of sirens mingled with the whirr of motors. As the noise rose

to a roar, there were repeated yells: "They are shooting!" All

around me I could see people in tears. Women became hysteri-
cal. Men bared their heads and made the sign of the cross. Try
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as I might, I could not hear the faintest sound of rifle fire. This

made me doubt whether the execution had actually taken place,

I pressed closer to the GPU entrance, anxious to learn the truth.

Then suddenly the gates of the courtyard swung wide open
and out of them rolled three military trucks filled with young
Chekists. Their uniforms and behavior told the story. They
were riflemen of the dread Special Division, and they behaved

like men drunk with vodka and the lust for blood. Brandishing
their guns they were yelling: "Smyert vragam^ (Death to the

enemy! )

A cry of horror went up from the crowd as the three screech-

ing lorries turned the corner and dashed up Lubiansky Proyezd.
It was as plain as day that these wildly gesticulating, madly

yelling soldiers had done the shooting.

The story of the execution spread Eke wildfire. Before night-

fall all Moscow knew of the mass murder on Lubianka.

The next morning the Soviet press confirmed the execution

in a brief bulletin over Yagoda's signature. The bulletin in-

formed the world that forty-eight "enemies of the people" who
had "systematically sabotaged" the Soviet meat industry had

been arrested, tried, found guilty, and executed on orders of

the GPU Collegium. Beneath the bulletin was a list of the forty-

eight killed.

A few days following the execution I met Yagoda at Ye-

nukidze's home. He had a hangdog look and did not hold out

his hand in .greeting, obviously afraid that I would refuse to

touch it. Before I had time to say a word he told me that the

"forty-eight affair" was the work of "the Boss."

"A-nd your signature under the death notice?" I asked.

"Mere routine," was the answer. "I had no more to do with

it than Comrades Yenukidze or Rykov."
He turned to Yenukidze, who nodded in confirmation. Thus

again, as on previous occasions, the most feared man in Russia

appeared to me as but one of hundreds of top officials awed by
the insidious, omnipresent might of a dreaded dictator. Like all
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other men at the top Yagoda was under the constant surveil-

lance of trained spies, acting as secretaries, servants, and "de-

voted friends."

About a fortnight after the meat massacre, Yilin informed

me that he had completed his "investigation" of Jules Bache.

On the basis of exhaustive reports from Amtorg he and his su-

periors were satisfied that Bache was not "guilty of conspiring"
to depreciate the Soviet art fund. Accordingly the authorities

had authorized Yilin to start negotiations. Yet, to make abso-

lutely sure that the American collector was acting in good faith,

they proposed a startling procedure. Instead of naming in ad-

vance the entire collection intended for sale, they would begin

by selling a single Hermitage item, namely: "Pope Innocent

the Tenth" by Velasquez. Price: half a million dollars. Upon
purchase of this item they would proceed to negotiate the sale

of the whole collection. My client's prompt reply was an offer

to buy the Velasquez at the price named on condition that they
list the whole collection in advance and grant us a month's op-
tion. This simply worded cable threw Yilin and his superiors
into a panic. Yet none of them could say what on earth they
were afraid of. The more I talked with them, the greater seemed

their confusion and embarrassment. Finally, after nearly a week
of daily conferences, they came out with a frank admission of

fear. They feared tackling this big business because they had

before them conflicting expert appraisals ranging all the ^ay
from one to ten million dollars per painting. To close a deal like

this without advance approval by the Apparat that is, Stalin-

involved risking liberty or life. "Sooner or later," explained
Trade Commissar Mikoyan, "this thing is bound to backfire."

Though a close friend of Stalin and reputed to be exceptionally

brave, Mikoyan feared this deal no less than did his subordi-

nate Yilin.

Yenukidze, one of the first to warn against the "collectiviza-

tion famine," thought that even the sale of the whole Hermitage
would not be too high a price to pay for the import of lifesaving
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grain. Yet he, like the rest, did not dare advocate this measure

because of the great divergence of valuations among Soviet ex-

perts. Under a regime proceeding on the assumption that sus-

picion was tantamount to guilt,
it was dangerous to sponsor a

deal of this kind. The best Yenukidze could think of for the

moment was to make an appointment for me with Stalin so that

I might bring the matter before the only person in all Russia

able to give a definite yes or no on anything. I was thus faced

with the predicament of direct negotiations with a man whom
two of his childhood friends, Mikoyan and Yenukidze, did not

dare approach on the subject. I declined the proposal without

a moment's hesitation.

Through all those years I had never attempted to interview

Stalin for the press, although an exclusive talk with him was re-

garded as an outstanding scoop. With the exception of the one

meeting at the Grand Theater, I had made it my business to steer

clear of the man. To come to him with a proposition inspiring
universal fear, and to do it barely a fortnight after his slaughter
of forty-eight innocent men, seemed impossible. I dismissed the

matter from iny mind, cablingBache that the business wasprac-

tically hopeless.



Chapter

The Stalin-Made Famine

SECOND SOVIET FAMINE,
which conld easily have been averted, must rank as a colossal,

fiendish crime on a par with Hitler's extermination camps, Even
the gory purge of Lenin's party, terrible as it was, pales by
comparison with the secret mass murder of millions of humble

folk who by no stretch of the imagination could be placed in

the category of "spies" or "counterrevolutionary agents." The

peasants* real and only guilt was their love of home and a plot
of ground which, after years of incessant toil, they had come
to regard as their own.

The sole excuse for this silent extermination of men, women,

and children estimated conservatively at five million was theij

passive resistance to collective slavery, their failure to co-oper-
ate in their own enslavement. This had aroused Stalin's wratt

to a point where he was determined to let famine complete th*

work left undone by his killers.

Early in 1930, Stalin himself had called a halt to the massacre

in rural Russia, branding his brigadiers as "criminals" and warn-

ing them that he would hold them accountable for their bloody
deeds. This sensational order, which "reassured" the world, de-

ceived few competent observers. The real motive behind Sta-

lin's sudden change was fear of a complete breakdown on the
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agrarian front, The danger had no sooner passed than his leath-

er-coated fiends were back at their work, widening the "social-

ist sector" of the countryside and turning the former granary
of Europe into an immense slave camp.

Early in 193 1 the cloud of the approaching famine was clear-

ly visible on the horizon, and towards the middle of that year

signs of a general catastrophe began to multiply: Soviet-made

tractors falling apart after a few weeks* work; vast agricultural

areas covered over with weeds; and widespread fatigue and

sickness among peasants, woefully underfed now for over two

years. The very earth of Russia seemed to recoil from Stalinist

violence and turmoil: it failed to respond to the tremendous in-

crease in rural campaigning; to the Red Banner marches over

fields; to speeches, slogans, machines; and to the backbreaking
toil of the newly enslaved peasants.

The Soviet crop in 193 1 was the poorest in years, and that of

1932 proved to be the worst in Soviet history, for during that

year the Russian fields yielded no more than 69,000,000 tons of

grain against the 96,000,000 in 1913. To make things worse,

about a quarter of the shrunken crop never reached the gran-

aries, having been destroyed through collective mismanage-
ment 'and "theft" by the starving, despite all of the Draconian

measures taken. With all of these facts before him, Stalin did

not lift a finger to avert disaster. Disdainful of Right-wing

warnings in the past, he seemed now to welcome the fast ap-

proaching fulfillment of their dire prophecy.
As kte as the fall of 1932 there was still time for effective

measures to avert or at least minimize the coining famine. The
best way to do it would have been to halt the export of food,

cut down on the import of machinery, and rush grain from

abroad. The very least would have been to inform the world,

as Lenin did in 1920-2 1. Stalin, instead, decreed the intensifica-

tion of food export and kept the situation a state-guarded secret.

The only outward sign of the approaching calamity was a new
and exceptionally violent spurt of terror. Peasants were shot for

neglect "in the fields," for "failure to harvest in time/' for "poor
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weeding," and for several other "crimes" added just then to

the Soviet code. There was no time, now, or mood for staging

theatrical trials, Most of the killing was done by administrative

order of the GPU. Again, as during the civil war, many of the

terroristic acts were carried out locally by murderous trios

vested with absolute power. All of this renewed carnage went

forward to the accompaniment of abject adulation for the dic-

tator. At the very time when Stalin was coldly standing by, in-

different to or welcoming the impending death of millions, he

was being hailed in the press and on the platform as the kindest

and wisest of men. Servile academicians compared Dzhugash-
vili's wisdom with that of Aristotle and Socrates. Soviet literati

discovered the greatness of a Tolstoy in the crude Georgian's

prose style. To some of the better-known sycophants among
Russian journalists,

this widely feared and hated man became

the "beloved," the "genial," the "warmhearted," the "all-know-

ing," "father of his people," destined to lead Russia and the

whole world to social salvation. Every editorial, article, essay,

and speech began and ended with Stalin. He was the axis around

which the world revolved. He was its "sun" and its "brightest
star." Kalinin, the most servile of the lot, went so far as to say in

public: "Ask me who knows our language best, and 111 say Sta-

lin." This, of a poorly educated ruffian who to this day speaks
bad Russian with a raw Georgian accent. Reading and hearing
this sickening flattery, I often wondered how the adored one

himself could stand it he who throughout all those years had

made it a point to appear in public as the very embodiment of

modesty. Even while the chorus of sycophancy rose in a mighty
crescendo, Stalin continued to affect the utmost simplicity in

dress and manner. "Is it all histrionics?" I once asked my good
friend Serebriakov, a predecessor of Stalin as Secretary of the

party.

"No," was the answer. "Stalin is too crafty to be deceived

by flattery. With him everything is a means to an end. All this

star-and-sun business is meat for the young whose imagination
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can be fired with fables about legendary creatures. It is all part
of a psychological build-up for the looming famine."

Alexei Rykov, demoted now to the position of Commissar of

Post and Telegraph and living in dread of the coming horror,

stated the case more succinctly,

"The gods can do no wrong," he said. "AH this deification

of Stalin is merely an advance alibi for a colossal crime in the

making."
At this time, when those aware of the situation were praying

for some saving miracle, Stalin took a step the immediate effect

of which was to hasten the dread calamity. In face of a steadily

growing aversion abroad to the purchase of food torn from

the mouths of a famished people, he ordered a drastic change
in the export policy. Henceforth, food marked for export was

to be sold inside Russia as well as outside, but only for for-

eign currency, precious stones, or metals. In a few weeks they

opened up in Moscow and in other cities hundreds of stores

called Torgsim. In those stores one could buy butter, eggs,

milk, sugar, meat almost anything provided one had valuta.

The bulk of the population could only see the food and smell ip

Towards December the regular stores, selling for Soviet

money, were completely out of merchandise. In this situation

the widely scattered Torgsins became so many oases in a food-

less desert. Only those who had relatives abroad, or who had

managed to hide some valuables, were privileged to buy in

them. The rest had to be content with one daily meager lunch-

eon at their place of work and whatever additional crumbs

could be picked up at the local community store where some

member 6f the family had to wait all day for a ration of food

too poor in caloric content to qualify for export.

After waiting for hours in the bitter cold, people would go

away without food for supper. On their way home they would

pass the brightly-lighted "valuta stores," packed full of foods,

yet without customers. Even those who had some foreign cur-

rency or its equivalent were for a time in mortal fear of shop-
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ping in Cheka-run stores, for almost simultaneously with their

opening the GPU launched what soon became known as the

"dollar inquisition." All those suspected of possessing foreign

money, gold, silver, or diamonds were arrested and subjected
to a hitherto unheard-of form of torture. On pleading poverty,
the suspects would be locked up in crowded, unventilated pris-

on wards without beds or bedding. When they begged for a

bit of air, the guards would throw the windows wide open in

midwinter and let them stay open until the inmates were half

frozen. After a few days and nights of this treatment people
would gladly part with anything they had that could be turned

into valuta. An added condition of freedom was an under-

taking to write to relatives and friends abroad pleading for

help. On receipt of a dollar or pound remittance the ex-prisoner
would get a certificate entitling him to a purchase at Torgsin.

Among the many victims in this campaign for valuables were

dentists suspected of hiding gold, which by special decree could

no longer go into people's teeth. One night they arrested nearly

every dentist in Moscow, leaving the population without den-

tal aid until all those under suspicion had either given up the

litde gold they possessed or proved that they had none.

These excesses in search of valuta aroused curious specula-
tion. In some quarters there was a tendency to regard this form

of terror as proof of the government's inability to meet its for-

eign obligations. But those in the know were sure that this grim
search for riches in the world's poorest country was primarily
a diversion aimed at distracting public attention from the ter-

rible situation in the countryside.
Ever since the beginning of winter there had been rumors

of widespread death by starvation. Those rumors became per-
sistent in October, and towards the end of that month there was

no longer any doubt of a major catastrophe in the making.
For by that time Moscow was overcrowded with famished and

ragged peasants fleeing from the country in a mad rush to

escape death. In daylight they wandered around the city in

groups, pleading for bread. At night they sought shelter from
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the cold in railway stations, in the now empty stalls of deserted

markets, in doorways, and on stairs. When visiting friends, I

literally had to pick my way over inert bodies. Even in those

terrible days the privileged continued to indulge in lavish, all-

night debauches. One night after the ballet a dancer who was

always eager to show me Soviet life in the raw insisted that I

go with him to a party given by a powerful Apparatchik. In-

stead of taking the elevator in the newly built apartment house

we walked up the stairs. On the way up to the fifth floor we
counted over fifty men, women, and waifs. For once the GPU
and the militia did not interfere. Even they seemed to be awed

by the terrible plight of the homeless.

All winter long those hungry peasants haunted the streets of

the capital, begging for bread and telling people about the aged
and the children they had left behind in villages completely de-

void of food. From their accounts it appeared that early in au-

tumn the local officials had assured the peasants that bread was

on the way to the stricken regions. In reliance on those prom-
ises, they had eagerly awaited its coming. Then the Ohekist

squads withdrew from the villages, leaving the local officials in

chaige. There was a brief interlude of relief from terror, fol-

lowed by a realization of impending universal death. With the

last hope of relief gone, the villagers went into a panic. Those

who had strength ran to the nearest railway stations, leaving
the aged, the sick, and the children behind. Many t

were hoping
to return with food, but they soon realized it was a one-way

journey. There was no food in the provincial towns, and no

hope of getting any. Everywhere people were piling into and

on top of trains in a mad stampede for the big cities.

Early in January this flow of refugees from the provinces
ceased completely, and there was a strange lull in the feverish

activities of the Apparat. As if by a signal, they stopped sing-

ing hymns to Stalin's greatness. Simultaneously there came a

sudden end to the dollar inquisition and to all forms of secret

and official terror. With the terrible cold, the snow, and the

low-hanging skies, there descended over the Kremlin and Lubi-
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anka a ghastly calm. Week after week went by without convul-

sions, slogans, threats, or exhortations. New Year's Day passed
in grim silence. In this, the fifth year of the first Five-Year

Plan, there was no disposition to celebrate. There was no more

bragging about industrial achievements and collectivization. No
one in die Apparat, including its master, dared utter a word

about the "agricultural front," for by that time the reports

from the country were piling up. They staggered imagina-
tion. I remember how Avel Yenukidze's giant frame and ro-

bust countenance seemed to shrivel as he described to me the

situation in rural Russia as portrayed in official reports to the

All-Russian Soviet Executive.

"For months," he said, "a group of us have been pleading
with Josif Vissarionovich to do something while there was still

time. But it was no use; he wouldn't listen."

In the first week of January 193 3, a terrible snowstorm swept
the Ukraine. When the wind died down, thousands of com-

munities lay still in death beneath the piled-up snow. The bliz-

zard was merciful in a way, for it struck on a day when count-

less peasants were dying of hunger without the faintest hope of

relief.

In midwinter, Moscow was deep in silent mourning. There

were no flags hung at half mast, no funeral marches or eulogies,

but everywhere people bared their heads and wept as they
listened to the gruesome eyewitness tales of travelers arriving
from the provinces. Every day the reports grew more ter-

rifying. In the beginning they spoke of villages turned into

cemeteries with no one to bury the dead. Then came authentic

reports of dead towns and of entire rural regions buried be-

neath the snow without a sign of life. The initial estimates of

casualties mounted rapidly. First there was talk of thousands,

kter of hundreds of thousands, then of millions. There were no

official estimates, and there could not be any for some time.

Even high officials who, like Yenukidze, were unwilling to join
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the conspiracy of silence could not appraise the real extent of

the calamity.

Despite Stalin's determination to keep it from the Soviet and

foreign press,
the ghastly news spread far and wide. Before the

end of January editors from all over the world were clamoring
for permission to send their correspondents into the country.
The Soviet's flat no to all those pleas was interpreted as a

clear indication that the facts were too hideous to be seen by

foreign observers. A special decree stopped all unofficial travel

into rural Russia. After weeks of vain effort the foreign corre-

spondents in Moscow gave up trying. But that did not stop

speculation abroad as to the extent of the famine and its appal-

ling toll.

By March, there wasn't an honest correspondent in Moscow
who wanted to stay there. Everyone I talked to yearned for a

transfer. The Soviet press was duller than ever, and the Foreign
Office handouts were too monotonous to merit a two-line cable.

The famine theme was officially taboo. The apathy among for-

eign newsmen finally reached a state where the Apparat felt it

was tine to stage a diversion. Accordingly, the Metropolitan-
Vickers case was cooked up the most tenuous and transparent
of all the long series of Stalinist frame-ups, with Englishmen
cast in the roles played by Germans in the Shakhta affair. For

some days I sat in the House of Columns watching the show

and wondering what could have happened to the vaunted skill

of the CPU's showmen. They must have been either tired of

their job or in too great a hurry to rig up something that would

get across. After long, bombastic speeches about Englishmen

corrupting their Russian co-workers, the prosecutor could pro-
duce nothing better than half a dozen phonograph disks, some

tobacco pipes, and ten thousand valueless rubles, paid in con-

sideration for grandiose schemes to sabotage the electrical in-

dustry of the Soviet Union. This nonsense, bolstered by fao-

tastic confessions from the Russian defendants and the clumsy
accusations of theirEegEsfa colleagues, totaled np to an obvious
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and entirely futile attempt to lift the famine story from the

front pages of the foreign press.

Having failed in this sorry effort to divert attention from the

harrowing story, the Apparat launched a campaign of brazen

denial On orders from the Kremlin, the communist press the

world over raised a howl about an "international counterrevo-

lutionary conspiracy" to slander Soviet Russia with fantastic

yarns about a "nonexistent" famine. The campaign came at a

time when the Soviet Government was desperately in need of

renewing unpaid bills all over Europe. There being little to ex-

port, the U.S.S.R. was in grave peril of losing all foreign credit

a contingency which Stalin was determined to avert by all

means in his command. As the denials by the communist press
went unheeded, Moscow issued a call for help to all of its paid
and unpaid friends and fellow travelers. In the midst of this

campaign I happened to run into Vitya, staff writer for Pravda*

We met on Strastnoy Boulevard. He seemed to me thinner and

paler than three years back when he attempted suicide after

Olya Vasilyeva refused to marry him. He had the look of a

man reeling under the impact of a heavy blow. Without a word

Vitya sank to a bench and drew from his pocket a mangled
letter.

"Read it/' he said. "It's from my father."

I glanced at the envelope. It was stamped Shmerinka a town
in the Kiev Province. The letter read:

MY BELOVED SON,

This is to let you know that your mother is dead. She died
from starvation after months of pain. I, too, am on the way, like

many others in our town. Occasionally we manage to snatch some
crumbs, but not enough to keep us alive much longer, unless they
send in food from the center. There is none for hundreds of miles
around here. Your mother's last wish was that you, our only son,

say Kadish* for her. Like your mother I, too, hope and pray that

you may forget your atheism now when the godless have brought
down heaven's wrath on Russia. Would it be too much to hope

* The Hebrew prayer for the dead.
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for a letter from you, telling me that you have said Kadish for your
mother at least once and that you will do the same for me? That
wduld make it so much easier to die.

I looked at my friend. Tears welled in his eyes. He broke

down and wept like a child, oblivious of the curious pedestrians.

I could not bring a single word of solace to my lips.
In a vain

effort to comfort him, I was myself overcome by an urge to

weep with him in this world of endless pain. When Vitya

finally calmed down he struggled to his feet. "Well," he said,

"it's time to go to the office and write another editorial de-

nouncing the capitalist press for spreading lies about our non-

existent famine. It's that or suicide."

Like most foreign citizens in Moscow, I yearned to get away
from Stalin's hell, but unlike them I was too deeply rooted in

my native soil, too strongly attached to my many friends who,
now more than ever, needed my help. I would come home from

my daily visits to people all over Moscow with a feeling that

the living were envious of the dead. The physical and mental

pain lurking in what passed for homes was worse than the peace
of death that reigned over vast stretches of the Russian country-
side.

As the terrible winter advanced, the plight ofmy friends and

acquaintances grew ever worse. There were no unemployed

among them. They all worked for the government. Yet they
were cold, hungry, sick, and some of them so terrified of the

CPU's Torgsins that they would rather starve than enter those

shops under the gaze of spies. The only way to help people in

this state of mind was first to ascertain the nature and extent of

their need, next buy the needed supplies at Torgsin, then get a

horse and sleigh and haul it perhaps halfway across the city

for there were few taxis for hire. Things finally reached a pass
where I had little time left to attend to my own business. I was

then under pressure from my new clients, the French aviation

firm Gnome et Rhone. They had shipped one of their newest

and best motors the "K-I4" to Moscow for testing. The So-
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viet Aviation Trust was clamoring for a chance to see how this

motor would perform in the Russian climate. A big deal with

large profits was in prospect. But somewhere between the Rus-

sian frontier and Moscow the big machine got lost in the general

chaos. For six weeks officials scratched their heads and stared at

a document showing plainly
that the motor had reached Ne-

goryeloye on the Russo-Polish frontier and had been sent on

to die capital.
For some time they suspected sabotage. When

our K-i4 was finally discovered beneath a piled-up mass of im-

ported machinery on a railroad siding, the chief engineer re-

called a similar incident. Some railway men had sidetracked a

twenty-seven-car trainload of live poultry and remained un-

aware of its existence until the stench of decomposed fowl re-

minded someone that he had mislaid the shipping papers.

"With us/
3

said the engineer, "it is always a piece of paper,
those tiny bits that millions scribble and few read. Gradually
we are being smothered beneath a mountain of paper."
As the reserves of non-valuta goods dwindled, the numbers

of privileged fell steadily until even membership in the ruling

party was no longer a sure title. To be well fed, housed, and

medically cared for, one had to rank high in the Soviet hier-

archy or have an inside track either to the Apparat or to the

GPU.
, One day on a visit to Orlov, an actor of Meyerhold's troupe,
I found unexpected company in the tiny one-room apartment
which he occupied with his wife. The visitors were a young

couple who had arrived from Tiflis where they held high rank

in the communist youth administration and were active in the

theatrical field. The year before, the man had fallen sick with

diabetes, which soon reached a critical stage by reason of lack

of insulin and hospital facilities. Doctors had advised him to go
to Moscow.

On reaching the
capital, his wife got busy pulling wires in

a desperate effort to have him admitted to either the Kremlin

or to the GPU
hospital, the only two in town adequately staffed
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and supplied with medicines and surgical facilities. After a day
and a night of vain effort the couple learned that they were not

high enough on the ladder of privilege to merit a sickbed at

either the Kremlin or the GPU. The sole alternative was the

General Hospital of Moscow, a hospital without medical sup-

plies
and staffed by hungry doctors and nurses. One night to-

wards the end of that week the desk man of the National Hotel,

whither I moved from the Grand, aroused me from sleep. A
man and a woman down in the lobby insisted on seeing me at

once. The visitors were my actor friend and the wife of the

stricken Communist from Tiflis. I told the clerk to let them

come up. The woman appeared in the doorway, crying. Her
husband had suffered a relapse, she said, and there was no in-

sulin at the hospital. Torgsin was the only place. She opened
her handbag.
"Here are one thousand rubles. It is all I have. Can you give

me ten dollars in exchange? I want to buy some insulin first

thing in the morning."
I begged the woman to keep her rubles. Then I rang up a

friend of the Trade Cbmrnissariat for advice on how to reach

a Torgsin official who could act in an emergency.

"GPU," was the answer. "None but a high functionary of

the GPU could issue such an order."

I then telephoned Prokofiev,* the compassionate Chekist

who rarely failed me in trouble. He promised to act at once. In

ten minutes he phoned back saying that he had got dbe manager
of the nearest Torgsin out of bed.

The insulin was injected before dawn. But die patient did not

recover. After he died, a week later, his widow came to say

good-by before returning to Tiflis. She had aged ten years dur-

ing that week, and all that remained of her communist ideology
was a flaming hatred for the Apparat and its chief operator.

"The doctors told me," she said, "that at his age my husband

* Like Yagoda and TrilMsser, Prokofiev was executed subsequently in the

Great Purge.
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could have lived. But insulin wasn't enough. He needed a good

hospital and proper food. That privilege
is reserved for our

rulers only."
Her despair was but a reflection of the prevailing mood

among Russians, not barring many sincere Bolsheviks, who in

the sixteenth year of the Revolution had come to realize that

Lenin's party as such had ceased to exist; a gang of toughs and

climbers, contemptuous of Marxist ideology, was entrenched

in the Kremlin, determined to rule at all costs.

The rift between the haves and have-nots who now in-

cluded rank-and-file Communists, widened steadily. There

came a time when a bit of meat, a glass of milk, an egg, an as-

pirin tablet, an orange, a lemon, became luxuries reserved for

the arrogant few and were entirely beyond the reach of the

common man. One cold day, on passing a three-block queue

waiting at a community store for herring, I spotted poor Po-

dolsky,* the official censor. He was far back in the line, hoping

against hope that the scanty shipment of herring would last

until he reached the entrance. Podolsky was sick with a chronic

gall-bladder condition, yet he had to stand in line because at

home there were a hungry wife and three famished children. I

asked him to get out of the queue and go home, reminding him

that I was no longer a correspondent dependent on his cen-

sorial favors and was therefore in a position to help him with-

out arousing suspicion. That evening, while watching his wife

and children feasting on the contents of a Torgsin food basket,

Podolsky said:
<c
Whatever onemay say of capitalism, it is undeniable that the

economic abyss between Rockefeller and an ordinary Ameri-

can worker is less wide and deep than that between a Soviet

citizen entitled to a full ration card and one who isn't."

In "May 1933 the Torgsins became crowded. Hunger, the

supreme arbiter, drove to those stores many who in the begin-

ning were afraid to go near them. The bulk of the customers

had gone through the dollar inquisition and were now getting
*
Podolsky vanished in the purge.
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remittances from friends and relatives abroad. Those who had

no one outside Russia were bringing in silver spoons, candle-

sticks, watches, Tsarist gold coins, diamonds, rubies, emeralds,

which they had somehow managed to preserve through all the

years. The appraisals were arbitrary, the evaluation crooked,

and the manner of the officials so brutal and menacing that no

one dared talk back. People were glad to come out of those

places unaccompanied by a Chekist and with some food to help
tide them over the winter. In my almost daily visits to the

Kuznyetsky Torgsin, I rarely missed an opportunity to watch

the appraisers at work. On several occasions they ordered me

away and threatened to forbid me entry to the store, but this

ended when the manager passed the word that I was a friend

of Prokofiev's. After that they were all smiles.

Out of all I had seen and heard at those desks of fear and

hope, one incident lingers in memory. A feeble old man in his

seventies handed the appraiser a small silver spoon. For some

moments he stood there pale and trembling. The bulky and

haughty appraiser placed the spoon on the scale and marked

down its weight. With a look of contempt he asked the cus-

tomer: "What is it you want to buy for this trash?
"

"Lemons," said the man. He cleared his throat adding: "You

see, my wife is very sick and the doctor prescribed hot lemon-

ade."

The appraiser burst out with a harsh, wooden laugh. He eyed
the panicky buyer with scorn and returned the spoon, saying:

"Lemons, citizen, are import. With this thing you couldn't buy
one lemon. Move on. Next!"

But the old man was unable to move. Tearfully he begged:
"One little lemon, comrade. In the name of God. My wife is

so sick. . . . Have mercy, comrade."

The callous official winked at one of the uniformed attend-

ants, who instantly shoved the customer out of line. I followed

him to the door and led him back to the manager's office, where

I paid for a food package that included two dozen lemons,

About to leave, I told the manager it was high time for him to
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curb some of his bnital subordinates. And again, as on many

previous occasions, I heard the old story. The appraisers, like

all other officials vested with discretion, were keymen in the

Torgsin party cell and had to be handled with utmost caution.

No manager of an enterprise could afford to fall out with his

cell

One day in the summer of 1 93 3 Moscow found itself without

a drop of kerosene, a fuel used for cooking in nearly all the

capital's
lower-class homes. As no other fuel was available, the

people, still woefuEy underfed, were left without means of

warming a bit of soup or a glass of tea. The blow fell hardest on

the old, the sick, the children, and all those who, unattached to

a place of work, were reduced by it to a diet of black bread and

unboiled water. The summer was nearly gonea summer with-

out vegetables, fruit, or any other nourishing food for the vast

majority. And now lack of fuel was added to the long list of

privations. To make things worse, there was no official explana-
tion of the shortage. No one seemed to know how long it would
take the government to replenish the supply of kerosene. Many
new "lines of agony" were added to the old ones. For ten days
and ten nights people waited in mile-long queues.

My temporary home at the time was onBriusovskyPereulok,
where I was living with the Meyerholds. Across the street was
one of the biggest kerosene stations in town. For nights we were

kept awake by the clamor outside. My hosts and their guests,
some of the most prominent artists and writers in Moscow,

speculated on what the people were likely to do if this state of

affairs continued. Some predicted riots. Others even compared
the situation with that which prevailed in Petrograd before the

February Revolution. Neither the man-made famine nor all the

other crimes of the Apparat had convinced these naive souk
that in a land where every man feared every other man no up^
rising was possible. The dictator had attained his objective,
which was to deaden the sense of human dignity, darken man's

vision, and extinguish his spirit with a blanket of abject resig-
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nation to overwhelming, ruthless force, Even the most sanguine

among Moscow's intelligentsia stopped prattling about a popu-
lar revolt when, on the eleventh day of this affliction, a fresh

supply of kerosene did reach the city, and at the same moment
bulletins were pasted up notifying the public that henceforth

the precious fuel would be sold for foreign currency only. We
stood at open windows watching the people across the street.

The women, many of them with babies in their arms, wept piti-

fully; the men stood with bowed heads and limp arms. A huge
truckload of fuel stopped in front of the station, which was

guarded by only one militiaman, The long queue broke up. A
tremendous crowd surrounded the station. There was nothing
to stop them from smashing the place. But they dispersed at

the first command of the lone militiaman. No fists were raised;

no eyes burned with anger. Beaten, crushed, hopeless, they
drifted away, leaving behind them a handful of the lucky pos-
sessors of foreign money.
For nearly a fortnight following its arrival I smelled of kero-

sene. Day after day I would buy the fuel and lug it to friends

all over town. It was a lifesaving gift, particularly for children.

Try as I would, I could not prevent mothers from kissing my
kerosene-drenched hands.

Foreigners in Moscow, particularly those who had not been

there long, were always harping on the idea that the Russians

deserved their cruel fate because they did not revolt. In answer

I would tell them of an experience I had with a Moscow family,
one of the oldest and finest in the capital. They were men and

women of high intellectual attainments, physicians, engineers,

college professors, journalists, and army officers. One of them,

Colonel Valin, a Red Army officer on sick leave, was my very

good friend,

When the famine came I had more trouble with Valie and

his relatives than with any other friends. A proud clan, they
refused any and all offers of help, claiming that they could get

along on their rations. TTiis went on until June, whes Valin's
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father, a man in deEcate health, died of undernourishment. On
the way back from the crematorium I pleaded with the colo-

nel and his mother to let me provide them with supplies from

Torgsin. They finally withdrew their objection on condition

that I dine with them when not otherwise engaged. To this I

readily agreed, for I disliked the gaudy atmosphere at the res-

taurant of the National Hotel, which at that time catered al-

most exclusively to top-ranking officers, officials, and favored

writers.

One evening towards the end of winter I found Valin's fam-

ily in a panic. The colonel, still recuperating from his illness,

was fully dressed in his uniform, complete with theSamBrowne
belt and revolver. His mother, wife, and younger sister were

pleading with him to undress and put down the weapon. After

much heated argument and tears, Valin turned to me and ex-

plained.

Sonya, the colonel's young sister, married and the mother of

a two-year-old boy, had been insulted by a high official in the

Council of Supreme Economy where she was employed as sec-

retary. The official, who was known to be strongly connected

in the Apparat, made it a practice to order female subordinates

to pay him night visits, and none dared refuse. The man was

known to have indulged in this practice for some time, behav-

ing in the manner of Tsarist satraps in the times of serfdom.

Sonya, a pretty young woman, tried desperately to get another

job. Failing in this and living in dread of an invitation, she had

taken care to go to work with unpainted lips and unpowdered
face, hoping against hope that she would somehow remain

among the "undesirables." For some time the man seemed not

to notice her. Then one day he let Sonya know that he was up
to her tricks.

"I know you are play-acting, comrade/' the man said. "You
haven't deceived me. I shall be expecting you at my home this

evening." He named the hour and sent the woman back to

work.

When Sonya came home with the news, her husband, a
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powerful man, decided to visit the official and deal with him

as he deserved. But the husband's father, a well-known Moscow

physician, pleaded with his son to forget chivalry, which was

impossible under existing conditions. It was then that Colonel

Valin determined to meet the rascal and teach him a lesson.

This threw the colonel's mother, wife, and sister into a panic.

They sent a hurried call to all their relatives, hoping somehow

to dissuade Valin from acting. While I was there the colonel's

aunt, a reputable physician and arbiter in family affairs, arrived

on the scene. And she laid down the law. She ordered Valin to

hand her his revolver.

"This chivalry business is sheer nonsense," she said. "You

forget where we live. Even if you kill this creature his friends

are sure to avenge him; and their vengeance will be wreaked

on our whole family. They will strike in the dark, as they al-

ways do. No, Valin. Let Sonya go. As long as Lubianka and

the Apparat are the rulers we can't indulge in such luxuries as

honor and chivalry. Those noble concepts "are gone with our

past."

The aunt had her way. She prevailed because we all knew
that she was telling the naked truth. I watched Valin unbuckle

his belt and hand over the revolver, weeping like a child he

who under Marshal Tukhachevsky had fought valiantly on

many fronts in the civil war. While my poor friend wept, and

we all wept with him, Sonya got up quietly and left the house

to keep her appointment. She looked pretty in her old sky-blue

dress, but her rouged lips quivered as big tears coursed down
her blushing cheeks.



Chapter ^6

Rykov Foresees the Purge

E,.ERHAPS THE STRANGEST THING
about the Great Purge of 1936-37 was the advance knowledge
of it possessed by some of its leading victims. On the first day
of Passover, 1934, 1 came to former Premier Rykov to tell him

of my intention to leave Russia. He spoke to me with solemn

frankness then as he had years before on the Volga. And as I

listened to this trusted man, calm and deliberate as usual, I sud-

denly became conscious of an impending doom. I sensed in his

voice and language the pathos, pity, and dark foreboding that

come over us as death approaches one whom we love.

He began by reminding me that he had been in the shadow

lately. But that did not trouble him. In the long years of the

Tsarist underground he learned to face personal good luck or

adversity with an even mind. What saddened him was that he

had lived to see so many of Lenin's worst fears come true.

The Revolution that was to end all social injustice had de-

generated into a naked tyranny sustained by brutal violence

and lies. The present lull in the terror, he believed, was only the

calm before a more fearful storm. A drastic change in policy
was coming, one calculated to prepare Russia for a two-front

war. With the Japanese strongly entrenched in Manchuria and

the Nazis eager to expand eastward, Soviet Russia was in con-
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stant danger of a double attack. It might corne in one year, in

two, or in ten. Much depended on the attitude of the Western

world, which was likely to remain neutral in the hope that the

Hitler and Stalin dictatorships would destroy each other. For

some time now Stalin had been living in dread of such a war.

Stalin's fear was aggravated by a haunting suspicion that the

Rights and the Trocskyists, both in and out of the army, would

destroy the Apparat at the first show of weakness in face of an

invading army. No one knew better than Stalin, Rykov said,

that Soviet Russia, after all the enormous sacrifices of the five-

year plans, was in no condition to fight. But he believed that,

given time and an absence of internal trouble, the Russians

might repeat the retreat of 1 8 1 2 with similar results. This could

not be done if the opposition lived. Stalin was therefore de-

termined to annihilate in advance all opponents of his dictator-

ship, both actual and potential. It was only a question of when
and how. The inevitability of a bloody purge within the party,

Rykov felt, was indicated by certain organisational steps which

Stalin had already taken.

The most significant of these steps was a new setup in the

Apparat one created ostensibly to check on the activities of

the GPU, but actually to redouble Stalin's control over Ya-

goda's police and to enable him to destroy its commanding staff

when the moment came. The new setup, Rykov went on, was

headed by a faithful troika consisting of Yezhov, Bennan, and

Byelsky all three of them ruthless Giekists with records of

horrifying exploits during the civil war.

For some time I had sat listening to Rykov in awed silence,

trying to believe that his grim prognosis might, to some extent,

be influenced by fe now greater indulgence in alcohol But the

pame Byelsky made me wonder whether he wasYashaByelsky,
my first Soviet acquaintance and my subsequent escort during
the Stalin-sponsored tour of the Ukraine.

ir
es," said Rykov, "and he is the brains of the troika/* I

recalled Byelsky's fierce hatred of Yagoda. For years he had

harbored an envious grudge against the chief of the GPU. Now
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he was back in Moscow. Yagoda had kept him in Kharkov as

long as he had the power to do it.

At the rime of that visit to Rykov I had intended to leave

Russia within a week, but unexpected business kept me in Mos-

cow until midsummer. During the ensuing two months Rykov's
account of the situation was confirmed to me in private con-

versations by three other future victims of the purge Serebria-

kov, Yenukidze, and Karakhan.

Yagoda, now GPU Commissar-in-Chief, strangely enough,
took a different view of the matter. He admitted the existence

of the new setup but thought it was designed primarily to ease

his burden and help him achieve his life ambitionto build the

vast Belamore Canal with convict labor. Extremely cautious at

all times, Stalin took care to maintain the present status in the

GEU while building up his new and camouflaged organ for its

control. At no time in his career was Stalin iir greater dread of

assassination than during that crucial period when he changed
the leadership of the GPU.

The 1934 May Day parade on Red Square was about to start

when someone tapped me on the shoulder. I looked back and

saw Byelsky smiling, jovial, behaving (within sight of the on-

lookers) like an old pal. I had to step back to avoid his sudden

thrust forward to embrace me. Failing in this, he kept on pump-
ing my arm and banging me on the shoulder.

"Well, well," he said, "what a pleasant surprise . . . after all

these years. . . ."

Byelsky insisted on our having lunch at the near-byNational
Hotel, and on the way there he made it clear that he knew of

my every move. After discussing several of my supposedly

private affairs, he ended by urging me not to leave Russia.

"But who on earth could have told you all that?
"

I exclaimed.

"A professional secret," he said with a sly smile, expressing
the pride of the skilled craftsman. He must have noticed iny
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lack of enthusiasm for his art, however, for he took pains to

remind me of our mutual friend, the writer Katayev*
"Valentin keeps me informed,*' he said.

To celebrate the "coincidence" of our meeting, as well as

the Red holiday, Byelsky ordered both vodka and Caucasian

wine. I reminded him of the day in the steppe when we nearly
froze to death because of his passion for vodka-

He swallowed a glassful.

"We are not in the steppe," he said, "and I love the stuff. Life

wouldn't be worth a kopek without it."

My impulse was to question him about his mysterious new

job, but I feared involving the source of my information. I

hoped he might start bragging when sufficiently mellowed, but

he didn't. The more he drank, the more carefully he steered

clear of his favorite subject himself. I tried to arouse him by

mentioning Yagoda, a name that seldom failed to set him on

edge, but even that no longer worked.

"Let's talk about you," he said.

I told him my intention to leave Russia was final.

"That's just it," he snapped. "That's why I made it my busi-

ness to see you. Your place is in Moscow, not in New York."

And he went on to explain that he had lately been talking about

me with some of his friends, and all had agreed that I was ex-

ceptionally qualified for important work in the U.S.SJL The
word "friends" gave me an opening.

"May I know, Byelsky, who these friends are?"

*T5orodin for one," he said. "He's now, as you may know,

manager of our English daily. He complains that the paper is

run by rank amateurs. He is looking for an experienced news-

paperman. I am quite sure he would be gkd to have you as

editor."

"But I've never met the man."

"That makes no difference. He knows of you. You can have

the job today, right now. All I need do is telephone him."

He spoke like a highly placed Apparatchik, conscious of

power and authority, and he gave every indication of being
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earnest in his efforts to dissuade me from leaving the country.
In Continental Europe, he said, Moscow had somehow suc-

ceeded in establishing strong contacts with governments, with

powerful organizations, and with people of influence. But in

the U.SA. and England the ground was still fallow. The com-
munist parties in those countries were small and their influence

negligible. Moscow, he said, (he avoided the word Apparat)
was much more interested in American and English fellow

travelers, particularly the rich and the cultured; the kind of

people like Chicherin, Joffe, and Krassin, who had served Lenin

in the Tsarist underground. To interest such Americans and

Englishmen, Moscow was in need of a live English daily run

by an experienced newsman. They would pay me as good a

salary as the AP, provide me with a home for my family, with

educational facilities for the children, and in addition give me

every opportunity to represent foreign clients doing business

with the Soviets. It was a rare opportunity. Would I take the

job?
His direct question seemed to leave the door wide open for

the one I had in mind. Accordingly I asked Byelsky point-blank
whether his extraordinary offer was being made on behalf of

the Apparat. He reminded me that the Soviet press had always
been under control of the ruling party, and then he steered clear

of further talk on the subject. But on the way out of the hotel

he informed me that I would soon hear from Borodin.

If doubts remained in my mind about Byelsky's power they
were dispelled the following morning when Borodin, once the

Kremlin's world-famous plenipotentiary entrusted with the

conquest of China, telephoned to make an appointment. He
received me the same day at his office in the Moscow Daily
Ne*ws and repeated Byelsky's offer verbatim. I told him of my
resolution never to accept fees or salary from the Soviet regime
and suggested that he telephone Rykov for confirmation.

Borodin, a big, stocky man, stared at me, toying with a paper
cutter.

'"Frankly," he said, "I don't know what to make of it. You
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have the reputation of being a sincere friend of the Soviets, and

yet you speak as though. . . ." He didn't finish the sentence.

Borodin felt his responsibility for Stalin's hand in the Chinese

Red coup and the resulting massacre of Communists. He also

felt the undeserved humiliation of his demotion. He would have

been glad to join me, I believe, and become a lawyer again in

Chicago. I could see it in the melancholy look of his eyes as he

heldmy hand in parting.

During my remaining weeks in Moscow I became a witness

to something that I think has not been understood by any writer

about Russia, all those who might have explained it having been

purged.
Without any previous warning, the Apparat announced a

free, open, and unfettered -debate on Soviet democracy. Rykov
and my other Right-wing friends saw in this a carefully hatched

plan to make all anti-Stalinist elements come out in the open
where they could be counted and marked for the approaching

slaughter. Unfortunately, neither Rykov nor any of his col-

leagues had the means of sounding an alarm. But they were con-

vinced that it was only to bolster this hoax that Stalin appointed
a commission of Marxist scholars with orders to draft a new,

superdemocratic constitution.

The free-for-all discussion went on unchecked from May
1934 until the assassination of Kirov in midwinter. By that time

all heads had been duly counted and minutely catalogued. That

assassination now widely believed to have been planned by the

GPU was the signal and the pretext for a blood bath which

Stalin had been preparing since the previous spring. I attended

a number of meetings in factories and Soviet institutions in

which men and women freely voiced their belief that Russia's

salvation lay in genuine freedom freedom from the dictator-

ship of the party and the GPU. While they spoke, friends drew

my attention to agents in the audience who were jotting down
the names both of the speakers and of any who were excep-

tionally zealous in their applause.
At the height of that "free and open" debate on Soviet con-
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stitutionality, there occurred an incident so alarming that in

fear of its repetition Stalin did not hesitate to reveal to the

world a savage practice that he had long indulged in that of

Inflicting punishment on the family of his political enemies. In

the first week of June 1934 some Soviet military fliers escaped
with their craft to foreign territory. The next week Pravda

published a decree imposing the penalty of death on the de-

serters, simultaneously warning the relatives and friends of all

such offenders. The decree read in part:

I, 3. In the event of one in the military service escaping abroad,
the adult members of his family, if they in any way co-operated in

the attempt or act of treason, or only knew about it and failed to

report to the authorities, are punishable by imprisonment from five

to ten years, with confiscation of all their property.

4, All the rest of the adult members of the traitor's family, who
at the moment of the commission of the crime either lived with the

miscreant or received his support, are punishable by loss of all citi-

zenship rights and five years' exile to the remote regions of Siberia.

5. Failure to report by any other citizen (not in military service)
is punishable under Article XII of this kw.

(Signed) President of the Central Executive

Committee U.S.S.R.

M. KALININ

Acting Secretary of the Central

Executive Committee
M. A. MEDVIEDIEV

Moscow, Kremlin, June 8, 1934*

Avel Yenukidze, still the secretary of the Central Executive

Committee, refused to sign his name to this barbaric law. In

evidence of his humanity, it bears, besides Kalinin's name, the

unusual signature of Medviediev, Yenukidze's first assistant.

A month kter, on July 10, 1934, the Soviet Government pub-
lished a supplementary decree, providing for the creation of a

military collegium vested with the sole and exclusive right to

* Published in Pravda, June 8, 1954.
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try men for counterrevolution. Both measures were of a pre-

liminary nature. Like the debate on the new constitution, they
were steps in preparation for the Great Purge which Rykov, its

most distinguished victim, had seen coming from afar.

On the day ofmy final departure from Moscow, the city was
still astir with open-air meetings and debates on the coming
Freedom. I reached Paris four days later in time to read the

first news of Hitler's purge. As the grim news from Germany
began to unfold, a friend in the Soviet Embassy at Paris re-

marked:

"This is a fitting prelude to the windup of our constitutional

debate."

In Paris, Vichy, London, andNew York, I had offers to write

about Russia, but I was deterred by fear for the friends left be-

hind. I could hardly jot down a paragraph without implicating
someone. Omissions of names and places would be of no avail,

for the GPU, I knew well, had a detailed record of all my
friends and acquaintances and practically every individual I

had met all over Russia. Silence, self-imposed and excruciating-

ly painful, has been my lot for years.

In the summer of 1936, Saylor, then editor of the New York

Post, persuaded me to go into Russia for a checkup on current

developments.
In Paris I ran into Nicholai Bukharin and Arossyev, former

commander of the Moscow garrison, a good friend of mine.

They told me such alarming stories of the situation in Russia

that I wondered how they could have the courage, or the fool-

hardiness, to go back. From them I learned that the assassina-

tion of Kirov had been engineered by the Yezhov-Byelsky-Ber-
man troika in order to precipitate a final showdown in Lenin's

party. I also learned from them that Rykov was under house

arrest, as were many of his friends.

In Bukharin's naive belief, there was still one hope of avert-

ing disaster: Stalin might still abide by their common promise
to Lenin to keep life within the Bolshpvik Party inviolate. In
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reliance on this promise, although they foresaw the purge, Bu-

kharin and Arossyev were both returning home, Arossyev,

however, persuaded me to stay out of Russia, fearing lest the

now powerful Apparat troika might exploit Rykov's friendship
with me to his and possibly to my detriment.

A month later Stalin gave the signal that turned Soviet Russia

into a zone of mortal peril for every sincere Communist. The
massacre began with a new series of show trials, judicial farces

rather, designed as window dressing for the spiritual as well as

the physical annihilation of all actual and potential enemies.

Behind these show windows thousands of old Bolsheviks were

shot without trial. Before the nightmarish slaughter was over,

the Communist Party as conceived by Lenin was no more than

a memory besmirched with lies and traitorous slanders. To-

gether with Rykov, Bukharin, Serebriakov, Yenukidze, Kara-

khan, literally all the genuine idealists of the party, were shot to

the accompaniment of savage cries in the press: "Mad Dogs!"
And while this went on in Russia, the work of spreading deceit,

confusion, and vilification abroad was so well done that we had

the grotesque spectacle of eminent and free men, many of them

well-known liberals, joining in the swelling chorus of slander.

The works of Stalin's criminal Apparatchiks were fruitful the

world over. Though abhorred by the Russian people, the Che-

kists managed, in large degree, to sway world opinion to the

fatuous and fantastic notion that this massacre of Lenin's loyal
followers was a measure of precaution against threats from Ger-

many, Italy, and/or Japan. In carrying out this seemingly im-

possible task the Apparat leaned heavily on the help of the fel-

low travelers, the deceived or hypocritical liberals abroad, so

eager to bow down to the tyrant while remaining deaf and

dumb to the plight of a nation in chains.

I had seen these foreign intellectuals in Moscow admiring

tyranny and banqueting in the midst of famine. Now in their

own countries they were defending Stalin in the midst of his

pogrom against all that was best and noblest in Russia. They
were unwilling or unable to see that Stalin had destroyed the
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Revolution, had enslaved the peasants and workers, and had

established a regime of naked police rule, not as a means to an

end but in order to perpetuate his tyranny over a helpless peo-

ple. His annihilation of every vestige of socialism, his inborn

sadism, and his hunger for absolute power, combined with the

cunning of a Genghis Khan, were bound sooner or later to

make him a menace to free mankind.

At the height of the purge, when my best friends had already

fallen, I felt
sufficiently free from fear to publish my first com-

ments on the undercurrents that had led up to the blood bath.

They appeared in the Atlantic Monthly for August 1937. Even
then I experienced grave apprehension for friends whose fate

remained unknown to me. In the years following the purge,
the growing menace of nazism, coupled with the advent of

World War II, brought additional reasons for continued si-

lence. Throughout the war I lived in hope that the fall of nazism

would be followed by the liberation of the Russian people. But

even as victory dawned I could see unmistakable signs that

Stalin was playing tfce same game with Roosevelt, Truman,
Churchill, and Attlee that he had played with Rykov, Bukhar-

in, Tomsky, and the other idealistic Bolsheviks. Reading the

reports from Teheran, Yalta, Potsdam, I was amazed at his abil-

ity to repeat on an international scale the crude tricks that had

made him master at the Kremlin.

On June 1 5, 1946, the day when Bernard M. Baruch offered

the Kremlin a pact to outlaw the atomic bomb, I was at Hunter

College listening to his historic speech. As Baruch warned Rus-

sia and the world of atomic perils,
I recalled that afternoon at

Versailles when he had prophesied to Krassin nearly all the

Soviet horrors that subsequently came to pass.

From Baruch's whole speech there stuck in my mind only
two words, "international inspection." How, I thought, could

Stalin ever agree to lay bare before an international body a

country dotted with slave camps? To abolish them would mean

to abolish fear, which after two sanguinary decades remained
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the foundation of Stalin's power. Plainly, out of all the condi-

tions laid down by Baruch, "international inspection" was one

to which the Apparat could agree only by signing Its own death

warrant. Faced with this dilemma, Stalin and his gang had but

one alternative that was to instruct their Apparatchiks abroad

to twist, confuse, delay, and postpone, until some day, some-

how, Russia would have an atomic stockpile of her own.

One summer night back in 1926, Stalin had bared his heart

to Kamenev and Dzerzhinsky. "There can be no greater pleas-

ure in life," he told them, "than to choose one's enemy, inflict

a terrible revenge on him, and go quietly to sleep."

He has chosen his enemy. He would like nothing better

than to order his atomic flyers to strike a sudden murderous

blow at the United States while Congress is debating war or

peace. Given time and the opportunity, he will do it with no

greater qualms than he has shown in all his ghastly exploits on

Lubianka.






